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PREFACE 

These two companion volumes present, respec¬ 
tively, a translation of the Arabic text and commen¬ 
tary upon a work of the celebrated scientist of elev¬ 
enth century Central Asia. The original, as its 

name indicates, is an extensive discussion of shadows 
their nature, properties, and utilities, the author 
ranging about through the fields of optics, etymology 
literature, religion, mathematics, and astronomy, as 
the main topic leads him. 

As may be seen by consulting the table of 
contents, the book commences with a short apologia 
for taking up the subject at all. BIrunI then pro¬ 
ceeds to define shadow, the phenomenon of night 
being interpretable as the most fundamental of all 
shadows. This leads into a discussion of the phy¬ 
sical properties of shadow edges and rays of light 
admitted through pinholes. Several chapters follow 
in which four of the standard trigonometric func¬ 
tions are defined in terms of shadow, and their 
various relationships are worked out. It is na¬ 
tural next to describe the astrolabe and other 
instruments which employ the shadow functions. 

The second half of the book gives solutions 
of a series of astronomical problems involving sha¬ 
dows : the noon shadow cast by a unit gnomon as a 

function of season and latitude, the determination 
of the local meridian by observations of shadows, 
timekeeping by means of shadows, daylight length 
as a function of season and latitude, and celestial 
distances involving shadows. 

The times of two of the five Muslim daily 
prayers are defined in terms of shadows. Hence 
two chapters are devoted to this topic. The first 



cites the traditions upon which the definitions are 
based; the second describes instruments for applying 
the resultant rules. 

It is as a primary source for the history of 
the ancient and medieval exact sciences that Biruni’s 

Shadows is significant. The precursors of the tangent 
function he describes, particularly the primitive sha¬ 
dow tables for telling time, contribute to our know¬ 
ledge of the prehistory of trigonometry. The Baby¬ 
lonian linear zigzag functions he passes along exhibit 
one of the very few direct connections between the 
astronomy of ancient Mesopotamia and that of early 
Islam. The meridian determination of Diodorus here 
preserved is the only solid information we have about 
the work of this first century B.C. Alexandrian. 

The topics named above have already received 
some attention in the literature. Only a full trans¬ 
lation. of the text, however, can make available to 
historians of science generally the multitude of 

references to individuals, books, and theories, famous 
or obscure, extant or unknown, with which the book 
abounds. .Individually insignificant, they are hith¬ 
erto missing tesserae in the mosaic of history. 

The.translation is based on the Arabic text 
published in 1948 by the Osmania Oriental Publica¬ 
tions Bureau and referred to here and in the sequel 

as the Shadows. (Short titles and abbreviations in 
italics are references to the bibliography which 
follows the commentary.) Page and line of the print¬ 
ed text are indicated on the margins of the trans¬ 
lation, and the same system is used for cross-refer¬ 
ences to the text in the commentary, and for entries 
m the index. 

The edition, in turn, is based upon the 
unique Patna MS 2468/36 preserved in the (Bankipore) 
Khuda Baksh Oriental Public Library. Thanks to the 
Honorary Secretary of this library a microfilm of 

the manuscript has been available, and the frontis¬ 
piece of the translation reproduces the fine cal¬ 
ligraphy of its title page. Beginnings of the 

manuscript folios are also indicated in the trans¬ 
lation margins. Within the translation a double 

viii 

diagonal stroke marks the place at which a new folio 

commences; the much more numerous single diagonal 
strokes denote beginnings of lines of the printed 
text. The variants between the two versions have 
been placed in footnotes. 

Material enclosed within parentheses does 
not appear in the original, but has been added to 
clarify or improve the sense of the passage where 

it appears. Many phrases in the translation are 
stilted or awkward. In part this may be laid to 
the ineptitude of the translator. To an extent, 

however, they result from a desire to preserve some 
savor of the Arabic. Restorations to the text have 
been enclosed in square brackets. In general, both 
the original and the restoration are given in foot¬ 
notes. 

The paragraphing of the translation is that 
of the printed text; the manuscript has no paragraphs 
The reader will notice that these subdivisions bear 
little relation to the subject matter. We neverthe¬ 
less thought it best to preserve them. 

A considerable portion of the Arabic text was 
omitted from the edition and printed without notice 
as part of a different book, listed as Sinan in the 
bibliography. The reason for this is that the man¬ 
uscript, a single volume collection including many 
treatises in addition to the Shadows, suffered re¬ 
binding at some time in its history. Some of the 
folios, including this segment, were bound out of 
order. The intrusion, happily discovered by Profes¬ 
sor A. S. Saidan, has been restored to its place in 
the translation. The gap commences at the middle 
of page 5 of the edition, the filler from the middle 
of page 34 of Sinan. It runs to the top of page 63, 
whereupon the edition picks up. In the translation 
and the index the excerpt from Sinan is distinguished 
by an s preceding the page number. 

A less serious misplacement of the same sort 
occurs at 158:10 of the edition. The text from here 
to 160:4 should have been printed at 146:4. In the 
translation the missing passage has been restored to 
its proper place, but with the page and line numbers 
of the edition. The unfortunate reader who, working 
from the index, misses a reference, should consult 
this preface to locate the insertion. 



The second volume, the commentary, has been 
set up with the same chapter organization as the text. 
The chapters, for ease of reference, have been further 
subdivided into short sections, numbered serially with¬ 
out regard to chapters. Associated with each section 
title is the portion of the text to which it refers 
These portions are treated in the order in which they 
occur. References to the commentary in the index are 
given by section numbers in italics. 

Since this publication does not include the 
Arabic text, already available, no Arabic-English 
glossary appears. The reader who encounters an un¬ 
familiar word in the Arabic text will find its Eng¬ 
lish equivalent at the appropriate page and line of 
the translation. He may then have recourse to the 
index if he is interested in additional occurrences 
of the same word or its synonyms. There is consid¬ 
erable need for a dictionary of medieval Arabic 
scientific terms; the sources for such a book should 
include much more than the Shadows. 

In preparing the commentary an effort has 
been made to suit the needs of a particular category 
of reader, the historian of science who is mathema¬ 
tically and astronomically literate, but who is 

neither an orientalist nor a specialist in medieval 
astronomy. Even so, the choice of which topics to 
include and which not remains largely a matter of 
individual taste. 

. is inevitable, and an apology would seem 
gratuitous. It is with diffidence, however, that a 
translator who lays no claim to being an Arabist 
makes public an attempt to English the Shadows. By 
rights he should be simultaneously competent also 
in Islamic studies, oriental poetry, and classical 
philosophy. The rueful words of Sachau are recalled 
m the preface to the Chronology: "The work of gen¬ 
erations will be required to do full justice to 
Albiruni". Here is a beginning; let the reader cor¬ 
rect the errors he finds. 

The translation was made possible by a suc¬ 
cession of grants from the National Science Founda¬ 
tion ^ to the American University of Beirut, and by 

appointments to Brown University and to the Institute 

for Advanced Study. It is always a pleasure to 
thank friends and colleagues for help: first, as 
ever. Professor 0. Neugebauer for counsel extending 
far beyond this particular work to span the better 
part of a lifetime. Specific contributions made 
by Professor David Pingree have sometimes been in¬ 
dicated in the commentary, within parentheses and 
followed by his initials, but his assistance in¬ 
cludes any sections involved with the Sanskrit 
sources. Professor Adnan Ifram read through the 
entire translation in its preliminary form and 
rescued the translator from all manner of blunders. 
Professor Ihsan Abbas has taken time to elucidate 
troublesome questions of Arabic poetry and Muslim 
tradition. Professor Jibrail Jabbur, the late 
Professor Salwa Nassar, Professors Kamal Salibi, 
Majid Fakhri, Fuad Tarazi, Dr. George Saliba, 
and Mr. Taysir Salihi have all assisted. Heart¬ 
felt gratitude to them, with no thought of their 
being implicated in errors committed by the under¬ 
signed. 

Copy for photo-offset printing was 
turned out in Beirut simultaeously with the 
development of the Lebanese civil war. The 
concomitant difficulties provide a blanket ex¬ 
cuse to cover the manifold shortcomings of 
the result (the bizarre format of this page, 
for example). Moreover, the milieu in some 
ways appropriately resembled that of the wars 
of Sultan Mahmud, and the vicissitudes under 
which al-Blruni brought forth the original 
of this work. 

The very demanding typing was commenced 
by Mrs. Kawthar Shomar, thence, during her 
temporary absence, taken over by Mrs. Annie 
Aroyan. Any elegance the edition may claim 
is owing to the technical advice of Mr. Zahi 
Khuri. 

Finally, to the Director, and all 
connected with the Institute for the History 
of Arabic Science, for indispensible support, 
and to Mr. Muwaffaq Ghannam, for seeing the 
project through the press, warm thanks. 

xi 
E.S.K 
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TRANSCRIPTION OF ARABIC LETTERS 

ON THE FIGURES 

In the translation the figures retain the num¬ 
bers and lettering of the text. Where a sphere is 
represented, the figure has been redrawn in orthogo¬ 
nal projection to facilitate understanding of the 
spatial relations. In the body of the translation 
the standard conventions have been used for the 
transliteration of Arabic words into Latin charac¬ 
ters However, individual letters on the figures 
have been transcribed as shown below. The scheme 
is a slight extension of the one proposed in the 
JAOS, vol. 82(1962), p.204, and is employed for 
the reasons there set forth. 

e 

TRANSLATION 

OF THE 

TREATISE ON SHADOWS 



(DEDICATION) f.!94b 

In the name of God, the Merciful, the 3:1 

Compassionate: 

A discussion of visual perception and the 2 
nature of the cone/ existent between the instrument 3 
of sight and the object seen, the source* of which 
(the cone) is at a distance (from the object, and 
which) entails/ the geometry of optics in its 4 
different (forms), whether it is due to the ray 
which emanates from the beholder unto/ what he 5 
beholds, or due to the ray resulting from the 
images of objects and their colors, and its 
impression/ on the vitreous humor of the eye, 6 
(such a discussion) is a philosophical matter 
pertinent to psychological investigation and to/ 
abstract speculation entrusted to those talented 7 

in them (i.e., these fields). 
However, as to investigation of the actual 8 

light and what is connected with it, and what (is 
connected with) its absence, called/ shadow in 9 
general and shadow specifically, it pertains to 
the types of mathematical science which/ 
[facilitate]] (the solution) of problems of any- 10 

* one who resorts to religion, depending oi the 
ways of/ evident truth, like the Shaykh Abu 11 
al-Hasan Musafir b. al-Hasan, who is embellished 
by these characteristics./ Verily he is famous 12 
for his burning desire for the knowledge of the 
times of prayer and his extreme devotion/ to 13 
whatever instruments are referred to for their 

*Text I ; MS is not clear; read • 

Text {jjpl/- I j read p I . 

1 



determination, Cas a result) of his care for the 3:13 
h^iness of being rewarded (in the afterlife) 

after having/ been given by God the happiness of 14 

i!!t 9 WhlCh makes hiln seek the virtuous m tne two happinesses. 

I Wi“ be discussing of that, what will 4:1 
suffice for the untying of this knot/ and the 2 

acquisition by it of the advantages of being 
praised. Tor there is no one in the world who 

tl!*! n°t *Jaturally attempt/ to make permanent his 3 
kind who does not strive to immortalize his fame. 

neccesity the wise man satisfies himself 
with/the remnant called his body, to be respected 4 

in spite of the passage of nights and days after 
him. And because/ the good is loved for itself, 5 

since even the wicked desire it (the good) for 

themselves, although they may stray/ from it, the 6 

deaired (type.of) sayings is the best (kind),’ and 
of the/ enduring fame the good and the beautiful 7 

So, blessed is he for whom the blessing of God, 

“f ®*alted!. endures, by the endurance of 

:^tfUlrSSiand the Cholce of the raost praise- 8 
°f ,affairs. I request of God for the 

forefi r-ne-!UCCeSS whereby he nay/ be in the 9 
forefront in the attainment of his desire, and 
for myseif (I pray for) striving to approach 

satisfying Him and to maintain Cray) [enjoyment]1/ 

(Ve^n benevolence, by which the people rejoice. 10 
(Verily) He is the Master of Destiny for making 
accessible things of great importance, by His * 
grace,/ and the extent of His generosity. IX 

Text t^\ ; read as in the MS. 

2 

(TEXT TABLE OF CONTENTS) 

This is a list of the chapters of the dis- 4:12 

course, into which we will plunge1 in order to 
facilitate/ the extraction of what is desired 13 

from it. 
(Chapter) 1. On (the Fact) that the Prime 14 

Motion of the Heavens in the Westward Direction 
Is/Necessary in this CSought for) Topic, and 15 

Suchlike (Things). 
2. On the Explanation of Light and Darkness, 16 

Luminosity and Shadow. 
3. On the Explanation of the Variations 17 

to which Shadows Are Subject, in Amount and 

Position. 
4. On the Explanation of What Is Drawn 18 

by the Extremities of a Shadow on Horizons. 
5. On the Variations to which a Shadow 19 

is Subject Because of Difference of Situation/ 
of the Luminous Object as to Height. 5:1 

6. On the Method by which the Use of the 2 
Shadow and the Gnomon Is Arranged. 

7. On the Classifications of the Divisions 3 

into which the Gnomon Is Divided. 
8. On the Transformation of the Types of 4 

Shadow (or Tangent Functions), One into Another. 
9. On the Direct Shadow (or the Cotangent) 5 

and the Altitude, and the Extraction of the One 
from/ the Other, if It Is Unknown. 6 

10. On the Reversed Shadow (or the 7 
Tangent) and the Altitude, and the Extraction 
of the One/ from the Other, if It Is Unknown. 8 

11. On What Is Common Between the Two Types 9 
of Shadow (or Tangent Function), and their 
Relations with Each Other,/ and the Extraction 10 

of One of the Two/ 

•*-Text: which makes no sense; MS has fj** • 

3 



This is the end of f.l94b. 

The MS was evidently bound with 
the folios in disorder; the folio 

which should have followed is 125. 
The disjDiaced passage, as discover¬ 
ed by Professor A.S. Saidan, was 
inadvertently printed as part of 
Ibn Sinan, beginning in the middle 
of line 8, p.34, Treatise 3. A 

translation of the missing section 
follows. Page numbers from Sinan 
are preceded by an s. 

from the Other. 

, . 12• 011 Tables Containing Shadows, 
xclusive of their Computation, and How/ to 

^fln,^mCthe ft1™ Them (the 

intoil^em?116 ^onsideratL^l 

_ 13' 0n Fixing the Kinds of Shadows on 

What^Follows? ^ ^ They V1U Be/ Useful 

Astrolabe14' °" the Ladder Shadow «» the 

15. On Shadows/ Measured on Inclined 
Planes or on Other (Things^. ed 

. ,16‘ 0n the Determination of the Noon 
Shadow for any Assumed Day. 

Locality^.' °“ the E<iuino=tial Shadow for (Any 

^ 18. On the Correction of the Meridian 

Azimuths? ^ ^ Shad°WS °r by E<5ual 

Line. 19' 00 the Corre°ti°n of the tMeridianJ1* 

Une 

2Text and MS; read ? 
Text: > but cf*81j2 u ■ , 

fe.: ±± ;-MS: *4 read -4^/^fn 94:14. 
ylfi , read ,1*4'*-“'ki. "as in the MS. 

f. 125a 
s34; 8 

9 

EShadows]T. 

[21]2. On the Extraction of [the Meridian s35:l 
Line]3 by Any one Single [Measurement] Whatsoever. 

22. On the Amounts of the Day and the Night 2 
and the [Differences]14- of the Ascensions. 

23. On the Determination of What Is Past 2 
and What Remains of Day(light) by (Use of) the 
Shadow. 

24. On the Determination of the Azimuth 4 
and Its Ascension. 

25. On the Recital of the Opinions of 5 
the Imams Regarding the Time of Prayers, and What 
Is Resorted to/ in Determining Them. 6 

26. On the Establishment of the Lines for 7 
the Times of Prayer and the Hours on/ Instruments. 8 

27. On the Use of the Shadow in the 9 
Quadrilateral3 (i.e., Menelaos?) Theorem and in 
Astronomical Computation. 

28. On the Determination of [Terrestrial]6 10 
Distances and the Heights of Mountains/ by (the 11 
Use of) Shadows. 

29. On the Determination of Celestial 12 
Distances Which Involve Shadows. 

30. On the Explanation of Things Connected 13 
with the Shadow and Not Resembling What Has 
Preceded. 

Text: JiU-l Mr ; read as in the MS. 

2Text: q ; read Y as in the MS. 
3Text: JL**<i* ; read ki- as in 120;2. 
4Text: J|; read . 

^Restore to omitted in text and MS; cf,194:10 
6Text: ; cf.202:7. 

5 



(AL-BIRUNI'S PREFACE) 

• . ^ firstly, that the subject of this s35*14 
invest^ation can hardly be comprehended except 

after7 encompassing (knowledge of) the constitution 15 
of the universe according to what is shown by 

demonstration, excluding what/ the various groups 16 

their°anr Y t0 ** °f What th^ haVe he^ from 
to/ their if?™£ 3S aS reoour'se ft"™ the sects 
to/ their beliefs, and (also) after (attaining) the 17 

inP^ichty °f d6aling With itS situations, 
in which one cannot dispense/ with arithmetic and 18 
deep investigation of it by geometry. 

.. Verily, (even) he who has studied much in 19 

mass^f^h °°kS ”ay n0t be seParated/ from the S36:l 
that this Lt°™°n peopi?> nor fpom their convictW 
^o divine (m t- ao"tI'adlotory to religion, contrary 
nurfuli la”! that it is/ a forbidden 2 
pursuit, and an abrogated and forsaken practise. 
Nothing impells him to this belief but/ his ignorance 3 
of what impugns religion so that he might (properlv) 
support it, his revulsion from the unfLiliar E 

L^to^-11118 likeS:|3 bef°re hi"> and 4 inability to distinguish what is (truly impugning 

^ Whf iS ““t-7 n*™. « he^earns 5 
what- • as he thinks> he does not accept 
what is traditionally said about it —/ an excellent 6 

in^attr^l-6 Pr°Ve ^-be unrelying tradition 
thal/alilhJbelieves or thinks. And if he is shown 

st^d un^ geometry are impossible to under- 7 
°?® proceeds systematically from first 

principles unlike other sciences in which he may 

be acquainted with/ something of their middle (parts) 8 

jText ; read 
gText ; read 
Text ; MS aJUUI 

as m the MS. 

or their ends without knowledge/ of their s3 
beginnings, he thinks that this is intended to 
[turn him away]1 from his appreciation/ and to 
confuse him. This, he imagines, is similar to 
the ignorance into which (non—initiate) members of/ 
(secret) sects (are led) with regard to the 
doctrines of their sects until they had taken 
the oaths, entered into the covenants, and made 
a long practise/ and training. This adds to 
his revulsion, so that the stopping of his ears 
with his fingers2 becomes his most potent/ 
recourse, and the raising of his voice in s36 
shouts his most powerful equipment. (Now, 
suppose that) he should desire to recite some 
special verses of poetry and that he should/ 
seek them from the anthologies of Dlk al-Jinn, 
Abu Nuwas, Abu Hukayma,/ and Ibn Hajjaj. These 
(anthologies) contain silliness to make the soul 
of the wise man recoil; impiety/ to exceed all 
unbelief, and (a wide selection of) lies used as 
poetic ornament. But he will not be able to 
tell/ how bad or how good those verses are until 
he hears them with his own ears; (and it is only 
then that) he will know what is good in order to 
take it, and what is bad in order to avoid it. 
However,/ he does not know that the extent of 

understanding among the common people of a problem 
of the minutiae of theology concerning the bases 
of/ canon law or the like is as the extent of his 
understanding, if (indeed) he understands it, even 
if it is encompassed at all, of a question of 
medium order/ in geometry. And verily, both s3' 
understandings, if they are approached by 
systematic learning,/ questions in both of the 
two arts are attained, and they are realized in f.li 
an//elegant manner, and the acquisition pulls the/ 
curtain of doubt from between them and the truths 

2 Text U ; read . 

The figure of speech is from the Qur’an, 2:19. 

7 



of knowledge concerning both. Then, if he knows s37- 
that prayer is the/ buttress of religion, and 
tnat its perfection is restricted to (its 
observance) at its (proper) time and facing 
m the proper direction/ for it, and that both 
matters are connected with astronomy and a due 

°fgeometry; and almsgiving follows them, 
and (inheritances!)! there being no escape from 

seuin^s aS there n° escape from/ buying an<3 
law »ga ? ® mef<S of sui)sistence, in the Muslim 

litLTLCHnC^ 311 °f then re<Juire/ arithmetic. Itn the lowest degree, in imitation of the 

level' Cll Zth\rrer^ °r el8e/ at its highest < 
thpn^n V 8 the deep investigation of geometry, 
then people accuse him of error/ and denial and 1( 

1S n0t pious because of these two 
arts, but how so? for he is obliged/ to apply lj 

the two m almsgiving for the manufacture of weights 

and measures, and in charity/ the making of 
manufart ^ units, and for the holy war numerous 12 

?nd various instruments/ of steel, 13 
welded with violent power Care) necessary. 

a • The.learned in religion who are deeply 14 
versed m science know that Muslim law does not 

ofrastro^th?ng °f What the par’tisans of the craft 15 
lrn^r y tooncern themselves with) except the 

w SuHrr- l°r 11 iS pla0ed/ on visibility 16 
without the use of computation, and the reason for 
this is apparent to anyone who has a thorough 

grasp of how to/ obtain the arc of visibility at 17 

ei"°f) the.fasp by the crescent operation. 
For when he acts impartially/ he becomes aware of 18 

certf-^ ^ visibllity with the eye depends for 

time whin/UXn the.r'esult of computation at the 
time when/ the entire amount of this angle is 19 
approached since the peoples' operation for 

Much t ^ ciber than what is taken for it in S38-1 
Muslim law, the toil involved being great and 

the benefit their ability to/ determine the position 2 

Text ^>1 ; read ly | as in the MS. 

of the crescent in azimuth and altitude so that s38:2 
the observers may look for it/ with the absar, 3 
and (thus) dispense with (the necessity of) 
ranging in/ sight over a region of the sky, around/ 4 
the perpendicular of the twilight, and having 
length and width, lest that ranging divert them 
from catching it/ until it vanishes. 5 

As for the few whom the revealed word s38:6 
(the Qurf5n) praises, whose assiduous working in 
the fear of God, be He exalted!,/ distracts from 7 
venality, they are the ones who do not establish 
a judgment before deep investigation, and who are 
not obstinate in opposing a situation whose/ truth 8 
is evident, and who commit nothing against Islam, 
nor attack the Qur’an, nor pretend that there are 
differences/ as to essentials. Those people are 9 
between two choices, either to obtain assistance 
in any art/ from its practitioners, it being a 10 
thing commanded, or else to divert their endeavors 
to finding the desired truth!/ by lavishing toil 11 
upon it, for the sake of being innocent of the 
stain of mimicry and ignorance,/ God set us among 12 
them, by His Grace! 
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THE FIRST CHAPTER s38:13 

CN (THE FACT) THAT THE PRIME MOTION OF 

THE HEAVENS IN THE WESTWARD/ DIRECTION 

IS NECESSARY FOR THIS TOPIC 

. ^ ^ were not for the bodies perceived 16 f 
in the heavens, it would not have been known that ! 
there is motion in the heights;/ and if there were 17 
no upper motion, no direction would be known on 
the horizon except by an arbitrary setting. If 
the directions were/ specified by a setting at one 18 
of the terrestrial localities, the identification! 
would not be/ exact in that region. So the risings 19 
of the two luminaries and the various stars,/ 
even if the horizon is not bisected by their s39:l 
settings, but is divided into at most two/ unequal 2 
parts, verily the two directions, north and south, 
are of necessity between each rising point/and 3 
its corresponding setting (point), hence they are 
evident by the prime motion,/ from which are the 4 
risings and settings. But if the direction of north 
is ascertained, the pole and the rotational motion/ 5 
are of the class of mutually related (things) of ! 

which neither one precedes/ the other, just as the 6 : 
determination of the direction of north, together 1 
with its opposite, I mean south, is of the class of/ 
mutually related things also. In addition to this 7 
the occurrence of this motion is of significance | 

1Text has CJ^7 i MS . 

10 

for the determination of position1/ in a level s39:8 
desert locality whose parts and regions resemble 
one another, either in the night/ or in the day- 9 
time. Verily its heaven Edarkens^ until it 
becomes dark equally throughout its air. So 
undoubtedly/ the time cannot be ascertained, at 10 
night or in the day, nor can any one of the four 
directions (be determined) without the others,/ 
and that is because of the lack of guiding 11 
indications for them. Even if a person finds 
by chance marks of the directions fixing/ them 12 
they do not agree with other works taken as valid 
for his station, and for (individuals) under the 
same circumstances (but)/ in a different locality, 13 
except rarely by chance, because it is located by 
guesswork without a law/ to be referred to or a 14 
sound base which can be depended upon. By this 
motion God, be He exalted!, recalls to His 
creation His benefits in His saying^, 

Say: See ye? If God 15 

Were to make the night 
Perpetual over you until/ the day 16 
Of judgment, what god 
Is there other than God, 
Who can give you enlightenment? 
Will ye not then hearken? 

And in His, be He exalted!, saying1*. 

Say; See ye? If God 17 
Were to make the day 
Perpetual over you until the day 
Of Judgment, what god/ 
Is there other than God, 18 
Who can give you a night 

!Text | ; MS Aii-i. 

^Text <U-U| ; read I . 
3Qur’an 28*,71. 

4Qur'an 28:72. 
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Tin whichj^ ye can rest? s39;18 
Will ye not then see? 

That is, that these two/ situations will 19 
not occur until after the decline of this motion, 
and (that of) perceived.bodies which move by it. s40:l 

Also, verily time is the extension between 2 
two assumed instants, the two being two times/ of 3 
two known states, and because of the existence of 

these two situations, one after the existence of 
the other,/ the extent (of time) between the two 4 
may include length or shortness, and (whatever) 

situations which may exist in it/ in succession 5 
capable.of having smallness and largeness. Verily 

xt llke the distance between two endpoints/ 
and distances cannot be controlled accurately 6 
except by motion, and those of them which are 

controllable are the equable (i.e. constant speed 
motions) excluding/ the disturbed, different 7 
(speed motions). Equal motions have become the 
measuring units of time, indicating/ that by 8 
clocks operating by the motion of water or sand 
or various (varieties) of Lseedsl*,/ or things 9 
resembling them. Indeed the object in making them 
is uniform motion, even though they are not 

equivaient/ except approximately to the senses. 10 
And because equal motions are midway between 

slowness/ and speed, and slowness is bounded on ll 
its two sides by [stopping}4 and speed, which 
(latter) is essentially unbounded/ as to the 12 
amount at which it stops, except in actuality. 
As for (the applied) force, it is subject to 

increase/ just as a number (increases) in the 13 
direction of its growth. So there is no speed 
(concerning which) we cannot imagine that behind 
it there is no speed greater than it./ So the 14 

^Text ; read 

*Text ; MS j. 

Text I ; read >J l 

Text | • MS . 

fastest of existent motions is the prime 
(motion), by which are the night and the day 
(made), and verily/ that is established by the 
magnitude of the extremity of what is moved by 
it, and the magnitude of the extremity of what 
is after it, and by it is found/ the noon of 
the parts (or units) of time, I mean the day. 
So this motion has been made the cubit (i.e. the 

unit) for time (measurement),/ and the evalu¬ 
ation of it is by its uniformity and its speed. 
As for speed, it is unnecessary (that it be 
discussed here), but it/ was mentioned by reason 
of its being the extremity1 of existence. As 
for uniform (motion), it is necessary (for our 
discussion) and since/ the matter is thus, it is 
incumbent upon us in what we propose to give our 
attention to the operations/ by [which}2 direc¬ 
tions and azimuths are determined, and to fix 
thereby instants in time. 

1Text a. 
2Text i* ; MS l* ji\ . 
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1HE SEOCND CHAPTER 

CN TOE EXPLANATION OF LIGHT AND DARKNESS 

LUMINOSITY AND SHADOW 

^ brilliant (one), in reality, of the i 
bodies perceived as luminous, is the sun, which is/ 

s®1±~lum;Lnous» illuminating others than itself by « 
the ray issuing from it in all directions, 

penetrating/ transparent objects rectilinearly 6 

until it impinges upon an opaque body. And the 

state of a body which interdicts/ transparency is 7 

that a ray of light which is confronted by it does 
not penetrate it, but is turned back, being/ 

reflected from it depending on the smoothness of 8 

its surface which the ray encounters. If it is/ 
extremely well polished and evenly disposed (i.e. 9 

plane) as to its parts, it is [notperceived as 
though it were (the object) upon which the light 
is falling,/ but it is perceived as from where it 10 

has been reflected. But if it is not a uniform 

polished (plane surface),/ the reflection from it ll 
will be weak and the light will be seen upon that 

surface as stable, and/behind it will be dark,// 12 

contrary to (the situation) in the direction of f. 126b 
the illumination because of the absence of light 
at it, and that absence, provided it is restricted/ 
to a place not interfered with by the boundaries 13 

illuminated around it, and its image is not/ 

perceived by the eye, except to a slight degree, 14 

then it is called the shadow. This is the 

opposite of what is called metaphorically the sun,/ 

XText f ; MS . 

I mean the brightness. That is similar to the s41:15 
shadows of things which/ fall upon the face of 16 
the earth, or walls. So the brightness, I mean 
the illuminated places which go beyond/ so as 17 
to receive the light, is perceived along its 
edges, totally/or partially. However, if the 16 
ray is not perceived from one of its sides, and 
the quantity (of shadow) is increased because of/ 
the increased extension of its (the object’s) 19 
limits in such manner that sight is lost in it, 
and it (sight) does not perform its function, it 
(the shadow) is called darkness and absolute absence 
of light,/ like the situation at night or on a s42:l 
cloudy day. So the name of shadow then vanishes, 
just as (the ability) to rperceivejV its 2 

extremities also vanishes. 
Al-zill (shadow) in the speesh of the 3 

Arabs, is a covering from the sun, and from it is 
darkness, and hence/ the blackness of night2 is 4 
called a zill, and because of the contiguity of 
zill and light and the following of one by/ 5 
the other they call the bounded zill, surrounded 
by (the edge) of the sunlight, a follower. As one 
of the (Banu) Hudhayl said/ in the poem, 6 

... The coming of the sand- 7 
grouse to water when the follower 
(i.e. her shadow) contracts. 

Abu Layla said concerning it that here the 8 

night (is intended), as if he had said, "He comes 
to the water at daybreak before/ anyone”. But we 9 
do not see anything preventing his coming to drink 
at noon, because the characterization/ of the 10 

shadow as becoming shorter is appropriate to it, 
and so he comes to the water (to drink) when no 
one else (leaves) This shelter]]3./ However, it 11 
was said concerning the shortening that it was the 

lrText ; MS . 
2Text JUU ; MS JlJUI . 
3Text ^ar*UX^il ; MS ; read . 
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arrival of the shadow at the base of the stick s42-l 
Ci.e. , gnomon). 

Verily, Ru’ba makes a distinction in the 1 
nomenclature between what declines of it and what 
is fixed, and he said that/ zill is the name 1 

attached.to a place which presently has no black¬ 
ness.m it which lasts, nor is there sun(light) 
on/ its place. So it is attributed exclusively 1J 

o the position on which the sun(light) was and 
Hhen it left it/ into the shadow (al-fay') because 1- 

the declining and the return. Hence 
al-ziii is more general (and) al-fay' more 

particular. Thus/ every fay' is a zill, but not le 
vice versa, that every zill should be a fay', 

ut what was explained concerning/ al-fay' does r, 
not prevent its being present before noon. 

Ru'ba said concerning these details that 16 
a is what is formed by the sun, while al-fay1 / 
is what impedes the sun, meaning by the "sun" s43-l 
the place where its light falls upon the earth./ 
What is well-known as to that is that the Arabs 2 
call.the zill after noon fay' because of its 

inclining from/ the western side to the eastern 3 
side entering, and its return increasing (to 

.Wha^ Was/ before in sunlight. This rule 4 
of theirs implies the abandoning of this name 

or it at high noon./ However, they transgress 5 
it and call it zill at noon. 

_S°?e of them said that it is called the 6 
tjJ>3qal-khuff (the fitting of the camel’s 
toot m the depression it makes), but that is 

not permissible except with its/ vanishing at 7 

noon, and the sun’s being at the cupola (i.e. 
the zenith). .It is as though the details are* 

the work, of/ industrious grammarians (who were) 8 
not Arabs. So they mixed things up, and failed 
to make that/ definition, but decided the matter 9 
in any way it happened in order to force the 
legalists/jto justify it thus. 10 

Abu Dhu’ayb said, ^ 

And I sit down in its azlal 
(pi. of zill) in the 
afternoons. 

12 

And Dhu al—Rumma said, s43:13 

14 If the zill was changed in the late 
afternoon you will see it as a 

Hanafi', but in the high forenoon as a 
Basrt. 

This is the description of the chameleon, 15 
which always faces the sun, as Abu al-Najm said, 

You will see the chameleon in that place 16 
bowing in entreaty 

Like [a paganHb to the sun, then kneeling. 

But there is nothing strange in this, for 17 
the leaves of the trees by their natural disposi¬ 
tion also turn about/ with it (the sun), but Dhu 18 
al-Rumma did not say, ”If the fay' was changed in 

the late afternoon./ 
And if it is said that the evening changes 19 

the zill into a fay', another said, 

(There was) a town, its voices silent, s44:l 
Its afya' (pi. of fay') diminishing in 

the morning sunlight. 
2 

It does not say, "its lazlall ■ (pi. of 2 
zill) in the morning sun,3 as though azlal is not 
valid for the (morning") sunlight, and/ it is not 3 
annulled except at noontime, if its disappearance 

is possible at all. So If fay'// in the sun- f. 127a 
shine/ is permissible it is what we said, and if 4 
that is for the sake of the rhyme It confirms it, 
this being/ the custom of the literati and the 5 
poets in subjects like this, so that the reader 
of their/ sayings is compelled to extract their 6 

[possibilities!]1^ from them. In the book Diwan 

hfext ; read . 
2Text 4J>U=>1 ; read L^J Ubd . 
3Text read . 
^Text ; read j . 
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s44:7 al-adab Cit says) that kindness/ is the zill 
of a ray of the sun in the morning and in the 
evening. 

Someone also said that the zill of the I 
sun is when it first begins to get hot, as it 

is said that the zill of winter/ is at the first < 
of what begins, but that is like something he 
does not understand, the zill being for the 
shadow-easting body, not for the ray./ Thus 1C 
spoke al-KhalP al-Shanl, 

Look at the zill as it reaches lj 
its extreme (length). 

It commences to decrease as 
time lengthens. 

n€ uU! 11 is evident that the greatest length IS 
of the shadow extended along the ground will be 
at/ (sun)rise and sunset, and at one of its i-q 
extremes it begins to contract and decrease, and 
at/ the other arrives at its completion by the 14 

dropping away of the ray from both its sides. 
This would be acceptable/ if the shadow were 15 

lengthening at noon, but (the situation) is not 
thus except in Cthe case of) the shadow of/ a 16 
gnomon perpendicular to a wall whose base is 
aiong the meridian Cline), it being what is 

called/ the reversed shadow and not, by God!, what 17 
was meant by al-Khalie. He had in mind the say¬ 
ing of the first: y 

Whenever an affair reaches 18 
completion its decline 
approaches. * 

A falling off Czawal} occurs 
when it is said to be 
complete. 

+rs So J*1*8 ^jneanins of) zavral was carried over 19 
to the decline of the sun Czawal a1-shams) and 

the extremal was changed into the shadow. So s45:l 

that was what he said, and perhaps someone explained 
it by having heard that/ a lunar eclipse is from 2 

the shadow of the earth and he intended it to be 

(relating) to an eclipse. (The latter) reaches s45:2 
its (maximum) magnitude upon/ the arrival of the 3 

moon at its nearest point of passage to the axis 
of the shadow cone, which is its maximum length, 
(then)/ it begins to decrease, and the return is 4 
little by little until clearance. Or, since1 

night is/ nothing but our being in the earth’s 5 
shadow, whose axis, if it is erected near us/ 
at midnight, is afterwards depressed until day- 6 

break and morning and twilight, but all this is/ 
far from the mind of the author of the poem. 7 

If you reflect upon revelation (in the 8 

Qur’an), you will find it to be according to 
what we explained, and that is that pious and 
devoted people,/ who are to be blessed with 9 
deliverance from change, and their time from 
passing away, the sun can then be dispensed 
with/ for [enumerating?!]^ the periods of time 10 

by the motion which makes apparent the traces 
of growth and existence/ in (various) places. 11 

So their place is characterized by the 
shadow’s being (permanently) [extended!!3 in 
time and space. As for/ time, since it is 12 
invariant with respect to sunshine it follows 
it, and as for space (or the place) since it 
is infinite/ with respect to a shadow in it, 13 
and what is behind it will be the sun, but 
(that place) is a shadow, its shade long- 
lasting, with no sun/ in it to obliterate it, 14 
and no hot wind (simEm) to decrease it and spoil 
it, as though it is free from anything of this 
description, it being/ the cold, as His saying1*, 15 
be He exalted!, 

They will see there neither 
The sun nor zamharir 9 

1Text aJ>\ ; MS 31 . 
2Text ; MS IjhJI . 
^ Text ; MS I . 
4Qur In, 76:13. 
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that is, (neither) heat (nor) cold./ It is s' 
what the Muslims mean in explaining (it as) 

Those (women) whose curtains are shortened’ 
who (nevertheless) never see sun/, nor zamharlr-. 

And.^h^s is so* even> though some of. them 
artificially claim that by zamharlr the moon 
is intended. This is/ the case either because 
they assume that the two luminaries are always 

to be mentioned together, or else because they 
attribute cold to the moon/ on account of the 
attribution of heat to the sun. This is the 
opinion of the Indians, who do not know that/ 

the moon heats up without the heat of the sun, s 

Jrthe cause of the ebb and fi°w (of 
the tides) and other/ events occuring with 
moist things. & 

. . However' ®s for the people worthy of 
punishment, the shadow they know (in hell) is 

C, af?cter^sed as iyahmUm) because the 
utility of shadow is/ relief from the distress 

hea? “d,the simijm <a ^t wind), and if it 
(the shadow) were other than cool and not 

likeS?he h* rld/ inor,ease the painful torment, 
the distress present at the strata of the 

^ w^°f> Ctakesjl/ the breath (or souls) away 
and which tchokesA Verily the [radiance^ of 

heat are more hearable (than it)./ 
Also their light is of burning heat and their 
shadow is of smoke, and hence this/ shadow will 
not be extended1* but its ends are shaped by 

rflamel5be0aU!e.Sra°^e iS fr°m/ the tonEue of th® 
Hence I ’ restr^-cted to °ne place and not another. 
Hence (this variety of) shade is described/ as 

portions of (hell)fire not bringing relief from 

2t6X! -"Tread as in the MS. 
Text <jk I ; read cVl^l . 

jjText ^ ; read , 

In QUwi?h th:3° the Si?adOW in Paradise is described 
^Text m he S'fe, adiective» extended, xext ; readout . 
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the flames. Verily, being exposed to smoke is s46:10 
more distressing than being burned/ or heated. 11 
It may well be that the portions (of flame) are 
descriptive of its form, just as figuratively 
the flame may be restricted to/ its sparks.// 12 
Or it may be that the portions are the f. 127b 
directions in which one sees to/ front, and 13 
right, and left, because behind, even though 
it is a part of them, is not different from 
them as to/ detestable attributes. So it 14 
cannot be perceived or seen without turning 
around./ And the visible portions, and the 15 
remaining directions, above and below, are like 
the three mentioned (above)/ as to detestability, 16 
as God, be He exalted!, said of them1, 

(For them) there is 
Hell, as a couch 
(Below) and folds and folds 
Of covering above. 

They (above and below) were not mentioned 17 
as being among the portions because they are 
equivalent to behind in not being perceived/ 
before changing positions. 18 

Verily AbC Muslim al-Isfahgni said that, 19 
"God, be He exalted!, named the fire a shadow/ 
because it surrounds the punished (people)". s47:l 
But this is outside the customary understanding, 
and especially (taken together) with His saying, 
be He exalted!2/ 

(... no shade 2 
Of coolness, and is 
Of) no use against 
The fierce blaze. 

The shadow is surrounded but not 
[surrounding^1. Then he describes the portions 

bQur’an, 7:41. 
2Qur’an, 77:31. is not in the MS. 
3Text ; read . 
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hre attributes- One of them is S47-3 
that it is other than shady, and the second Us) 

no use against the fierce blaze",/ and the third 4 

Usj to cast down sparks. And if one meditates 
on the verse he will find two of the attributes/ 

thirA 4 hai!"-vn the masculine and the 5 
ifTt w atttibuted to fire in the feminine, and 

shadow to%?en”^Slble/ t0 attribute the name 6 
it would h11'6 ^SuisUc point of view, 
ihe ^“ f ?ermisslble that its portions are/ 

and theefishhanglew’ °r.the anSles at their bases, 
and the fishbone shape-is called fiery, so/ let 6 

return to what we were dealing with. 

whirh Sdy t!?at is known that the air 9 
^P.the heavens is transparent, and 

f?e.llght^ m it is not perceived, and the in 
earth in the middle of it is a surrounded, non- 

the wT b°dy' S° the part °f iX °PP°site to/ 
the luminary is necessarily shone upon and 11 

i«1rUvatedJ thS part °f it: not 0PP°site it 

some of Vr1*3 tS/ Wel1 kn0Wn that ip oonceals 12 
th^Wt- he !/r because of its circular shape and 
the bent part/ even if it were, and their ratios iq 
to what is illuminated, I mean as a cyUnder are 

evaluated at equality, and as a cone/ having bases 14 

^re"ty Piaced (the ratios are) different 
(from.one) But the light of the sun includes/ 
the sides of the whole earth composing a cone 15 

of which shethUYn/ 3 Pine_C°ne shaPe> the ^s 16 
centers of th dlamePer Posing through the two 

ew f ^ SUn> along the Pine-cone shape,/ 

from Xt beoomes fine at itE distance 17 

Sat S/ h “H1 disaPPO“s above the moon. 
That is/ because of the excess of the size of the 18 
lllimmating sun over the size of the shadow- 

frr th8 eart\’ and this/ shad0« becomes an eclipse 19 
for the moon by its traversing it (the shadow) 

is STrS-11®' 1116 shadow (fill) Of the earth 
ima allSd shadows (-?Ual), not(?) from/ an s48-l 
imaginary point of view, (but actually), and 
especially during lunar eclipses, for the observer/ 
imagines it superbly from the earth In*he^ 2 

ures its limits of illumination as surrounding 

s48: 3 it, or.else/ the night alone is present and 
there is nothing but it and its passage by us. 
But it (the night) is not called, in spite of 

that, in reality/ a .[concealing^ shadow because 4 

of the distance of the extremities and their 
absence from the senses. 

It is said as to the meaning of God’s saying,5 

be He exalted.’, 

Have you never seen your 
Lord, how He has extended 
the shadow?^ 

It is the night and its extended darkness, and 6 

that is permissible, because the revelation (is 
so explained) according to the customs current 
among/ the Arabs. And if its meaning is the 7 

night, then its object would be either the 
general darkness at the/ emptiness of the sky, 8 

while3 the sun is imagined to be nonexistent, 
even after the sun was created/ when it was 9 

illuminated, distinguishing the darkness, and 
the more sharply after it is not restricted to 
one place on it and no/ other, or else the object 10 

of it (the shadow in the quotation) is the earth's 
shadow, which is the night with us,/ when passing 11 

by us. Otherwise, if it were the prime motion 
(which is) western, the shadow would remain in 
a fixed place,/ because of the sun’s staying. 12 

But this motion, as it rotates everything,/ so 13 
the sun enters the [darknessJ4 of the earth, and 
nothing of its traces remains except a very 
little in/ the west at sunrise. His saying, be 14 
He exalted!, 

Then we seized(?) it for 
ourselves in a light 
grasp(?)5 

^Text has «/ Lt* ; read 
2Qur.'an, 25:45. 
3Text ; MS ^ . 
4Text AliiJl ; 
5 Qur'an , 25:46. 
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He means by it motion, because He, be He exalted,1, s48:15 
is not subject to where or when, being superior 

to/ time and space, but the wordCs) "for ourselves" 16 
illayna) occur because of what is moving in it/ by 17 
the desire for it. It is possible that the meaning 
of the verse is the shadows of gnomons which are 

indicated by/ // the sun by surrounding them at f. 128a 
their edges, and positions, and it was made as 

moving,/ and the motion was attributed to it, even 19 
though it (the shadow) *is incorporeal, because of 
the fact that the sun, being/the author of its s49:l 
increase.and decrease, moves its edges and carries 
it, and it is known (that) from* the stillness of 
the shadow/ is the disturbance of the world./ . 2 

It may be that His saying, be He exalted! 3 

Then we grasped it for 
ourselves2, 

points to/ noon, and this is indicated by His . 4 
saying yaslran, because the motion3 will then be 
weak, and that/ is because the extreme shortness 5 
of the shadow is at the extreme elevation of the 
sun, and elevation is the position of/ spiritual 6 
people and dominion, and unto It .are raised the 
hands of the .suppliants and Cupon it) are fixed 
the eyes of/ the fearful. And the sky, although 7 
all of it is elevated, the zenith of each 
inhabited locality/ is the highest for it. So 8 
the meridian circle is the extreme of altitude 
for moving things in it (the sky). 

It is said, with regard to "grasping" 9 
(al-qub$), that it is annihilation, because the 
conclusion of things and their destiny is/ God’s. 10 
There is no use commenting on him who said, 
"Verily the extension of the shadow is between 
the dawn until/ sunrise". It means its being; 11 
so it would have been necessary to say, "Verily 

; MS 
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s49:12 it is from the rise of the dawn until/ the 
setting of the twilight", and because of the 
continual roundness of the circumference of 
this shadow that is apparent to the eyes/ in 

lunar eclipses in [different!]1 positions of 
the heaven as to longitude and latitude./ By 
measuring2 it the size of mountains on the 
earth can be determined, as Mansur b. Talha 
found out at the vanishing of the moon./ But 
there is no protuberance or hollow on its body 
in the shadow, but then he said they do not 
show, because of the smallness/ beside (the 
size of) the moon, like the smallness of the 
mountains beside (the size of) the earth. So 
they are necessarily hidden just as/ the trace 
of the mountains is hidden in the circular 
shadow of the earth or by the grossness of what 
is perceived. So then for it/ the shadows are 
perceived, but the position of the moon with 
respect to the sun differs, and it entails a 
difference/ in their shadows as to the size of 
their positions in the course of the month, but 
the disappearance as its condition and shape 

is not/ variable, and hence there are no 

13 

14 

15 

16 
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18 
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s50:1 

protuberances or hollows. 
It is said that there is a body other 2 

than the earth, of opaque construction, with no 
transparency/ in it. It accepts the lighten 3 
the way the earth accepts it (the light), it 
being the moon, [capable]3 of erasing (the light)./ 
Its pine-cone (shaped) shadow extends like its 4 

(the earth’s) shadow and its point (sabm) is along 
the prolongation of the line joining/ the center 5 

of the sun and its center. These two shadows 
differ in amount/ because of the two objects whose 6 

shadows they cast, the body of the moon being 
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approximately a part in forty parts of the body s50:6 
of/ the earth, and the body of the s a hundred 7 
and sixty-six times it (/the earth]. And they 

differ in distance, for/ the distance of the 8 
moon from the earth is a part in nineteen parts 

of the distance of the sun/ from it. They differ 9 
also in position, for the shadow of the earth is 
always extended between the earth/ and the 10 
heaven the direction the sun is away from it, 
but the lunar shadow, because of the difference 
m distance between/ the two luminaries during 11 
the course of a month, is other than constant 
m situation, for sometimes it is toward the 
earth/ and another (time) in a contrary direc- 12 
tion to it, up. That, at conjunction and 
opposition/ is between the two, but is not 13 
perceived by the eye except at solar eclipses. 

Then it is determined/ by measurement, when the 14 
moon s light is different, increasing from (its 
tune of) waning until full moon, and decreasing 
from/ then until the last night of the lunar 15 
month. And because this light falling from the 
sun upon its (the moon’s) body is reflected 

back/ to the earth and illuminates from its face 16 
what(ever) is opposite it, there occurs for the 
earth also from its side a/ pine-cone (shaped) 17 
shadow different in position from its shadow 
caused by the^sun, I mean that the vertex of the 
cone/ for it is in the direction of the moon, 18 
and it, from the direction of the base, its 
extension is increased until the/ sun's ray 19 

overwhelms it and its trace is reduced to nothing 
by it. As for the planets and the fixed stars,/ 
we who investigate the truths of the existent s51:l 
forms see them as self-luminous things/ like 2 
the sun. Some deem them not self-luminous, but 

ig^ln^g.their light/ from the sun, like the moon. 3 
Uncertainty as between the two opinions exists 
among the peoples since it has not been decided/ 
between them by a necessary and// direct proof 4 
depending on the laws of learning. 128b 
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Verily the difference is known then, s51:5 
from what we inferred, between darkness and 
shadow, and how/ the two kinds come from one 6 
kind. We say that being illuminated is a quality 
which is possessed by a/ non-transparent body 7 

when it is confronted by a luminary, together 
with a transparent (medium) being in between 
them. So/ that transparent thing will permit 8 
the passage of all of the light through it, but 
it will be the portrayer (lit. result, hasil) 

of the colors and shapes facing it./ And in fact 9 
confrontation requires straightness of the 
distance, and hence the ray(s) of/ the two 10 
luminaries and the stars and fires are seen 
in rectilinear extension until they are 
necessarily/ concealed from the senses. When 11 
the source of illumination disappears at the 
head of its prolongation/ that acquired state 12 
ceases, and it becomes dark. And Esincei^- 
darkness is the absence of light, and shadow 
is/ the absence of illumination, hence the 13 
opposition between the two is the opposition 
between nullity and being, and not an opposition 
between two existent,/ incompatible things. 14 
This is the matter as to the situation which 
obtains when visual perception (occurs),/ 
whether it is for the object seen, according 15 
to the opinion of Galen concerning it, and 
the geometers, or whether at/ the Eeyej2s 15 

according to the opinion of Aristotle, who sees 
it with more validity than the first. 

Verily the controversy over it lengthened 17 
in the direction of mutual exasperation among 
the leaders of the two opinions, along with/ the 18 
advancement of the geometry of optics (jaanazir) 

from each of the two schools of thought equally. 
EBe that as it maylV this rectilinearity in the 19 
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solar or visual ray is bent, together with its s51:19 
penetration, like its bending/ at the common s52:l 
part between two bodies differing in transparency, 
because of the purity/ and density differential 2 
in the elements of the two, an example being the 
difference of air and water for thinness, and 
fire for density./ This bending is called refraction,3 
like the (apparent) break in the case of a straight 
(object), but it is not/ attributed exclusively to 4 
Ewater with]-*- air only; it is common to other 

transparent substances, whether a watery/ fluid 5 
or a limited solid, provided there occurred in 
it differences in density/ and thinness , together 6 
with the absence of (any) mixing. So each one of 
them stopped at a EplaceJ2 just as/ the standing 7 
of water and oil (duhn) in one vessel by being 
contiguous only (i.e. not mixing), and verily/ 
the common part between the two of them bends 8 

this straightness so that there result from it/ 
marvelous things in water, and crystal, and 9 
things like them. 

As for (the effect of) smoothness and the 10 
lack of penetration, this straightness bends/ 

with reflection as we remarked in connection with 11 
its bending at the surface of water and the surfaces 
of mirrors having different (kinds of)/ surfaces, 12 
so that one perceives by them (something) different 
than what is the object of looking and contrary 
to (its) form, and there results/ from it also 13 
marvels in the vistas of the air, and by it are 
Econstructed!] 3 burning instruments./ Air is not 14 

affected by light when reflection occurs in it 
preserving/ equality of angles. Rather, on the 15 
contrary, it is not seen in the case of a concave 

mirror in the shape of a cone with vertex/ at the 16 
burning point if it is set up along a ray of the 
sun falling in a/ wide1* house. 17 
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So if someone assumes that this cone is s52;18 
among the shapes scattered in/ the air which do 19 

not appear except in the rayCs) of the sun piercing 
through holes into their housesC?),/ he will s53:l 
realize that he is correct in his thinking to 
visualize the matter in its essence, and that is 
that the air,/ since it attains the extreme of 2 
purity and its freedom from colors not perceived 
by sight, for the eye/ indeed perceives colors 3 
upon which light is falling, and in (the act of) 

perceiving, one cannot dispense with/ a transparent 4 
medium between him and them. Hence shapes and 
what is connected with perceived (objects)/ as 5 
to motions and differences in position are 
perceived by means of colors. The distinguishing 
between them of the sense common (to all)/ is 6 
by the strength of measurement after training 
and experience. So the lighting of the air is 

not/ sensed by it, but the ray piercing through 7 
holes is sensed by the place where it falls// 

on/ shapes, they being the solid terrestrial f. 129a 
parts, non-transparent, illuminated,/ and joined 9 
by their multiplicity. So it will be seen in 
such fashion as to Edivert!]^ from the perception 
of what is behind it. So it is no wonder that/ 
the cone which is seen in the concave mirror is 10 
among the kinds of shapes, but/ there is no 11 
difference between it and the rest of them which 
necessitate its being a cone other than what I 
am saying./ That is, the shapes which are 12 
receiving the ray are illuminated from above 
only/ and are Ein shadow!]2 below, and their 13 
shadows are almost sensed if the hand is put/ 
under the greatest of them near it. Most of them, 14 
to sum up, are seen in one condition because of/ 

their smallness, even if there is a difference in 15 
them. If the mirror in that ray is set up 

opposite/ the sun’s eye it is reflected from it, 16 
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it being concave upward (? safila), to the s53;16 
burning position, which is near/ its center, 17 
above it at approximately half the distance 
between them, and so there results from that/ 

reflected ray a cone extending up from below; 18 
so it lights the lowermost of the shapes/ which 19 
are.in its path, which before that were dark. 
So it differs from others by the doubled light/ 

and total illumination, and the distinguishing s54:l 
of the cone of light, so that it becomes percep¬ 
tible and sensed. 

These shapes also (are) because of the 2 
<^-^erences °f shadows as to the quantity of 
darkness,/ and that is because whether the 3 
shadow is from a gnomon set up, or a built wall, 
or/ from the ceiling, if its amount does not 4 
become large.because of the great increase in 
distance of its ends, so then the air/ around 5 
about it is lighted by the forms which Are in 
it.and there reflects from each of them/ some- 6 
thing of what falls on them of the rays 

(reflected) to others than it, and the successive 
reflections join/ at that which is in the air of 7 
the shadow. So there results in it distant 
(hence weak) illumination until that can be 
described/.as very distant. So then the darkness 8 
reasserts itself, and thus is the situation 

inside houses./ The ray which enters it illumi- 9 
nates of its wall what is opposite the sun's eye, 
which.is self-luminous./ Then it is reflected 10 
from it to something else and it lights it up 

indirectly and the illumination is weaker than 
the first, and so on/ until it is reduced to 11 
nothing. If.the penetrating ray is traced into 
the house while being looked at, and/ a person 12 
other than he agitates clothing or something 
white in the ray behind him, even if it is not/ 
smooth the observer will perceive that motion 13 
upon.the opposite wall/ by the increase of light 14 
and its motion. 

Asjfor that which Ahmad b. al-Tayyib 15 
al-Sarakhsi mentioned in his book called/ "The 16 
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Elements of Philosophy" (Arkan al-falsafa) s54:16 
concerning the blackening of the air at the 
heights of lofty places, verily he/ exaggerated(?) 17 
the opinion of Aristotle concerning the blackness 

of the air according to what appears of his words 

in/ the book "De Sensu" CKitab al-hiss w'al-iaafysTis) 18 
which relies on experience and example/ by trial, 19 
without (relying on) information (from others), 
and he does not transmit to us information about 
this blackness and the absence of the sunrise/ 
rfromjl the backs of lofty mountains. They do s55:l 
not mention variation in it like what he mentions 
with regard to the intensifying of cold/ or the 2 
absence of heat. Since Mount EDemavendU^ £s so 

high we have indeed witnessed (it)/ and others 3 
than we have witnessed Cit) at [the top ofj3 its 

summit, and the back of its peak. Then he mentions 
nothing of that blackness/ even if it does not 4 
occur (?). Undoubtedly the Caucasus Mountains 
attain extreme loftiness (and we have)/ Aristotle's 5 
acknowledgment of it in the book "Meteorologies" 
CKitSb al-athSx al—culwiya). He adduces reasons 
for their height and claims that/ vapor does 6 
not ascend to them and that winds do not reach 
as far as them. He infers this from the permanence 
of lines and marks/ made in the ashes of sacrifices 7 
and (animals) sacrificed on them (remaining) in 
their (original) condition without/ being destroyed 8 
by wind or being effaced by rain. He mentions 
nothing in it about the blackness of the air. 
Por if it (the air) had been (there)/ he would 9 

not have known the customs and the deeds which 
were performed on them during/ their early 10 
ignorance (i.e. before Islam). They say that 

that darkness is more marvelous than other things; 
they even/ manufactured fables about it to 11 
strengthen the beliefs of those ascending them 
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with the sacrifices,/ and those listening to s55;12 
them// at the time of (their) return. f. 129b 

We see that the air is (vari)colored, 13 
and not everything without a color is described 
as/ black, it being one of the colors, not the 14 
absence of them, and the existence of the sun 
opposite these/ summits necessarily implies their 15 
illumination, like the illumination of the 
mountain sides, and the low parts, even if they 
are not reached/ by vapors or shapes, as the peak 16 
of the mountain which Aristotle described is 
illuminated/ in the direction of the summer 17 
solstice from the eastern direction before sun¬ 
rise on/ the earth, by an extended (length of) 18 
time. 

There results from the saying of Ahmad 19 
that the heavenly bodies are pot luminous,'and 
that/ the cause of their light is from below, s56:l 
and is not present except to an observer of it 
(looking) at them (from below). So it is claimed/. 
The difference between the sun and the moon is 2 
asked about, and the situation differs from one 
of them to the other, [notl both of them being/ 
self-luminous. The misfortune for these people 3 
is from their exaggeration in taking sides with 
the opinions of Aristotle/ entirely, and in 4 
their belief, excluding the possibility of 
error in it, in spite of their knowledge that 
he was one of the deep thinkers,/ but not one 5 
of those who are infallible. Deep thinking, even 

iT is exaggerated as a cure from the danger/ 
of errors, this being the cause of their fathers' 6 
complaint and of the suffering of their nature 
and manners;/ they permit themselves to obey the 7 
entirety of the "Meteorologies" of/ Aristotle, 8 
for what is there in it about the ray of eyesight, 
as though it is not contrary to his opinion/ 
except as to the words. EThey attribute it]^- 9 
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10 
to others than him in order to make him noble, 
and if one of/ those studying cosmography as it 
really is denies some of the abominable errors 
in that book,/ like the lack of inhabitants 
(of the globe) under the summer solsticial 
tropic (the tropic of Cancer) and their complete 
absence behind it/ in the direction of south 
(the partisans of Aristotle) agreed on denying 
the evidence by refuting it, and so they became 
ridiculous/ with their trying to purify his name 

from error. 
Indeed, I composed a treatise devoted 

wholly to that and I called it "A Disclosing 
of the Burning Method" (?) (Al-Ibana <an al- 

tarlqat al-muhtaraqa(?) ./ So they do not only 
confine themselves to these opinions, but they 
consider them as standards. (This) prejudging 
of/ their results resembles (alleged) eyewitness 
stories, like the blackness which al-Sarakhsi 
tells about concerning/ the air at the summits 
of mountains, and like their measuring the 
quickness of freezing of hot water, because of 
its mildness/ and the looseness of its parts, 
before the freezing of cold water, because it 

is dense and its parts compact. 
I put in each of two equal and similar 

vessels/ equal amounts of pure water, cold and 
hot, (at temperatures) which do not feel painful 
to touch,/ and T exposed them in clear ai° at 
the same time. So the cold surface froze, but/ 
some heat remained in the hot one. I repeated 
that once again, and I elevated the hot one 
very much/ and the cold one froze. But the 
hot one did not reach the degree of heat of 
the first one. After that is their saying 
regarding/ the air of an underground conduit, 
that in the winter its heat is in excess of 
what it is in the summer, and conversely./ But 
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s57:6 

7 

the experiment as to the time of solidification 
of wax or melted suet, for each of these/ two 
seasons, and the preserving of an amount of 
hair from [clothing}^ which drives away harm 
only in/ them (the seasons) refutes them and 
corrects (the notion) that heat and cold are 
two qualities/ connected with air. 

That which is next to the surface of 
the earth is conditioned by them (heat and 
cold) more than the conditioning/ of the parts 
which are farther from it. I am accustomed 
to one of the learned (men) of the partisans 
of Aristotle/ telling that if this is correct 
it does not fcontrovert}2 what we have of the 
natural sciences. So I said to him, "Verily 
it will/ [controvert}3 the elements upon which 
you built. And if they are [controverted}^ 
and not valid,/ the science (built upon them) 
is not called a science". 

As to the laws of natural conditions, 
they do actually/ exist. So if true knowledge 
of them is attained these laws are then called/ 
natural sciences. But is not human knowledge, 
together with what the parts make it, to be 
reckoned by its amount in/ absolute investiga¬ 
tions? Rather it is like the mountains and 
the observers’ conjecture, and we ask God/ 
for increase of goodness; verily He is the 
guardian of goodness. 
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THE THIRD CHAPTER s58:l 

ON THE VARIATIONS TO WHICH 

SHADOWS ARE SUBJECT IN AMOUNT 2 

Verily, that which is connected with shadow 3 

as.to variations is of two kinds. One of the two 
has to do with/ difference in position of the 4 
source of light (along a direction) parallel to// 
the dimension (gutr) which bounds the height f. 130a 
and lowness, it being/ the dimension of thick- 5 
ness and depth. This variation is expressed 
by altitude. The second has to do with/ 
difference in position of the source of light 6 
(along a direction) parallel to the (plane of 
the) other two dimensions, I mean/ length and 7 
width, and it is expressed by direction (or 
azimuth). As for the first kind, it affects 
the shadow by/ increase in its extent or with 8 
a decrease by contraction. 

As for the second kind, it is connected 9 
with a difference in position, together with 
equality (i.e. no change?) in/ size. Both 10 
situations exist simultaneously among celestial 
sources of light./ So altitude does not vary 11 
except with variation in azimuth, and their 
situations are portrayed by isolating (them) 
in/ the imagination. So the difference in 12 
altitude is made one (apart from) the azimuth, 
and the difference in azimuth one/ from the 13 
altitude, because these two situations, even 
if they are found at two different times, the 
imagination/ does not cease picturing them as 14 
following (each other) and in a motion which 



is not (actually) present in the sky./ I mean s58:15 
the motion of the elevated along one of the 
circles of altitude so that/ the azimuth 16 

remains fixed in its situation together with 
difference in the altitude, or along a single 
almucantar to keep the/ altitude fixed at its 17 
amount. So that is not among the things which 
are/ incapable of being pictured among the 18 
first principles, like the impossibility of 
two bodies being in one and the same place 
together,/ or the presence of two opposites in 19 
one place together and at one time. Verily 
these fail to exist/ only because of the s59:l 
contradiction in their existence itself, like |- 
the earth, (which) the imagination does not 
picture as/ touching the atmosphere, but out- 2 
side it, nor whiteness in the feathers of the 
crow. So the imagination/ does not recoil 3 
from picturing it as white, together with the 
cessation of the blackness from it, otherwise 
actuality would be contrary to/ this portrayal. 4 
For altitude has an extreme at which the shadow 
itself disappears, and the other (extreme), 
being/ its beginning; at it the extremity of 5 
the shadow.disappears. It is like a single 
distance: if it is measured from below/ it is 6 
called thickness, but if it is measured from 
above it is called depth. Thus1 it is/ for 7 
the altitude: if it is measured from its 
beginning it is called an altitude, but if it 

is measured from its end/ it is called depression. 8 
Otherwise the name of depression in the profession 
is bestowed upon the opposite of the altitude,/ 
under the earth. g 

Hence in the naming of that I limited myself 10 
to the complement of the altitude, and if the 

altitude does not reach,/ along the luminary’s 11 
day-circle (madar) , up to that extreme (of the 
day-circle), wherever it does end is an amount/ 
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corresponding to the shortest shadow, that (in s59:12 
the case where the absolute maximum is attained) 
being where its arc of daylight is halved, with 
(the great circle through)/ the pole and the 13 
zenith, prolonged. Hence the shortest shadow 
for the day is called the/ noon (or meridian) 14 
shadow, and its direction (or azimuth) is along 
the meridian line bounded by two points, the 
north (point)/ and the south. The equinoctial 15 
(or east-west) line, which is bounded by the east 
and west (points), intersects it/ in right angles. 16 
So there results from these two lines, front and 
back, right/ and left, by comparison with the 17 
animal (sic). But (putting^ the matter thus is 
not necessary, and it does not impugn/ what was 18 
set by Aristotle, the east as the right of the 
heaven, in spite of the agreement among different 
peoples/ to call south in their language right 19 
(yamln) and the opposite to it left (or north, 
shamal), As a result height/ and lowness halve s60:l 
the diameter passing through the zenith and the 
nadir, and/ the noon shadow falls along its line, 2 
and the shadow falling along the east-west line 
along the right/ and left Ebounds?^, and the 3 
front and back. Hence what is in between them 
is measured as azimuths from them./ Verily, 4 
between the right and the front is a quadrant of 
the horizon circle. If the source of light 
vanishes (i.e. sets?) from the direction of/ 
these two lines , the amount of its inclination 5 
is measured from one of the two, it being called 
the distance of the azimuth,/ or for simplicity 6 
azimuth, and it is added to it. Sometimes it is 
added to the east-west line/ and sometimes the 7 
meridian line. The azimuth of the shadow is 
always opposite (in direction) to the/ source of 8 
light. Hence their amounts coincide, but the 
sides of the line from which the measurement is 
taken differ,/ together with difference in 9 
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direction from the other line. As for the east- s60:9 
west line, it is/ thus named because the shadow 10 
of// the gnomon is along it at sunrise on one f. 130b 
of the/ two points of intersection on which 11 

the night and the day are equal. 

(Some) people call it the equating (or 12 
equatorial, istiwa') line because of the 
equality of the day and the night/ whenever 13 
the equinox occurs. But according to the 
people of the craft, the istiwa1 line is/ the 14 
name bestowed upon the common part between the 
plane of the celestial equator and the surface 
of/ the spherical earth, it being the line of 15 
zero latitude. So because of that its use was 
disapproved of in/ this context, so as not to 16 
confuse the nomenclature by the similarity of 
the names. It is also called the east-/west 17 

line (khatt al-mashriq w'al-maghrib), because 
it ends at their hearts, and is the mean between 
the kinds of each sort of the two of them./ The 18 
meridian line is called the line of declining 
(khatt al-zawal) because (upon arrival) at it 
the sun declines from/ the meridian circle. 19 

It is mentioned in the books of the ancients s61:l 
as the noon line, and the declining (zawal) is 
an expression of the religious law by which,/ 
(when it arrives) prayer is made lawful, but 2 
prohibited for a space of time before it, it 

being the presence of the sun/ in the meridian 3 
circle. But for the true instants of time, if 

(the sun) actually(?) were at it (the meridian), 
and verily/ the perfect (time) of the deed is 4 
not just at it, but it is connected with a time 
other than it. So the time/ of prohibiting 5 
the prayer is the time at which the sun, according 
to the senses, has stopped. Thus/ it is said that 6 
then the sun abstains (or fasts, samat) (just) 
as it is said that the wind is abstaining during 
its stillness,/ and the horse abstains during 7 
its refusal to partake of fodder. 
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The poet said, s61:8 

It (the sun hesitated a little 9 
and then spread 

A minute shadow among the old 
and thin ESpanish reedj-*- 
trees. 

Dhu al-Rumma said, 10 

And the sun hesitates, lingering 11 
about in the heavens. 

And he (also) said, 12 

At its head the long-stationary 13 
sun. 

Among the people are those who added to that 14 
and made of it then a rotation on/ itself, like 15 
a thing which is restrained from its forward 
motion, so it is curved away and there arises 
a rotation from/ its being curved away, if it 16 
does not turn backwards. So if that (meridian 
transit) is measured by the altitude of the 
sun/ or the amount of the shadow it would become, 17 
for this time, an appreciable latitude (of 
error), because the variation in the/ solar 18 
altitude at it will not subsist except by 
what minutely impinges on the senses from the 
parts, and likewise for the shadow (also)./ 
However, if it is measured by the azimuth of 19 
the shadow, and the instrument is made very 
large, the latitude (of error) at the (above-) 

mentioned time will become/ less. The difference s62:l 
of azimuth at that time even though it also is 
very small, it is seen at/ different altitudes, 2 
and it is called the noon shadow (zill nisf al- 
nahar) also. Verily, [concerning the zawSlj2, 
the Arabs, as we said,/ call shadows from sun- 3 
rise until its setting, azlal. So they 
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particularize by this/ name what precedes noon, 
and what else there is after it (they call) 

afya’ (pi. of fay'), just like calling what is 
before noon during/ the day morning, and what 
is after it evening. The reason for the nomen¬ 
clature there is that al-afya'is from the 
inclining/ and the return. As for the 
inclining, the shadows incline from the side 
of the west to/ the side of the east. 

As for the returning, they indeed return 
to their first magnitudes. As for the shadow,/ 
if it covers (the places) well hidden from the 
lights, whether from the sun, or the moon, or 
a fire. The shadow from/ the moon is specially 
named separately,, it being al-samar, and by 
another al-fakht. It is said that/ it is the 
color of a ring-dove (al-fakhita), like what 
is said of al-samar that it is a dusky (asmar) 
color, and that it is so called from the fact/ 
that boys of the quarter were conversing 

(yatasamaruna) at night about it, but I have 
never.heard anything on it about using al-fay'/ 
to the effect that it is said concerning 
al-fakht that it is in the first (part) of the 
night, but as for its end it is its nickname./ 
Some of them assert the contrary as to al-fakht, 
making it moonlight. 

Among them are those who use it (al-fakht) 
as being both for its shadow and its light, 
however, revelation/ has settled (the matter) 
between the two sides as to the likenesses of 
shadows. God, be He exalted!, said, "Do they 
not see/ what God has created of things shading 
them in their shadows from the left and the 
right, prostrating themselves to God, they 
being/ humbled.” ”And unto God those who are 
in the heavens and the earth prostrate them¬ 
selves in obedience and in spite of themselves,/ 
and their shadows in the morning and the late 
afternoon”.1 Measurement necessitates that the 

10ur1 an, 16:48 and 13:15. 
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s63:l noon shadow not be called/ fay' because it is 
a stopping (time) between the increase and the 
decrease and it is not counted as being from 
one side/ to the other, but there is no 
[confusionVj1 as to what has come to be under¬ 
stood by the nicknames. However, as to the/ 
prostration of the shadows, prostration 
originally being the nodding of the head and 
inclining, so that/ the inclining honeybee is 
describee! as// f. 

2 

3 

4 

195a 

Here the displaced passage 
from Ibn Sirian ends, and the 
printed text resumes. 

prostrating itself, which implies 5:10 
indication, like His (i.e. God's)/ saying, be 11 
He exalted-! , "There is not a thing but 
celebrates His praise."2 The recitation of 
praise in the essence of a. thing/ is its rising 12 
to its perfection, and its seeking peace^ by 
nature with the divine object in its continuous/ 
existence for what it was created to perform. 13 
What transcends this about it is its indication 
by the various (forms)/ which it undergoes and 14 
the (different) appearances which it takes, (in 
which ease) it is restricted, derived, and to 
be explained. 

One who seeks guidance from Him about it 15 
becomes a praiser 1-ike it, and he does not have 

to [perceive(directly)./ For it is li> e His 16 
saying, be He exalted!, "The stars (or herbs) 
and the trees prostrate themselves!"5 That is, 
the two of them possess shadows^/ which are cast 17 
as in prostration. It is as though the kneeling 

1Text ; read. . 

^Qur’an, 17:44. 
3Text • 
^Text has ; read the MS as a Zo i . 
^Qur’an, 55:6. 

6Text JJZlsj ; read Jdo 
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is from self-abasement and destitution, and 5:17 
every/ creature is obligated to self-preservation 18 
and thrift. 

It is said also, with regard to the prostra- 6:1 
tion of these two, (that it is) the obedience 
for growth to the given extent/ for the preserva- 2 
tion of nature, and that goes back to (something) 
which is not far from what we mentioned about it. 

Indeed it is said concerning the stars 3 
(mentioned in the quotation above) that the 

planets (? al-kawaklb) are intended, and that is 
not impossible, since/ obtaining (astrological) 4 
indications from the planets by their motions is 
without a medium, whereas from plants/ (there 5 
is a) medium. So nothing keeps accompanying 
things like their shadows, whether the sun/ 
indicates their bounds or not. Thus the shadow 6 
of a gnomon extends horizontally on the ground 
like/ the kneeler placing his head on the ground, 7 
throwing dust on his face, with his shadow moving 
from one side to another,/ being carried (by the 8 
sun) from one place to another, and from one 

side to another, indicating its cause,/ which is 9 
the motion of the sun from sunrise to sunset. 
It is among the most mighty of indicators/ and 10 
the most clear (indicator) of them of the Prime 
Mover who moves. 

The shadow, which is the closest of things 11 
to the human, (is) the distant ladder/ of inference. 12 
Thus it is his prostration, whether its owner is 
mindful of it concerning/ the duty and is 13 
[performing it willingly]2 > 0r hot paying need to 
it and not performing his duty. Parts of him are 
kneeling/ while [some]3 not. Others are obtaining 14 
indications from it while others are not. So the 
mind imposes upon/ its possessor: (a) the obtain- 15 
ing of indications from [the like of it]4 (the 

JJ-Text has I ; read I as in the MS. 
2Text UMic ; MS bo Lb f 
j^Text ; MS . 

Text 4j ; MS aJ \jl~c ; read 4J li-< 
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shadow) which is moving while he himself is not, 6:15 
without leaving him/ or separating from him, 16 

and (b) the consideration of his various forms 
by its (the shadow’s") variation, and (c) not 
leaving/ a volatile thing called the playground 17 
of his shadow, by virtue of which he dispenses 
with other things, and (d) not be/ like the 18 
ignorant (who is) afraid of his shadow, but on 
the contrary to know that it is impossible to 
stop/ the shadow from prostrating itself or to 19 
transport itself from right to left. 

Verily God, be He exalted I, mentions only 7:1 
the early morning and the evening because of the 
excessiveness of extent of/ the shadow at the 2 
two (times), and its close resemblance to 
prostration at those two (times), with the 
[shadow-caster]^ being erect, since/ it is 3 
possible^ for the [shadow]3 to be shrinking 

instead of stretching by changing the position/ 
of the shadow-caster, and tilting it away from 4 
perpendicularity, as Abu al-Fara[j]4 b. Hind 
said,/ 

Unto us is a king to whom none of 5 
the functions of royalty 
appertain. 

Except that on the day of peace he 
puts on the crown. 

He is supposed to reform people 6 
while he himself is corrupt. 

How can the shadow be straight when 
the rod (casting it) is crooked? 

This simile was taken in the two (above) 7 
couplets from the saying of Ibn Thawaba/ when he 8 
was asked about Sacid, and so he said, 

iText *J\ ; MS . 

2Text c/CV( ; MS J^\ ^ 

3Text cXWi) ; read . 
4Text \ MS . 
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7:8 "He is the one the shadow of 
whose cloak-*- does not exceed 
his person." ^ 

Of the saying(s) of Abu al-Fath al-Bustl (is), 9 

You.have become a mule by depend- 10 
ing on the current proverb: 

If the dagger is curved, crooked 
also is its sheath. 

Also that its motion at these two times will li 
be most apparent,/and that there is need of 12 
motion for it in order to indicate the motion of 
the source,.and one should be mindful/ also of 13 
the great differences in the shadow’s motion in 
spite of the regularity of the solar motion/ both 14 
to observation and investigation. And also that 
the shadow at these two times is indeed extended,/ 
its head (stretched outjp. Thus its companion 15 
is the slave, who is not the master of his (own) 
head. 

One of the reasons the Christians (adduce) 16 
for facing the east (in prayer) is what is in the 
Gospel/ to the effect that Mary Magdalene in the 17 
morning went to the tomb of Christ and saw on/ 
the road a shadow preceding her. So she turned 18 
and behold it was the Christ. Verily his shadow 
prostrated (itself) in this/ story. So to whom 8-1 
would it prostrate itself? (Would that you knew]3 
if it were a deity? But in fact, the shadow 

turned away,/ prostrating itself to someone else, 2 
witnessing that the shadow—caster has a master. 
And since Mary saw the Christ when/ she turned, 3 
he facing the west, from which (direction) the 
Christians turn, according to the rules/ of their 4 
a a ■? -.V, I, 
sect, which is// (contradictory^4. Moreover, f. 195b 

iText 2^ ; MS ly ; j . 

^Text j >» ; read MS as y j> . 

Text ; read jJ/*i-' as in the MS. 
Text ; MS 1 j^a3 (• . 
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8:5 these two times, sunrise and sunset, are the/ 
worthiest of times for the knowledge of motion 
of the rising and the setting (thing) as to 
the variation of its shape in/ appearance, as 6 
Abraham, upon him peace!, deduced about that 
at these two (times). 

To this is referred in what is reported 7 
concerning AbQ al-Darda' that he said: "If 
you want to,/ I am ready to swear that the 8 
nearest of the worshippers of God are those who 
observe the sun and the moon/ and the stars and 9 
the shadows for mentioning God (I.e. worship)". 
He means the shadow, since it (induces) the 
virtue of meditation about the creation of/ the 10 
heavens and the earth, and its use in affirming 
the (Muslim) creed and at the times of devotion. 

However, as to what was reported to the 11 
effect that the ruler is the shadow of God on 
His earth, its meaning is directed/ toward one 12 
who is learned, not toward one who rules by 
conquest. For how could it be directed toward 
him, together with what is said,/ "(One who 13 
is) created should not be obeyed in matters 
contrary to the will of the Creator". By this 
report is meant only (that) he who accepts/ 
His acts, be He exalted!, as to keeping the 14 
people under the rule of equality, and showing 
them the ways of benefit,/ so that a person’s 15 
shadow resembles his deeds which move with his 
motion and stays with his staying,/ unless he 16 
errs, due to what is in his own (animate) 
clay. As Abu Bakr al-Siddlq said regarding his 
animal instincts,/ "Unto me is a devil (who) 17 
possesses me, and whenever he makes me crooked, 
straighten me out". However, as for one who 
(spoils]^/ the earth intentionally and wilfully 18 
destroys the land and harmfully counters the 
acts of God, God raises/ Himself above having .19 
as His shadow the like of him, or of (having) 
him as the judge of His creatures. 
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THE FOURTH CHAPTER 9:1 

CN WHAT THE EXTREMITIES OF THE 2 

SHADOW DRAW ON HORIZON (PLANES) 

^The first (part) of astronomy is based upon 3 
the insignificance in the size of the earth of 

the senses in comparison with/ the ecliptic, (and 4 
the fact that) the plane passing through the convex 
surface of the earth tangent/ to it at (the 5 

observer’s) locality represents the horizon plane 
bisecting the (celestial) sphere and/ replaces 6 
it. So the end of the gnomon, hence, is like the 
effective center of everything. The sun draws, 
in/ a day and a night, by the total motion, an 7 
apparent circle, as a first approximation. For/ 
its motion is (in fact) along a spiral line in 8 
shape, joined. The rays emitted from/ that circle 9 
to the head of the gnomon which is always the 
center draw a/ cone of rays whose vertex is the 10 
end of the gnomon and whose base is the daily 
circle of the sun. 

That straight ray describes in the heavens 11 
a.circle.equal to the/ sun’s daily circle, coin- 12 
ciding with it as to the amount of its declination 
(but) in opposite direction. It (also) describes 
a cone,/ like the first, called the shadow cone, 13 
because the ray, when it passes through the head 
of the gnomon,/ borders the shadow which results 14 
from it. And the horizon plane necessarily cuts/ 
the shadow cone. If (one is) at the (terrestrial) 15 
equator, it (the horizon) will be parallel to 

the axis of these two cones./ Hence the ends of 16 
the shadows will describe straight lines. If 

(one is at a place) other than/ the equator, the 17 
plane of the horizon declines from parallelism 
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9:18 with the axis of the shadow cpne and meets/ the 
axis inside the cone of the rays. So the end of 
the shadow describes on it/ curved' lines known 
as hyperbolas which continue until the latitude 
increases (sufficiently), whereupon they become,/ 
a parabola upon the horizon plane's (attaining) 
parallelism with the side of the shadow cone 
which is under it, (but)/ not that which is above 
it. 

Indeed it yields a parabola because the 
apparent horizon plane/ is not really the plane 
of a great circle. Then upon the passage of 
that position to/ one whose latitude exceeds the 
complement of the inclination of the ecliptic, 
some of/ the northern daily solar paths will 
appear wholly and will be above the horizon, and 
hence when the sun rotates in them/ the inter¬ 
section of the horizon plane with the axis of 
the cone occurs inside it, ranging from one side 

it/ to the side opposite it. Then the section 
will be that called the ellipse, and because it 
is a/ closed path, the end of the shadow goes 
around the gnomon from all directions, drawing/ 
an ellipse, circular but elongated, so long as 
the sun is in these/ daily paths. 

Abu al-Hasan Thabit b. Qurra has a complete 
and well-done book, ”0n the Determination of 
the Lines Drawn/ by Shadow-Ends on Horizons" 

(Ft tahdid al-khutut allati tursimuha atraf al- 
azlal fl afag al-ard)./ Also Ibrahim b. Sin5n 
has discussed it fully in the "Book of Shadows" 
(Kitab al-azlal). Because we have the extreme 
°f// "the quadrant of a circle, then in a horizon f. 
of (those) under the pole, the end of the shadow 
describes loops which are/ in fact closed spiral 
lines like the closed paths which/ the sun 
describes. 

Abu al-Hasan Thabit b. Qurra, in his interest¬ 
ing problems, errs/ in his saying that the light 
entering through a small hole into houses will 
be cylindrical,/ and hence it will be cut by the 
wall in an ellipse, as though the cylinder alone 
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pertains to this/ section, and not the cone. 11:2 % 
For the (above-Mentioned ray is not cylindrical/ 
in shape, but rather conical. 3 

Let the sun be AB (in Figure 1) and the wall 4 
MS, and the hole GD./ Then the light entering 5 
from it will not be cylindrical because the hole 
is smaller than the sun./ But even supposing it 6 

were equal to it, the entrance of the ray into 
it will not be in the form of a cylinder/ AGK 7 
(and) LDB, but there extends from B to G ray/ BGM 8 

and from A ray ADS. Then the wall/ MS is struck 9 
by the cone TMS in an ellipse. And however much 
the hole is farther/ from the wall the section 10 

will be larger, because the vertex of the cone, 
T, is in the direction/ of the sun, and the 11 
situation will be similar if the hole is less 
than the sun,/ the ray being always conical; 12 

it cannot be otherwise. 

I 
<> 

I 

THE FIFTH (CHAPTER) 12:1 

ON THE VARIATIONS TO WHICH A SHADOW IS 

SUBJECT BECAUSE/ OF DIFFERENCE OF 

SITUATION OF THE LUMINOUS OBJECT AS TO HEIGHT 

If an intervening object (which is) non-, 
transparent casting a shadow on another like it, 
with a source of light higher than both/ is near 

to the other, its shadow will be a true (one) 
because few/ reflected rays are reaching it by 
dust (particles), or (because) they are weak, or 
missing (completely) due to (the fact)/ that the 
paths are obstructed. Also the edge of the . 
shadow is purer in shape and with [illumination] 
less/ mixed, and of more apparent edge. But if 
the distance of the shading object from the. 
shadow increases, the shadow/ and the Illumi¬ 
nated part will [start]2 to mix, their common 
portion being ill-defined so that it cannot be/ 

a pure shadow nor fully illuminated. 
To this al-Kindl referred in his remcrk 

[that]3 for any pierced surface, the/ closer it 
is to the earth, the truer the shadow and the. 
brighter the illumination from the hole, and if 

it is raised,/ the illuminated (part) widens 
and the shadow becomes dustier and is mixed, as 
we related, until it vanishes completely./ 

lpext s LaJ i ; read / U^aJ I as In the MS. 

2Text < ; read . 
3Text ^1 ; read £1 . 



Verily the shading curtain made of old rushes 

wl11 no^ shield completely due to the numerous 
holes (in it)./ Its shadow becomes blended like 
smoke, contrary to the shadow of a dense mountain, 
with which is compared/ the intense blackness of 
a ewe, thus they say (it is) black like the 
shadow of a stone. And because the sun is 
greater than/ the earth and any other shadow- 
caster .of which we know, the earth’s shadow by 
necessity/ becomes slender and sharper with 
increase of distance from it (the earth). This 
is the situation in the case of all other/ 

objects on it, so that if the two rays bounding 
any two/ opposite sides of them meet, the shadow 
will vanish entirely before meeting the horizontal 
plane,/ and the ray passing from the sun to the 
head of the gnomon (will vanish). For this 
reason the/ [serrations!]1 will disappear from 
the earth’s shadow, called the heaven of the 
lunar nodes, even though/ the common portion of 
the illuminated part of the earth’s surface and 
the other/ shaded (part) may be serrated by 

valleys and mountains. For the same (reason) as 
the/ earth’s shadow, which covers the moon in its 
paths, is mixed, the colors of its eclipses will 
change (accordingly)/ due to the difference in 
the intensity of the darkness and its weakness, 
culminating in the intense blackness at the axis 
of the/ shadow cone. 

These are precisely the reasons for the 
circuiar illumination from a hole having angles, 
when/ it falls on a wall at a distance from it, 
and that is due to the approach of those (edges 
of the shadow) of any two successive sides/ from 
the position of mixed illumination and light 
and their superposition/ to form a figure whose 
distance from the comer exceeds its mixed (part)/ 
from the middle of the side, there resulting from 
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it a polygon having sides whose number is the 13:12 
double of the angles of/ the hole. Then the 13 
polygon also undergoes what happened to the 
hole.// f. 196b 

In this manner the number of the angles 14 
continues to increase by doubling,/ like the 15 
doubling at chess, by the property of the double 
of the double. And as the multiplicity increases 
greatly/ it is perceived as round. Verily, the 16 
circumference of the circle, according to some 
of the natural philosophers, is everywhere dense 
with angles,/ and thus it is related both to 17 
arcs and to angles. 

One who seeks harmony among similar (things) 18 
and discord among unlike (things) should stand 
in a place/ part of which is in shadow and part 19 
illuminated, and let ABGD (Figure 2) be in contact 
with ray/ BfEjZCT at BG. Then let there be 14:1 
erected from the earth a gnomon into the air,/ 

Figure 2 

iText: BDZG. In the text’s Figure 2, G is missing. 
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and it will be distant from it so that it casts 14:2 

its shadow, say HTKM. If all of the place/ is 3 
illuminated, then what falls of its shadow in 
the vicinity of the ray will [be found]1 in the * 
shape LOS,/ with the shadow reinforcing it so 4 
that IjS will be wider, but with the ray weakening 
it so that/ its width is lessened and O is inter- 5 
dieted from reaching TK, which would (otherwise) 
be its position. 

Perhaps the two rays may be combined, and 6 
there results from them what is to be wondered 
at by one who/ does not know the causes. For if 7 
the sun's rays are entering a house from two/ 8 
nearby holes in a screen or something else, and 
if the two (resulting) circles on the floor such 
as the two circles/ ABG (and) ADG (Figure 3) 9 
intersect at the two points A (and) G, then an 
intervening shadow-casting object/ between the 10 
two and the sun whose shadow falls as HTKM will 
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have (a shadow) which divides itself into/ ZKTO 15:1 
(and) HESM at the two ends (as) two pure shadows, 
and the shadow will be annulled at/ EZOS. So there 2 
will be illumination in the form of (the inter¬ 
section with the floor of) the radii of the two 
circles, because each/ of the two of them falls 3 
in the shaded part with respect to the part common 
to it and the other due to the difference/ in 4 
situation of the two sources of light, there re¬ 
sulting for the object two shadows, perhaps com¬ 
bined finishing the/ darkness for the common 5 
(part) but less so in what is not in common and 
perhaps different (i.e. nonintersecting). 

As Abu al«*cAbb5s al-Transhahri related in 6 

(the book) "Problems of Natural Philosophy" 
(.MasS’il al-tabi^a) , that he/ was on a shore by 7 
the side of a mountain opposite the sun (where) 
he found out the time, and that/ a man drew near 8 
the shore. He was able to recognize on the moun¬ 
tain two shadows (cast by the man), one of the two 

above the other./ Then he (writes) at length 9 
about the reasons for that. 

So, let the mountain be AB (Figure 4), 

Figure 4 
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and the earth bg , and the river OD,/ and the 15:10 
sun s, and al-Transhahri is at d, and the 

standing man at/ GT. And let there pass through .16:1 
his head ray STZ. His shadow on the mountain 
will be/ [zDb1, and let the reflected shadow 2 
from the surface of the water by two equal angles/ 3 
passing through the head of the standing one be 
SETK. So his shadow from it will be KB. But/ 4 
ZB is in shade because it falls in the shadow 
due to each of the two rays, whileKZ will be 
mixed (light and dark)./ (This is) because it 5 
is shaded with respect to one of the two, while 
illuminated due to the other. A similar (pheno¬ 
menon) is observed from/ a lamp with two wicks, 6 
or from two nearby lamps. 

Let no one think that the above-mentioned 7 
polygons are ordered in/ time, but rather (they 8 
occur) simultaneously with sunrise. But reasoning 
(about them) requires (their being)/ ordered as 9 
(though they were) Ihings formed one by one in 
time, and that is to (assist)/ the understanding. 10 

However, as to what we explained about 11 

the intersection of positions of mixed darkness 
and light, (it)/ can be verified by right (i.e. 12 
experimentally) if one stands with the sun on 
his right or his left and its altitude/ is about 17:1 
an eighth of a revolution (i.e. an octant), f,197a 
and// if he puts his hand on the parts of his 
face he will find the two shadows,/ of the finger 2 
and of the part protruding from the face, meeting 
and joining before/ the two parts meet. Indeed, 3 
I witnessed this in a similar situation, but I 
did not have the opportunity to/ examine it at 4 
other conditions of the altitude. 

'Text AB. In the text’s Figure 4 there are 
' two D’s. 

17:5 It is related of Plato that what he 
thought about it as to its cause is what we 
reported about the/ motion of the shadow 6 
toward another shadow, and that he said in 
the book Timaeus in his mention of/ matter 7 

(al-hayula), that it is a shadow among 
shadows and that shadows flow from objects/ 8 
and are frozen by a highly spiritual device 
(which) condenses them to make shadows. 

Verily, it is said that flow occurs 9 
in all directions, then/ why do (we) not 10 
have shadow wherever there is light. 

We stated that heat keeps a liquid 11 
from [thickening]-*-, and cold, with/ a ten- 12 
dency opposite to that of light, [congeals?]^ 

it. The power of shadows to these people is 
obvious. Indeed they/ claim that if a hyena 13 
steps on the shadow of a dog walking on a 
roof it (the dog) falls/ off of it. And if 14 
a menstruating (woman) looks at her face in 
a mirror or touches it, it (the mirror) rusts. 

Because of the exaggeration of these 15 
(people) in the establishment of the effects 
of shadows,/ cAbdallah b. Muhammad al-Nashi 16 
exaggerates in his turn (in the opposite 
direction), asserting that shadows have no 
effect (at all). (Indeed) he is confused as 
to/ what he was saying because of the excess 17 
of his resentment. He claims that the com¬ 
panions of truth (i.e. veracious scientists) 
denied what/ the astronomers gave as reasons 18 
for lunar eclipses, not accepting (the fact) 
that the sun’s shadow will eclipse/ the moon 19 
because a shadow is not corporeal, in order 

^Text ; MS / ^, read . 

2 Text ****? V MS » read * 
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to do this, and that light [illuminates]! darkness; 
it does not remove/light. It was truly2 said that 
anger and haste are from Satan. 

However, according to what was related about 
Plato, a shadow should be a true (one)/ if it con¬ 
tinues to stay, and that in winter it should be dense, 
while in summer/ rarer, the silliness of which is 
apparent since (the facts afe) not thus. 

The sayings of the man (Plato) are subject to 
interpretation because of his use of special symbols,/ 
for to him rest does not have a meaning opposite to 
(that of) motion, except with regard to existence/ and 
non-existence. Also the shaded and the illuminated 
are to him opposite in this respect. 

Then.I say that if what we related about the 
mixing of light and dark is determined, then/ the 
amount of.shadows will be (correspondingly) determined 
as to their lack and deficiency (with respect to the 
shadow) which should (have been cast). Because/ if a 
gnomon is conical in shape, as used in instruments/ 
made for (measuring) hours, then the ray at its tip 
surrounds it on/ three sides so that it is near to 
the height of the erected gnomon with the result that 
its actual shadow/ is less than the shadow determined 
(theoretically) for it. 

17:19 
18:1 

2 
3 

10 
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What we mentioned can be observed if a thing 14 
of (sensible) size is put at the head of the gnomon/ 15 
so that a shadow appears for it on the ground. It 
will be seen that its shadow is small,/ and distinct 16 
from that of the gnomon. So for safety one should 
make for the conical head of the gnomon/ a sphere 17 
which, when put on it, (casts a shadow) on the ground 

of the size of a chick-pea. It is pierced with a / 18 
conical hole so that if the head of the gnomon pene¬ 
trates it, its tip will reach/ its center. The sha- 19 
dow of this sphere will be found on the earth, quite 
distinct from the gnomon’s shadow./ But it is not 19:1 
very distinct on the shaded area from the foot of 
the gnomon to the center of/ that shadow which re- 2 

sembles the chick-pea. The greater the altitude of 
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* 
the sun the more/ the distinctness and the more 19:3 
obvious the harm to (the results of) the operation. 
It is more harmful in the case of the lunar shadow/ 
if it is used in any one of the operations, except 4 
(those) of an approximate nature. If/ approxima- 5 
tion is sought for (this) harm must be accepted 
along with it. 

Thus, let ABG (Figure 5) be a quadrant of 6 
the circle of altitude with center F,/ which is 7 
(the center of) everything, and AF[H]T is in the 
true horizon, and T the head of the gnomon,/ and W 8 
its base at the locality, on the face of the earth, 
and [tf]JV2 in the/ apparent horizon. Let the sun be 9 
at point B, its computed altitude (being)/ AB, and 10 
its distance from the zenith BG, and we extend [B]T 
[w]3. So/ WN will be the shadow of gnomon TW at 11 
this altitude, I mean the direct/ actual (shadow), 12 

Text has AEG. In Figure 5 the text has B for F , 
N for Q. See Section 19 in commentary. 

Text has ZW. 

Text has NTZ. 



and we [pass]1 EZ equal to TW,// and we f.l97b 
extend ZKf parallel to the horizon intersecting 19:13 
hypotenuse BE at Y. So ZY would be the shadow 
of/ the gnomon had its head been the center of 14 
the earth. And because angle WTN/ is external to 15 
the triangle ETB, it will be larger than angle TEBf, 

which is opposite to angle ZEY. So angle ZEY is 16 
less than angle/ WTN. Let us make angle ZEK equal 17 
to WTN. So/ triangle ZEK will be equal to triangle 18 
WTN and ZY, the shadow at/ the center, will be 19 
smaller.than shadow zIk]2 at the locality. And so 
the ratio of the gnomon to its shadow/ at the 20:1 
locality will be smaller than the ratio to it at 
the center, except that the amount of ET, which/ 2 
is the distance between the center and the locality, 
compared to EG, which is the distance of the sun/ 3 
from the center of the earth, [is less]3 than a 
half.of a tenth of a sixth of a tenth of one, ap¬ 
proximately,/ I mean three minutes of the total 4 
sine, taking it as sixty parts, and it is the dif¬ 
ference (upon subtracting)/ BS, the sine of the 5 
altitude froms, from BD, its sine [as computed]^./ 
One does not find for it, by consideration and 6 
examination, any perceptible size, and especially 
with altitudes/ which exceed an eighth of a revolu- 7 
tion. If it had any effect, then there would be 
found also between two shadows of/ two different 8 
gnomons at one altitude a perceptible difference. 
That is because/ the greater of the two, if it is 9 
TZ and the smaller EZ, the shadow of the larger 
would be/ ZF and the shadow of the smaller ZY, and 10 
the ratio of TZ to ZF/ is the ratio of EZ to ZK, 11 
and it is smaller than the ratio of EZ to/ ZY. 12 
But in actuality the two are equal and the dif¬ 
ference which is caused by the amount/ et, in 13 
whatever has to do with the sun and what is above 

it, is imperceptible with instruments,/ but should 14 
rather be extracted by computation. 

1Text JJSJ ; read jyyj as in the MS. 
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The only heavenly bodies which cast 20:15 

shadows with gnomons/ by their rays are the sun 16 
and the moon. For Venus, even if anything like/ 17 
that were to be found for it, it would not be 
complete, so that the shadow of the gnomon from 
it could be perceived. But it has/ a light inside 18 
darkened houses, if it shines through holes in them. 
(casting) what seems/ to be a very faint shadow. 19 
But Jupiter in this respect/ is much weaker. 21:1 

So let us lay down EM (Figure 5) equal to 2 

one of the distances of the moon from the center, 

and let it be its nearest distance./ Let the moon 3 
be at point M at the part (of the ecliptic?) where 
the sun/ has the same azimuth by computation. It 4 
is based on the angles which are at the center of 
everything. Let its shadow/ be [w]Ll and let the 5 
ratio of the gnomon TW to it be less than its ratio 
to WN, the shadow of/ the sun.when it is in this 6 
position, I mean since the distances of the two from 
the zenith are/ one amount. And we describe about 7 
center E and [with!]2 distance EM, the amount of the 
moon/ in [its]3 sphere, arc MC. If the moon is at 8 
point C its shadow/ at the locality will be WN, and 9 
at the center (of the earth) zEj?]^. So the ratio 
of the gnomon to the shadow of/ the sun at the cen- 10 
ter will be less than its ratio to the shadow of the 
moon at it. And the ratio of the gnomon/ to the 11 
shadow of the moon at the locality will be less than 
its ratio to its shadow at the center, and/ dif- 12 
fering more than that of the shadow of the sun at 
either of them. But the amount of ET compared to 
EM/ is close to [a thirtieth]5, I mean two parts of 13 
the total sine. It will undoubtedly produce/ as the 14 
result of subtracting CO from CS' a difference which 
is perceptible to the senses. And the angle of the 

^Text has EL. 
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complement of/ the computed altitude at the 21:15 
center, I mean GEB, differs only from the one 
perceived/ by sight, I mean [GjrB1. As for the 16 
one (obtained) by sight, for example, which is 
the case when the moon is at/ c, its distance from 17 
the zenith will be observed as the distance of the 
sun when it is at/ point B. Their two shadows at 18 
that time will be to the amount of [W2V]2, and the 
amount by/ which the lunar parallax, in its heaven, 19 
has changed, is AfC. (Verily) there is no planet/ 
which does not have a parallax, but it differs 22:1 
according.to its distance/ from the earth. 2 

Since the determination of the solar paral- 3 
lax by instruments is difficult,/ its effect on 4 
shadows and altitudes is small, hence its different 
situations/ at the apogee of its orbit or its perigee 5 
are imperceptible, otherwise the ratio of the shadow 
to the gnomon at/ the// apogee would be less f,198a 
than it (is) at perigee. 6 

jFor this supposed reason, which is not real, 7 
al-Kindi said that the shadow/ at the head of Aries 8 
is less than at the head of Libra. He should 

have mentioned as a condition for it/ its time (as 9 
being) due to the motion of the apogee. However, 
in the case of the moon, because of its nearness to 
the earth/ the amount of its parallax at its extreme 10 
value exceeds one part (i.e. degree). So its effect 

is apparent and is observable/ by instruments, and 11 
it is effective in eclipses so that there will be 
between the/ hidden (i.e. true) conjunction, which 12 
is that when the two luminaries are at B (and) M, 
and the/ apparent conjunction, which is (when they 13 
are) at.B (and) c, an amount of time/ which is 14 
perceptible. The greatest distance of the moon 
from the earth is close to the double of its/ 15 
nearest distance, so that there is a great differ¬ 
ence between the moon's shadows at its two dis¬ 
tances. This (situation) and things like it are 
among/ the just causes which make the practitioners 16 

*Text has HTB. 
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of this art dispense with the use of lunar '22:16 

shadows in what/ they need. So that they have 17 
forsaken it entirely, except (when driven) by 
necessity, since it/ leads to other than what 18 
should (be found), and runs to [estimation and 
guesswork]1. 

However, as to the saying of al-Kindl that 19 
if we erect a gnomon, we find its noonday shadow/ 23:1 
from the sun to be less than its shadow from the 
stars, due to the width of its body, (we say)/ 2 
had they been wider their shadows would have been 
shorter. 

So let, as he said, half the (apparent) 3 
diameter of the sun be B[B]2, (Figure 5) and ex¬ 
tend RT9,/ Then R is the edge of its body with 4 
light (centering) at B, and so [©]3 will be the 
extremity of its shadow,/ whereas that from its 5 
center must be at H (read N). There is no use in/ 6 
mentioning the planets, because there is no shadow 
from them, but we should have said that the/ actual 7 
shadow will be shorter than what is demanded by 
computation. Also the mention of/ noon is redun- 8 
dant, since this condition is common to shadows 
at all times. 

2Text i MS^ 
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THE SIXTH (CHAPTER) 23:9 

CM THE METHOD BY WHICH/ THE USE OF THE SHADOW 10 

AND THE GNOMON IS ARRANGED 

The non-transparent parts of the earth il 
protruding from the planes parallel to the horizon/ 
will have shadows, like the shadow of the earth, 12 
when the sun rises,/ in a direction opposite to 24:1 
that of sunrise. 

AbG Zaid al-Balkhi mentions , concerning 2 
aspects of the usefulness of mountains, what I am 
going to relate/ word by word. He said: "One of 3 
the aspects of the usefulness of mountains is that 
they cast shadows and provide cover, and that is 
that had/ the earth been clear, with no curtain on 4 

it from the sun all day,/ no life would have endured, 5 
and there would have been nothing to make forming 
and reproduction possible. For then/ all of these 6 
would need shade to protect them from the blazing 
of the sun, much as they/ need to bask in the sun, 7 
seeing that they cannot dispense with the shining 
of the sun/ on them. 8 

"The shadows which shade animals and plants 9 
are of two sorts: the shadows of/ trees and the 10 
walls of dwellings, and the shadows of mountains. 
And it is evident that the shadows of/ the first 11 
kind are less useful than the other for two reasons. 

"One of the two is that they are wide, 12 
atad the shadows of mountains are constant shadows, 
not declining,/ and the second is that the powers 13 
of the shadow of any object, to protect from either 
heat or cold,/ is proportional to the thickness of 14 
the parts of the intervening object casting the 

shadow and its width./ Hence the shadows of lofty 15 
mountains are beneficial to animals and plants, in/ 16 

» but not the artificially (produced) shadows. 

I 

And because of this,/ valleys are refuges for 24:17 
those who dwell in them, and hiding places from 
heat and cold, and that is why God, be He exalted!,/ 
counts them among his blessings. And so He said:l 18 
’Of what He created for you. He created (also) 
shadows’". 

Abu cUthman// al-Jahi? said: "The shadow f.l98b 
of the stone is black". For/ the denser the in- 25:1 
tervening object the more intense its shadow in 
blackness. The Arabs say, "There is no shadow 
like that of/ a rock in intensity, and no warmth 2 
like that of a tree". Nothing will be cooler nor 
more intense in blackness/ than the shadow of a 3 
mountain, and (more) especially the wider and 
higher it is. And this is why one retires/ from 4 
the rays mingling with the edge of the shadow, 
regardless of the denseness (of the mountain). 

However, as to what is mentioned about the 5 
warmth of trees, it is due to the resistance of the 
crevices, like the resistance of/ any covert against 6 
it, and a cave in a mountain is more effective than 
that, because there are no leaks. But/ to see warmth 7 
in trees at the time of their combustion, and to 
ascribe it to them as a matter of the fire latent/ 
in them, is to deem it itself resident in them. 8 
Verily they say that the shadow of shadows is/ the 9 
shadow of a crevice, and the shadow of the tan^Ima 
(a thorny tree with fleshy leaves), and the shadow 
of a rock. The analogy is based upon the thickness 

of the/ leaves of the tanmlma. Indeed it is said 10 
that it is like the Swiss chard. Thus they are 
associated with the stone. And everything which is 
associated with a shadow/ should be shared by the 11 
stone and the tree, according to their forms. 

Then we say that plane surfaces upon which 12 
shadows fall/ are numerous. They are all planes of 13 
local horizons which will be determined if their 
latitudes are known./ And the shadows of gnomons 14 
for their altitudes are known, and in spite of that 
they are of/ two kinds like (any) category containing 15 
its (different) types. One of the two of them is the 

1Qur *an 16:81. 
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shadow which/ we have been discussing up until 25:16 
now. It is bordered by the shadow-caster itself 
and the ray/ passing from the sun to the head of 17 
the shadow-caster, and that part of the horizon 
plane which is between them. But/ since light 18 
can be perceived on the flat of the earth, a place 
devoid of light is called/ shadow, and the shadow- 19 
caster is called the gnomon (shakhs), but when it 
is used, expecially in computation, (it is called)/ 
the scale (miqyas). 26:1 

That sort of shadow is always in the plane 2 
of a circle of altitude/ through the shadow-caster 3 
(and cast) on the part in common between it and 
the plane of the horizon in the case of the vertical 
gnomon perpendicular to it./ It is called the ex- 4 
tended (shadow or cotangent) because its extension 
is along a face of the earth which- has neither pro¬ 
trusions nor concavities. 

Thus is the horizon plane, and the inclina- 5 
tion of any other/ plane surface is non-zero, except 6 
for those perpendicular to it. 

An example of the direct shadow (or cotangent)7 
is (the following): Let A (in Figure 6) be the body 
of the sun. and BG the gnomon/ perpendicular to EG, 8 
which is parallel to the horizon plane, and ABE is 
the sun’s ray/ passing through the head of the gno- 9 
mon BG. So BGE will be/ the shadow in space. But 10 
EG is that which is called the direct shadow such 
that its base is/ G and its end E. And £B, the 11 
line joining the two ends of the shadow and the 
gnomon,/ is the hypotenuse of the shadow (or the 12 
cosecant). 

However, as for the second type of shadow 27:1 
it is that whose gnomon is iparallel to]1 the 
horizon plane./ Then the gnomon is perpendicular 2 
to a plane which is itself perpendicular both to/ 
the horizon plane and the circle of altitude. And 3 
the shadow itself (accordingly) will be along the 
axis of the horizon./ It is called the reversed 4 
(shadow or tangent) because its head is under its 
base, and it is called also the erect (munta§ib)/ 
because it is erected along that diameter of the 5 

^Text Lj/\j ; read as in the MS. 
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(terrestrial) sphere through that locality accor- 27 

ding to/ this example1. 

®the 
eye 

Figure 6 

"^Figure 7 illustrates the situation, although there 
is no specific reference to it in the text. 
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27:7 The saying of the gQfis is hardly under¬ 
stood among them(selves), much less/ among others, 8 
and especially the word of al-Husayn b. Mart§tir al- 
tfallaj. He says/ in "The Book of Red Sulfur" 9 
(Kitab al-kibrlt al-afynar) that the shadow of the 
vertical (gnomon) is (itself) erect and vertical, 
and that the other/ shadows are low (and) flat * 10 
Cmunbasita). Thus (he) describes as erect what is 
inclined, which is a grossly/ stupid definition. 11 
These two types of the kinds of shadows are studied 
and applied/ in all localities, and are used in 

common in the determination of altitudes and their 
complements and are associated with/ their sines. 

However, as for that which is outside these 28:1 
two classifications, of gnomons set up on/ planes 2 

other than the two (above-)mentioned, they are// f.l99a 

unlimited (in number), and hence they are not used/ 3 
except for showing off with some astronomical 
instruments. But they are reduced at the end/ 
to one of those two types by being associated with 4 
one of the horizons of the inhabited earth. Indeed 
we have said/ that they are shadows for altitudes 5 
at horizons.coplanar with their planes./ We need 6 
for them, first of all, the determination of the 
inclination of those planes, and then (we need) 
some ingenious operations,/ the performance of 7 
which is quite troublesome. 

It results from what has preceded that the 
apparent.altitude in the sphere of the sun is/ the 
true altitude for it, since there is no size to 
the earth in comparison with it, (so that) in par¬ 
ticular whenever the shadow is measured/ for an 
assumed zenith-distance for the sun, as well as 
computed at it, there is no disagreement./ There 
will be disagreement from the excess of what is 
between the head of the gnomon, whose head is the/ 
apparent center of the universe [over the true 
center of the universe]!. It (the difference) is 
due to its (the apparent sun’s) appearing below 
the (true) sun. The two altitudes, the apparent 
and/ the true, differ. If that is considered for 

The added words seem required by the context/ 
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28:14 such lights and/ luminous objects as may be be¬ 

low the moon, it will be indeed very great in 

magnitude. 
From this it is clear that regular proce- 15 

dure in the use of shadows with regard to/ the 16 
rays of the sun should be by taking the head of 
the gnomon as the center of the earth, and in 
the/ use of rings (the armillary sphere?)! and 17 
it is by taking its center as its (the earth’s) 
center, and that is different/ from the actual 

source, the sun. 
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TOE SEVENTH (CHAPTER) 29:1 

CN TOE DIVISIONS INTO WHICH GNOMONS ARE DIVIDED 

Necessity demands the disappearance of shad- 2 
ow in the region in which it extends, when/ the 3 
amount of the illumination exceeds the amount of 
the shadow in capacity. And in what remains (other 
than this) there will not be/ any shadow which ends 4 
at the (borders) of its area of extent. But we 
have shown that shadow and illumination in/ a trans- 5 
parent (medium), of real transparency, are alike, 
since they are perceived at its boundary/ with a 6 
broad, non-transparent object, so that there appears 
of it what faces the source, while that part covered 
by the shadow-caster is darkened,/ on the plane 7 
through the shadow, the source, and the intervening 

(object) between the (first) two. Such is/ the sit- 8 
uation with the shadow of the earth, for it is in 
the air, extended, surrounded by light, and we do 
not/ sense either one of them, except on the moon if 9 
it or a part of it penetrates the shadow, so that it 
eclipses that (part) of it/ which enters the shadow. 10 
The rest remains outside it, lighted. By this 
we perceive the circularity of/ that shadow. It is 11 
an indication of the roundness of the earth, because 
that shadow will be/ similar to the common part bet- 12 
ween what is illuminated of the earth, and what is 
darkened of it. And our finding/ that shadow in 13 
lunar eclipses, to be circular of edge, (together) 
with the different positions of/ that common portion,14 

as to the earth’s longitude and latitude demon¬ 
strates/ its roundness, and that the protuberance 15 
of mountains does not affect it, since they are small 
in comparison with the great magnitude of the earth. 

Since the situation is thus, we say that 16 
the altitude of the source of light from the hori¬ 
zon/ is the same with respect to the gnomon set up 17 

on its surface as the excess of the amount of 29:17 
the illumination over/ the shaded object, and .18 
that is why its shadow has a finite magnitude, 
determined either by perception or computation./ 
So if the source has zero altitude, this would 19 
imply for the gnomon the equality of the source 
and the shadow-caster,/ and thus shadow will not 30:1 
have an end on the side [oppositeJ which it has 
altitude, I mean from the side/ of the end, as 2 
is the situation at sunrise and sunset, for the 
shadow will then be/ infinite. 3 

Hence if it is from a small hole behind 4 
which there is a lamp, with the top of the/ hole 5 
(along the) parallel to the head of the gnomon, 
the shadow would extend indefinitely./ And if 6 
the end (of the shadow) disappears at equality, 
then it will a fortiori disappear if/ the source 7 
goes below the end of the gnomon, since that is 
similar to the lessening in the amount of the 

source as compared to/ the amount of the shadowed 8 
part. Hence the actual shadows of gnomons set 
up on the face of/ the earth will depend in 9 
length and shortness on the altitude of the 
source in smallness/ and greatness. I mean that 10 
the shadow will decrease with increase in the 
altitude of the source until it is reduced to 

nothing/ upon the altitude reaching its extreme,// 
beyond which it will not increase, which is f. 199b 
its reaching the top/ of its head, as is related 12 
by a reciter: 

When1 the caravan leader urges 13 
the jaded beast, 

And the shadow shortens, becoming 
(like) a sock. 

And another: 

When the saddle beast tires its 
driver, 

And its [soles]^ ride over its 

neck. 
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As Abu al-Najm says, "The shadow does 30:16 
not exceed its soles."/ Some tried to beat about 17 
the bush to find a reason, so they make it the 
intensity of heat. They said: 

Noon has its heat enkindled. 18 

I made my eyebrow (hajibi) a curtain (hajib), 

his only protection against it. 

One flees the sun seeking a (safe) place. 19 
(Even that) of the seeker’s open enemy. 

The chameleon prostrates itself before the 31:1 
sun 

As the priest bows before the monk. 

Near to them is he who said: 

How often the midday heat 

Is [unbearable]-^- for caravans. 

While the sun devours its (own shadow, 
(Just) as fire eats [the wood-cutter's]2 

[sticks]^. 

But the shadow increases with decrease in 
altitude until it reaches its extreme/ beyond which 
there is no extreme, I mean its being nontermina¬ 
ting when the altitude vanishes. 

The situation with the reversed (shadow) 
is opposite this, for the shadow is necessarily a 
quantity straight/ in portrayal if the gnomon is 
straight. And if one operates with an arc-shaped 
instrument, then/ finding the corresponding arcs 
in making it is not satisfactory at all. The al¬ 
titude is along an arc of a circle./ Proportions 
between arcs and straight lines are unknown, and 
not subject to the/ methods of the known ratios. 
Hence they are between the sides of the triangle 
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determined by/ the gnomon and the shadow and its 31:12 
hypotenuse, and the sides of the triangle deter¬ 

mined by the sines of/ the altitude and its comp- 13 
lement, and the maximum sine, because they are 
straight lines and the triangles are/ similar. 14 
And because the gnomon is what makes the shadow, 
and is fixed in its amount in spite of the/ change 15 
in amount of what it makes, the shadow is measured 
by it, especially if it is/ referred to when used 16 
for time-determination [or]1 in astronomical com¬ 
putation./ In the determination of the times of 17 
prayer, the shadow will not always be equal/ to 18 
the gnomon, or an integer number of times its 
length. So sometimes it will be part of the gno¬ 
mon and sometimes/ a multiple of it plus somewhat 19 
less than the whole of its length. So there is a 
need for graduating the gnomon/ in parts so that 32:1 
the amount less than the equal (of the gnomon) 
can be measured in order to put that (as) the 
ratio between/ two numbers, as needed with the 2 
other quantities utilized as units for measuring/ 
weights, capacities, lengths, and so on. 3 

And since the number of these parts is not 4 
something naturally imposed, but rather/ put (ar- 5 
bitrarily), those who use it differ, since they 
do not belong to a (single) place or time or opinion./ 
Each one of them chose arbitrarily (a number) as 6 
a guide, which does no discredit to the operation, 
as long as/ it is retained (for consistent use) 7 
by one man, or it becomes known and applied by 8 
many people together. 

But, if (a certain number) is preferred, 9 
for some purpose, either from habit or by imitation,/ 
it should be treated as (described for) the first 10 
(mentioned)either by one (individual) or by many. 

As to what we have found of opinions in 11 
our time concerning the number of these/ divisions, 12 
there are three types. One is sixty, and it is the 
opinion of the people of the West (ahl al-maghrib), 
being/ used in the book Almagest, and in the zTjes 13 
of the followers of Ptolemy and the Greeks/ and the 14 
moderns. The reason for it is that he took the half¬ 
diameter of the circle, when he wanted to extract/ 

1Text 31 ; read ^\ as in the MS. 
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the ratios of the shadows to their gnomons at the 32:15 
two equinoxes and the two solstice^, as a gnomon 

and/ he made half the diameter of the circle sixty 16 
parts. So the gnomon was graduated/ in its (the 17 
radius’) parts, and the moderns follow him and 
profit from it in two ways. 

One of the two is that some of their opera- 18 
tions with shadows become much easier than/ what 19 
was previously done, by (using) sines, and there¬ 
by they were relieved of half the difficulty. 

The second is that this number is the (num- 33:1 
ber) of parts in one (unit) among/ the astronomers 2 

and among many of the people concerned. For multi¬ 
plication by/ the total sine and division by it 3 
becomes easier, being (performed) by depressing 
its rank to minutes or elevating it/ above them. 4 
Thus also is multiplication by the gnomon and di¬ 
vision by it, or multiplication by// one of the f.200a 
two/ and division by the other is thus simplified. 5 

I added to the operations in the zijes the 6 
merit of (additional) simplicity by making both/ 
the total sine and the gnomon one part, so that 7 
there fell from them the need for depression and 
elevation/ completely. 8 

The second type of the number of the divi- 9 
sions is twelve, and it is the opinion of/ those of 10 
the East (ahl al-mashriq), the Indians being [among]1 

them. For they characterize the latitudes of local¬ 
ities by the shadows at/ the equinox and the two 11 
solstices. And they perform most operations with 
shadows, and they call the/ parts of these divisions 12 
digits, in their language [ankula]2. Thus in the 
Arkand Zlj/ the digits and their minutes are (put 13 
as) [anjula]3 and [blanjula]^. But I have never 
heard of .(such?) minutes,/ rather he carried over 14 
the form of the name as it was in the copies. 

^Text ;read as in the MS. 
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The reason for these twelve divisions 33:15 
happening to be called digits is/ that a normal 16 
span contains twelve normal digits, because (it is) 
three/ hand-breadths, the hand-breadth being four 17 
digits. The magnitude of the span falls between 
large (units)/ which are (too) large, and small 18 
units, which are (too) small. Moreover it accom¬ 
panies man most frequently (whether)/ in travel 19 
or in sedentary (life), in contrast to common 
metallic (objects) such as knives, rulers,/ awls, 34:1 
pegs, and (things) like them used [for]1 mea¬ 
suring shadows, which are (therefore) not consid¬ 
ered in most/ circumstances. So he who needs to 2 
measure a shadow begins, in the (last named) situa¬ 
tion, by setting up a knife (which he has)/ with 3 
him, or he makes a peg resembling these two (i.e. 
the span or the knife). The custom as to the size 
of knives (is that) they should be like the knives 
of/ the virtuous, not (like) the daggers of the 4 
malefactors, which are about a span, or what is 
close to it either/ bigger or smaller. So, if 5 
the (thing) set up is an (actual hand-)span, and 
if then the shadow is measured (with the hand) in/ 
the gnomon (length) then the part (remaining), which 6 
is less than a gnomon length, can be measured in 
hand-breadths and digits, (thus) determining the 
shadow./ So a half of a sixth of the gnomon is 7 
called a digit. Many (times) I used to witness 
the Indians,/ if they wanted to ascertain the time 8 
for their operations, which will be explained 
later, they would pass their hands/ in the direc- 9 
tion of the sun so that the hand, from the vicini¬ 
ty of the elbow, became parallel to the horizon,/ 
with the inside of the forearm and the arm toward 10 
the sky. Then they would erect half the middle 
finger/ so that it became a gnomon, and its shadow 11 
extended itself along the inside of the palm and 
the forearm. Then they measured it in digits/ of 12 
the other hand. But it did not occur to me to ask 
them about what follows that in their operation, 
but they/ must have multiplied these digits by four 13 
in order to make them real digits,/ because the half 14 
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of the middle (finger), the shadow of which they 34:14 
measured is a quarter of a span, which is three 
digits./ And the ratio of the three digits to 15 

their shadow is as the ratio of twelve to its 
shadow. 

So the truth of the transformation is that 16 
we multiply the digits of the actual shadow of half 
of/ the middle (finger) by twelve and we divide the 17 
result by three. There come out digits of the shadow 
of a span/, If we change (it) the ratio of three 18 
to twelve would equal the ratio of the actual shad¬ 
ow to/ the required shadow, and three is a quarter 19 
of the twelve. So the digits of the actual shad¬ 
ow are always a quarter of the/ digits of the 35:1 
required shadow. 

It is possible for them to postpone the 2 
transformation until later./ For they multiply, 3 
in the course of the operation, something by four 
times what is needed, or they divide/ something 4' 
(else) by a fourth of what is needed, whereupon 
the transformation results. 

(Analogously) to what we have mentioned, a 5 
part out of twelve, for each/ of the diameters of 6 
the two luminaries is called a digit, because each 
of them is, in the midst of the sky, a span/ in 7 
appearance (i.e. in apparent diameter). 

However, in the Arkand Zlj that part is 8 
called by a short name in/ their language, it being 9 
jnashah, (and) not digit. Each raSshah is four kakl, 

but I have never heard/ this latter name. As for 10 
the first, although I have heard it, it was in 
(connection) with weights./ For they call a weight 11 
of three gold dirhems a tulah% it being twelve 
mashah,/ and each mashah is four wandl, and each 12 
wandl is four jawa, which is a barleycorn.// f.200b 

When the ratio is established as we men- 13 
tioned, the ratio of the shadow to the shadow- 

caster/ for a single time and at a certain place 14 
will be a fixed ratio./ The parts into which the 15 
shadow-caster is divided into twelve divisions, 
Whether) large or small, are called digits. 

The third variety is the seven, or the six 16 
and a half. Each/ of these two (units) is called 17 
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a foot, it being the opinion of the Muslims bet- 35:17 
ween the (above-)mentioned opinions./ The reason 18 

for it is that they did [not3^ need (to use) shad¬ 
ows for what the Byzantines (al-Rum)/ and Indians 19 
needed them, but rather they needed the noon shad¬ 
ows in order to ascertain the time of the after¬ 
noon (prayer)/ due to the necessity of adding (to 36:1 
the noon shadow) in order to maintain the prayer 
for its time can easily be confused./ Because 2 
those appointed^ to determine it are the muezzins 
of the mosques, and those of them who seek veri¬ 
fication/ imitate the opinions of the astrologers 3 

as to instruments which they made and set up for 
them/. They (the muezzins) add their own pro- 4 
fessional deductions, thus fixing the magnitudes 
of the/ noon shadows for their localities for all 5 
the days of the year by examination and considera¬ 
tion until they reach/ the extraction of the time 6 
of the afternoon (prayer) from them. So they took 
the heights of their own bodies as gnomons, since 
these are/ natural columns. They associated with 7 
them the shadows fixed by them. But they needed/ 
to measure the shadow, and the foot was the nearest 8 
(thing) for it, because it is an old (procedure) 
and it is a custom among the people/ to measure 9 
the sizes of houses in feet when they lay down the 
foundation of the wall, and take/ measurements for 10 
their carpets and furniture and things like that. 

The normal foot is to the normal height of 11 
the same person in a/ known ratio. They state that 12 
it is the ratio of one to seven, and (ever) as/ 
one digit is half a sixth of the gnomon, so (also) 13 
the foot is a seventh of its gnomon, and the/ 
sevenfold divisions of that they call feet. 14 

The other of the two parties (of muezzins) 15 
are of the common people, whose hearts are dis¬ 
gusted by the mention of shadows,/ or altitude, 16 
or sines, and who get goose-pimples at the (mere) 
sight of computation or (scientific) instruments./ 
With them it reaches such an extent that one can- 17 
not trust them with anything or the sort, much less 
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the times/ of prayer, not because of unfaith- 
^ulness or treason, but because of excessive 
ignorance. 

An example of it is that one of them sought 19 
my advice on this subject, and impelled me,/ be- 37:1 
cause of his great ignorance of his profession, 
and my being afraid that he will make a mistake 
in the rules of my religion, to save him/ from 2 
guesswork by the use of an instrument for (deter¬ 
mining) the times of the two prayers of the day 
according to the doctrine/ which he held. I 3 

showed him the Byzantine months, substituting 
(them) for the names of the signs./ Then he be- 4 
gan to suggest about it that it should be made 
according to the Arab months. So I stated to him 
that the matter/ has nothing to do1 with them, 5 
and in addition to being very confusing they would 
require intercalation,/ which is forbidden in Is- 6 
lam and very heretical. But his ignorance made 
him at the end/ refuse to accept anything based on 7 
the Byzantine months, not allowing it/ into the 8 
mosque, since (those) people are not Muslims. 

Then I said to him: ’’The Byzantines also eat food/ 9 
and walk around in the market. Do not imitate 
them in these two things”. And, when explanation 
and/ instruction were useless to him, I confronted 10 
him, after all the stupidity, with (the fact of) 
his disease for which there is no cure, then I 

saw [himj forsake/ the reckoning by breaking that 11 
instrument, [which sufficed him3(?)]. 

As for those who take six and a half feet 12 
for their gnomons,/ it was suggested by (a desire 13 
for) precision, namely that for someone measuring 
the shadow by his own height it is impossible to 
turn away from/ the sun’s eye and face the shadow 14 
in order to observe its amount and to put a mark/ 
wherever its end (point) reaches. For by neces- 15 
sity the great toe of his foot is in the direc¬ 

tion of its (the shadow’s) end, but/ the side cast- 16 
ing the shadow is that of the face, and that which 
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makes its end is what/ protrudes from the head 37:17 
at the forehead. But the plumb line (held) by 

the front of/ his thumb falls away from the heel 18 
in the direction of the toes, and the foot of 

the plumbline will be at the/ center of the sole. 19 

So if the shadow of the one standing is 38:1 
seven feet// at the time when the shadow of/ f.201a 
anything is equal to itself, and if the begin- 2 
ning of the seven is from the heel, (which is) 

behind the/ (above)-mentioned plumb line, then 3 

there enters into the shadow exactly half of the 
foot from the (side of the) toes, and there 

remains/ the half (on the side) of the heel, which 4 
is not counted. Thus there remains, after this, 
the shadow of the front side as six feet/ and a 5 
half, and they are feet of the plumb line, because 

we assumed the time to be when the shadow equals/ 
its gnomon. g 

Hence it is prescribed in some of the books 7 
not to count in the shadow the foot of the one 

standing,/ when measuring it. The prescription 8 
in both.sayings is an unnecessary refinement and 
hence/ it is valid for someone else also standing^ 9 
(to take.his shadow) to increase it, and to express 
his opinion saying, ’’The head,/ no matter how dif- 10 
ferent from the normal shape it may be, is like 

the inhabited sphere on two sides”./ Except that 11 
some tribes of people alter God’s handiwork, like 
the ^people of Khwarazm. They/ flatten the heads 12 
of infants, broadening (them) by pressing them in 
the cradle from front and/ back, making them sub- 13 
ject to [rebuke^2 and warning by the people of the 

world. It is possible that there are/ in the world 14 
others like them. 

Hippocrates mentioned in the book ’’Climates 15 
and Countries” that (some) people/ broaden their 16 
heads, taking pride in bravery, so that broad heads 
became/ a (distinguishing) mark for them. But there 17 
occurred to him an impossible notion about them. 
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So he said that the nature of that arti- 38:18 
ficial act of theirs goes into the offspring,/ 
they being born with broad heads naturally. But 19 
Galen (rightly) criticized him for this. 

Like the people of Farghana who press the 39:1 
CtopJ1 of the head so that/ the foreparts of 2 
their heads overlook the forehead, and this be¬ 
comes (the part) causing the end of the shadow, 
and for these (people)/ the plumb line from their 3 
foreheads indeed falls to the middle of their 
feet./ So the shadows they cast, according to 4 
the preceding law, are six feet/ and a half. 5 

However the Khwarazmians need to make it 6 
seven full feet/ because the highest parts of their 7 
heads, between the Etemples32, are the parts that 
cast the end of the shadow beginning from/ their 8 
heels, at which the plumb line from them (the tops 
of the head) falls. 

However, as for heads left in their original 9 
nature, the highest place/ on them is the vertex (of 10 
the cranium), and the plumb line from it falls at 
a (point) one third of a foot from the side (towards)/ 
the heel. So it is necessary that its base be six 11 
feet and two thirds of a foot, halfway/ between 12 
that of the Khwarazmians and (those of) Farghana, 

One of the most wonderful things is that 13 
Abn Maeshar fixed the shadow in feet in the/ tables 14 
of his zij at six and two thirds, but he used it as 
six/ and a half. And al-Nayrizi and Muhammad b. cAbd 15 
al-^Aziz al-Hashimi took it over into their zijes/ 
in the same way. 16 

Al-Hashimi showed himself better than the 17 
two of them in that he made the (bases) equal in 
the table and the applications,/ thus avoiding in- 18 
consistency. Al-Hasan b. al-Sabbah made the gnomon 
in his/ Mukhtari' Zij seven feet and a half, but 19 
perhaps that was (an act) of the copyist, for he 
increased/ the seven by the same amount as the 40:1 
decrease to six and a half from it (seven). This 
(sort) of proliferation of notions was/ among the 2 
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stupidities of someone opposing the Batini’In,/ 40:2 
who are fond of silly burial rites, in their saying 3 
that the human is seven spans./ So that oppo- 4 
nent said, in refuting and contradicting them, 
that rather it is eight spans, because/ the shirt 5 
is six spans and a half, and the height of the hin¬ 
der part (of the dress) from the ground is half a/ 
span, and the head with the neck is more than a span. 6 

Thus spoke the authors of the treatises of 7 
the Brethren of Purity (Xkhwan al-Safa*), that the 
height of/ a standing (man) is three of his spans, 8 
with a detailed account of the dimensions of all 
the organs, based/ on ignorance. For this saying 9 
of theirs is the extreme of foolishness unless/ 
their authors intended to push two spans into one. 10 
But to oppose ignorance one should kill it. So, 
concievably/ the first (i.e. the eight-span advo- 11 
cate) thought that a span is less than a foot by 
an eighth . Then if he transformed the height from/ 12 
the seven feet into// spans it would become f.201b 
eight, but even though it is not seven spans,/ it 13 
is seven if (measured in) feet. So may God con¬ 
join the razors and/ the beards of these reasoners. 14 
Both of the two types, of digits and feet, are used/ 

for the direct shadow (the cotangent) without nec- 15 
essarily reserving (the use of) feet/ for fore- 16 
noon shadows. 

As for the reversed shadow (the tangent), the 17 
parts of sixty may be used for it/ as we mentioned 18 
previously, and I called them minutes when I made 
the total sine one part. 

It is possible to divide the gnomon into two 19 
and a half parts, equal to the amount of the total 
sine as/ done by Brahmagupta in the Khandkhadyaka1 41:1 
Zij, or fiftyC-four]2 parts/ and a half as he did 2 
in the Brahmasiddhanta, or fifty-seven parts/ and 
a fifth [and3^ a tenth as was done by Aryabhata in 
his book, and Pulisa the Greek [followed]^ him/ in 

3 

4 
his siddhanta. 
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THE EIGHTH (CHAPTER) 41:11 

But the use of the shadow in the computa- 41:5 
tion of arcs was made by the followers of/ Ptol¬ 
emy . They divided the gnomon according to the 
parts of the half-diameter in the/ Almagest, 7 
following his lead, since also he divided it thus 
in the fifth chapter of the second/ book. As for 8 
the Indians, and what their five siddhantas con¬ 
tain,/ none of their operations in them indicate 9 
the necessity of dividing the gnomon into the 
number of the (total) sine, and hence/ they did 10 
not know it nor did they come across it. 
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ON THE TRANSFORMATION OF THE TYPES OF SHADOW 

(OR TANGENT FUNCTIONS) , ONE INTO ANOTHER 

The types of shadow according to the parts 12 
of the gnomon are four: They are those measured/ in 13 
parts, in digits, in integer feet, and fractional. 
And if it is required (to find) each from/ each one 14 
of the three remaining, there result twelve couples./ 
The first of them is the association of the kind 15 
having parts with each one of the three remaining 
kinds,/ and that is three. Then the association of 16 
the kind having digits with each .one of the remain¬ 
ing, and that is/ six. Then the association of the 17 
kind having seven feet with the three remaining, and 
that is nine. Then (is)/ the association of the 18 
kind having fractional feet with each one of the 
three, and that is twelve. 

Each one of them (should be taken) as the 42:1 
direct and reverse (shadows), giving twenty-four,/ 
but that is unnecessary talk, void of meaning, 2 
since transformation concerns/ quantities and di- 3 
visions and not what is produced by the erection of 
the gnomon and the plane of its shadow, since/ the 4 
feet have nothing to do with mention of the reverse 

(shadow), but rather it describes the shadow meas¬ 
ured/ in parts more than the description of the 5 
direct (shadow), except by necessity. 

As for that measured in digits, it falls 6 
between the two properties, at its condition re¬ 
sembling/ equality, and the property of the direct 7 
(shadow) predominates in it. So, to enumerate the 
twelve associations/ after speaking in general 8 
(terms, we say) that if the shadow is measured by 
one of the four (types of) divisions,/ and we 9 
wanted to transform it into parts of another kind, 
the ratio of the resulting shadow to the/ divisions TO 



42:10 of its gnomon will be as the ratio of the de¬ 
sired shadow to the parts of its gnomon. The 
third.of these/ four amounts is unknown, and one 11 
multiplies the first of these numbers by the 

fourth,/ I mean the resulting shadow, by the di- 12 
visions of the gnomon of the desired shadow. 

What results is divided/ by the second, which is 13 

the (.number of) divisions of the gnomon in the 
resulting shadow. And so there comes out the 
third of them, and it is^the/ desired shadow. 14 

0n.t^s (toPic) Kushyar b. Labban laid 15 
down in his Jami* Zij that one should multiply/ the 16 
assumed shadow by the divisions of the gnomon into 
which it is desired to transform it, depressed,/ 
that is divided by sixty, because the shadow put in 17 

his zij is in parts of/ sixty. And everything which 18 
is divided by sixty will be depressed to~whatsis 
below in minutes/ and seconds. 19 

(For similar reasons Abu al-Wafa*al-BuzjanT 43:1 
prescribed, both in his zij and in his Almagest, 
that/ the parts of the gnomon which are to be 2 
transformed be multiplied by the assumed shadow./ 
He does not mention division because he made the 3 
parts of the gnomon sixty// minutes, and any- f.202a 
thing divided/ by one is the amount itself. 4 

.We take time to give a (numerical) example, 5 
beginning with the first coupling (of units), and 
say,/ suppose we had found the shadow to be ten 6 
parts and we wanted to convert it into digits. 
So we multiply/ the ten parts by twelve digits and 7 
divide the hundred and twenty by/ sixty parts. There 8 
come out.two digits. We can postpone the division, 
as we said, or we proceed/ by dividing first the 9 
gnomon of the desired shadow, it being twelve, by 
the gnomon of/ the resulting shadow, which is sixty. 10 
And there comes out one fifth. Then we multiply 

this result/ by the resulting shadow, which is ten 11 
parts, and there results two. They are the/ de- 12 
sired digits. But this fifth is always fixed and 
unchangeable because of the constancy of the sixty 
and the twelve/ in their amounts. And it is known 13 
that the multiplication of an integer by a fraction 
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43:14 is [the taking]V out of it (the integer) an 
amount whose ratio to the whole is as the ratio 
of that fraction to the unit. Thus it is neces¬ 
sary/ that we always take a fifth of the parts of 15 
the shadow, and thus it is transformed into digits. 
And because/ multiplication is easier than divi- 16 
sion, so multiplication of the parts by twelve 
minutes/ has the same effect as division by five 17 
for the taking of the fifth. The other trans¬ 
formations/ run along similar to this. 18 

An example of it for the second coupling is 19 
that we want to transform the ten parts into/ the 44:1 
sevenfold feet, I mean with the gnomon of seven 
(feet). So we multiply the ten by seven,/ and we 2 
divide the seventy (resulting) by sixty, and there 
results one and a sixth. It is the feet/ in this 3 
shadow. If we begin with the division, dividing 
the seven by sixty there results seven out of/ 
sixty parts of one. If we multiply them by ten 4 
there result seventy out of/ sixty parts of one, 5 
and that is one and a sixth, as comes out in the 
first place, and the/ ease of the operation is not 6 
increased, since seven is not a factor of sixty; 
simplicity being a result of/ (their having) a 7 
common factor, and ceasing with their being rela¬ 
tively prime. 

If we wanted to convert the parts into frac- 8 
tional feet, I mean (feet of) a gnomon of six/ and 9 
a half, [then]2 we multiply the ten by six and a 
half, and we divide the sixty-five by/ sixty, and 10 
there result one and half a sixth, and it is the 
feet of this shadow. 

Their use, [converting a mixed number into 11 
a common fraction]3 is easier if we multiply the 
parts by thirteen,/ and divide the result by a 12 
hundred and twenty. Delaying the multiplication 
does not simplify the operation at all,/ since the 13 
result of the division of six and a half by sixty 
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is thirteen parts out of/ a hundred and twenty of 44:14 
one, and these two are relatively prime. Thus 

if we took this half/ in minutes the gnomon would 15 
be six feet and thirty minutes. It is necessary/ 
that we divide three hundred and ninety by three 16 
thousand^ and six hundred minutes,/ and these two 17 
numbers agree to the extent that each can be mul- 
ttpiied by a fifth of a sixth, giving/ thirteen 18 
Iparts) of a hundred and twenty. Thus the affair 
reduces to what preceded, and there comes out six/ 
minutes and a half. And so if one multiplies by it 19 
the ten parts, there result one (part) and five/ 
minutes, which is half a sixth, but the operation 45*1 
does not increase the ease. (Now)/ the (number *2 
or} couplings has been reduced by three. If the 
resulting EshadowJ3 of the gnomon is two digits, 

and we want to/ convert it into parts we multiply 3 

y sixty and divide the hundred and twenty (result- 
ing; by/ twelve. There come out ten parts, and 4 

it is the desired (thing). 

If we had made the division precede, the 5 
sixty would be divided by twelve to obtain five,/ 
whose product by the two digits would be the ten 6 
parts. But the five is non-variable,/ and so (for) 7 
the digits, multiplication is always by [five]4 to 
transform them into parts, because the excess of 
sixty/ over twelve is four times twelve, and five 8 
times a thing equals/ the sum of it plus four 9 

times itself. And so the digits of the shadow are 
always as preceded, they will be a fifth of it in/ 
parts also. 

If we wanted to convert the digits into the 11 
seven-fold feet, we multiply them by/ the seven 12 

and divide by twelve, and there results// a f.202b 
foot and a sixth, and performing the division 

first/ does not increase the simplicity because 13 

seven and twelve are relatively prime. But if 

we halve the twelve/ and increase its half by its 14 
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(the half’s) sixth the seven(-foot) gnomon re- 45:14 
suits, and thus if we/ Ehalve]1 the digits of the 15 
shadow and increase its half by its sixth, there 
result the feet of this shadow. 

It is known that increase by the sixth will 16 
be by multiplication by seven and division of the/ 
result by six, because the ratio of any quantity 17 
to the sum (of itself) when added to its sixth is as 
the ratio of six/ to seven, and hence when we mul- 18 
tiplied half of the EgivenJ^ digits by seven there 
resulted/ for our example seven, and by its divi- 19 
sion by six there comes out a foot and a sixth, the 

same as came out/ at first. Whether we divide it 46:1 
by six or we multiply it by ten minutes, because 
division by/ six takes a sixth of the dividend, as 2 
we take a sixth of it by multiplication by a sixth,/ 
and it is, of sixty3 minutes, ten minutes. So we 3 
multiply half of the digits/ by seven, then by ten 4 
minutes; the result will be feet of that shadow of 
a seven(-foot gnomon). 

If we seek to dispense with the halving in 5 
this operation, we multiply/ the EgivenD4 digits 6 
by seven, and there results the double of what re¬ 
sulted first. 

So it is necessary that we divide it by twice 7 
what we were dividing it by at first, so that/ the 8 
division will correspond in the two. And the double 
of the divisor is twelve. It leads to what preceded,/ 
whether we divide by it or we multiply the dividend 9 
by five minutes, and there comes out/ by both 10 
(methods) this shadow in feet. 

Some of the computers use for simplification 11 
five times the two numbers,/ and so they multiply 12 
by five, times the seven, which is thirty-five, and 
they divide by five/ times the twelve, which is 13 
sixty, because the ratio of any number to another 
is/ the ratio of the same multiples of them, and 14 
the sixty is the denominator of the fractions in 
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(this) craft. And/ hence it is necessary to mul- 46:15 
tiply the digits by thirty-five minutes, and 
there result/ the seven-fold feet. 16 

This is the simplification of not using the 
two integer numbers, since two fifths of them/ func- 17 
tion as the two, and thus the use of multiples is 
better. 

If we want to transform the two digits of the . 18 
example into fractional feet, we multiply the two 
of them (the digits) by/ six and a half, and we di- 19 
vide the thirteen by twelve, and there results a 
foot plus a half of a/ sixth, and those are the 47:1 
feet of this shadow, and by advancing the division, 
the division will be/ thirteen (parts) of twenty- 2 
four. These two numbers are the [doubles]1 of the 
divisions of the two gnomons,/ or we double their 3 
divisions, and when we multiply the digits by thir¬ 
teen and divide the result by/ twenty-four there 4 
result the feet of the fractional shadow. The six 
and a half equals/ half of twelve plus half of a 5 
sixth of it. And so if we increase half the digits 
of/ the shadow by half of its sixth there result the 6 
fractional feet. But the increase of half/ the sixth 7 
will be by multiplication by thirteen and division 
of the result by twelve. 

If we want the halving of the digits the 8 
matter reduces to multiplying it by thirteen/ and 9 
dividing what results by twenty-four, and that has 
been presented before. 

Abu Ma«shar in the fifty-seventh chapter of 10 
his zij multiplies the shadow (in)/ digits by six 11 
feet and a half, and he divides the result by twelve 
digits,/ so that there results for him the shadow in 12 
fractional feet. Then he puts in the table for the 
parts of an eighth of/ a circumference, six feet and 13 
two thirds of a foot, contrary to his own computation, 
and indeed we mentioned the situation as to/ those 14 
who lifted (material) from his zij. These are all 
of the six couplings. 

If the [given]2 shadow is in the sevenfold 15 
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feet and we want it in parts, we multiply it/ by 47:16 
sixty and divide the result by seven, and the 
parts come out. 

If we want to convert the sevenfold feet 17 
into digits we multiply them by/ twelve and divide 18 
the result by seven, or we halve the feet and in¬ 
crease its half by its (the half’s)/ sixth by mul- 19 
tiplying (the half)// by seven and dividing by f.203a 
six, or by multiplying by seven,/ then by ten 48:1 
minutes. Or if we wish, we double the number of 
feet, and we subtract from its double/ its seventh 2 
by multiplying by six and dividing by seven. 

.Similarly, if we subtract from the feet of 3 
the [given]1 shadow a seventh of them and double/ 
the remainder (to obtain the result), or, like what 4 
preceded, we can multiply the feet by sixty and di¬ 
vide the result/ by thirty-five, there resulting for 5 
all of these (operations) the desired digits. 

The reverse of the preceding simplification 6 
is that we divide the feet by/ thirty-five minutes, 7 
but. the. [advantage]12 of simplification in multipli¬ 
cation is not present in/ division. 8 

If we want to convert the sevenfold feet into 9 
fractional.feet/ we multiply them by six and a half 10 
and we divide what results by seven to obtain the 
desired (thing)./ And if we want to, we subtract 11 
from.the.sevenfold feet half a seventh of them by 
multiplying by/ thirteen and dividing the result by 12 
fourteen. And verily, out of the couplings,/ nine 13 
are complete. 

If the [given]1 shadow is in fractional feet 14 
and we want to convert it into parts we/ multiply 15 
them by a hundred and twenty and we divide the result 
by thirteen to obtain/ the parts. The choice is up 16 
to you in these two numbers; if you want, make them/ 
halves of divisions of each of the two gnomons, or 17 
if you want, make them double/ the two gnomons. The 18 
matter in practice is the same, and the objective at 
the end is the same. 
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THE NINTH (CHAPTER) ON THE DIRECT SHADOW 49:7 

(THE COTANGENT) AND THE ALTITUDE, AND THE EXTRACTION/ 8 

OF ONE OF THE TWO FRCM THE OTHER IF (EITHER IS) UNKNOWN 

The ratio of the gnomon to the hypotenuse of 9 
the shadow (or cosecant) is as the ratio of the sine 
of the altitude to/ the total sine. 10 

Let ABG (Figure 8) be the circle of altitude 
with center F,/ representing1 the gnomon head, and 11 
AEG the common part between the/ plane of the horizon 12 
and the plane of this circle, and B (and) D are the 

D 

Figure 8 
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two poles of the horizon./ We lay off EL equal to 49:13 
the gnomon, and the sun is at point H. So/ AH will 14 
be its altitude and the perpendicular HT is the 
sine of this altitude, and HB the/ complement of 15 
its altitude, and ET is equal to its sine. We ex¬ 

tend ray HEK/ and LK perpendicular to HL. So LK will 16 
be the cotangent/ of the altitude AH, and KE will be 17 
the cosecant, and by virtue of the parallelism of 
the two lines LK (and)/ TE the angle HET will be the 18 
external (one) equal to angle EKL,/ and the two 19 
angles T (and) L will be right angles. So the trian¬ 
gles EKL (and) HET will be similar,/ and the ratio 50:1 
of EL, the gnomon, to KE, the cosecant, will be as 
the ratio of HT,/ the sine of the altitude, to EH, 2 
the total sine. 

5 If we are given the shadow at a certain time, 3 
and we want to find the altitude/ of the sun for 4 
that time we multiply the shadow by its equal and 
the gnomon by its equal and we take [the square 

root3 / of the sum, and it will be the cosecant. 5 
Then we divide by it the product of the gnomon by the 
total/ sine, and there comes out the sine of the 6 
altitude. We find its corresponding arc in the sine 
table and there comes out the/ altitude of the sun 7 
at the time of that shadow. Thus we operate for the 
sine of any/ named arc if it is given. And because 8 
the gnomon and the total sine are fixed in any 

zij// at/ certain amounts, it is possible to f.203b 
assume as a base in the operation the product of 9 
one of the two multiplied by the other,/ to be used 10 
always, as is the case in some of the zijes. If 

this is expressed in parts/ and in the amount of the 11 
total sine, the.product of the sixty parts of the 
gnomon by the sine of/ Ptolemy will be 3600, and by 12 
the Indian sine 1[5]o2. 

The product of the digits of/ the gnomon by 51:1 

t!}e §*ne of- Ptolemy is 720, and by the Indian sine 
3L0j ./ The product of the feet of the seven-foot 2 

^Missing in text and MS. 
gText ; MS )*. . 
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gnomon by [the sine of]1 Ptolemy is 420, and by 51:2 
the/ Indian sine (it) is seventeen parts and a 3 
half, which is half of/ 35. The product of the 4 
fractional feet of the gnomon by Ptolemy's sine 
is 390,/ and by the Indian sine sixteen parts and 5 
a quarter, which is a quarter of 65./ So if the 6 
gnomon is made two parts and a half to be equal to 
the Indian sine the product/ of these parts times 7 
the Ptolemaic sine would be 150, and for their 
sine it would be six and a quarter,/ and in quar- 8 
ters it is 25. 

When one puts together the operations of the 9 
workers in this field about that,/ the routes they 10 
travelled and the numbers they put will not remain 
hidden. Such is the case with Muhammad b. Ibrahim/ 
al-Fazari, and Ya'qub b. Tariq, and Muhammad b. 11 
Musa al-Khwarizmi, and Habash/ al-Hasib, and Abu 12 
Ma«shar al-Balkhi, and al-Facjl b. Nadim al-Nayrizi, 
and Muhammad b. Jabir/ al-Battani, and Abu al-Wafa' 13 
al-Buzjanl. All of these explained in their zijes/ 
that if the shadow (cotangent) is squared and the 14 
gnomon is squared and the (square) root of their 
sum is taken, it/ will be the cosecant (hypotenuse 15 
of the shadow), because KE in the preceding figure 
is the hypotenuse of the right triangle with legs 
KL (and)/ LB.' Then some of them mentioned the 16 
squaring of the gnomon absolutely (i.e. without 

regard to units), while others/ specify the number 17 
(i.e. unit) of its square according to the number 
assumed for the gnomon in their (own) zij, as a 

hundred/ and forty-four [for the digits, and forty- 18 
two] and a quarter for one of the two kinds of 
feet and forty-nine for/ the other kind, and three 19 
thousand and six hundred for the parts. Such is 
the situation in the Shah Zij/ for the digits. 52:1 
When the cosecant is determined for all of them, 
some of them proceed to the/ cosine of the altitude, 2 
and some to the sine of the altitude itself. 

As for those who proceed toward the cosine 3 
of the altitude, they multiply the/ assumed cotan- 4 
gent by the total sine and divide the result by 

2T?xt * MS 
Missing in the text.c 
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the cosecant so that there comes out for them/ 52:4 
the cosine of the altitude, because the ratio of 5 
LK to KE is as the ratio of TE/ to EH, and ET is 6 
equal to the sine of arc the complement of 
AH,/ the altitude. 7 

These are al-Khwarizmi, in one of his opera¬ 
tions, and al-Nayrlzi, and al-Battani,/ and likewise 8 
Kushyar in his Jami*ZIj. But the total sine, which/ 
for him is graduated in sixty parts, makes him re- 9 
place multiplication by depressing (the cosecant) 
one place. So, he said divide/ the cotangent by 10 
its cosecant depressed, that is, multiplied by 
sixty. And there comes out the cosine of the/ al¬ 
titude. 

However, those who proceed toward the sine 12 
of the altitude itself, they divide by the/ cosecant 13 
the product of the gnomon and the total sine, be¬ 
cause the ratio of EL to/ EK is as the ratio of HT 14 
to HE. But neither the/ gnomon nor the total sine, 15 
as we said, is of interest as to its (absolute) 
magnitude. And so they took the product of/ one 16 
of the two by the other, as demanded by the zi j . 
However al-FazSri and al-KhwSrizmi/ and Ya«qub b. 17 
Tariq, and Abtl Ma*shar and the author of the Shah 
Ztj, prescribe the/ division of a thousand and 18 
eight hundred by the cosecant, and it is the pro¬ 
duct of a hundred and fifty/ by twelve. 19 

It is necessary to attach to this number 53:1 
the mention of the minutes, guarding from the/ 
error of one who imitates but does not understand. 2 

However, yabash and al-Battani prescribe 3 
the division of seven hundred and twenty by/ the 4 
cosecant, it being the product of sixty and twelve, 
and by these operations/ the altitude becomes known 5 
to them. 

For ‘the inverse of this, if the altitude is 6 
assumed known and the shadow (cotangent) of the 
gnomon is wanted/ for that time:// The ratio f.204a 
of HTy the sine of the altitude in the preceding 
figure, to/ TE, its cosine, is as the ratio of EL, 8 
the gnomon, to LK, its shadow, and from this the gnomon 
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is/ multiplied by the cosine of the altitude and 53:9 
the result is divided by the sine of/ the altitude, 10 
and the shadow results. 

This operation in the Shah Zij, and (the 11 
zljes) of^Ya-qub, al-Khwarizmi, IJabash,/ Abu Ma-shar, 12 
al-Nayrizi, and al-Battani does not differ except (to 
the extent) that the above operation differs./ I 13 
mean that some of them omit mentioning (the units of) 
the gnomon when it is multiplied by itself, while 
others specify/ its parts according to what has been 14 
assumed in their zljes. 

As.for al-Nayrizi, he multiplies by the to- 15 
tal sine instead of multiplying by/ the gnomon, be¬ 
cause both of them, according to him are sixty parts. 16 
And what/ Kushyar prescribes about dividing the co- 17 
sine of the.altitude by the sine of the altitude, 

depressed, is/ exactly what (al-Nayrizi) prescribes. 18 
The depression (operation) is to (divide) the mul¬ 
tiplicand (sic) by the sine of the altitude/ dep- 19 
ressed by sixty, which is the (number of) parts of 
the gnomon according to him. And Abu al-WSfa’/ 

prescribed like him, except that he did not depress 54:1 
it, since he had assumed the gnomon to be one. 

The reader of the book of Abu Sacid Ahmad b. 2 
Muhammad/ Abd al-Jalil al-SijzT, M0n Operation(s) 3 

with the Astrolabe" (Fl'l *amal bi'1-asturlab), may 
think that the form of the shadow in it*is differ¬ 
ent/ from what has preceded because he follows in 4 
it the method of transformation, which we know from/ 
the preceding picture, however the computation is 5 
that which preceded. 

As for the proof, he cleverly took HT, in the 6 
two first quantities/ of the four in the proportion, 7 
as the sine of the altitude, and TE as its/ cosine. 8 
Then he took HT, in the latter pair of magnitudes, 
as the gnomon and/ TE as its shadow, so that the 9 
ratio of HT to TE in some unit comes to be equal to 
the ratio of/ HT to TE, in some other unit, and that 10 
is why we likened it to the transformation. 

We say that the ratio of HT to HE is as the 11 
ratio of EL/ to EK. And if we divide the product of 
the gnomon times the total sine by the sine of/ the 12 
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altitude, there results the cosecant. It is the 54:13 
hypotenuse whose legs are in (the shadow) and the 
gnomon./ And if we subtract from the cosecant 14 
squared the square of the gnomon,/ and take the root 15 
of the remainder it will be the shadow at that al¬ 
titude, but the gnomon is invariant in/ amount, even 16 
though the number of its divisions varies, so that 
its product by itself (its square) will be invariant 
[except]1/ according to their (the divisions?) va- 17 
riation. This was followed by al-Fazarl and Habash; 
one of the two divided by the/ sine of the altitude 18 
a thousand and eight hundred, since the total sine 
according to him is [a hundred and fifty; the other 
by seven hundred and twenty, since the total sine 
according to him is]2 sixty./ And so there comes 19 
out the cosecant for both of them. Then we sub¬ 
tract from its square a hundred and forty-four,/ 55:1 
which is the square of the gnomon, and there remains 
to them the square of the shadow. 

However, Abu al-Wafa' divided the total sine 2 
by the sine of the altitude,/ and there came out for 3 
him the cosecant, because when he assumed the gnomon 
to be one, the product of/ the total sine by it is 4 
it itself, exactly. And so, his dividing it by the 
sine of the altitude has the same effect/ as dividing 5 
the product of the total sine and the gnomon. When 
he obtained the cosecant/ he operated on one of its 6 
two legs as (in) what preceded in taking the (square) 
root of the difference between the squares of/ the 7 
cosecant and the gnomon. 

In the other method the cosecant is multiplied 8 
by the cosine of the altitude,/ because the ratio 9 
of EK to KL is as the ratio of EH to ET. And so if 
KE is/ multiplied by ET, the division by EH cannot 10 
be dispensed with unless/ we make it also one, which 11 
we did not do and thus it should be performed in or¬ 
der to make it come out right. 

It has been found in various anonymous opera- 12 
tions that if nine hundred and seventy-five is divi¬ 
ded by the sine of/ the altitude, then square what 13 

^Text I ; read Si . 
Missing in the text. 
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results/ and subtract from it forty-two and a 55:14 
quarter, the (square) root of what remains is the 
cotangent, and that is exactly/ what was explained 15 
before. 

As for its originator, he attempted to find 16 
the shadow (or cotangent) in fractional feet, and 
so he divided/ the product of the total sine, taking 17 
it as a hundred and fifty, by the gnomon in those 
feet,/ divided by the sine of the altitude to obtain 18 
the cosecant as was explained previously. However, 
as for the/ forty-two and a quarter, it is the 19 
square of this gnomon,// which is a [quarter]1/ f.204b 
of a hundred and sixty-nine. However, by the 56:1 
seven-foot gnomon it would be/ forty-nine. 2 

If we want the shadow according to Ptolemy's 3 
method in such a situation, (we do)/ as he explains 4 
it in the fifth chapter of the second book of the 
Almagest, because the angle/ KEL in the preceding 5 
figure (Figure 8) is equal to the complement of the 
altitude, and so angle EKL/ equals the altitude, 6 
and that is in units such that in them four right 
angles are/ three hundred and sixty parts. 7 

Sc, in such units that two right angles 8 
make three hundred and sixty parts,/ angle KEL (is) 9 
double the complement of the altitude, and angle 
EKL (is) double/ the altitude. And so EL is the 10 
chord of double the altitude, and LK the chord of 
double the complement of/ the altitude in the cir- 11 
cle circumscribing triangle EKL. And so this tri¬ 
angle is known as to/ sides in units such that in 12 
them EK is a hundred and twenty parts. But the 
gnomon/ EL is assumed in amount, and its ratio to 13 
shadow LK is as the ratio of EL,/ read as the chord 14 
of double the altitude, [to LK, read as the chord 
of double its complement]^. And so shadow LK, 

hence, is known in the scale of the gnomon/ EL. 15 
This is Ptolemy's method. 

Because halves of chords have the same ratio 16 
as their doubles, so if we halve the chords/ (above-) 17 
mentioned, their arcs will no longer pertain to the 

—- 
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doubles and they will become their sines, and/ 56:17 
the problem is reduced to the first method about 18 
which we spoke concerning the Shah Zij and a 
group/ of authors of zijes, and does not differ 19 
in anything (insofar) as the requirements of 
computation (are concerned), although/ Abu al- 57:1 
yasan al-Ahwazi thought it was different, think¬ 
ing that it was a method other than that (known) 
to the people. 

THE TENTH (CHAPTER) 
57:2 

CN THE REVERSED SHADOW (THE TANGENT FUNCTION) 

AND THE ALTITUDE AND THE EXTRACTION OF ONE OF 

THE TWO FROM THE OTHER IF IT IS UNKNOWN 

For the tangent function let us repeat the 4 
preceding figure and lay off the gnomon from/ dia- 5 
meter (sic) EG (Figure 9). LK will be the reversed 
shadow of the gnomon EL. And the two triangles/ HTE 6 
(and) KLE will remain similar, so the ratio of LK 
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57:7 to ke / is as the ratio of ht to HE, and the 
ratio of ffT to Ti?/ is as the ratio of LK to LE. 8 
If we are given that the tangent is known/ and 9 
we need its altitude, we would take the root of 
the sum of the squares of the/ tangent and its 10 
gnomon so that there would result the secant (or 
hypotenuse of the reversed shadow). Then we mul¬ 
tiply/ the tangent by the total sine and we divide 11 
the result by the secant,/ and there will result 12 
the sine of the altitude. 

To this Kushyar referred in his saying di- 13 
vide the tangent by its secant,/ depressed, that 14 
is multiplied by the total sine which, according 
to him, is sixty parts. If/ the [given]1 were the 15 
known altitude and we desired its tangent, we mul¬ 
tiply the sine of the/ altitude by the gnomon and 16 
we divide the result by the cosine of the altitude, 
and there would result/ its tangent in divisions 17 
of its gnomon, and al-Battanl took it in exactly • 
the same manner. 

However, Kushyar prescribed that the sine 18 
of the altitude be divided by its cosine,/ depressed,19 
so that the tangent would come out, and the depres¬ 
sing of the sine of the altitude is (like) multip¬ 
lying it by/ the total sine which, according to 58:1 
him, equals the gnomon. 

As for Abu al-Wafa* he eliminated the 2 
(operation of) [depressing] from the operation 
because he supposed the gnomon to be/ one, or in 3 
another place he prescribed the division of the 
total sine by the cosine of the altitude/ so that 4 
there came out for him the secant, and that is be¬ 
cause the ratio of HE to/ jet is as the ratio of ke 5 
to LE. And if the product of HE by/ LE is divi- 6 
ded by ET there results KE, but LE according to 
him is one./ So the product of HE by LE will be 7 
exactly he. If/ the cosecant is obtained, extrac- 8 
tion from it of the cotangent is by the two methods 

Text ; read • In text Figure 9, for > 
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presented in our explanation of the method/ for 58:9 
this (kind of) shadow (i.e. the cotangent), exactly. 
This shadow, in addition to its utility in// f.205a 
computations of astronomical arcs/ is useful 10 
(also) in operations with hours by instruments 
which are raised up, like the mukfrula (collyrium 
container) and the saut (whip),/ and suchlike. 11 
Sometimes it is useful in observations, such as 
(that of) the summer solstice, but/ its time is 12 
difficult to obtain, it being simpler, easier, 
and/ more exact by (using) the reversed shadow, 59:1 
while the time of the winter solstice (is easily 
obtained) by the direct shadow, and not/ the 2 
reversed shadow. 
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THE ELEVENTH (CHAPTER) 59:13 59:3 

CM THE (QUALITIES) 0CM4CN BETWEEN THE 

TWD TYPES OF SHADOW (TANGENT AND COTANGENT), 

AND THEIR RELATIONS, 

AND THE EXTRACTION OF CNE FROM THE OTHER 

The very same shadow will be a cotangent of 6 
one arc and the tangent of its complement./ That 7 
is that line AEG (in Figure 10), if it were in the 
surface of the horizon,/ the zenith would be point B 8 
and the altitude AH, and LK would be the cotangent 
o the gnomon EL./ But if one computes with point A 9 
as the zenith and with line BED in the surface of/ 
the horizon, the altitude would be BH, and the 

gnomon EL parallel to the horizon,/ and [l]#1 would 10 
be the tangent of the altitude BH, and LK/ the co- 11 
tangent of arc AH and the tangent for arc BH, and 

Text t ; read J. In the second text Figure 10, j 
and J are missing. 

the gnomon (would be)/ the mean (proportional) 
in the ratio between the two shadows of the arc 
the one direct the other reversed (i.e. the one 
the cotangent the other the tangent). 

So, reverting to the figure, KL is the co- 14 
tangent of arc AH, and we [set up3V upon E dia- 15 
meter TEM perpendicular to HK. KL will pass 

through/ m. And if we imagine that BED is in the 16 
surface of the horizon and G is the zenith/ so 17 
that the altitude will be BT, LM will be its 
tangent, but/ arc BT is equal to arc AH, and 18 
verily it (kl) will be its (air’s) cotangent./ 

Because angle^KEM is a right (angle), and thus 19 
is in the semicircle whose diameter is Kin,/ 

the triangles MEK, MEL, (and) KEL will be simi- 60:1 
lar, and hence the ratio of/ KL, the cotangent, 2 
to le, the gnomon, will be as the ratio of LE, 

the gnomon,/ to LM, the tangent. And so the square 3 
of the gnomon will be equal to the product of/ the 4 
cotangent and the tangent of the same arc. 

For purposes of simplicity we can lay off 5 
EZ equal to the gnomon EL, and we erect/ at z 6 
[perpendicular^ SZO to AEG, making the two tri¬ 

angles KEM/ (and) SF[o33 similar, zo will be 7 
the tangent of arc/ AH; it will be equal to LM, 8 
the tangent of arc BT, which is equal to/ arc AH. 9 
And so the gnomon EL will then be the mean pro¬ 
portional between the two shadows, LK,/ the di- 10 
rect, and ZO, the reversed (i.e. the cotangent 
and the tangent), and hence if one of the two 

kinds.of shadows is known/ to us for an assumed 11 

ar>c» it is possible for us to ascertain from it 
the other by dividing by the known one/ of the two,61:1 
whether the cotangent or the tangent, the product 

its gnomon by itself,/ and extracting the 2 
other, the unknown, in units of the divisions 
of that gnomon. 

^Text: ; read . 
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THE TWELFTH (CHAPTER) 61:3 

CN TABLES/ CXMAINING SHADOWS, EXCLUSIVE OF 

sheir oomputaticn, and how to obtain them 

(THE HINCTTCNS) 

is customary among authors of zijes to di 
the values of/ the -shadows corresponding to their 

arcs m tables arranged part by part (degree by de¬ 
gree;, and this arrangement is befitting/ it, and 
this is how we put them. 

So we enter with the arc of the (given) al- 8 
titude in the column of the independent variable, 
considering the first (column) value if we want/ the 9 
cotangent, and the second if we want the tangent, to 
find the shadow opposite that/ altitude in the table 10 
whose value we are seeking. In more complicated/ 
zijes there will be one column (of the independent 11 
variable). If we want one of the two kinds (from 

the table of the other), the cotangent from the/ tan¬ 
gent table, or the tangent from the cotangent table 12 
we subtract the altitude,/ I mean the assumed arc, 13 
from ninety, and we enter with the remainder in the 
column of the independent variable,/ and we take 14 
what is opposite it and it will be the desired 
(thing). 

Thus if we use in computation the complement 15 
of the altitude, (and not the altitude itself) there 
would come out for us a shadow/ of a kind different 16 
from that for which that operation (i.e. table) was 
intended. And when the shadow is assumed and one 
wants/ -its arc, that shadow is sought in its table, 17 
and its arc will be opposite it/ in one of the two 18 
columns of the independent variable,if it were the 
cotangent, in the first of the two, and if/ the tan- 19 
gent, it would be in the second of the two. This is 
determined also from the heading above the column 

(In the MS, f.205b is the table of cotangents 

and tangents transcribed above. It does 
not appear in the printed edition.) 
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We put after the tables that which is 62:2 
most useful to know in connection with any f.206a 
table./ And we say that it is (well-)known 3 
that if the tables have equal (tabular) dif¬ 
ferences/ in the (entries) opposite the column 4 
of the independent variable, then the correction 
for the fractions of the excess/ over the integer 5 
in the column of the independent variable is 
found by means of the tabular difference, (the 
correction being) definite and/ completely exact. 6 
If the tabular differences are unequal, then the 
correction for fractions in it/ by tabular dif- 7 
ferences will be approximate and not exact. The 

greater the difference in the tabular/ differences, 8 
the less exact it is and/ the more in error, be- 9 
cause the variation in the dependent variable due 
to fractions (of the argument) depends on the 
variation in it due to/ the integer parts. The 10 
shadow (functions) behave like this. The cotan¬ 
gent (exhibits this) at the beginning of the al¬ 
titude, because/ its greatest part is at sunrise 11 
and sunset; however the tangent (does so) at the 
maximum/ altitude because its greatest part is 12 
at the sun's approach to the zenith. 

Thus Kushyar arranged the tangent table, 13 
in his Jamie Zlj,/ up to an eighth of a revolution. 14 

He said that for arcs exceeding forty-five degrees/ 
there is no way of finding the tangent except 15 
by main force. However, in fact the tabular 
differences for the shadow functions are so 
great/ that the shadow computed (by interpola- 16 
tion) can hardly be correct. But this need not 
be the case if one devises an expedient for it 
as did/ Ptolemy by taking two (successive) 17 
amounts by which he formed segments of the epi¬ 
cycle/ and the eccentric for (computing) the 18 
equation, taking one of them three degrees/ and 
the other six degrees. 63:1 

However, as for the tabular differences 2 
corresponding to (fractional) parts of the arc, 
(they are different). This is obvious/ on 3 
account of their difference for integer parts, 
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but it will become more obvious if with center 63:3 
at/ A (Figure 11), the head of the gnomon, and at 4 
distance AB, its length, (we draw) circle BGDEM./ 

We mark off on it the arcs BG, G£, DE (and) EM 5 
according to some ratio of numbers/ with equal dif- 6 
ferences, whether these differences are single 
parts or/ a number of them. And we extend AGZ, 7 

ADB, (and) AET* BZ will be/ the tangent of BG, 8 
and [b]#1 the tangent of [b]b2; and BT the tan¬ 
gent of/ BE* And we join z (to) D (to) B, and S 9 
(to) M, and because of the equality of the angles 
which/ are formed at the center A, the two tri- 10 
angles ABZ (and) ADZ will be congruent;/ the two 11 
sides CZ]B^ and ZD will be equal, and the angle ABZ 

a right angle./ And the angle ADZ is also right. 12 
So HZ9 its (angle d1s) chord, is larger than ZD, 

I mean/ ZB, and so ZB will be less than ZH. 13 

Figure 11 

Text: ; read ^ as in the MS; on the figure, 
2 for t read c. 
3Text: ; read ^ . 

Text: ; read as in the MS. 
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64:1 In the same fashion HM will be tangent 
to the circle, and because of the equality of the 
two triangles/ aCb]/*1 and AMH* and the two tri- 2 
angles Abz (and) AMS, SH/ will be equal to HZ, and 3 
he triangle ASH will be equal to the triangle AHZ./ 

And so the ratio of the triangle AZH9 X mean ash9 4 
to the triangle/ aht9 will be as the ratio of ZH to 5 
HT9 and triangle ASH/ is a part of the triangle AHT 6 
since zhis a part of ht9 (i.e. less than HT) and 
so is/ whatever is behind HT. 7 

=, Thls situation holds for parts of the shadow, 8 
s well as for the arguments mentioned./ One should 9 

be cautious m using the tangent (table) not to 

rn™Lr*ar^°f*an 00tant'/ If we to multipjy 10 
a number by the tangent of an arc which is greater 

than forty-five parts, we divide/ that number by 11 

thetangent of its complement. And if we want to 
ivide it by the tangent of an arc, we multiply it/ 

by the tangent of its complement. 12 

. A (Figure 12) be the^ tangent of the 13 

(iteisail^d ? V? Jangent of its complement, and 
Li^te^al) whether/ we understand the state-14 

whllh ferpln? t0 tan2ents of the same type, or 
whether we associate two tangents with/ the given 15 
arc, they being of different kinds. This is 

because the cotangent of an arc is/ the tangent of 

the division 

(l.e , quotient) 

[jB] (» Ten $ • Cot 0 ) 

the cotengent 
of the ere 

number (to be) divided 

The tenqeni of the ere 
the qnomort 

IaJ (- r.n e) 

the tenyent of the er 

Figure 12 

2Text cji ; read ^ | as in the MS. 
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its complement. We put the gnomon G as the 64*16 
mean proportional between A and B, as we/ 

explained above. And we suppose it, (to be) one 17 
for simplifying the understanding in this// f.206b 
respect. Indeed, we do not need/ now to deal 18 
with its parts. Let us divide the number t by a 

and there will come out E./ And because the prod- 19 
uct of A by E is T, and the product of A by B/ 

is G, so A is therefore the common altitude 65*1 
between T (and) G. And its (b's) ratio to E/ is 
as the ratio of G to T. So the product of b and 2 
T equals the product of/ E and G. But G is one, 3 
and so its product with Eis E. So the product of/ 4 
B with T is B, and that is what we wanted to explain. 

In like manner we show that the cotangents of 5 
assumed arcs are, with their/ tangents in proper- 6 

A7°rriy equ^1®n<;e* So [let]1 the two arcs AH and 
Z (Figure 13) be/ assumed, and EK the gnomon. We 7 

B 

are restored from the MS. 
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65:8 extend HEL and ZEC. And/ KL will be the co¬ 
tangent of arc AH, and KC the cotangent of arc 
AZ./ Then let us suppose the gnomon to be EM, 9 
and we extend MO parallel/ to EK. It intersects 10 
HL at s and ZC at O./ So MS will be the tangent 11 
of arc AH, and MO the tangent of arc/AZ. 12- 

I say that the ratio of LK to CK equals the 66:1 
ratio of MO to/ MS, and that is because the gnomon 2 
is the mean proportional between LK (and) MS,/ 

And the product of one of the two by the other 3 

equals the square of the gnomon, and thus (also) 
it is the mean proportional/ between CK and MO. 4 
So the product of one of the two by the other equals 
the square/ of the gnomon. And the product of LK 5 
by MS is therefore equal to the product of CK/ by 6 
MO, and so the ratio of LK to CK is, with the ratio 
of MO to/ MS in proportion by equivalence. I mean 7 
that the ratio of the cotangent of arc AH to the co¬ 
tangent of arc/ AZ, is as the ratio of the tangent 8 
of arc AZ to the tangent of arc AH,/ and that is 9 
what we sought. 

In order to find the ratio between the shad- 10 
ows of the two arcs we suppose the two arcs AH (and)/ 
AZ (Figure 14) to be different, the smaller of the 11 
t^o (being) AH, with sine HT and cosine/ and 12 
its tangent MS. The sine of the larger is ZK, and 
its/ cosine KE, and its tangent MO. We extend SC/ 67:1 
parallel to EO, and we made ES a mean in the pro- 2 
portion between SC (and)/ OE. So the ratio of SC 3 
to SE is as the ratio of the sine of the angle/ SEM, 4 
I mean HEA, to the sine of angle whose sine* 
is the sine of/ angle SCM, which is equal to angle 5 
ZEA. 'Hie ratio of SE/ to EO is as the ratio of FE to 6 
EZ, which is equal to EH,/ and the ratio of FE to HE 1 

is the ratio of EK to ET./ The ratio of SC to OE is' 8 
therefore compounded of the ratio of HT to/ ZK times 9 
the ratio of EK to ET. But the ratio of SC to/OE is 10 
the ratio of MS to MO. Indeed, it is clear that the 
ratio of the tangent/ of the smaller of the two arcs 11 
to the tangent of the larger of the two is compounded 

2Text • ^ ; read 4^ . 
Text £jr»8 ; read ^^as in the MS. 
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Figure 14 

of the ratio of the sine/ of the smaller to the 67:12 
sine of the larger times the ratio of the cosine 
of the larger to the cosine/ of the smaller. 13 

It is evident also that it is compounded 14 
of the ratio of the sine of the smaller to/ its 15 
cosine times the ratio of the cosine of the larger 
to its sine. That is because// the ratio of f.207a 
MS/ to ME is as the ratio of HT to TE, and the 16 
ratio of me/ to mo is as the ratio of ek to KZ. 17 
And hence the ratio of MS to mo is compounded of 
the ratio of HT to te times the ratio of/ ek to KZ.18 

However, as for the two hypotenuses of 68:1 
the shadows (here secants), the ratio of SE to EO 

is/ the ratio of FE to EZ , which we explained as 2 
being equal to the ratio of ek to O]^./ And so 3 
the ratio of the secant of the smaller of two arcs 
to the secant of the/ larger is as the ratio of the 4 

1Text y ^ ; read ^ . 
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cosine of the larger to the cosine of the smaller, 68:4 

and that is/ what we wanted to explain. 5 

If we arrange what we mentioned in a pic- 6 

time like this (Figure 14) showing the two cotan¬ 
gents,/ it is clear concerning the first ratio that 7 

the ratio of the cotangent of the smaller arc/ to 8 

the cotangent of the larger arc is compounded of 
the ratio of the sine/ of the larger to the sine 9 

of the smaller times the ratio of the cosine of the 
smaller to the cosine of/ the larger. 10 

It is clear concerning the [second]1 ratio 11 

that the ratio of the (co)tangent of the smaller 
to the (co)tangent/ of the larger is compounded of 12 

the ratio of the cosine of the smaller to its sine 
times the ratio of/ the sine of the larger to its 13 
cosine. 

And it appears for the two hypotenuses 69:1 
(here cosecants) that the ratio of the cosecant of 
the smaller of the two arcs to the/ cosecant of 2 

the larger of the two equals the ratio of the sine 
of the larger to the sine of the smaller, and that/ 
is what we were directing ourselves toward. 3 

‘Text JUfcJI ; read JUUM as in the MS. 

THE THIRTEENTH (CHAPTER) 69:4 

ON FIXING THE KINDS OF SHADOWS 

CN THE ASTROLABE, SO THAT THEY WILL BE USEFUL 5 

FOR WHAT FOLLOWS 

$amza al-Isfahani explained in his book 6 
' "Contrasts", (al-Muw3zina) that "astrolabe"/ is a 7 

Persian expression which was Arabicised, and that 
it is aCsjtara^ab, that is "the finder of the stars"./ 
It is possible that this name for it among the Per- 8 
sians was derived from the action/ it performs, or 9 
perhaps it was Arabicised from the Greek as the 
Persian (word) may have been Arabicised. Indeed in 

Greek its name is/astrula[b]un,2 and astru is "star" 10 

as is shown by "astronomy" being called by them/ 

astrunumiya and "astrology" as$rulujiya. It/ is an 11 

instrument for which they have, concerning its cons- 12 

truction and use, ancient books, while others have/ 
nothing pertaining to it, although they may have 13 
something taken from them (the Greeks). The people 
of the East (ahl al-mashriq) do not know/ the astro- 14 
labe, and use nothing but the shadow instead. 

^s°me people) are so ignorant and fanatical 15 
in siding with the Indians against the Byzantines 
(al-Ruffl) to the extent that one of them immortal¬ 
ized,/ in a book of his, his saying that with a 16 
a stick is the astrolabe made, and (also) the celes- 
tial globe and the [armillary/ sphere]^, and upon 17 
its shadows their kinds are based, and that the 
scientists in the past used nothing,/ in all their 18 

2lext ; read as in the MS. 
3Text ^>^1 ; read . 

Text ; read <31^.1 



books, but the stick, since it yields the most 69:18 
precise results and is nearest to the truth. And 
therefore (he concludes) that/ the Indians deserve 
to render judgments concerning the stars, and that 19 
their error is slight because of the accuracy of 
their applying/ the stick, to the extent that they 70:1 
can extract the horoscope and its minutes up the 
tens (of minutes). 

But this saying resembles the talk of lu- 2 
natics, or (the talk of) one who does not know/ a 
single one of the nouns and verbs he used, so let 3 
us [regard this}1 as a sneeze; we tell him Gesundheitl, 
and we request for him (God’s) forgiveness. 4 

After this, we say that the custom was cur- 5 
rent among astrolabe makers to put/ the cotangent 6 
on its (the astrolabe’s) back, along the circum¬ 
ference of the quadrant opposite the altitude quad¬ 
rant. When/ it is thus made, and if it is desired 7 
to ascertain which of the kinds it is, put the 
pointer,/ i.e., the pointer of the alidade, along 8 
forty-five degrees of altitude. Thereupon look 
along to/ what its other pointer falls upon of the 9 
parts of the shadow. If it is twelve they (the 
units) are digits;/ however, if it is seven, or six 10 
and a half, they are feet; and if it is sixty they 
are parts./ It is not customary to use anything 11 
except digits. The sevenfold feet are found, but 
only/ rarely. As to its being the cotangent or 12 
the tangent in that type, this is ascertained by 
the initial point. If the/ beginning of the shadow 13 
and the arrangement of the numerals is from below 
(increasing) toward the horizon line it is the co¬ 
tangent,/ but if its beginning is at the horizon 14 
line downward it is the tangent. That (is)/ be¬ 

cause the forty-five is half a quadrant of altitude, 15 
and the diameter passing through the/ midpoint of 16 
the alidade [bisects]2 the right angle at that 

(angle) at the center.// And because/ the alti- f.207b 
tude and its complement are equal the shadow and 17 

2T6X*t 4 j read as in the MS. 
read . . 

the gnomon are equal, and therefore what [corres- 70:17 
ponds to it on]*1- the pointer of/ the alidade in 18 
parts will be the magnitude of the gnomon. 

To construct it, let the circle of the back 19 
of the (above-)mentioned plate be circle ABGDf 71:1 
(Figure 15) divided into four parts by the two dia¬ 
meters AG (and) BD, and let BA in it be the quadrant 
of the altitude./ And so the position of the shadow 2 
on it is the quadrant GE, the opposite quadrant, 
making it possible, from the alidade running through/ 
pole E, to determine the one from the other. Extend 3 
GL tangent/ to the circle at G. And let H be the 4 
midpoint of quadrant GD, and the bisection of/ the 5 

arc by construction is easy. 

A 

Text ; MS U ; read U . 
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That is (done) by describing, with the cen- 71:6 
ter at one of the two ends of the given arc, an 
arc/ with radius half the diameter of the circle, 7 
or any other distance greater than it, since what 
is less than it/ should be excluded in order to 8 
obtain a solution. Then we describe also with cen¬ 
ter at its other end/ and with the same distance as 9 
radius an arc in the direction of the first arc so 
that they intersect. Then we join/ their inter- 10 
section to the center by a straight line, (and) 
extend it along its own length. It necessarily/ 
bisects that assumed arc. We extend EHK and di- 11 
vide gk/ in divisions of the gnomon, twelve for 12 
the digits, and six and a half, or two thirds, or 
seven/ whole divisions for the feet as (stated) 13 
previously, and sixty for the parts. Let GY be 
one of the/ divisions, or some of the divisions, 14 
and we join E (to) y. And so GZ will be that di¬ 

vision/ or divisions of the shadow on the astrolabe. 15 
We extend GK/ and we graduate in it what is (left) 16 
behind AK of it by the divisions of GK, I mean in 
divisions such that/ each one of them is equal to 17 
one division of the divisions of KG, until/ all of 18 
GKL will be divided equally in one unit. 

If we want the tangent function, which is 19 
rare and we have not seen it/ used, we graduate 72*1 
the tangent line at D, and not (that) on G, such 
as line/ DKO, and we perform on it what we did with 2 
line GKL, until we carried over its/ divisions to 3 
arc GD. If the divisions of DKO also are carried/ 
to arc DG the parts of dm, MK, (and) KO would be- 4 
come on/ the astrolabe DT, TH, (and) HZ. And if 5 

we join the center to/ the divisions of these lines , 6 
the joining lines should not leave a trace, since 

we need/ only their intersections with quadrant GHD, 1 

where the trace/ is required. 8 

The craftsmen also halve the quadrant [bg]1 9 
at [G] and join/ SCH, and they extend it along its 10 
length. Then they divide EC in parts of/ the gnomon, 11 

Text: ^ | ; read £ . On the figure, M is restored 
0 from the MS. 
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and C[tf]l in its (the gnomon’s) amounts, and they 72:11 
join the [center to]2 the divisions/, and so, as 12 
long as they are in CH they extend the lines along 
their lengths until/ they reach arc b[g]3, and that 13 
is done by putting the edges of the rulers along¬ 
side the points./ If they fall at arc HD, these 14 
lines themselves divide it at the/ desired point, 15 
and they continued increasing (in number) at HW so 
that the divisions of the shadow become very short/ 
on the arc near G, and they are unable to mark/ 16 
individual ones because of confusion, or even fives 17 
or tens of them. 

It is difficult for them to fix their nu- 73:1 
merals and numbers because its lines accumulate,/ 
approaching each other like stitches around a sack. 2 
At this stage they leave them off. If the tangent 
were/ put on the quadrant GD that clustering (of 3 
marks) will occur at/ point G, contrary to its 4 

occurrence with the cotangent at the point D,/ and 5 
with both of them the shadow is drawn// on the f.208a 
arc of the quadrant (so that) there is no need for 
the alidade/ except for two pointers so that it can 6 
be complete, according to the old custom, or/ it 7 
can be halved and edged swordwise, as is the modern 
custom. 

^Text j ; read £ . 
3Text «*>£'; read • 
Text £ ; read g . 
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THE FOURTEENTH (CHAPTER) 73:8 

ON FIXING THE LADDER SHADOW ON THE ASTROLABE 

Since the situation of the shadows when they 10 
exceed the amount of the gnomon is as we mentioned/ 
as to the clustering of its divisions which lead to 11 
the accumulation of the constructed lines/ and the 12 
impossibility of laying them out in practise (as 
well as) the inscribing of the numbers opposite 
them.in letters, some/ of the leading modern crafts¬ 
men m this art were kind enough to tackle (the 13 
problem). 

It was said in some of the books that it 74*1 
was al-lOiwSrizmi, and that his trick for evading 
that/ dilemma was to manipulate some arithmetical 2 
(operations). So he combined both the shadow 
(functions) on the astrolabe and/ called it the 3 
ladder shadow. 

To construct it, let 7LBGD(Figure 16) be the 4 
back of the mother of the astrolabe, and we extend/ 
from the middle of quadrant CgDp1, namely H, the 5 
perpendicular HZ to the/ diameter AEG, and perpen- 6 
dicular HT to diameter Mfd2. There results the 
square/ ErCtfjz , right angled and equilateral, and 7 
we take two amounts zs (and)/ rc, of the agreed 8 
upon amount for the divisions of the shadow, and 

SO (and) CF of the/ agreed upon (interval) for the 9 
Lalphabetical!]4 numerals so that it can take the 
letter (numerals) assigned to it. We extend/ SY 10 
(and) OM parallel to ZH meeting CY (and) FM paral¬ 
lel/ to HT in the points Y (and) m. And we connect 11 
M, Y, (and). H. Then we divide both/ ZH (and) TH 12 
into the divisions of the gnomon, I mean digits or 

^Text g ; read s 
gText / ; read ^ 

4Text ^ ; read t as in the MS. 

Text ; read as in the MS. - j. s • 
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Figure 16 

feet, and we join all the (points of)/ divi- 74:12 
sion to e by lines, of which those parts between 13 
the two lines of division shall be traced (per¬ 
manently), such as the two lines/ EK (and) EN in 14 
the two divisions ZK and TN. 

Do not mark (permanently) between the two 75:1 

lines bounding the alphabetical numerals (any grad¬ 
uations) except those passing through/ the end 2 
points of the two-digit, or three-digit,/ or four- 3 
digit groups. If it is divided like this, write the 
numbers beginning at O,/ and at F, until their ends 4 
meet at /f, and we inscribe between/ the two points 5 
M (and) F, along the diagonal, the number of the 
square of the gonomon in alphabetical numerals*, if 
in/ digits, then (it will be) one hundred and forty- 6 
four, and if it were in the seven-fold feet it would 
be forty-nine,/ and if it were in the fractional 7 
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feet it would be fortyC-twoand a quarter. 75:7 
If put as a common fraction it would be a 8 

hundred and/ sixty-[nine]2 quarters. And the pic- 9 
ture of this shadow on the astrolabe is complete/ 
thus (in Figure 17). 10 

Abu al-Q[a]sim al-Hasan b. Muhammad [al- 11 
Ahwali?]3 when constructing square Z[if]T£4,/ 

numbers in sixth parts of the quadrant DG, I mean 12 
fifteen(-degree intervals)/ between the points G 13 
(and) D, and extends from the extremities two lines/ 

-- J 

\ 
r 

hO - 

144 35 

5\6\<b\i^N 
Ti\\\\v\\^ / 

Figure 17 
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parallel to the two lines HT(and) HZ, [giving]1 75:14 
him square OMFE. 

This division is not obligatory, but it 76:1 
is delegated to the approval of/ the maker and the 2 
largeness or smallness of the plate. So the one 
seeing it should not think that/ nothing else is 3 
possible. Now (we discuss) what I have heard con¬ 
cerning the reason for this name, and the relation 

"this shadow to/ the ladder, if any. Nothing 4 

comes to mind except the likening of it to the prob¬ 
lem of the ladder written in/ the (books) "Hisabat 5 

al-mu$arafya" a^d sections of MAl-Jabr w’al-muqabala" 

(algebra). It is a given ladder/ leaning against a 6 
wall, and the distance between its base and the foot 
of the ladder, or between// its head (and the f.208b 
base of the wall) is known./ Then the foot of the 7 
ladder is dragged along the ground by a known amount, 
and the amount of displacement/ of its head along 8 
the wall is desired, whether the displacement is 
downward in the case of its receding from the wall,/ 
so that the head is depressed, or whether the dis- 9 
placement is an approach to the wall so that/ the 10 
head is elevated. 

The similarity between them (i.e. the astro- 11 
labe and the ladder) is that if the wall is ET(in 
Figure 18) on/ the ground LtIhg^, and the sun, for 12 
example, is at point A, and the shadow of/ TE on the 
ground will be TG. 13 

If it happens that a wall HZ is between H 14 
(and) G,/ the edge of the shadow will fall upon it 15 
at B. And if the sun increases in altitude until it/ 
comes to D, the edge of the shadow would come to K, 16 
as though it were the head of a ladder/ displaced 17 
from B to K, If its altitude is lessened until it 
is at/ M, the end of the shadow is displaced from 18 
B to S. 

Anyone who wants to measure the shadow HB 19 
cannot dispense, in most/ cases, with a ladder, 77:1 
and especially if the two walls are different and 

lofty. When/ the shadow of BH is known, the shad- 2 
ow TG becomes known also, because the ratio of/ 
ET to TG is as the ratio of BZ to ZE, and if the/ 3 

^Text ; MS , 
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Figure 18 

height of the shading wall, I mean JET, is multi- 77:4 
plied by FZ, (which is) equal to (the distance) 

between/ the walls along the ground, and we divide 5 
the result by BZ, (which is) the difference be¬ 
tween the/ shadow BH and (the height of) the wall 6 
FT, there comes out the shadow tCg]1, which is that 
of/ the wall upon removing the obstacle. And be- 7 
cause in the astrolabe ETBZwas made a square,/ 

hence AB, in the computation the product of ET by 8 
itself, is substituted for the product of ET/ by 9 
EZ. 

If one constructs this (ladder) shadow on 10 
the astrolabe, he is obligated to halve/ the ali- 11 
dade so that its edge, by passing through the cen¬ 
ter, becomes a diameter. The displacement of the/ 
line of sight from the diameter will not affect 12 
the operation in the least, since this will still 
keep, for the declining of the two does not extend/ 
the ray passing through the two (sight-)holes away 13 
from parallelism with the diameter, and the rays of 
the sun are/ perceived as parallel at one location 14 
because of its distance from the earth,/ and its 15 
extreme height. 

^Text £ ; read £. 

As to the use of this shadow and its de- 77:16 
termination from the solar altitude,/ it is by ob- 17 
serving the edge of the alidade passing through 
the center of the astrolabe at the time we take/ 
the solar altitude. If it is elevated to the di- 18 
visions/of TH (in Figure 19) on the square, and 
the/ desired shadow is the cotangent, the number 19 
which is cut from T is that (which is sought). 
But if it/ falls on the parts of ZH we divide by 78:1 
what is cut off of it at z» the product of the/ 
gnomon by itself, and that is the base placed in 2 
the middle of the square, and the/ desired cotan- 3 
gent comes out. 

If the tangent is desired and not the co- 4 
tangent, and the edge of/ the alidade falls on di- 5 
visions ZH between Z and the edge, it will be it 
(which is sought). But if‘it/ falls on the divi- 6 

•sions HT we divide the square of the gnomon by 

A 
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what is between their intersection/ and T, and 78:7 
the tangent results. 

We explain that (by saying) that the gnomon 8 
is the mean (proportional between its cotangent/ 
and the tangent at a single time. And so the ra- 9 
tio of KZ to TO is as the ratio of/ KZ to ZE men- 10 
tioned twice by repetition, and (so) the square of/ 
ZE equals the product of KZ by TO. And hence if we 11 
divide the square of the gnomon by one of the two 
shadows,/ there results the other. 12 

To make it more obvious we extend EK (and) 13 
TH along their lengths until/ they intersect at o. 14 
The triangles kze (and) ETO are similar, and the 
ratio of/ KZ, which is known, to ZE, which equals 79:1 
the gnomon, is as the ratio of ET,/ the gnomon, 2 
to TO, the desired cotangent. And in (the case 

of) the tangent, we extend/ EN (and) ZH along their 3 
lengths until they intersect at M, and from the sim¬ 
ilarity of the two triangles/ (and) ZME, 4 
the ratio of TN, which is known, to TE, which is 
equal to the gnomon,/ is as the ratio of EZ, the 5 
gnomon, to// ZM, the desired tangent. f.209a 

The knowledge of the inverse (problem) is 6 
easy. If the [given]2 is the shadow, and/ the al- 7 
titude is desired we look, and if the shadow is 
not bigger than the gnomon/ and is direct (i.e. the 8 
cotangent) we count the equal of its divisions from 
point T toward H,f but if it is reversed (i.e. the 9 
tangent) from z toward H. But if the shadow is/ 
greater than the gnomon, we divide the square of 10 
the gnomon by the [known]2 shadow and what comes 
out/ we count; if it is the cotangent (it is) from 11 
Z toward H, but/ if it is the tangent, from T toward 12 
H. Then we put the edge of/ the alidade, for all 13 
of them, along the end, and the upper pointer of 

the alidade will fall on the/ altitude of that shad- 14 
ow. I have-read in Abu Sa*Id Ahmad bin Muhammad 
b./ cAbd al-Jalil’s book "On the Use of th*e Astro- 15 
labe" (FI*1- *Amal b'il-asturlab) a passage about 

2Text j ; read 0 as in the MS. 
Text ; read as in the MS. 
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the ladder shadow for the/ explanation of which 79:16 
we extend KS parallel to HT. 

He said, "If the altitude is less than forty- 17 
five degrees/ the alidade will fall along ZH at K, 18 
for example, and so the (direct) shadow will be KS,/ 

the gnomon being ES. But KS is twelve, like HT,/ 19 
and the gnomon ES is a part of it, but this is not 80:1 
what we sought, for we want/ the opposite of that." 2 

"That is that ES will be twelve, and the ra- 3 
tio of ES, the known,/ to KS, the known, is as the 4 
ratio of twelve, which represents ES,/ to the num- 5 
ber representing KS, and ES is equal to ZK, and/ KS 

is equal tc HT and the third (element in the pro- 6 
portion) representing ES is twelve,/ and the fourth, 7 
SK, is unknown. So the second is multiplied by the 
third, and it is twelve/ times twelve, which gives a 8 
hundred and forty-four. And we divide that by the 
first,/ which is ZK, and there comes out the fourth, 9 
SK, and that is near (to what we sought)". 

But what we explained concerning it is more 10 
elegant and more illuminating by a great deal. It 
is possible to project/ the divisions of the two 11 
sides of the square with a ruler dividing DH (and) 

GH so that/ the space of the square is left clear, 12 
and one dispenses with making the edge of the ali¬ 
dade like a sword (blade). 
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THE FIFTEENTH (CHAPTER) 81:1 

CN SHADOWS MEASURED CN INCLINED PLANES OR ON 2 

OTHER (THINGS) 

Verily, concerning the shadow and the al- 3 
titude, and both of the two shadows (the cotangent 
and tangent) and the extraction of/ one of the two 4 
from the other, by computation and by tables, we 
have explained enough to suffice. And by measuring 
the shadow,/ the time is determined and becomes 5 
known. That is useful because, sometimes a man is 
not/ in a position (to utilize) immediately instru- 6 
ments (for determining) the altitude or the hours, 
and he may be afraid of missing/ a required time, 7 
while the measurement of the shadow is easy for 
him. So this replaces measuring/ the altitude, 8 
since (the other) is available. 

So, let us now explain its construction. 9 
^abash [al-psib]1 in his [zijj2 also has a method/ 

for the determination of the altitude from the 10 
shadow. It is that he measures the shadow of the 
gnomon;/ let it be DE (in Figure 20), and the point 11 
E is its end and D the base of the gnomon, and a/ 
perpendicular m is erected upon DE equal to the 12 
gnomon, and E (and) W are joined. Then describe/ 
about center Et and at any distance we desire, a 13 
circle, (an arc of which is) cut off by the lines 
ED (and) EWf between B (and) G, which will be the 14 
altitude of the sun corresponding to this shadow, 
and the validity of this is/ evident from what 15 
precedes. 

If we drop perpendicular GT upon EB the 16 
ratio of/ WD, the gnomon, to EW, the hypotenuse 17 
of the shadow, will be as the ratio of GT to GE,/ 

jText^U^; read ,^1^1 as in the MS. 
Text » but MS has . 

and EG is the total sine in// the circle (just) f.209b 
drawn. So GT, according to what preceded/ as 81:18 
to the validity of this ratio (will be) the 19 
sine of the altitude. And so arc GB (will be) 
the altitude/ of the shadow ED. 82:1 

This requires a bit more explanation. 2 
As for positions,/ point B which is on the al- 3 
titude circle can fall anywhere between the two 
points e (and) £?,/ as well as outside, along the 4 
prolongation of ed9 or on point d itself./ This 5 
is evident, and the situation is the same for all 
of them. 

However, as for the kind of shadow (func- 6 
tion), if ED is the tangent/ and we want its arc, 7 
I mean the altitude of the sun for it, we take as 
an example what Habash mentioned so that/ there 8 

results triangle WDE (in Figure 21). Then we de¬ 
scribe about center W and at any desirable 9 
distance/ a circle. Let (it be) KM, and arc KM of 
it will be the altitude of/ shadow EDt the tangent,10 
because angle WED is equal to the altitude, and 
so angle/ EWD will be the complement of the al- 11 
titude, and the cotangent of the complement of the 
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altitude is the/ tangent of the altitude itself. 82:12 
And so the shadow ED, which is the cotangent of the 
altitude/ GB, is the tangent of the altitude KM. 13 

Figure 21 

It is possible to ascertain the altitude 83:1 
by measurement, and to determine the end of the shad¬ 
ow, Ej and its position, which is ED. Then (sup- 2 

pose) the amount of the shadow is desired (measured) 
by a gnomon of known length./ If the case is thus, 3 
we describe about center E (in Figure 22) and at any 
distance we wish, a circle/ GB. And we cut off arc 4 
BG at B equal to the altitude./ We extend EG and 5 
drop perpendicular GT to ED , and we extend it/ 
along its-length to A so that TA will be equal to 6 
the gnomon. Then/ we extend AW parallel to ED and 7 
WD parallel to AT. And so/ ED will be the shadow 8 
of the gnomon WD if the [altitude]-^ is GB. 

"Sext ; MS £Uj,>| . 
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Figure 22 

previously indicated. And it is possible that/ the 
need for the determination of the time is so urgent 
that it allows no time for adjusting the instrument./ 
(Let us suppose) the gnomon set up on a plane in¬ 
clined to the plane of the horizon, (but) parallel/ 
to (one) standing vertically. So we mark on that 
plane at the head of the shadow a mark/ so as to 
retain the desired (thing), (and) we correct (it) 
afterward. 

That is what Ya'qub bin Tariq mentioned of 
its computation in his book "On the Causes " 
(Fl'l-'Jlajr...). 

An example of that is that the plane of the 7 
horizon was (taken as) BG (in Figure 24) and the 

gnomon AB/ , perpendicular to it, while the plane of 8 
the measured shadow was be, and the marked end of/ 
the shadow, E, 
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Figure 24 

Now, in the first picture, the shadow 84:10 
forms with the gnomon the acute angle/ ABE. 
However, in the second picture it forms with it 11 
an obtuse (angle)./ And so, if then the plane 12 
is adjusted until ET, the distance of the head of 
the shadow from the/ plane of the horizon, [is 13 
known] then it is possible to determine from it 
the desired shadow, I mean BG. That is/ that AH 14 
will be known, and that it, in the first picture, 
is the difference between/ the gnomon and the 15 
distance of the shadow’s head from the plane of 
the horizon, I mean b[e]2, and in the second as 
their sum. And [the sum of tg, the equation, 
and]3 EH, which is equal/ to TB, the mean shadow, 18 
as in the first picture, or the difference bet¬ 
ween it and/ the mean shadow in the second picture, 19 
is the desired shadow, I mean BG./ Hence, when 85:1 

we have determined// the elevation of the f.210a 
head of the shadow from the foot of the 
gnomon, we subtract it (EB) from it (ab)/ 

Text ; read * fU JP* as in the MS. In 
2 the figure, E is restored from the MS. 
Text £, » read £ . Here two lines are re- 

3 peated in text and MS. 

Missing in the text; restored to make sense. 

to obtain the (quantity to be) retained for divi- 85:2 
sion. And so, if we take the (square) root of the 
difference between the squares,/ of the actual shad- 3 
ow and the elevation of its head, or its depres¬ 
sion, it will be/ the mean shadow for that altitude 4 
or depression. Then we divide the result by the 
retained (quantity) [and multiply by the elevation 
or depression of the shadow’s headP-; there/ comes 5 
out the equation. If the retained (quantity) re¬ 
sulted from the difference, we add the equation/ 
to the mean shadow, but if it was from the sum we 6 
subtract the equation/ from the mean shadow. There 7 
results, after addition or subtraction, the/ adjust- 8 
ed shadow in the plane of the horizon, which is 
what was desired. 

Also, the ratio of AE, the retained, to EE, 9 
the mean shadow, is/ as the ratio of AB, the gnomon, 10 
to the desired shadow, it being BG. And so, if/ 
we multiply the mean shadow by the gnomon and we 11 
divide the result by the retained, there results 
the / adjusted shadow. If we measure AE, the hy- 12 
potenuse of this shadow, with a thread or a ruler,/ 
and the square of the retained is subtracted from 13 
the square of this hypotenuse, there remains the/ 
square of EE, the mean shadow. The ratio of AE, 14 
the retained,/ to EE, the mean shadow, is as the 86:1 
ratio of AB, the gnomon, to BG,/ the desired. 2 
Hence if we multiply the mean shadow by the gno¬ 

mon and divide the result/ by the retained, there 3 
comes out the adjusted shadow. And when the alti¬ 
tude of the sun at the time of/ measuring the shad- 4 
ow of the gnomon AB has been determined, it is 
possible for us to extract the inclination of the 
adjusted shadow./ That inclination is equal to 5 
the angle EB[g]2, and that is because the ratio of 
EB to/ BG is as the ratio of the sine of angle EGB, 6 
which is equal to the altitude, to the/ sine of 7 
angle EBG. And so if we measured the shadow EB 
and computed from its altitude the/ shadow BG we 8 

^Missing in the text; restored to make sense. 
Text > ; read ^ . 
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compare the two, and if they are equal EB will 86:8 

be in the plane of/ the horizon. But if the comp- 9 
uted is larger than the actual (shadow) the end 
of the shadow at E will be higher than/ (that) 10 
plane. But if the computed (shadow) falls short 
of the actual, E would be lower than/ the plane of 11 
the horizon. 

For the determination of the amount of that 12 
elevation or depression, multiply the sine of the 
altitude/ of the sun for that time by its computed 13 
shadow, and divide the result by the actual shadow./ 
piere will come out ET, the sine of the angle of 14 
inclination, to an amount such that with it EB is 
the/ total sine, and the ratio of ET to EB, in 15 
units of the sine, is as the ratio of ET/ to EB, 16 
in units of the shadow. And so, if we multiply 
what results for us of the sine of the angle of/ 

inclination by the shadow, and we divide the result 17 
by the total sine, there will result the amount of/ 
the elevation of the head of the actual shadow, 18 
or its depression below the horizon plane, in the 
parts in which/ the gnomon is graduated. 

Similar to this is what Abu Bakr Muhammad 87:1 
b. cUmar b. al-Farrukhan sought in his/ zlj, about 2 

the determination of the shadow of a gnomon erect¬ 
ed on the top of a physical sphere of known/ dia¬ 
meter if that shadow was cast on its surface at a 3 
time when the altitude of/ the sun is known, and 4 
this is the recital of it: 

Determine the diameter of the sphere in dig- 5 
its of the gnomon, then add the gnomon to (half) 
the/ diameter of the sphere and multiply the result 6 
by the sine of the altitude and divide what results 
by/ the total sine. There results the retained 7 
(quantity). Then multiply also the sum of (half) 

the diameter of the sphere/ and the gnomon by the 8 
cosine of the altitude, and divide the result by 
the total sine. What/ results multiply by itself 9 
and subtract the result from the square of half 

of the diameter of the sphere,/ and subtract the 10 
(square) root of what remains from the retained. 

remainder by the cosine of/ the al- 11 

titude, and divide the result// by half the f.210b 
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diameter of the sphere, and make what results/ 87:11 
an arc directly (i.e. find its arc sine) to ob- 12 
tain (? a hiatus in the MS) which is the shadow 
on the back of the sphere/ in units of its great 13 
circle, the three hundred and sixty (one). If 
you want it in digits, multiply the diameter of/ 
the sphere by three and a seventh, and what results 14 
(will be) in parts of the arc of the shadow. Di¬ 
vide the result/ of that by three hundred and sixty; 
there come out the digits of the shadow on the back 15 
of the sphere. 

In this computation, because of the copyists, 16 
I have become confused concerning/ its proof. So, 17 
let us leave what we are not sure of and treat of 
what we know. Let/ gnomon AB (in Figure 23) be 18 
perpendicular to the surface of the sphere. Now, 
in the first picture (it is) on/ the convexity, 19 
but in the second picture it is on the concavity. 
The center of the sphere is E,/ and we draw AG tan¬ 
gent to it at A, and let the ray of the sun pas- 88:1 
sing/ through the head of the gnomon be KBH, and 2 

The Fir si The Second 

Figure 23 
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let the shadow of the gnomon on the plane of the 88:2 
horizon be/ AG, and on the curved surface aCd]1. 3 
we erect ZEH [perpendicular to]2 the/ half-diameter 4 
AEy and we drop perpendicular DM to AM. So it will 
be the/ sine of the arc of the shadow, and perpendic- 5 
ular DZ to EH, (will be) its cosine. The ratio of/ 
EB, the sum of the digits of the sphered half-dia- 6 
meter and the digits of the gnomon, to bh/ is as 7 
the ratio of the sine of the altitude, which is 

measured by angle a[g]b3, to/ the total sine, I mean 8 
angle BEH, the right angle. And so BH is known,/ 
and the ratio of its sine to EH is as the ratio of 9 
the total sine to the cosine of/ the altitude, which 10 
is measured by EBH. So eh is known and triangle/ 

BEH thus is known as to sides. We drop, in right 11 

triangle BEH, the/ perpendicular ET upon its hypot- 12 
enuse. And so the square of EH will be equal/ to 
the product of BH by HT. And HT hence will be 13 
known, and the perpendicular to it,/ ET, will be. 14 
known, and the half-diameter ED will be the hypot¬ 
enuse of a right triangle with it and TD as legs./ 
So TD also will be known. And all of HD will be 15 
known, and the ratio of hd/ to DZ will be as the 16 
ratio of hb to [b]f4. And so DZ will be known, and 
it is the cosine of/ the parts of the shadow on the 17 
sphere. 

The essence of its computation is that we add 18 
the digits of half the sphere’s diameter to/ the 19 
gnomon. It will be the first retained quantity, 
and we multiply it by the total sine. We divide 
what/ results by the sine of the altitude, and 89:1 
there results the second retained quantity. We 
multiply it by/ the cosine of the altitude and di- 2 
vide what results by the total sine; there results 
the third retained (quantity)./ We multiply it 3 
by itself and divide the result by the second re¬ 
tained; what results is the/ fourth retained. We 4 
square it and the third retained and take/ the 5 

gText o ; read ^ as in the MS. 
3Text ; read +&& as in the MS. 
4Text c ; read c . 
Text 4j ; read 

difference between the two results, subtracting 89:5 
it from the square of half the sphere’s diameter/. 
We add the root of what remains to the fourth re- 6 
tained, and multiply the sum by the first/ retained, 7 
and we divide it by the second retained, and we 
transform what results by/ multiplying it by the 8 
total sine. We divide what results by half the 
sphere’s diameter times/ [three]1 and a seventh, 9 
and we divide what results by three hundred and 
sixty, and there comes out the digits of/ the shad- 10 
ow on the back of the sphere, or on its inside. 

Also, since the product of the sum of ET 11 
with half the diameter times/ the difference be- 12 
tween the two equals the product of DT times TK, 

hence KD/ will be known. The product of KB times 13 
B[d]2 is known because it is equal to the/ prod¬ 

uct of OB times BA, since the product of KB 14 
times BDf plus the square of t[d]2 equals the 15 
square of tb, and the product of KD times/ db 

plus the square of db equals the product of kb 16 
times [b]d ./ And so, if we add to the product 17 
of KB and BD the square of TD, there results/ 18 
the square of TB. The difference between its 
side (i.e. square root) and TD is DB,/ whose ra- 19 
tio to m is as the ratio of BH to HE. And so 
DM, the sine of/ arc AD, is known. Its computa- 90:1 
tion after obtaining the difference of what is 
between the two previous amounts is that/ we 
take its (square) root and increase it by half 2 
the sphere’s diameter in (one) place, and we 
subtract the one from the other/ in a second 3 
place. We multiply the one in one place by the 
one in the other, then by four. We retain/ the 4 

(square) root// of what results, and we multi- f.211a 
ply the sum of the diameter of the sphere and 

2Text aJU/UJ ; read 2u\Jt. 
gText s ; read 
Text ; read ^ . 
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the gnomon by the diameter of the sphere,/ and 90:5 
(also half) the retained root by itself. We 
take the (square) root of their sum, and sub¬ 
tract from it/ (half) the retained root, and 6 
multiply the remainder by the third retained, 
and divide the result by/ the second retained. 7 
There comes out the sine of the parts of the 
arc of the shadow, and we transform it into/ 
digits as in what preceded. 8 
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THE SIXTEENTH (CHAPTER) 90:9 

CN THE DETEJMimTTCN OF THE NOON SHADOW FOR 10 

ANY ASSUMED DAY 

If the day is fixed, then the position of the 11 
sun/ at noon will be known. In order to proceed 12 
from the declination to the required, use as a 
means the determination of/ the noon altitude. A 91:1 
southern declination is not affected by its mag¬ 
nitude, since/ between it and the complement of 2 
the latitude of the locality, which is equal to 
the altitude at noon of the first (points) of/ 
Aries and Libra, is always the altitude of the sun 3 
on the noon of that day in the/ southerly direction. 4 

However, as for a northern declination, it 5 
depends on the latitude of the locality, and is 
therefore divided into three/ kinds. One of them 6 
is when it is less than the latitude of the local¬ 
ity, whereupon the sum of it and the complement 
of the/ local latitude will be the noon altitude 7 
in the southerly direction. 

The second (occurs) when it exceeds the local 8 
latitude, whereupon the sum of it and the complement 
of/ the local latitude, subtracted from a hundred 9 
and eighty, will be the noon altitude of the sun in 
a/ northerly direction. The third (occurs) when it 10 
equals the local latitude, whereupon the noon alti¬ 
tude will be/ ninety degrees, associated neither 11 
with north or south. The/ noon altitude at the 12 
time of zero declination will be the complement of 
the local latitude itself, and a/ separate chapter 13 
has been written about it. 

However, as for the first kind, of the nor- 14 
thern declination kinds, it prevails in the inhab¬ 
ited part (of the earth)./ But the second kind is 15 
peculiar to regions known as those having two shad¬ 
ows , because the head of/ the shadow will be op- 16 
posite in direction to the altitude and if it is 



possible in a single locality/ that the noon al- 91:17 
titude should be at one time south and another 

time/ north, the head of the noon shadow (will be) 18 
one time north and the other time/ south. 19 

As for the third, it is located in regions 92:1 
having two shadows in between/ these two times 2 

(above-)mentioned. It will also be the beginning 
of regions having a/ single shadow in localities 3 
whose latitude equals the inclination of the eclip¬ 
tic, since its shadow will disappear once/ in a 
year, at the summer solstice. Then the head of 4 
the shadow during/ the rest of the time will be 5 
toward the north. The terrestrial equator is among 
the localities having two shadows,/ and the noon 6 
altitude at it will always be the complement of 
the solar declination. When the altitude is/ known 7 
the ascendant also will be known, from what has 
preceded. 

This is the true law, supported by proof. 8 
He who transgresses it,/ verily he forsakes preci- 9 
sion in favor of simplification and approximation, 
like the Indians, and they/ extract it by extremely 10 
weak operations. 

What I heard about than is that they find 11 
a number associated with/ each latitude, differing 12 
for different (localities), which they call [as- 

tarki?] and it, for the region of Sind,/ whose lat- 13 
itude is less than thirty parts, is thirty-six; 
and for the region of Lahore,/ whose latitude is 14 

about thirty-two, is thirty-eight, as though it is 
the minutes (of daylight) of/ the longest day,// f.211b 
or perhaps it exceeds it by one minute. They 

subtract from it/ the minutes of the assumed day, 16 
and multiply the second (i.e. the latter) by the 
minutes of the night of that day,/ and we divide 17 
the result by the minutes of that day, and there 
comes out_the digits of the noon shadow. 

Abu Sacld al-Sizjl explained that he noticed 18 
that some of the Indians multiply/ six by six and 19 
(thus) obtain the base for Sind, and it is the 
longest day. Then they multiply/ the difference 93:1 
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between the longest day and the assumed day, in 93:1 
minutes, by five,/ and divide the result by four, 2 
and he claims that the result will be the noon shad¬ 
ow and this is/ what most of them do about it. 3 

However, a minority of them follow in their 4 
zijes the true (method) as we/ explained, but it is 5 
difficult to demonstrate that a method is false be¬ 
cause/ what is invalid cannot be correct except by 6 
chance, and such/ coincidences are found here and 7 

there. 
Among such (methods) is what is said about 8 

it that it is by doubling the solar declination. 
If the declination is/ southerly its double is di- 9 
vided by fifteen, and what results is added to fifty- 
seven,/ and so the result of that will be, after 10 
addition or subtraction, the noon shadow./ Simi- 11 
lar to this is what is in the zij of AbH *A§im 
cIs5m the freedman of KhLallid1 b. Barmak about it,/ 
and it is that he said,/ 12 

"Take for each part of a northern declination 13 
thirteen and two-thirds minutes, and subtract that 
from the/ shadow of Aries for your locality. What 14 
remains is the shadow at noon/ on such and such a 15 
day. (But) [take]^ for each part of a southern dec¬ 
lination twenty-five/ minutes, and add that to the 16 
shadow of Aries for your locality and there results 

the noon shadow”. 
But what is even more [crude]® than this is 17 

their saying, "Subtract the time-degrees of the day- 
arc/ from two hundred and sixteen always, and divide 18 
what remains by five and a quarter, and retain what 
comes out./ Then divide the difference between the 19 
day-arc and a hundred and eighty by eighteen,/ and 94:1 
what comes out, add it to the retained quantity, and 
there results the noon shadow.” These things/ re¬ 
sult from experience valid for one (particular) po- 2 
sition but not another, nevertheless both of its 
parts were taken as universally (valid). 

^Text ; read 
^Text ; read as in the MS. 
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However, as to the statement of some of 94:3 
them, "Divide by the sine of the noon altitude/ 
nine hundred and seventy-five, and multiply what 4 
results by itself, and subtract from it/ forty- 5 
two and a quarter. Take the (square) root of 
the remainder, and it will be feet of the/ noon 6 
shadow", it does not belong to this type, but 
rather it is the enunciation of a valid rule. 

That is because it has been made evident 7 
that the ratio of the sine of the altitude to the 
total sine is as the/ ratio of the gnomon to the 8 
cosecant, and the product of the total sine by the 
gnomon does not/ change its value. So if the to- 9 
tal sine is a hundred and fifty, and the gnomon 
is six/ and a half, the number resulting from the 10 
®Plication of one of the two by the other is 
the number which is supposed/ to be divided by the 11 
sine of the altitude. The result of it will be 
the hypotenuse of the shadow (cosecant), the legs 
(of the right triangle) being/ the gnomon and the 12 
desired shadow. 

THE SEVENTEENTH (CHAPTER) 49:13 

ON THE EQUINOCTIAL SHADOW FOR ANY LOCALITY 14 

The equinoctial shadow is the noon shadow 15 
when the sun is/ in the first (point) of the sign 16 
of Aries, or the first of the sign of Libra, and 
thus it is one of the noon shadows, with the/ con- 17 
dition that (the sun) have no declination. When 
this is the case it will be the cotangent of the 
complement of/the local latitude, the equatorial 18 
shadow. 

That is why al-NayrizI and Yaequb b. Tar.iq 19 
said, concerning its determination, "Multiply the 
sine/ of the latitude of the locality by the gno- 95:1 
mon, and divide the result by the cosine of the lo¬ 
cal latitude, and there results/ the equatorial 2 
shadow". 

There is some doubt as to the words of 3 
Yacqub, because he calls the sine a straight chord,/ 
just as in the words of al-Battanl who calls sines, 4 
chords so that he halves them/ by bisection. With 5 
regard to this shadow, its magnitude can be obtained 

by observation, so that/ it replaces the local lat- 6 
itude. Indeed, the Indians delimit localities by 
it, as we delimit them/ by means of their latitudes. 7 

Concerning it al-Kindi has a detailed state- 8 
ment in which he says "The shadow of the head of 
Aries/ is shorter than the shadow of the head of 9 
Libra.// And the shadows from-two opposite f.212a 
places/ in the signs are unequal except at five 10 
degrees of each of the signs,/ Virgo and Pisces". 11 
The meaning of his saying is similar to what we 
pointed out due to the differences/ in the distances 12 

of the sun from the earth. 
Let ABGD (in Figure 26)-1- be the meridian 13 

circle with center e/ which is the (center of the) 14 
universe, and EZ is the common part between its 

^In the text figure, on p.99 and out of order, c 
is missing. 
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Figure 26 

plane and the plane of the celestial equator./ 95:14 
And we mark off el (as) the mean distance of the 15 
sun from the earth, and because the apogee,/ in 16 
the opinion of Ptolemy, according to him (al-Kindl), 
is at five and a half degrees of Gemini, hence/ 

the first (point) of Aries is between the mean dis- 17 
tance and the apogee, and its distance from the 
earth (there)/ is greater than the mean distance. lg 
Let it be EK. In like manner the first of/ Libra 96:1 
will be between the mean distance and the (point) 
opposite to the apogee, and its distance from the 
earth (there) is/ less than the mean distance. 2 
Let it be EM. However, at the position where/ the 
gnomon is ET, the shadow at each one of the two 3 
points/ K (and) M will be TY, constant in amount, 4 
and it is necessarily existent/ and perceptible. 5 

140 

But al-Kindi in his reference to the 96:6 
variation of the shadow at the two (points) takes/ 
the gnomon as EH, and he passes from the two points 7 
K (and) M at its head the two rays/ KHS (and) MHO. 8 

Thus the shadow varies at the two/ (above-)mentioned 9 
points by the amount so. But that is the result 
of fancy regarding the orbit of/ the sun. For EL, 10 
according to Ptolemy, is a thousand and a hundred 
(read two hundred) and ten times the/ radius of the 11 
earth. Can anyone tell me how many times the gno¬ 
mon^ this will be? But/ the two mean distance (po- 12 
sitions) are not at all far distant from the equi¬ 
noxes, especially by/ our time. The amount MK com- 13 
pared to EL is insignificant, and will not be no¬ 
ticed in the/ solar orbit, because of the minute 14 
amount of the earth’s radius and the double (of 

the distance)/ between the center of the pareclip- 15 
tic and the eccentric compared to its radius. But/ 
this situation is perceptible for the lunar orbit 16 
because half the/ diameter of the earth is not so 17 
insignificant compared to its (the orbit's) radius, 
and (because of) the magnitude of the difference 
between its nearest/ and farthest distances. 18 

However, as for what is said (both) to the 97:1 
common people and the learned, that, "If the equa¬ 
torial shadow increases by/ a digit in the direc- 2 
tion of the Daughters of the Great Bear (Ursa 

Major), then it has risen by a hundred and twenty 
farsakhs,/ but if it increases by one digit in the 3 
direction of the inferior Suhayl it is depressed 
in it by the same amount”,/ it has come, I think, 4 

from some of the Manicheans, who have the idea that 
north (implies)/ elevation and that south (implies) 5 
depression and corruption. 

The first is due to (the fact) that travel 6 
on the earth is along arcs, and there is no relation/ 
between arcs and rectilinear (objects) such as 7 
chords or shadows. 

The corruption (i.e. depression ) of the 8 
second (occurs) when it (the shadow) increases to 
the limit and (then) decreases/ by receding from 9 
it, unless they consider the recession of the head 
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of the shadow a break for it in the southerly 97:9 
direction./ But the word increase (as used) by 10 
them is misleading in their interpretation of it. 

For this southerly increase is impossible 11 
in the inhabited part (of the earth) unless we 

assume/ for it a position to the south of the 98:1 

terrestrial equator. So let wMfc1 (in Fig¬ 
ure 25) be on/ the meridian, and WAY the com- 2 

mon part between its plane and the/ plane of the 3 
celestial equator. 

Figure 25 

Text j ; read as in the MS. In the text figure, 
for & read ^ ; for j read a ^ and Lr 
are missing. 

The center of the universe is A, and we 
assume WN, NF> (and)/ FC equal, each one cutting 98:4 
off on the earth a hundred/ and twenty farsakhs 5 
and representing them. However, as for the ter¬ 
restrial equator, on it the/ equatorial shadow dis- 6 
appears, and it will be (non-zero) at positions 
differing1 from it in latitude. So we extend/ NA 7 
along its length until AB// becomes equal to the f.212b 
gnomon. And we erect to it/ perpendicular BG. 8 
So it will be the equatorial shadow at latitude WN%/ 

we extend FA along its length until AE also be- 9 
comes equal/ to the gnomon, and we erect to it the 10 
perpendicular EDT, and it will become the equato¬ 
rial shadow at/ latitude w[F . We extend CA along 11 
its length until AZ becomes equal to the gnomon, 
and we erect to it the perpendicular ZHF, and it 
will become the equatorial shadow at latitude Wjc^. 

It is apparent that triangles ABG, AED, and 12 
AZH are equal, and so the [increments]^ of shadows 13 
BG, BK, and BM9 for arcs fw, WF, and WC, which/ have 
equal increments, are not equal. I mean that GK is 14 
not equal to/ KM because if we extend perpendicular 15 
GSL with GS (and) SL equal/ because of the equality 16 
of the two angles [G]AS4 (and) SAL, and if we extend 

SOf parallel to AfL, MO would be equal to OG, and so 17 
KG is/ smaller than KM, and so (the assertion) that 18 
the equatorial shadows differ by a digit in each hun¬ 
dred/ and twenty farsakhs is false, to the praise 19 
of God. 

2Text ; MS , 
^Missing in the text. 
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IKE EIGHTEENTH (CHAPTER) 99:1 

CN THE CORRECTTCN OF THE MERIDIAN DIRECTION 2 

BY TWD (EQUAL) SHADOWS, OR BY TWO EQUAL AZIMUTHS 

As to the Iconstruction]1 of a surface on the 3 
face of the earth parallel to the horizon, and level¬ 
ling and/ adjusting it, it is a matter which concerns 4 
the craft of plastering and whitewashing. The prac¬ 
titioners of it have instruments/ with plumb lines 5 
and weights which guide them in obtaining it. The 
coming to rest of a smooth sphere on any/ part of it 6 
(the surface), the uniform flow of water off it, and 
the even rolling of mercury on it/ are the most trust- 7 

worthy indications of its perfection and correctness. 

Let ABG (in Figure 27), under such circumstan- 8 
ces, be on the common part between the planes of the/ 
meridian and the horizon, so it will be the meridian 9 
line, and SEO, being/ on the common part between the 10 
planes of the celestial equator and the horizon, 
(will be) on the east-west line (lit. the line of/ 

the equinox). Let HDB be the day triangle, in which 11 
HD is the sine of the/ noon altitude and DB is the 100:1 " -- aj.Lit.uue ana UB is The 100:1 
(algebraic).sum of its cosine and [eJb2, the sine 
of the/ rising amplitude; and HB is the day sine. 2 
Let TKG'be the/ time triangle, and we join K (to) e. 3 

We extend it to y, unlimited. The shadow will 4 
be/ at EY, and its azimuth will be distant from the 5 
east-west line by the amount of the angle SEY J and 
from the meridian line by the amount of angle BEY. 6 
And we make angle/ qec equal to the angle SEY, and 7 
we extend CE/ until it intersects KM at [lJ3, 8 

2Text ; read as in the MS. 
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Figure 27 

We draw a perpendicular (through) L to AG, 100:9 
and we make angle [la'z]1 equal/ to angle k[g]t2 , 10 
and AfZ equal to [gOt2 and parallel to it. And we 
join Z (to) L./ And since ME is common to the two 11 
similar triangles KME (and) LMEj the two similar 12 
triangles LSE (and) KOE are equal. And because AlL/ 

(and) A'Z are equal to the corresponding (lines) dk 13 
(and) [G']T2, and the angles A' (and) G'are equal,/ 
hence the two bases KT (and) LZ are equal, and the 14 
one triangle is equal to the (other) triangle/ and 
similar to it, and the two parts of the shadow at 15 
the two times T (and) z are equal, and the altitude 
at them/ has the same amount because ZL (and) KT, 16 
their sines in the two of them are equal. But the 
shadow is linked with/ the altitude. And so the 17 
two shadows also are equal, and the distances of 
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the two times from/ noon are equal because KM 100:18 
(and) ml, their sines in the solar daily path, 
are equal. 

Hence the (time) past of daylight at time 101:1 
T will be equal/ to that remaining of it at time 2 
Z. And it.is known that when we obtain// two f.213a 
azimuths, in the two halves of/ the day, equidis- 3 
tant from mid(day), then the meridian line will 

necessarily be in the middle/ between them, just 4 
as EB is midway between the two azimuths EK (and) 

EL. There results the bisection of the/ angle KEL, 5 
or that the east-west line makes equal angles with 
the two,/ like KEO (and) LES. So there result by 6 

our construction EK and ELj equal. We join if (and) 7 
L and draw OS parallel to/ KL. And because the 8 
azimuth, the altitude, the shadow, the time past 
of the day(light), and the remainder/ of it are 9 
dependent on each other, and if all of them are 

in/ one direction from noon, of the two directions, 10 
east and west, and in one locality, and at/ one 11 
time, then they have fixed amounts, and/ will not 12 
change under similar conditions. So is the case 
(also) for differing directions from noon if/ the 
daily circle is (a single) one, or if the two 13 
daily circles are bounded by equal declination(s), 
there is concurrence in direction (from noon). 

Let, for example, ABGD (in Figure 28) be 102:1 
the plane of the horizon of an assumed locality,/ 
and on it is the meridian line, and BED 2 

the east-west line,/ and AS[gJ1 the circle of 3 
the meridian, and the zenith on it is s. 

We put/ on it and at a distance equal to the 4 
complement of the altitude some almucantar KOZ. 
The sun on it would be/ at point O. And we pass 5 
through it from point S a great circle,/ SOT. So 
OT will be the altitude of the sun, and TB (will 6 

be) the distance of its azimuth/ from the equinox. 7 
And we describe about Y, the pole of the celestial 
equator and at a distance YO,/ the complement of 8 
the solar declination, the small circle OL. And 

^Text ; read e*. 
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Figure 28 

OL will be, on the small circle, (the measure of) 102:8 
what has passed/ of the day, if the direcvion is east, 9 
or what remains of the day if it is westerly./ And 
LB is the rising amplitude of the sun or its setting 10 
amplitude. And since all points on the almucantar/ 
kOCzj1 determine altitudes equal to the altitude of 11 
or, hence all/ the daily circles which cut this al- 12 
mucantar will have its/ altitude, but at points other 13 
than point O. 

But parallel daily circles do not intersect, 103:1 
and the azimuth of TB will not be/ on this almucan- 2 
tar except at point 0, and thus (likewise) the circle 
LO. As for/ the shadow, it is known that its amount 3 
is determined by the amount of the altitude, and its 
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(the shadow’s) azimuth is the opposite of its 103:3 
(the altitude’s) azimuth./ And so if the shadow 4 
of the altitude OT is found in many daily circles, 
its azimuth for them will/ not be opposite to 5 
point T on the horizon, not even when the (time) 
passed is/ to the amount of LO. For, let C be the 6 
zenith of some other locality,/ and //Mtf1 is on 7 
its horizon. We extend COH, and the altitude of/ 
O will be on it, and it is OH, greater than OF. 8 
OF is/ greater than t[o[]2 because angle OTF is a 9 
right (angle), and (together) with/ the circle it 10 
(TO) will be less than OL. And so the altitude or 
cannot obtain at the locality/ c, except (if) on 11 
an almucantar equal to the almucantar KOZ. And 

so the circle/ through it will be smaller, and here 12 
Lis]'3 joined to the shadow, by its being added to/ 

the altitude. But one is not astonished at the 13 
shadow as he is astonished at the altitude because 
of (the fact that)/ the azimuth is determined once 14 
the shadow is determined, as well as the east-west 
direction together with/ the altitude only. 15 

And when it is asked and said, is it possi- 16 
ble, in a locality of known latitude, that/ the 
ascendant may be one thing at two different times, 17 
with two different positions of the sun,/ but its 18 
altitude in one direction// and of one amount, f.213b 
the usual way of answering/ is to hasten to deny 19 
its necessity, and the statement about it con¬ 
cerning shadows is that/ the ascendant and one 104:1 
of the two shadows will be equal in one of the 

quadrants of the horizon, but at two/ different 2 
times. 

In order to explain that, let ABGD (in Fig- 3 
ure 29) be the local horizon quartered by the 
lines of the (cardinal)/ directions. A is the 4 
east and B the south, and EZH half of the/ eclip- 

tic, with pole T. [F]4 will be the degree of the 5 
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Figure 29 

ascendant, and we draw TS,/ the circle of the 104:6 
latitude of visible climate. And S on it is the 
zenith, and we draw with it (as pole) the/ almu¬ 

cantar k[m]1. Its intersection with the ecliptic 7 
will be at (the points) K (and) Mf in one direc- 8 
tion, which is east in the example. Their alti¬ 
tudes,/ KN (and) ML are easterly and equal. And 9 
it is known that the sun, if it is at/ M, its 10 
elevation will be ML, perpendicular to the hori¬ 
zon, but if it is at/ K, its altitude will be KN, 11 
and the two are equal, because they are on a single 
almucantar,/ The ascendant at both times is one 12 
(and the same), and it is point E. And the sun 

in.between the two/ times will travel on the e- 13 
cliptic along the arc MZK. And if the/ almucantar 14 
were not the one intersecting the ecliptic on one 
side, but on the contrary on two (different) sides, 
like the almucantar/ OF, then the altitudes of the 15 
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sun at their two intersections, namely 0 (and) 104:15 
Y would be equal./ They (the altitudes ) would 16 
be OF.and YC, and the ascendant is the same, and 
what is between the two positions of the sun is/ 
greater than (in) the first (case). 17 

When the rising amplitude of the ascen- 105:1 
dant is southerly the two altitudes SL (and)/ 
KZ will be on the western side, as they were there 2 
on the eastern. But at their vanishing/ one of the 3 
two will be eastern and the other western neces¬ 
sarily , but we have no need of these special ca¬ 
ses,/ except that in which (it) will be in one 4 
place. 

As for the two equal altitudes, they are 5 
of no use to us except for/ the two equal azimuths 6 
which accompany them, and the shadow is the indica¬ 
tion for them. 

As for the two equal arcs of revolution, 7 
their utility is like the utility of the two equal 
altitudes/ only. The equality of the distances 8 
of the two times on the two sides of/ noon has no 9 
indication except the equality of the two altitudes 
or the equality of the motions in the two times./ 

J ( X:_ j _ ._ 
And (for determining) the equality of the motions, 10 
one resorts to the instruments with which time is 
measured/ by the outflow of water, or sand, or 11 
other substances having similar particles or by 
the inflow of/ water into them. The equality 106:1 
of the two altitudes (is determined) by obser¬ 
vation with the armillary sphere and the astro¬ 

labe (? al-$a£a*ih),/ or it is deduced from the 2 
shadow which is associated with it. Verily, if 
we observe the altitude with/ the proper instru- 3 
ments, both morning and evening, we can determine 
the line/ midway between the two azimuths of the 4 
shadow, and this will be the meridian line. If 
we observe the two equal shadows,/ that would be 5 
the operation known as that with the Indian circle, 
and indeed it is related/ to them, because (it is) 6 
in the Arkand Zij, and the zljes of the Indians, 
and their computations, and such things were the 
first to enter/ the domain of Islam. Its cons- 7 
truction is to set up the gnomon perpendicular to/ 
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a plane surface made parallel to the horizon, 106:8 
such as the gnomon AB (in Figure 30) and we de¬ 

scribe about/ center A and at any distance desired 9 
a circle, the wider and the greater the circumference/ 
the more accurate would the operation with it be. 10 

Then we observe the shadow in the first 11 
half// of the day, and it is extended in the f.214a 
direction of/ the west, decreasing until it enters 12 
the circle. And the place of its entrance is 
marked/ on the circumference. Let it be, for 13 
example, [tf]1. Then we observe in the other half 
of the day,/ and it increases, extending itself in 14 
the direction of the east until it goes outside the 
circle at a point/ l>, for example. And thus are 15 
found two equal altitudes, and the meridian is/ 
necessarily between the two. We join H (to) D by 16 
a straight line. Then either we bisect/ chord HD 17 
at E, or arc HD at T, or we complete them/ to a 
whole circle at Z and we join from center A to any 18 

Z 

T 
Figure 30 
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of the midpoints/ Z, E, or T, or (we connect) 106:19 
all of them by the line ZT. And so the meridian 

line will bisect/ angle HAD, But Pulisa the 107:1 
Greek and Vijayanandin of Benares describe about/ 
both H (and) D and at a distance HD a circle, and 2 
we join the head of the/ resulting fish-shaped 3 

figure.from the intersection of the two circles, to 
its tail. And that line will be along ZT, 

Then., if we want, we extend for the east- 4 
west line either a perpendicular from A/ to ZT or 5 
a diameter from the midpoint of one of the two 
halves, ZDT (or) Z[if]r-*-./ And if we desire, after 6 
obtaining ZT and HZ we erase the remaining (lines) 
and.we describe about/ center H, at any distance we 7 
desire, a circle, and its diameter which is along/ 
ZT, will be the meridian line, while that which is 8 
along line HD, will be the east-west line./ How- 9 
ever, the approved amount for the gnomon for this 
operation is that whose shadow in/ the winter will 10 
be shorter than the half-diameter of the circle in 
aH_inhabited (regions), lest its length be incon¬ 
venient/ and fail to reach the circle, and it 11 

passes from the western region to the eastern 
region/ outside of it. 12 

Ptolemy limited the inhabited parts on the 13 
north by an island, [Thule]2,/ claiming that its 14 
latitude is sixty-three parts. And the complement 
of its latitude will be/ twenty-seven parts. The 15 
altitude of the first point of Capricorn there is 
three.parts and a quarter and a sixth of a/ part. 16 
The digits of its shadow will be two hundred and 
one and a quarter digits. That is/ sixteen and 17 
three quarters times the gnomon. And when the 

half-diameter of the/ circle is made more than 18 

seventeen times the gnomon, the end of the shadow 

^uite) distant,/ and the matter becomes 19 
[difficult] 

however, we say that the nations in whom 108:1 
we find/ enough humanity to notice the virtue of 2 
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considering (religious) codes and who rejoice 108:2 
zealously in science are/ those whose abodes do 3 
not exceed forty-eight parts of latitude, and the 
complement of/ this latitude is forty-two parts, 4 
and the altitude of the first point of Capricorn 
at it is/ eighteen parts and a quarter and a sixth 5 
of a part. The digits of its shadow are thirty- 
six digits/ and three tenths of a digit-*-, and that 6 
is close to three times the gnomon. And so it is 
evident/ that if the gnomon is made equal to an 7 
eighth of the diameter the shadow would not fail 
in this latitude/ at the winter solstice, from 8 
penetration into the circle. Had it not been for 
the nation known/ as the Bulgars, who are Muslim 9 
and are located quite far to the north, a lati¬ 
tude off forty-five would have sufficed, and a 10 
gnomon equal to a sixth of a diameter (likewise). 

Abu Bakr Muhammad b. cUmar b. al-Farrukhan 11 
tries to use, in his zij,/ a sixth of a diameter 
once, and half a sixth another time. And he 109:1 
who understands his rule, which/ we presented (be- 2 
fore, finds that he) takes for every locality an 
amount for the gnomon which he continues to use,/ 
but he might use, for what he mentions concerning 3 
the Indian circle, another (amount, or method?). 

It is that we [erect]2 perpendicular AB (in 4 
Figure 31) to a plane parallel to the horizon, and 
at its/ head a ruler [gz]3 is made to turn about 5 
in all the regions// parallel to the horizon,/ f.214b 
and at its end G (is) a sight GE9 (and) attached 6 
to its base a plumb line [GhM^f whose [pointed]^ 7 
end touches the face of the earth. Then the rul¬ 
er is rotated in the morning until/ the eye of 8 
the sun is opposite the sight which shades the 
middle of the ruler. It is as though the shadow 
at that time/ was [G]Z. And we mark the position 9 
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°f the end of the plumb line m on the ground/ 109:9 
and it is k. Then, in the evening we rotate *it 10 

until the sun's eye is also opposite the target,/ 

and we observe the shadow of the target until it 11 

reaches Z. We mark at that time the position of 
the end of the/ plumb line on the ground; let it 12 

be T. And by determining the two points K (and) 
T/ verily we have singled out two of the azimuth 13 
lines through the center, the two equal lines AT 

(and) AfC/ corresponding to two times at which the 14 

solar altitude will be equal. We join K (to) r,/ 

and we construct on KT an equilateral triangle KTH, 15 
and we 30m/ a (to) ff, thus dividing angle KAT 16 
into two halves. But noon is between/ these 

two times, and its line is the middle one between 17 

the two azimuths. And so AHl is the meridian 109:18 
line. If it happens that points Kf A, (and) T 

are on/ one straight line, the operation would be 19 
for the time when the altitude has no azimuth (i.e. 
when the sun rises due east). 

We may make a balance sidewise on its hor- 110:1 
izontal ruler (*amid) which will control/ the shad- 2 
ow of the tongue. Then we weight its two pans 
with two equal weights so that the ruler is adjust¬ 
ed/ parallel to the horizon, and we observe at some 3 
time during the first half of the/ day the shadow 4 
of the tongue so that its end reaches along the 
middle of the vertical (? *amud). We mark the end 
of the/ shadow, and at the two points of tangency of 5 
the bottoms of the pans with the plane of the ground, 
and that is why/ the two pans are made in the shape 6 
of a cone so that the eye can determine the two 
points/ (above-)mentioned. And if we join them 7 
there will result/ the position of line AT (in Fi- 8 
gure 32). The operation is like this (also) after 
noon, and we observe/ so that the end of the shadow 9 
of the tongue comes at the middle of the vertical, 
like the first amount/ marked on it. 
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We mark also at that time the two places 110:11 
of tangency of the pans on the ground, and we join/ 

the two points of tangency,and there results the 12 

position of line KA or one parallel to it. If/ 
the two latter points of tangency are O and C, 111:1 
then OC will be parallel to KA./ We extend both 2 
TA and oc until they intersect at [f]1,/ and [f]m2 3 
will be the angle bisector of OFT, the meridian 
line./ Also AS is the meridian line for the one 4 

locality. In the event that they are not/ far 
apart they will be parallel, although in fact they 5 

are/ great circles on the face of the earth inter- 6 

secting at the axis of the prime (i.e. celestial) 

sphere. Since they are perceived as/ straight lines, 7 

they are parallel on it, and each of them is, at a/ 
single locality, the meridian line for the gnomon 8 

set up at it, and that is what we wanted. 

When it happens that one (sic, read neither) 9 

of the two lines OC (and) KA intersect/ the exten- 10 
sion of line then that altitude at which 
the measurement was taken is the altitude/ which 11 

has no azimuth. And everything we explained for 

simplifying the operation is summed up as the/ 
objectives of the (operation with the) aforemen- 12 

tioned Indian circle.// f.215a 
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THE NINETEENTH (CHAPTER) 112:1 

CN THE CORRECTION OF THE MERIDIAN LINE 2 

It is evident from what has preceded with re- 3 
gard to the Indian circle, that operations with it are 
confined to a single/ almucantar. But it is not 4 
restricted to a certain almucantar and no other 
except by reason of the/ greatness or smallness 5 
(i.e. size) of the circle (which has been) drawn. 
And so, if the greatest of the almucantars,/ namely 6 

the horizon, is sought, the shadow at the time of 
sunrise extends infinitely. Thus we do not/ need 7 
(anything) but its intersection with the circumfer¬ 
ence of the circle. And when the sun sets/ the shad- 8 

ow extends infinitely also. The meridian line will 
be (midway) between the intersection of/ the two 9 

shadows with the circle because of the equality of 
the two distances from noon in (point of) percep¬ 
tion, without/ extreme precision, because the sun 10 

does not rotate with the motion of everything in a 
small circle parallel to the celestial/ equator, 
but by virtue of eastward motion it describes a 11 

spiral line/ because of which its rising amplitude 12 

for that day differs from its setting amplitude. 
And so we do not take its daily path (madar) as 
being/ parallel (to the equator) except for approxi¬ 
mation, and for restricting (ourselves) to percep- 13 
tion. 

The greatest difference between two (sue- 14 
cessive) points of intersection of this spiral and/ 
the almucantar will be at the horizon and around 15 
the times of the two equinoxes because of the mag¬ 
nitude of/ the difference in the declination, to 16 
the extent that on the day which is after the vernal 
(equinox) or before/ the autumnal it will be a bit 17 
more than a fifth of a degree. And on the day which 
is before the vernal (equinox)/ or after the autum- 18 
nal, a bit less than a fifth of a degree. It is > 



known that the duration (of the sun)/ above the 112:19 
earth increases the amount of this difference if it 
(the rate of change of the difference) were to re¬ 

main constant./ But it can decrease in amount 113:1 
simultaneously with increase due to the duration 
(of daylight), and equivalence of the two/ effects1 2 
at some northerly distance is known (to occur). 

When this (distance) is exceeded the decrease van¬ 
ishes and is overcome./ The difference continually 3 
decreases as the summer solstice is approached, 
until it becomes seconds/ without any minutes. 4 

However, in the southern half, the [dif- 5 

ferencej of the declination and the tarrying above 
the earth are/ both decreasing from (the time) of 6 
the autumnal equinox until the winter solstice, but 
they are increasing/ together in the quarter which 7 
follows it. The situation with the almucantars is 
the same, because every/ one of them has a share in 8 
this difference, but the distance of their inter¬ 
sections from/ noon, when it is least, this dif¬ 
ference will be less and more subtle./ The meridian 
line obtained by it will be nearer to its true pos¬ 
ition, and that is because it deviates from (cor¬ 
rectness)/ in accordance with the deviation of these 
two intersections from parallelism with the celes¬ 
tial equator. And so its/ southern end falls be¬ 
tween the south and the east so long as the sun is 
in the declining half/ from Cancer to the end of 

Sagittarius, and it falls between the south and the 
west if it/ is in the rising half, from the first 

(point) of Capricorn to the end of Gemini./ It can 
hardly be exactly at the very south except on a day 
on which the solstice occurs at/ noon. Inexactness 
in it evades perception on days in/ the vicinity of 
the two solstices, and that is because of the small¬ 
ness of the difference mentioned (above) which 
appears on the other (days) if one/ increases the 
circle used in the operation. 

I was making observations in Khwarazm in or- 
oerto determine the declination by (use of) shadows 
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with a circle/ whose diameter was fifteen cubits. 114:1 
The results were leading to impossibilities, and I 
was perplexed by it/ until I came upon the reason, 2 
namely the deviation of the meridian line and the 
east-west line from their (true)/ positions. So I 3 
corrected it and it became valid. 

Pulisa, in his siddhanta refers to this 4 
meaning, and the determination of the (time) passed/ 
of the day at each of two times: the entry of the 5 
shadow into the circle, and its going out from it./ 
He determines the true solar longitude at the two 6 

(times), extracts its declination, and prescribes 
the multiplication of the difference between the 
two declinations/ by the minutes of days between the 7 
two times, the division of the result by sixty, the 
multiplication of/ what results from the division 8 
by the radius in digits of the circle described on 
the ground,/ and the division of (that) result by 9 
the total sine. He claims that what comes out is 
the digits between the actual/ point of exit of the 10 
shadow from the circle and the point opposite// f.215b 
the point of entry,/ and it is the true point of 11 
exit, which will be to the south if the sun is in 
the descending/ half, and to the north if it is in 12 
the ascending half. 

But I think that in this operation there is 13 
a corruption on the part of the translator, for it 
requires/ that the ratio of this quotient to the 14 
difference between the two declinations shall be 
equal to the ratio of the minutes of days/ between 15 
the two times to sixty, for he knew that the devia¬ 
tion of the line/ joining the point of entry of the 16 
shadow to its point of exit from parallelism with 
the east-west line is/ proportional to the difference 
in declination at the two times. According to this 17 
law it is necessary that/ this difference between 18 
these two times shall be to the change in declina¬ 
tion for that entire/ day as the minutes between 19 

the two times are to sixty. This requires the ex¬ 
traction of the position of/ the sun at the time 115:1 
of entry and its position after it by one complete 
day, and the declinations of these two positions./ 



Then we multiply the difference between the 115:2 
former two by the difference between the two times, 
and we divide the result by [sixty]1 and there 

comes out/ the desired difference in declination. 3 
But its determination from the two declinations 
at the solar positions/ for the times of entry and 4 
exit is easier and better, and that is Pulisa's 
operation where he satisfied himself/ with the 5 
difference between the two declinations, neither 
multiplying nor dividing by anything. Better/ 

than this would be to extract the azimuth of the 6 
sun at the two times, then to use the difference 
between them/ instead of the difference in dec- 7 
lination. 

i think that Pulisa was aware of the re- 8 
lation between azimuth and/ rising amplitude. His 9 
country is low in latitude, where the amounts of 
the declination and/ the rising amplitude are 10 
close (to each other), and so he approximated by 
taking the difference between the two declinations 
instead of (that) between the two azimuths. 

^Blank in the MS. 
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THE TWENTIETH (CHAPTER) 115:11 

CN THE EXTRACTION OF THE MERIDIAN LINE BY 12 

THE USE OF THREE SUCCESSIVE SHADOWS 

By virtue of what has been translated for 13 
us of the sayings of Brahmagupta, the son of Jisnu, 
that if three shadows/ are measured on one of the 14 
two sides, east or west,/ of one gnomon, and their 15 
ends are marked, and' if three circles are described 
about them intersecting each other, there result/ 
two fish(-shaped figures), one of them from the 16 
intersection of the first with the second and the 
other from the intersection of/ the second with 17 
the third. If the head of each one of them is 
joined to its tail and/ the two lines are extended 18 
in the direction of their intersection, and if 
(further) their point of intersection is joined to 
the/ foot of the gnomon, then this connecting line 19 
will be the meridian line. 

An example of it is that 2? (in Figure 33) 116:1 

is the foot of the gnomon and AE the longest of the/ 
three shadows, and EG the shortest of them, and 2 
EB the middle one of them, and the two fish(-shaped 
figures) resulting/ from the circles are DAHB (and) 3 
ZBTG.Their common chords are m (and) ZT,/ and 4 
the intersection of the two chords is JC. So KE is 
along the meridian line, and what results from/ 
these two fish(-shapes) is the extension of the 5 
two perpendiculars from the midpoints of the two 
lines/ AB and BG which are M (and) £. However, of 6 
the chords of the Circle, it is evident/ that these 7 

two intersect at the center of its diameter, (which 
is) supposed to be on the axis (sahm). But as for 
the chords of the hyperbola,/ it (the point of 
intersection of the perpendicular bisectors) will 
not fall on the axis except by chance. 

8 



Figure 33 

When I suspected the translator, I ob- 116:9 
tamed a strong impression of his ineptness for this 
operation, together with the confusion of/ ideas. 10 

An urgent need might arise for obtaining the meri- 
dian ime during one of the two halves of the day 

Uight) of a/ certain day, without waiting to ob- n 
serve the shadow in the other half; I changed over/ 

to an operation based on what is in the book (the) 12 
Analemma" of Diodorus. 

It is that we describe about center E and 117-1 
at a distance equal to the length// of the gno- f.216a 
mon/ a circle YMS (m Figure 34), (and we erect) 2 
a perpendicular EZ to AE. We cut off arc ZH/ 

equal to arc Mf, and arc TH equal to arc ins./ 3 

162 

Figure 34 

And we connect A (and) z, B (and) [ffD1, [g]2 117:4 

(and) y, and we describe about center A and at a 
distance/ AZ, and about center B and at a distance 5 

^Text £ ; read £ as in the MS. In the figure, j is 
missing in the text,restored from the MS. c5 is 
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BH two circles intersecting at/ O. We connect 117:6 
O (with) A, (and) O (with) B, and we describe about 
center O and at a distance/ GT9 arcFG And we 7 
extend the two lines CF (and) AB until they/ inter- 8 
sect at L. We join [G]1 (to) L, and we drop on it 
the perpendicular KE. It will be/ along the meri- 9 
dian line. 

Let the proof of the correctness (of this) 10 
be (that) the gnomon is ZE (in Figure 35). The tri¬ 
angles/ AEZ, BlE]z , and Eg]fz3 are triangles of the 11 
shadows at the times of/ the three observations. 12 
And AZ9BZ9 and ZEg]1 are their hypotenuses, and 

(they are) on the surface of the shadow cone/ whose 13 
vertex is the head of the gnomon. It is evident 
that the parts in common between the plane of/ any 
circle perpendicular to the axis of the shadow 118-1 
cone and between the plane of the (conic) section 
which/ is formed by the head of the shadow on the 2 
horizon (plane) will be parallel to the plane of 
the celestial equator, because/ the circle (is) 3 
parallel to it, and the axis of the (conic) section 
is the meridian line. And because Z is/ the ver- 4 
tex of the cone and the circle [GjFC1, the paral¬ 
lel (one) is at a distance of ZG, it is one of/ 
those circles which is parallel to the celestial 5 
equator. We drop two perpendiculars CS (and) FMf 

to the plane of the horizon and falling on the two 6 
lines AE (and) BE, and because AZ is greater/ than 7 
ZB, and CZ (and) FZ are equal, so AC is greater/ 
than BF. And the ratio of AC to CZ, I mean AS to/ 8 
SE9 is greater than the ratio of BF to FZ, I mean 
BM to/ ME. We extend ST parallel to AB, so the 9 

ratio of AS to/ SE is as the ratio of BT to TE. 10 

The ratio of BT to TE/ is greater than the ratio of 11 
BM to ME9 and so BT is greater than BM./ And angle 12 
ASM is part of angle AST. We make angle SAB/ com- 13 
mon (to both), and the two angles ASM and SAB are 
less than the two angles AST (and)/ SAB. But the 
two angles AST (and) SAB are equal to two right 

^Text £ ;read £ . 
gText j read 0 
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angles,/ and the two angles ASM (and) SAB are 118:16 
less than two right angles, and so the two lines 
SM (and) AB/ intersect in the direction of MB. 17 
Let them intersect at L. And because the two lines 
SL (and)/ AB are in the two planes CSMF (and) ACFB, 18 
hence L is along/ the common part. But CF also is 19 
in these two planes between the two,/ and so 119:1 
points C, F, (and) L are on a single straight line. 
But L is in/ the plane of the horizon and in the 2 
plane of the circle [G]FCr, and so it is on the/ 
common part between the two. And point G thus is 3 
in the plane of the horizon and this circle./ So 
line [gDl1 is along the common part between the two, 4 
and it is parallel to the celestial equator, and 
the/ meridian line is perpendicular to it. But 5 
point E is on this line, and so the perpendicular 
EK is/ the. meridian// line. f.216b 

Then we turn to the first figure, the cons- 7 
truction (figure), and we say that a[z]2, BH (and)/ 
LgIt-1 are hypotenuses of the shadow triangles, I 8 
mean (those) corresponding to AZ, BZ, and z[g]1,/ 
and that AO there is equal to AZ here and BO there 9 
is equal/ to BZ here. And their two bases AB are 10 
equal. So triangle ABO/ there is the triangle ABZ 11 
here, and the two lines (oc and) OB/ there equal the 12 
two lines ZC (and) ZB here./ And so OC in both of 13 
the two is one (line), and likewise AC and [b]f^. 
And the acute (triangles)/ CFB in the two are simi- 14 
lar, and their corresponding [sides]4 are equal, 
and CF/ intersects AB at L. 15 

And so the distance of the intersection from 
B for both of them is the same./ The point L in 16 

the two figures is the same, and the placing of [g].!1 
is similar. The/ assumption of one side (of the 17 
day) is not essential, but we should see to it that 
(we have) a longest/ and a medium (shadow) for 18 
what we did. For when two of them are equal the me¬ 
ridian line will bisect them,/ and it will bisect 19 
the angle which is bounded by them, whereupon the 
affair is reduced to (that of) the Indian circle. 
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THE TWENTY-FIRST (CHAPTER) 120:1 

CN THE EXTRACTION OF THE MERIDIAN LINE 2 

BY ANY CNE SINGLE MEASUREMENT WHATSOEVER 

Such a topic as this has many [aspects]1, and 3 
among them (i.e. the methods) is that we divide the 
circle laid out/ into three hundred and sixty equal 4 
parts; and each part is (sub-)divided to the amount 
possible in/ minutes, and a gnomon is set up on its 5 
plane, and we observe the direction of the sun’s 
rising at the/ rising of half its body from under 6 
the earth, or the direction of its setting at the 
sinking of/ half its body. That is that we observe 7 
the passage of the middle of the gnomon’s shadow 
across the circumference of the circle,/ and we put 8 
a mark on it. Then we compute the rising amplitude 

of the sun if we had obtained/ the mark for its ris- 9 
ing, or its setting amplitude if we had obtained it 
for its setting, and we determine/ its direction. 10 
Then we measure off from this mark its equal in the 
opposite direction. And it is evident that/ the 11 
position with which we finished is one of the two 
ends of the east-west diameter, and the diameter 
perpendicular to it/ is the meridian line. Another 12 
(method) is that we suppose a number for the azi¬ 
muth whose occurrence is possible/ on that day. 13 
Then we extract for it the amount of the shadow, and 
we describe about the base of the gnomon/ and at 14 
the distance of that shadow a circle, [and]2 we 
observe the shadow of the gnomon at its entry or 
exit from/ this circle. When its end reaches its 121:1 
circumference we extend the diameter passing 
through the middle of/ the shadow to the circum- 2 

ference of the graduated circle, and we measure off 
from the end (an amount) equal to that/ azimuth (in 3 

2Text ; read as in the MS. 

Text ; read ^ as in the MS. Lines 15 through 19 
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a direction) opposite to (its) direction, and it 121:3 

also will fall at one of the two ends of the east- 
west diameter. 

Another (method) is that the graduated circle 4 

be ABG (in Figure 36), with / center E and EB perpen- 5 
dicular to the diameter AG, and we assume on it/ 

e<lua^ to the latitude of our locality and 6 

LGJZ equal to the declination of the sun/ at the 7 
time (in question). We ioin D (to) E, and we ex¬ 
tend ZH parallel to [g3e ,/ and we draw ET equal to 8 

W/. We extend TK parallel to/ EB, and KLM f. 217a 
parallel to [<?]* ; and MS parallel to/ BE. And we 10 
3om L (to) s and cut off EO to the amount of the 
gnomon set up/ at E. We extend OF parallel to ls, n 
and we describe about E/ and at a distance [E]3f a 12 
circle. We observe, in one of the two halves of 

3 

Figure 36 
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BlGEl1/ (and) [b]t[z]2 are equal to the lati- 122:8 
tude of the locality. And so the ratio of ED to 
EG will be as the ratio of the/ cosine of the lo- 9 
cal latitude to the total sine, I mean the ratio 
of the sine of angle G/ to the sine of the right 10 
angle D.. And the ratio of ZT, the sine of the ris¬ 
ing amplitude,/ to ZH the sine of the altitude, is 11 
as the ratio of the sine of the local latitude to 
its/ cosine, I mean the sine of angle H9 to the 12 
sine of angle t. 

When we make the construction figure [gz]3 13 
will be the declination of the sun, and/ GD the 14 
complement of the latitude of the locality, (and) 
ET, I mean EH, is the sine of the rising amplitude./ 
And TK9 the sine of the altitude having no azimuth, 123:1 
the ratio of ET to it/ is as the ratio of the sine 2 
of Bg, the latitude of the locality, to the sine of 
CgDb , its complement. And/ LE equals KT and so SE 3 
is the cosine of this altitude, and the ratio of the/ 
sine of the whole altitude to its cosine is as the 4 
ratio of the gnomon to its shadow at that time,/ and 5 
the ratio of LE to ES is as the ratio of to EF. 

And verily/ we supposed that oM5 equals the gnomon, 6 
and EF is the shadow of this altitude. 

It is known that if (this actually) takes 7 
place (at the time of) the observation it would be 
along the/ east-west line, since it has zero azi- 8 
muth. But this is [familiar?]6 as being/ a part- 9 
time (phenomenon) because it does not occur for 
southern declinations, but only for northern decli¬ 
nations./ Similarly, what comes before it (the 10 
operation) is restricted to a certain time of the 
day, the occurrence of which/ is to be watched 11 

carefully. But perhaps the meridian line is required 
immediately, there being no/ time for waiting. 12 
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Therefore we work out an operation for any time 123:13 

whatsoever, without/ waiting for another. 
Let the position of the shadow at it be EG 14 

(in Figure 38) and we extend it in two directions/ 
along its own length so that there results from it, 15 
in the graduated circle, the diameter AB. We erect 
to it/ perpendicular ED equal to the gnomon, and we 16 
join DGy and we make GZf equal to the radius AB, and 17 
we pass through point Z line [tfjZL1/ parallel to AB, 18 
and we join E (to) K (which will be) equal to the 
noon shadow, and we extend/ KDL. We drop two per- 19 
pendiculars HT and [L]AT to AB, and we describe 
about/ center E and at a distance EM the semicir- 124:1 
cle MOS in a/ direction opposite to the time, I mean 2 
that if it is before noon, then (it will be) in the 
direction of the motion of/ the sun, which is the west. 3 

) 

Figure 38 
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But if it is after it (i.e. noon), then (it will 124:3 
be) in a direction against the motion of the sun,/ 
which is east. We extend// TO tangent to the f.J217b 
circle MOS at O,/ and we extend through its (point 5 
of) tangency EOC. It will be along the/ meridian 6 
line. 

Its proof is that, the ratio of DE9 the gno- 7 
mon, to EG, its shadow at the time,/ is as the ratio 8 
of the sine of the altitude to its cosine, I mean 
the sine of the angle G to/ the sine of the angle 9 
EDG. And so AH is the altitude at the time if the 

semi-/circle AHB is imagined (as being) perpendicu- 10 
lar to the plane of the horizon, and TE is the co¬ 
sine of this/ altitude, and at its position. But if 11 
the semicircle AHB is/ the meridian circle, and it 12 - ■  '—to , auu jl L JLZ 

is supposed that EK is the noon shadow, KDL would 
be on/ the common part between the plane of the 125:1 
small circle and the meridian plane, and the angle 
K/ equals the complement of the latitude of the 2 
locality. So triangle KLM is the time triangle in 
amount, (but)/ not in position, because AEB is not 3 
on the line of the meridian, and (because) the side 
parallel/ to it in this triangle is not KM, It is 4 

known that the cosine of the altitude is the hypot¬ 
enuse of the triangle having as legs/ the two lines 5 
in the horizon plane, from the foot of the vertical 
dropped from the/ altitude, perpendicular respec- 6 
tively to the meridian and the east-west lines. The 
one of (these) two extending/ to the east-west line 7 
is called the argument of the azimuth, and EM is 
equal to it. So OT is/ the other one extending to 8 
the meridian line, because ET as it is, is the hy¬ 
potenuse of the right triangle of which the two 

are legs./ But TMO is perpendicular to EOC because 9 
it passes/ through the center to the (point of) tan- 10 
gency. So line EOC is the meridian line/ which we 11 
sought.1 

XText ; MS uua, . 
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THE TWENTY-SECOND (CHAPTER) 125:12 

CN THE AMOUNTS OF THE DAY AND NIGHT, AND 13 

THE [DIFFERENCES]1 OF THE ASCENSIONS 

It is evident to one who is acquainted with 14 
the shape of the universe that variation in longi¬ 
tude between/ east and west has no effect except in 15 
the difference of rising or setting proportionate 
to that/ variation; and that the other differences, 16 
in rising and setting amplitudes, and the differ¬ 
ences in/ noon altitudes and shadows, and the 17 
difference between daylight and night, and suchlike 
things,/ are of those which are caused by variation 18 
in latitude between north and south. 

Each one of the peoples follows, for the 19 
determination of positions, (a method) other than 
that/ followed by the others. Among them are 126:1 
those who determine it by the altitude of the north 
pole, which is equal to the (terrestrial) latitude, 
and/ others determine it by the hours of the longest 2 
day in them (i.e. in those places), as was done for 
the division of the climates. 

Among them are those who use for it the 3 
farsakh, and other units by which/ distances are 4 
measured. 

Also among them are those who determine at 5 
it (the place) the shadow of Aries. It is the noon 
shadow on the day/ of equality (of day and night) 6 
[associated with]2 the complement of the latitude. 
Verily the daylight, throughout the whole year for 
one place,/ differs from the night because of the 7 
difference in rising times, in a manner related to 

the difference of the noon shadow at it. Along 
these lines/ the Indians operate in their use of the 8 
shadow for determining times. 
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Thus spoke Brahmagupta in the Brahmasid- 126:9 
dhanta, "To determine the equation of daylight/ 
multiply both the sine of the declination of the 10 
star and the total sine by themselves (i.e., square 
each),/ and take the (square) root of the differ- 11 
ence between them. It will be half the diameter 
of the daily path of the star./ Then multiply the 12 
sine of the star’s decimation by the equatorial 
shadow, and divide what results by/ twelve and 13 
multiply what results by the total sine, and di¬ 

vide the result by/ the radius of the star’s daily 14 
path. . What results is the sine; find its corre¬ 
sponding arc and it is, (in) pranas,/ the equation 15 

of daylight’’. Convert it into [ Vinadi Js1 by di- 
viding by six. Each sixty Cvlna^ljs1*/ is a Igha- 16 
$ljz. [Vijayanandin33 did the same, but he brought 
together the two multiplications, as well as/ the 17 
two divisions. And so he said, "Multiply the ra¬ 
dius of the sun’s daily path by the gnomon, and di¬ 
vide by/ the result the product of the equatorial 18 
shadow and the sine of its declination, then (mul¬ 
tiply) by the total sine,/ and there comes out the 19 
(sine of the) equation in minutes of the day". 

The proof of this (is as follows): Let 127:1 
ABG (in Figure 39) be the meridian,/ and AG the 2 
part in common between its plane and the plane of 
the horizon, and BEH// / the part in common f.220a^ 
•between it and the plane of the celestial equator, 
whose pole is r. And let/ the common part be- 4 
tween the planes of the meridian and of the star’s 
daily path be/ km9 and extend TE. SM will be the 5 
sine of the equation of daylight in/ the daily 6 
path, and we make EZ, the perpendicular to AG 9 

equal to the gnomon, and we extend/ ZH parallel to 7 
AG. It will be the equatorial shadow. We drop per¬ 
pendicular/ upon TE, and because AB is the 8 

IT" ~ 
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complement of EgJt1, so the two triangles/ BED 127:9 
and ELG will be similar and equal, and triangle MSE 

will be similar to both of them./ So the ratio 10 
of MS to SE will equal the ratio of HZ to ZE, 
but se/ is the sine of the declination, and EK is 11 
the total sine, it being the hypotenuse of a right 

triangle of which it (i.e., SE) and SK are legs./ 
SK is the cosine of the declination, it being what 12 
is called the radius/ of the star's daily path, 13 
and its ratio to SM equals the ratio of the total 

sine, I mean BE,/ to what corresponds to it along 14 
the radius of the sphere. This is the transfor¬ 
mation, I mean transforming (the units of)/ SM 

from a unit in which SK is the total sine. Thus 15 
is the sine of/ the equation of daylight made known, 16 
and this is exactly what Ya«qub b. fariq explained/ 
in the book "On Causes" (Kitab al-*ilal). 17 

For he said, "Take the reversed chord of the 18 
distances of the end of each (zodiacal) sign (from 
the equator) and subtract it from/ 3438, and there 19 

Figure 39 
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will remain the chord of the hoop of the sign’s 127:19 
daily circle, and multiply the straight chord of 
this distance/ by the equatorial shadow, and di- 128:1 
vide the result by the digits of the gnomon. Mul¬ 

tiply what results by/ 3438, and divide the result- 2 
ting amount by the chord of the hoop of the sign's 
daily circle. That which comes out,/ make it an 3 
arc, and it is the excess for Aries, and the de¬ 
ficiency for Virgo". This is because the/ straight 4 
chord to him is the ordinary sine, and the reversed 
(chord) is the versed (sine), and this/ (above-) 5 

mentioned number is the minutes of the total sine 
according to [Aryabhata]1, and the chord of the hoop/ 
of the sign's daily path is the cosine of its dec- 6 
lination, I mean half the diameter of its daily 
path, and the distance of the/ sign is its declina- 7 
tion, and the (above-)mentioned excess and defi¬ 
ciency refer to the differences between a/ right 8 
ascension and an (oblique) ascension for the lo¬ 
cality. 

Since the arc sine comes out for him in 9 
minutes,/ he claims that the result is in pranas, 10 
that is "respirations", because with the Indians, 
adjusted ones (respirations) are equal to/ a revolu- 11 
tion of minutes of equatorial time-degrees, and 

each six time-degrees make a lghapl3^ t/ I mean 12 
one of the minutes of the day, whose seconds are 
called Cvxnadij^, but/ the common people among 129:1 

them call them [jfashaha (for Sanskrit casaka), and 
also jakahaT. 

. # Al-Khwarizmi set up a table in his zlj call- 2 
mg it the "Differences of the Ascensions/ for 3 
the Earth", and m it opposite each degree (is a 

number) which if multiplied by the equatorial shadow 
gives/ the sine of its equation of daylight, and 4 
that is the product of the sine of the declination 

of the degree divided/ by the cosine of its declina- 5 
tion, multiplied by a hundred and fifty seconds. 

^Text ; read fcXA^f as in the MS. 
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For an explanation regarding its truth, 129:6 
let AG (in Figure 40) be on the local horizon and Bl 

the ascension of a degree on it, and ZGD be of the 7 
meridian, and AEZ/ a quadrant of the celestial e- 8 
quatcr at G, and we extend from it two great circles 
DA and BE (DTA and DBE)./ So AE will be the equa- 9 
tion of daylight, and BE will be the declination of 
the degree,/ and BD will be the complement of its 10 
declination, and we extend great circle izlBT^, and 
BT will be/ what is called in our books a mean, and 11 
the ratio of the sine of [g]z2 to the sine of [GjD2/ 
equals the ratio of the sine of EB to the sine of 12 

BT. But the ratio of the sine of/ ZG, the altitude, 13 
to the sine of GD, its complement, equals the ratio 

of the gnomon to/ the shadow. And hence the ratio 14 
of the sine of EB to the sine of BT, equals the ra¬ 
tio/ of the gnomon to the equatorial shadow, and 15 

Figure 40 
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the ratio of the sine of BT// to the sine of BD/ f.220b 

equals the ratio of the sine of AE to the sine 129:16 
of DE, the quadrant. And verily the ratio/ of the 17 
equatorial shadow to the sine of ED, the total sine, 
is a compound (ratio), and if we equate the parts/ 
of the total sine and the parts of the gnomon, that 18 
equates the third and sixth of these six/ quantities, 19 
and it will be that the ratio of the shadow of Aries 
to the sine of BT equals the ratio of/ the gnomon 130:1 
to the sine of BE, and the ratio of the sine of BT 
to the sine of AE/ equals the ratio of the sine of 2 
DB to the sine of ED, that being equal to the gno¬ 
mon. And so by the equality/ of the disturbed ratio, 3 
the ratio of the shadow of Aries to the sine of AE 
will be equal to the ratio of/ the sine of DB to the 4 
sine of BE. If we multiply the equatorial shadow 

by/ the sine of the declination of the degree, and 5 
we divide what results by the cosine of its dec¬ 

lination there comes out (the sine of)/ the equation . 6 
of daylight. And if we advance the division, di¬ 
viding the sine of the declination by the cosine of 

the declination,/ there comes out the sine of the 7 
equation of daylight when (the quotient is) multi¬ 
plied by the shadow of the terrestrial equator. 
Hence.it/ is that which is placed opposite the de- 8 
gree in the table, in case the equatorial shadow is 
measured/ in (the same) parts as parts of the total 9 
sine, but it is measured by a scale (or gnomon) di¬ 
vided into twelve parts. So if/ the total sine is 10 
taken as sixty parts, then the gnomon will be a 
fifth of it, and hence/ it is necessary that the 11 
thing placed in the table be five times that divi¬ 
dend/ so that harmony will be achieved. 12 

But the total sine according to al-Khwarizmi 13 
is two and a half parts, so the gnomon is/ four and 14 
four fifths times it, and hence it is necessary 
that what comes out from the/ division of the sine 15 
of the declination by its cosine be divided by four 
and four-fifths/ in order that harmony be estab- 16 
lished. Division by four and four-fifths is the 
taking of a part of/ twenty-four parts of it, and 17 
everything which is required to be divided by twen¬ 
ty-four can be multiplied by a hundred and fifty 

seconds, I mean a part in twenty-four of sixty 130:17 
minutes,/ giving the desired (thing), and that is 18 
what we sought. 

In the book "On Causes" (KitSb al-^ilal) 131:1 
of Yacqub ibn T5riq (it says) multiply the equatorial 
shadow/ by the chord of the increment for Aries, 2 

namely the sine of its right ascension, and divide 
what results/ by the noon shadow in the position of 3 
the maximum ascension of the signs at the terres¬ 
trial equator,/ it being twenty-six digits and fif- 4 
ty-eight minutes, and we mean by that the equatorial 
shadow/ for the position whose latitude equals the 5 
inclination of the ecliptic. So there comes out the 
chord of/ the deficiency of the zone of Aries, and 6 
the increment of the zone of Virgo; make it an arc, 
and it will be the/ decrease for Aries and the in- 7 
crease for Virgo. 

The basis of this operation is that the ratio 8 
of the sine of the equation of daylight of the degree 
(of solar longitude) to/ the sine of its right ascen- 9 
sion equals the ratio of the equatorial shadow for 
the locality to/ the (shadow of) the complement of 10 
the inclination of the ecliptic, I mean the equato¬ 
rial shadow for the latitude which is equal to the 
inclination/ of the ecliptic. And so let us put 11 
down on the picture what we need for it, letting 
OBH (in Figure 41) be a quadrant/ of the ecliptic, 12 
and HK the inclination of the ecliptic, and HL be 
along the parallel of Cancer./ We extend DLM, and 13 
so LM will be the inclination of the ecliptic, and 
AM the equation/ of its daylight, and it is known 132:1 
what we will do concerning it later on. The ratio 
of the sine of AE to/ the sine of A[z]^ equals the 2 
ratio of the tangent of BE to the tangent of ZG, 
and the ratio of the/ sine of AZ to the sine of AM 3 

equals the ratio of (the tangent) of ZG to the tan¬ 
gent of/ LM. By the equality, the ratio of the 4 
sine of AE, the equation of daylight of the degree, 

to the sine of/ AM, the solsticial equation of day- 5 
light, equals the ratio of the tangent of e[b]^, 

jText ; read j . 
Text mj ; read 
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the declination of the degree, to the tangent 132:5 

ot/,LM> the inclination of the ecliptic. But the 6 

***** /f t?n8ent of eLbI1// to the tangent f.221a 
or UK,/ which is equal to LM, is the ratio of the 7 
sine of OE, the right ascension,/ to the sine of 8 
OLtfJ , the quadrant, and that is what we wanted to 
explain. 

There are found in the Indian zijes operations 9 

fZ ^ KeXtfCti°n °f the dif^ren=es of risings/ 

frtractede^S °f *5® SiifS by means of the shadows 10 
toe ifn„ ??'re t"es/ bY approximation, since 11 

no (llnear) relation between the shadows 
and their arcs themselves, but without their sines / 

titles Wl11 reiate i1: after introducing these quan- 12 
titles computed accurately for the assumed latitude / 
to be compared with their results in order to 13 

t™5vren?;LS!;e (between> the nearest of them to the 
truth and the most distant of them. 

^Text j j read 
Text { ; read ^ 

Let that latitude be twenty-four parts, and 133: 
the digits of the equatorial shadow/ at it 5,21 and 
the equation of the daylight of Aries, I mean, the 
end of it, 5;[13]^,/ and the equation of daylight of 
Taurus is 9;28, and the equation of daylight of Gemini 
is 11;12,/ and this is the compound (equation of 
daylight). 

However, as for the [differences]2 of the 
equation of daylight, of Taurus alone (it) is 4;15, 
and the equation of the/ daylight of Gemini alone 
is 1;44. The ascension of Aries in this latitude 
will be/ 22;40, and the ascension of Taurus 25;39, 
and the ascension of Gemini 30;29. 

Once these quantities are agreed upon we (go 
on to) say that they have a zij called the Khap- 
(Jakhadyaka/ of the works of Brahmagupta, and it is 
that which is known in our countries as the Arkand 
Zij./ It includes, concerning the equation of day- 1 
light, which they call [.caradalaj that we multiply 
the equatorial shadow,/ it being called [visuvac- 1 
chayar, by a hundred and fifty-nine, and we divide 
what results by/ sixteen, and there come out fala, 1 
(Sanskit pala),each ten of which is.a sas. and that 
is the equation of daylight/ of Aries....* Then we 1 
multiply this shadow also by ten and we divide the 
result by three,/ and there comes out the equation l1 
of daylight of Gemini, and thus if we compute it with 
the assumed shadow/ there comes out the equation of l: 
daylight of Aries as 5;19 and its ascension 22;34, 
and the equation of/ daylight of Taurus [4];2l6, If 
and its ascension 25;33, and the equation of day¬ 
light of Gemini/ 1;47, and its ascension 30;26. 1' 

The operation in the Indian copy is analogous II 
to this in that they mention in it/ the name pala, 1‘ 
this amount being among their weights of commodi¬ 
ties, and its [weight]? is/ fifteen dirhams,but 134:; 
it occurs in their astronomical texts along with 

^Text g. ; read * . 

2Text ; readj^u; . 

^Text j read as in the MS. 
5Text j MS ; read . 
gHere a clause has been omitted from the MS. 
yText £ ; read j . 

Text ; read Aif^as in the MS. 
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the equation, whereas sas/ is degree in Persian. 134:2 
It is their custom to use its parts as minutes/ of 3 
the day, and its seconds, but not time-degrees. For 
this reason there was put in the Indian copy/ the 4 
ascensions for those (units), they being, for the 
terrestrial equator, for Aries [4,38]1 (pala), and 
for Taurus [4,59] (pala),/ and for Gemini [5,23]3 5 
(pala). If these numbers are multiplied by six 
[minutes]4 there results for Aries/ 27;48 and for 6 
Taurus 29; [54]5, and for Gemini 32;[18]6, and those 

time-degrees/ are their ascensions in spheta recta , 7 
approximately. 

There is found from the Persian increments 8 
(of daylight), in some of the copies (of manuscripts) 
that the equatorial shadow,/ whenever it is five 9 
digits, then operate with it as is mentioned in the 

Arkand*/.but when it differs from it, then take for 10 
each digit of the excess eight minutes of an hour,/ 
and subtract it from what comes out for the ascen- 11 
sion if the excess is that of the shadow over the 

five/ digits, but add it to it if the excess is that 12 
of the five digits. This excess in/ our example is 13 
[0J;21', and its argument in hours is [0];2,48*7 if 
for each/ digit.and a half (we take) a fifth of an 14 
hour, and its time degrees are [0;0],427. If we 

subtract it from/ the ascension which resulted for 15 

us» it decrease by one minute approximately. 
This (following) operation is found/ in some of 16 
the books, to multiply the equatorial shadow by 
15[9] , and divide/ the result by 16, and subtract 17 
what comes out from 278, and divide the remainder 
by ten/, and there comes out the ascension for 18 
Aries. Then multiply the shadow by 65, and divide 

2Text ; read ^ . 
^T®^t ; read ^J 

^Missing in the text and MS. 
5Missing in the text. 
^Text ^ ; read . 
7Text ^ ; read £ . 

gText 8 ; read b as in the MS. 
Text > ; read . 
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the result by 8/ and subtract what results from 134:19 
299, and divide the result by 10, and there comes out 
the ascension/ for Taurus. (Next) multiply this 135:1 
shadow by 10, and divide the result by 3, and sub¬ 
tract/ what comes out from 323, and divide the re- 2 
mainder by 10, and what comes out is the ascen¬ 
sion// of Gemini./ This is precisely the first f.221b 
operation (except that) in it the excess is sub¬ 
tracted from the right ascension,/ then the re- 4 
mainder is transformed from seconds of days into 
minutes of time-degrees. 

The first (operation) itself is found in 5 
the Shahriyaran Zlj. In it the parts of the divi¬ 
sion are made/ 160, 30, (and) 80, and they are ten 6 
times the first so that the/ result is transformed 7 
into time-degrees. 

I encountered it in some of the commentar- 8 
ies in another form. It is to multiply/ the shadow 9 

of Aries by 114, and divide the result by 105, and 
there comes out the excess of Aries, but for Taurus/ 
multiply by 13, and divide the result by sixteen, 10 
and there comes out its excess, whereas for Gemini 
divide/ by three. If we take this into considera- 11 
tion in our example there would come out for the 
ascension of Aries 22;4,/ and Taurus 25;[33],1 and 12 
Gemini 30;26. 

It may be that with the two numbers of Taurus 13 
one hundred is found, whereupon its ascension would 
come out as/ 27;41. But the first is closer. And 14 
among the marvellous things is (the fact) that some 
foolish people attach to it an explanation/ of some- 15 
thing not in the original, such as its saying to 
multiply by 114 and divide by/ 150, because the 16 
first is the diameter of the heaven, and the second 
the total sine. If we make use of this/ reasoning 17 
of his, oh what a fool!, accepting it from it (the 
.text) the excess for Aries would come out in our 
example as/ [5;48,33]2, but if we computed by the 18 
hundred and fifty minutes, the excess for Aries 
would be// 4;3,[58]3, and its ascension 23;49. 

2Text is ; read £ . 
gText £ £ j ; read £ £ t . 
Text £ ; read £ , 
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It is said also in some of the commen- 136:1 
taries that if you have the excess for Aries, then 
multiply it by/ nine and divide by eleven, and there 2 
will result the excess for Taurus. Multiply it 
also by/ four and divide it by eleven, and there 3 
will result the excess for Gemini. If we operate 
thus/ for the excess of Aries in our example, which 4 
is 5;[19]1, the excess for Taurus will come out as 
[43;2l2,/ the excess for Gemini 1;[56]3. [Va- 5 

teSvara]1* prescribes in his zij known as the [jCara- 
VasSra/ to]5 multiply the equatorial shadow, for 6 
Aries by ten, and for Taurus by eight, and for 
Gemini/ by three and a third, and so the excess 7 
of Aries in it for our example will be 5;[21]6, 
and for Taurus/ 4;[16,48]7, and for Gemini, 1,47. 8 

But [Vijayanandinj8 prescribes in the Karapatilaka, 
which is "The [Best]3 of the/ Zljes", that the 9 
equatorial shadow, for Aries be multiplied by 
twenty, and for Taurus by sixteen,/ and for Gemi- 10 
ni by seven, and so there will result the excess 
of daylight in ghapls. 

In our example there will result (for) half 11 
of the excess of daylight after transformation into 
time-degrees,/ Aries 5;[21]8, Taurus 4;[16],4810, 12 
and Gemini [l] ;52,2lH. It is like what/ preceded, 13 
except as to the number for Gemini, for its frac¬ 
tion is greater by a sixth of a part. 

It is reported of Yalpaban (?) the Indian, 14 
to whom is attributed the well-known operation/ 
for the extraction of the chords of the circle, 15 
that one should set the equatorial shadow in three 
places,/ and in the first of them, subtract one 16 
(minute) out of each one hundred and sixty minutes, 

^Text JoJ ; read U* as in the MS. 
gText £ •; read j> . 
.Text ^ ; read . 

&Text jej ; MS ^_o ; read ^ A ^, . 

8 Text ; read <cr^i^Jras in the MS. 
7Text j ; read V as in the MS. 
8 Text U ; read £ j . 

gText ; MS U* ; read . 

Text ; read as in the MS. 
10 
llTeXt*^ » read as in the MS. 

I missing in the text; present in the MS. 
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there remaining the excess for Aries./ In the 136:17 
second of them, subtract three minutes out of 
each ten minutes, there remaining the excess for 
Taurus./ In third of them subtract three, there 18 
remaining the excess for Gemini. According to this 
in/ our example the excess for Aries will be [5;19]1 19 
and the excess for Taurus 3;45, and the excess for 
Gemini/ 1;47. And because the excess for Taurus 137:1 
differs from what preceded, he subtracts out of 
each ten/ minutes two minutes. There results as 2 
the excess for Taurus 4;17. And there is found 
also in this connection/ that the (equatorial) 3 
shadow at noon is increased by a third and a fifth 
of a third of the equatorial shadow, and/ there 4 
results the base. Then this base is subtracted 
from [thirty]2, leaving the ascension for Aries, 
and it is increased by/ one fifth the double of 5 
the base, giving the ascension for Taurus, and 
this fifth is added to the ascension for/ Taurus, 6 
giving the ascension for Gemini. 

I suppose that what is intended by the 7 
extraction of the base is to add to the noon equa¬ 
torial shadow/ a third of it and a fifth of its 8 
third, since there is no place for the noon shad¬ 
ow on the other days/ as far as this is concerned, 9 
otherwise there would be for each day a new ascen¬ 
sion./ // If the intention is what we have f.222a 
supposed, then the base would come out in our 
example as 8;12,12,/ and the ascension of ^ries 11 
[21];47,48,3 and the ascension of Taurus 25;4,[41]4,/ 
and the ascension of Gemini 28;[21,34]5. 12 

There is found in some of the books of the 13 
Persians another operation, which is this. It is 
said, "Subtract/ the equatorial shadow from the 14 
right ascensions for Aries, but increase by it for 
Virgo,/ Then subtract from the equatorial shadow 15 
two digits and a half and a third, and subtract 
what remains/ from the right ascensions for Taurus 16 
and increase by it for Leo. Then subtract from 

2Text ; read L s as in the MS. 
gText ; read . 
^Text } ; read Y as in the MS. 
^Text ; MS kj ; read L . 
Text j i ; read ^ X ; MS j . 
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THE TWENTY-THIRD (CHAPTER) 138:14 

the equatorial shadow/ three digits, and subtract 137:17 
the remainder from the right ascension for Gemini,/ 
but increase by it for Cancer, and there will result 18 
the ascensions of these signs for the locality in 
question". 

In our example we will obtain for the excess 19 
of Aries 5;[21]1, and for its ascension 22;[32]2, 
and for the excess for/ Taurus 2;31, and for its 138:1 
ascension 27;23, whereas for Gemini the excess is 
2;21,/ and its ascension 29;[52]3. All of this is 2 
remote from what is desired. 

The author of the operation said, "As for the 3 
people of Babylon, they multiplied the equatorial 
shadow/ by twenty-five, and divided the result by 4 
eighteen, and subtracted what results/ from thirty. 5 
There remained the ascension for Aries. Then they 
subtracted twice the ascension for Aries from sixty,/ 
and divided the remainder by five. There resulted 6 
the base of increase for each sign, and they did/ 
add it to the ascension for Aries to (obtain) Taurus, 7 
and to the ascension for Taurus to (obtain) Gemini, 
and so on until/ Virgo". 8 

If we follow this as in our example, the sub- 9 
traction from thirty would be/ 7;25,50, and the ascen¬ 
sion for Aries 22;[34,10]^, and the base of increase 10 
2;[58] ,20b,/ and the ascension for Taurus [25;32],306, 11 
and the ascension for Gemini 28;30,50, and the ascen¬ 
sion for/ Cancer 31;29,10, and the ascension for Leo 12 
[34];27,307, and the ascension for Virgo/ 37;25,50, 13 
but what we have related is more than enough. 

2Text \c ; read * as in the MS. 
3Text j ; read . 
^Text ^ ; read . 

gText ; read ^ as in the MS 
gText & ; read £ . 
7Text j£ ; read . 
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ON THE BETEIMINATICN OF WHAT IS PAST 15 

AND WHAT REMAINS OF DAY (LIGHT) 

BY (USE OF) THE SHADOW 

One may obtain what has passed of the day by 16 
means of sines,/ either measuring by means of the 17 
shadow or with the altitude. If you extract the 
sines (you) dispense with/ shadows, and hence we do 18 
not intend to include this topic (i.e. sines) here, 
since our objective here is what can be obtained by/ 
the use of shadow(s), accurately or approximately. 19 

The Indians have something to say in this 139:1 
respect which is sometimes inclined toward deep in¬ 
vestigation, but sometimes deviating from it./ Of 
this (latter) type are things based on unjustified 2 
assumptions, and it suffices, in/ examining them, to 3 
criticize these assumptions. The reader of this 
treatise need not think that we are unaware of such 
cases,/ even though we do not relate them. More- 4 
over, one need not doubt as to our opinion of it, 
nor believe in its/ validity, in the event that he 5 
is one of the mass of those who overestimate Indian 
achievements without/ examining them. 6 

Of that (sort of thing) is what I found in the 7 
Pauliiasiddhanta, and the majority of them/ used it, 8 
always adding twelve to the digits difference between 
the two shadows, (that at the)/ time of the measure- 9 
ment and (that at) noon, and dividing the arc of day- 
(light), I mean its amount in minutes of the/ day 10 
multiplied by six, by what resulted. They claim 
that the result/ of the division will be what is 11 
past of the day in minutes of the day if the measure¬ 
ment is/ eastward before noon, while (the quotient 12 
will be) the remainder of it if the measurement is 
westward after noon./ That is because they should 13 
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be treated alike, and hence we will introduce/ 139:13 
one of the two of them, and it is what passed, be- 14 
cause it passed in actuality while, the rest is po¬ 
tentially passing. When the measurement is/ at 15 
noon, then there is no [difference]! between the two 
shadows; the division is by twelve/ alone. Multi- 16 
plication of minutes of the day for the whole day by 

six is for transforming it into time-degrees./ Had 17 
he divided by two, the time of half the arc of day¬ 
light would have been obtained, and that is the/ 

arc of revolution for the time in question. But he 18 
needed it in minutes of the day, not in time-degrees. 
So we should/ divide it by six after the division 19 
by two. For combining the two division (operations) 
he divided by/ the product of the two// times f.222b 
six so that there will come out for him the gha- 140:1 
fcls of half the day(light)./ They will be equal 2 
to the parts of the unequal hours, because each of 
them results from the/ division of the time-degrees 3 
of the arc of day(light) by six. The twelve is the 
product of two/ times six, not the (number of) 4 
digits of the gnomon, as some of them thought. And 
so he prescribed increase of the gnomon by/ the 5 
shadow at the time, and the subtracting of the noon 
shadow from what results. 

Since its [calculation]2 at noon is known, 6 
it is also known that [one adds]3 to each [dif¬ 

ference] between/ the two shadows dividing it, as 7 
well as adding it in the case when the difference 
vanishes, to transform the time-degrees into minutes 
of/ the day. And when he found the shadows before 8 
noon, (they are) shortening (and) lessening, and the 
time/ passed from the first of the day for it is in- 9 
creasing, he used between the two of them the ratio 
in equivalence, which/ means in their language re- 10 
cession, which implies that the ratio of the'arc of 
revolution of the heaven,/ i.e. of the celestial 11 
equator, to the time of half the arc of daylight, is 

gText ; read J-«. 

gText ; MS \^j> ; read \j^>- 
4Text ; MS illegible. 
Text ; read Jr *. 
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as the ratio of the noon shadow/ to the shadow 140:12 
at the time. But since it is possible for the 
noon shadow to vanish,/ the shadows themselves 13 
were not used, but rather their differences, 
since they also decrease/ with increase of the 14 
arc of revolution, having the extreme at noon and 
decreasing to a smallest for the day./ Since for 15 
noon he divided the time-degrees of the arc of 
daylight by the sum of twelve and/ the vanishing 16 
difference, he also divided it here by the sum of 
twelve and the non-vanishing/ difference. We 17 
said that the western side of the gnomon is analogous 
to the eastern side,/ and hence we dispense with the 18 
explanation of one of the two. 

[Brahmagupta]1 said, in the thirteenth trea- 19 
tise of the BrahmasiddhZnta:/ ’’[Divide]2 a gnomon 141:1 
as we may desire, and measure the shadow by it, and 
add to it one of its units,/ and divide the result 2 
into the minutes of the amount of half the day(light). 
There result the minutes passed (since sunrise)/ or 3 
remaining (until sunset). Conversely, divide the 
minutes of half the day by the minutes passed,/ or 4 
the remaining ones, and subtract from what comes out 
one, and the shadow remains”. 

But I think that the translator marred the 5 
expression, and that the purpose of the increased one/ 
or the [decreased one]3 was the gnomon itself, cor- 6 
responding to the twelve (in) the preceding (rule). 

Then Ppthtldakasvamin (text: Brtuswam) said 7 
that this is wrong, which is affirmed by what I 
found, but I do not/ know what led [Brahmagupta]1 8 
to it, since it is not valid anywhere, either on the 
terrestrial/ equator, or in (places) other than it. 9 
And perhaps he needed it for a purpose I do not know. 
Such/ operations are corrupt, or made for simplifies- 10 
tion and approximation. 

I found in books translated from the Indian 11 
languages/ in the first days of the cAbb3sid dynasty, 12 
Indian names appearing in them without being trans- 

oText ; read ^ v . 
*Text ^ ; MS ^ . 

Text i ; read as in the MS. 
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142:13 
lated/ or without carrying over their meanings 141:13 
into Arabic, and this is it: 

"Measure the shadow of the gnomon at the 14 
time and add to it twelve always,/ and subtract the 15 
noon shadow from what results. Then multiply the 
ghUlijSt (Sanskrit ghapikas) of half a day/ (for) 16 
your day by six always, and divide the result by 
what remains to you, and what results, double it./ 
Take a ffifth of it]1, and it will be the hours 17 
passed before noon, or (what) remain after it”./ 
As for the ghulijat, it is an expression for the 18 
minutes of the day in one of their languages, or/ 
after having been incorporated (into another lan- 19 
guage), but we have never happened to hear it. And 
this operation up to the doubling of the quotient 
resulting (is)/ in agreement with the first op- 142:1 
eration, and the subdivision of both is the ghatl 
and each two and a half/ of them is an [equal]2 2 

^our . (a hiatus). To [change]* ghatis 
to hours take a/ fifth of its double. From this 3 
you see that the inverse of that is that if we 

wanted to transform hours/ into minutes of the day, 4 
the hour being two (jday-)minutes and a half, so we 
put it down in/ two places. Then we double one 5 
of the two and halve the other, and we add the re¬ 
sult of the two. It will be/ the desired (thing). 6 

Because the Indian zijes are composed in 7 
verse form called by them £loka, thus some of the 

partisans of the Sindhind zijes/ composed their 8 
zij analogously (in verse),// and they said with f.223a 
regard to this. 

Then add1 [twa]^ to the ten 
This will be useful to thee. 

And if thou obtainest not a good result, then 14 
try again. 

So, set up the stick, and take the measure 15 
of its shadow in the sun. 

Then add to it the equal of the stickfs amount 16 
to all that. 

What leads(?)3 one to the good is not as plain 17 
as that which misleads him. 

Then [we cast off]4 from it the amount of the 18 
shadow at noon. 

Set apart the remainder to use it judiciously. 19 
Then put a ba' (two) and an *ayn (seventy) 143:1 

Without fearing disgrace. 
[Then]® divide it by what [thou hast set aside]6 2 

previously. 
Then compute what thou findest, and compute what 3 

remains. 
Thus is the procedure in this whose base thou 4 

seekest. 
And if thou art still facing day, then that is 5 

the number (?)? 
Of hours that passed and left the earth as a 6 

measure. 
Whereas if thy day is about to finish, then it 7 

is the remaining part8. 

Thus Muhammad b. Ibrahim al-Fazari put it in 8 
his astronomical ode. And he said in it concerning 9 
the time passed of the day: 

If it be thy pleasure to determine the hour of 

the day. 
Then take a stick by which [thou livest]4, 

Which is the deed of a wise man 
Who would investigate the seas (of knowledge) 

Rich and full. 
So, let thy stick be, mark well, 

Its length ten digits. 

10 

11 

12 
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Of the day by reliable computation, 143:10 
Then do it slowly, may God guide thee. 11 

(Make) a stick whose [graduations]1, for elegant 12 
measurement* 

Are six and six (i.e., twelve) and let patience 

support you, 
Its length being of the amount of a span. 13 

So set it up in a level place. 14 

Then look at the shadow where it ends. 
And measure it with the stick. 15 

What results [ending]3 at the numbering 16 
And the computation is as thy shadow at the time. 
So add to it the like of the stick’s shadow, 17 

And subtract from it the shadow at noon of thy day. 18 
Allot1* that, all of it, with persistence3. 
In that is the perfection of the affair. 144:1 

What is left, divide by it here, 2 

As two with seventy until it is finished. 
This, upon my soul, is plain in meaning. 3 

Understand, if thou dividest what results, 4 

And those are the hours obtained in a reliable way. 
From the straight, the well-traced computation, 5 

It is, if the day is facing you, 6 
What passes by and by 

Until it passes the half (i.e., noon) fully^ (and) 7 

completely. 

But it is, if the day is retreating, 8 
What remains finally' 

^nl11 the setting of the sun so that it is not seen. 9 

^Text > MS . 
3Text ; MS i. 
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This is an example of the majority of 144:10 
these verses, which add twelve to the shadow al¬ 
ways,/ and subtract from the result the noon shad- 11 
ow, and divide the remainder into/ seventy-two as 12 
an invariable procedure to obtain the hours passed 
before noon/ from the beginning of the day, or re- 13 
maining after it until the last of the day(light), 

and its relative1 magnitude. 
So, let the gnomon be AB (in Figure 42) 14 

and b[h]2 equal to it, and it is evident/ that if 15 
we add to the noon [shadow]3 twelve and we subtract 
from the result the/ noon shadow, then1* the remain- 16 

der will always be B[tf]2. And we suppose that b[g]5 
is/ six. So the area (formed by) b[g]5 (and) [b]g6 17 
will be seventy-two. Had we not added/ the twelve, 18 

nothing would have been left over, and then the di¬ 
vision at noon would have been (by)/ nothing. But 19 
the one performing the operation should/ obtain 145:1 
six at that time, because his object was the (de¬ 
termination of the) unequal hours. So he made/ 
the division by the amount of the constant gnomon 2 
length whether we have a shadow or not. And when/ 
the seventy-two is divided by HB there comes out 3 
b[g]5, the six. If/ his operation is pursued at 4 
noon by subtracting the noon shadow from the shad¬ 
ow at the time/ and increasing the stick(’s length) 5 
by the remainder, even though it vanishes, and di¬ 
viding seventy-two/ by it, then its parts at all 6 
times of the day will be similarly (obtained.) So, 
at (times) other than/ noon, let the shadovj of the 7 
gnomon be BZ, and the noon shadow BT./ The dif- 8 
ference between them is ZT and we cut off [b]/C^ 
equal to ZT./ K[tf]8 will be the divisor, to which 9 
we add the area (formed by) K[tf]8 (and) [JC]itf9 equal/ 
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In some of them it is explained that if 146:1 
the shadow is greater than seventy-two, then mul¬ 
tiply/ sixty by seventy-two and divide the result 2 
by what is found in parts of the stick./ And the 3 
difference between these operations will suffice to 
convince the judicious (individual) of the disag¬ 
reement among their results/ (even) for the same 4 
example, especially if one compares by [rigorous]1 
computation. 

Here the printed text 

has omitted a passage, which, 

however, appears in 158:10 - 

160:4. This passage has been 

restored to its proper place 

Of what resembles this is an operation, 158:10 
the author of which is unknown, suggested by intui¬ 
tion and common sense./ It is to subtract the noon 11 
shadow present at the time, and from what remains 
(subtract) the/ twelve parts of the gnomon. And 12 
if after that there remains sixty, an hour has 
passed, and if/ there remains twenty-four, two hours, 13 
and if there remains twelve, three hours, and if/ 
there remains two and fifty (minutes?), fcur 159:1 
hours, and if there does not remain anything ex¬ 
cept the noon shadow and the/ stick’s shadow it 2 
is five hours. 

For the Indians there is another operation 3 
also, they memorize it in verses and by it they 
extract,/ instead of the unequal hours (the) mu- 4 
hurta, and it is a part of fifteen of/ the day or 5 
of the night, and we have put what is in their poem 
in this table: 

Text ; read as in the MS. 
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(MuhUrtas ) passed before noon 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 n 
Increase of the shadow beyond 

the noon (shadow) 
96 60 12 6 5 3 2 (S3- 

<MuhUrtas ) passed after noon 12 11 10 9 [8]j 3 

LJ 
Figure 46 

When (they) subtract from the muhurta its fifth 159:6 
it will become unequal hours, whereas/ if they add to 7 
the unequal hours a quarter of them they will be trans¬ 
formed into muhurtas. 

I read in the zij called the Haruni that if the 8 
hypotenuse of the noon/ shadow is multiplied by a hun- 9 
dred and fifty and the result divided by the hypotenuse 

of the shadow at the time of the measurement, and the 
arc sine of/ what comes out is found in kardajat of the 10 
sine, and for each kardaja an hour is taken, (the re¬ 
sult) will be/ the hours passed, or remaining. 11 

Let, for it, AG (in Figure 43) be the meridian 12 
line and e is the center ©f the horizon/ and [f3ot4 13 

the triangle of the day, and LSH the triangle 160:1 
of the time, and ts/ is of the common part between 
the planes of the parallel circle and the horizon, 
and let the head of the gnomon be/ E on the horizon,2 
and its length from the erect (?) line (is) EC, and 

both/ [eDf1 (and) [e]*1 are hypotenuse(s) of the 3 
noon shadow, and it (has been shown in what preced¬ 
ed that the ratio of the gnomon/ to the hypotenuse 4 
of the shadow is the ratio of the sine of 

Here the displaced passage ends. 
[the]2 altitude/ to the total sine. And the 146:5 
gnomon is made a mean proportional in the ratio be¬ 
tween EY (and) KE, the hypotenuses of/ the two shad- 6 
ows. So the ratio of EY to EC will be as the ratio 
of OE to/ OF, And the ratio of EC to EK will be as 7 
the ratio of LH to EE,/ which is equal to OE. By 8 
the equality in the disturbed ratio, the ratio of 
EY to/ EK is as the ratio of LH to OF. But the 9 
ratio of LH/ to OF is as the ratio of HS to OT. So 10 
the ratio of EK/ to EF, hence is as the ratio of 11 
OT to HS. And so when the/ hypotenuse of the noon 12 
shadow is multiplied by the versed sine of the day, 
I mean the versed sine of half the day,/ and the 13 
result is divided by the hypotenuse of the shadow 
at the time, there comes out the compound (HS) of 
the arc of revolution/ which, if it is subtracted 14 
from the versed sine of the day, there will remain 
the versed sine of the arc of revolution between 
-the time of the measurement/ and noon. And that 15 
is HS. But HS is not/ the sine of a certain arc 16 
even though there may exist an arc of the day-cir¬ 
cle/ whose sine is line HS. It is compounded of 17 
the sines of two arcs (which are)/ contiguous. 18. 

For establishing how to determine it, we 19 
extend perpendicular ED to OT9/ and we extend 147:1 
DM parallel to HS, and d will be the center of/ 
the day circle, and MS (is) the sine of the equa- 2 
tion of daylight in the small circle,// and MH f.224a 
will be the sine of the/ arc of revolution in it, 3 
after the■revolution of the equation of daylight. 

^Text ; read a . 
rext £\sJj\ *, MS 
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But the originator of this operation/ set up OT, 147:4 
as having the place of the total sine, and he assumed* 
for it the hundred and fifty. There comes out/ HS 

according to it. And behold the setting of the 5 
total sine is not in hours, because of the fact 
that it is the/ sine of ninety parts, SH will be 6 
the sine of the arc of revolution in hours/ passed. 7 
But this is not valid for locations having (non¬ 
zero) latitude, except at two times, the equinox(es)./ 
TS at that time will be EB, the perpendicular to LS, 8 
and TO/ will be OD, and HS will be HM. Its validi- 9 
ty will remain at the/ terrestrial equator because 10 
the [centers] of the daily circles are (then) in 
the horizon plane. And so the/ author of the opera- 11 
tion includes the positions having latitude in it, 
and he treats them as alike,/ or it is as though he 12 
thought that OD (and) HM the two remaining (things) 
from TO (and) SH/ after the deletion from them of TD 13 
(and) SM which are equal, as though the^two remain¬ 
ders still have the ratio/ between [lh]2 and [of]3 14 
the two which he explained. 

. Ya*qub b. Tariq inclines in (the direction) 15 
of similarity to it in his saying: "Divide by the 
hypotenuse of/ the shadow at the time a thousand 16 
and eight hundred, and multiply what comes out by 
a hundred and fifty./ And divide what results by 17 
the sine of.the noon altitude, and there comes out a 
sine. We find/ its (corresponding) arc and take of 18 
it for each.fifteen degrees one equal hour". 

That is because the thousand and eight 148:1 
hundred is the product of the gnomon and/ the to- *2 
tal sine. And the ratio of KE, the hypotenuse of 
the shadow for the time, to EC, the gnomon,/ is as 3 
the ratio of EH, the total sine, to HL, the sine of 
the altitude at/ the time, and it is the quotient: 4 
and its ratio to HS, the arrangement (?) of/ the 5 

arc of revolution, is as the ratio of OF, the sine 
of the noon altitude, to OT,/ the day sine. But 6 
when.he took OT as the total sine, the state of 
affairs will be/ as was mentioned. But because 7 

2Text > read X\- as in the MS. 
gText ££ ; read £ . 
Text read . 
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the factor in both1 of the ratios is the/ total 148:8 
sine, it would have been better to hold off, and to 
multiply the gnomon by the square of the total sine./ 
And then there would result two hundred and seventy 9 
thousand, and we divide it always by the product of 
the divisor/ by one of the two ratios in the divi- 10 

sor by the other, I mean the product of the/ hypot¬ 
enuse of the shadow and the sine of the noon al- 11 

titude, in order that he get from it/ what was 
obtained previously. 

In the Shah ZIj, for ascertaining the (part 13 
of the day) passed he directs division by the sine 
of/ the altitude at the time, of a thousand and 149:1 
eight hundred. There comes out the hypotenuse of 
the shadow for that time,/ and by it he divides 2 
the product of the [length]^ of the computed sine 
(i.e., the day sine) and the hypotenuse of the noon 
shadow./ What comes out is subtracted from the 3 
length of the computed day sine, and the remainder 
he subtracts from a hundred/ and fifty, and the 4 
arc sine of the remainder is found. And so it 
will be the equation of the sine. If the alti¬ 
tude is/ easterly, subtract the equation of the 5 
sine from ninety, and if the altitude is westerly/ 

increase by it (the) ninety, and there results the 6 
arc of revolution of the sky. 

In the last parts of the operation a mixup 7 
has occurred because of ignorance in the craft 
(of astronomy), and that is/ that the product of 8 
the gnomon by the total sine, if it is divided by 
HL (in Figure 43) there comes out/ EK, but if it 9 
were divided by EK there would come out HL. The 
length of the/ computed sine is OT, the day sine, 10 
and that which comes out for him is HS,/ which he 11 
subtracted from the day sine. The operation up to 
this place is rigorous, and verily/ there comes out 12 
for him the versed sine of the arc of revolution 

between the time (in question) and noon, and it is 
a/ versed sine; if its arc is found and subtracted 13 
from half the arc of daylight for the/ eastern al- 14 
titude, or added to it for the western altitude//f.224b 
there results the arc of revolution for the (time) 

^Text & ; MS jf. 

Text jJi ; read L . 
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passed from the first of/ the day. But when the 149:15 
finding of the arc versed sine is continued for the 
direct sines [on both sides]1, and if/ it is less 16 
than the total sine he subtracts it from a hundred 
and fifty and finds the arc sine of the remainder. 

It is that/ which he calls the equation of the sine, 17 
and he subtracts it from ninety, and if the versed 
sine is more/ than the total sine, subtract from 18 
it a hundred and fifty and find the arc (function) 
of the remainder, and he adds the equation of/ the 19 
sine to ninety and there results the arc of the 

versed sine. Then he takes into consideration the 
direction/ of the altitude to be increased over 150:1 
half the arc of the day, or decreased. Thus he 

knows/ what was dropped from the construction, and 2 
what is curtailed from it should be subtracted and 
what comes out should be subtracted/ from the length 3 
of the computed sine. Then he takes the difference 
between what remains and the total sine./ It is the 4 
equation of the sine; he finds its (corresponding) 
arc, and if the excess is to the total sine, he 

subtracts/ the arc of the equation of the sine from 5 
ninety. But if the excess is to what remains, the 
arc of the/ equation of the sine is added to ninety, 6 
and what results after the addition or subtraction 
one considers/ the altitude, and if it is easterly, 7 
subtract it from half the arc of daylight, but if 
it is/ westerly add it to it, and there results the 8 
passed arc of revolution. 

. ■^ie Khsn^akhSdyaka Zij registers this opera- 9 
tion in full accuracy./ For its author says: "Mul- 10 
tiply the day sine by the hypotenuse of the noon 
shadow and divide/ what results by the hypotenuse 11 
of the shadow at the time, and what comes out is 

the equation. Subtract it from the day sine,/ and 12 
make what remains an arc versed sine. And divide 

it by six, and there results what remains of/ min- 13 
utes of the day until noon, or what has passed of 

it . The indications of its validity are evident/ 
from what has preceded. 14 

Then he said: "And when you have dropped the 15 
ecluation from the day sine, and the remainder is/ 

Text ; MS j^ . 
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more than the total sine, then subtract from it 150:16 
the total sine, and make what remains an arc (sine)./ 
Add to its minutes five thousand and four hundred 17 
minutes, and there results (the amount) from/ the 
time (in question) until noon". This will be the 18 
time by which what passed of the day, or what/ re¬ 
mained of it, lags the equation of daylight, because 19 
the equation which comes out is HS (in Figure 43),/ 
and if it is less than MS the difference between 151:1 
it and TO would be greater/ than OD. And if there 2 
is subtracted from it OD, the total sine, in the 
parallel circle, the remainder,/ which is a line from 3 
D less than TD, is the sine of an arc/ whose begin- 4 
ning is from diameter DM in a direction contrary to 
O, I mean in the direction of the horizon./ And so, 5 
if he adds it to the quadrant which is from diameter 
DM toward o, and whose minutes are/ as explained, he 6 
obtains the desired arc. 

He should have said for completing the divi- 7 
sion (into special cases, that) when you subtract/ 
the equation from the day sine and nothing remains, 8 
the (time) passed or remaining is equal to the/ equa- 9 
tion of daylight. 

Then he said: "If you want to, subtract the 10 
sine of the equation of daylight from the equation/ 
if the solar declination is north, and add it if it 11 
is south, and make the result/ an arc (sine), and 12 
add to it the equation of daylight if the declination 
is north and subtract it/ from it if the declination 13 
is south. There results the (time) passed or re¬ 
maining". And that, in our northern example (is 
that)/ if SM, the sine of the equation of daylight, 14 
is subtracted from HS, the equation,/ there remains 15 
MH, and it is the sine of the arc. If it is added 
to the equation of daylight/ there results what is 16 
between the rising point on the parallel circle and 
H, and that is the (time) passed./ The southern 17 
(case) is analogous, except for the increase. Then 
he said: "If it is not possible to subtract the 
equation of daylight/ from the equation, then make 18 
the equation an arc versed sine, and it will be 
the time passed". 

But I think that this is ill expressed by the 19 
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translator, because such a thing will not evade/ 151:19 
Brahmagupta. Indeed, one should find the corres- 152:1 
ponding arc of the difference between them directly, 
and subtract that/ arc from the equation of day- 2 
light and there results the (time) passed or what 
is remaining. However, [Vategvara]1/ prescribes the 3 
multiplication of the day sine by the difference be¬ 
tween the two hypotenuses of the shadow// for the f.225a 
time and the/ noon shadow and the division of the 4 
result by the hypotenuse of the shadow for the time 
so that there will come out for him the versed sine/ 

of the arc of revolution from the time (in question) 5 
to noon, and that is because it is the difference be¬ 
tween the arrangement of/ the arc of revolution and 6 
the day sine in these quadrants. (As for) operations 
for the determination of the hypotenuse of the shad¬ 
ow for the time by/ means of the (time) passed of 7 
the day, they are based upon what we said. Of that 

(sort is) what is in the iKaranatilaka]?,/ the "[Best]3 
of the Zijes", that one increases the sine of the 8 
equation of daylight, (if) northerly, by the total 
sine,/ and subtracts the sine of the equation of day- 9 
light (if southerly), from the total sine, and there 

remains the day sine./ And make the difference be- 10 
tween the (time) passed of the day and half the arc 

of daylight/ a versed sine, and subtract (it) from 11 
the day sine and divide by what remains the product 
of/ the day sine times the hypotenuse of the noon 12 
shadow. And there comes out the hypotenuse of the 
shadow for the time. 

For he who knows about the inversion of opera- 13 
tions, the switching of multiplication and division,/ 
one for the other, and addition and subtraction like- 14 
wise, and the arc sine and [sine]1* (operations),/ 

those operations will not be hidden from him as being 15 
the inverse of the preceding one. 

In it (the Khap^akhadyaka?) Brahmagupta added 16 
that the arc of revolution between the time and noon,/ 

jText^iib; ; read . 

3Text ; read Jjj? as in the MS. 
4Text ; read gas in the MS. 
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if it is more than fifteen, i.e., a quarter of 152:17 

sixty, then subtract it from/ thirty, i.e., half 18 
of it, and make what remains a versed sine. And 
subtract it from the double of the/ total sine. 19 

Balabhadra the commentator said in this 153:1 

respect: "Subtract from the arc of revolution.fif¬ 
teen (day-minutes),/ and make what remains a sine, 2 
and add it to the total sine". And each of the two 
of them give/ the versed sine of that arc of revolu- 3 
tion. Of that (is) what is about it in the Karapa- 
s5ra, the "Annihilator of the ZT.jes",/ to subtract 4 
the equation of daylight, (if) [northerly]1, from 
the (time) passed, and increase it by the equation 
of daylight (if)/ southerly, and make the result a 5 
sine and increase by it the sine of the equation of 
daylight (if) northerly,/ and subtract from it the 6 
sine of the equation of daylight (if) southerly. 
There results the part of the division. Divide/ it 7 
into the product of the day sine and the hypotenuse 

of the noon shadow. And there comes out the hypot¬ 

enuse of the shadow/ for the time. 8 

^ext ; read 
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TOE TVffiNTY-FOUKIH (CHAPTER) 153:9 

CN TOE AZIMUTH AND ITS ASCENSION 10 

The altitude and the shadow and the azimuth 11 
are functionally dependent at a single time so that/ 
each one of them is determined if any (one) is known. 12 
Thus the magnitude of the shadow leads to the deter¬ 
mination of the altitude,/ and this in turn deter- 13 
mines the azimuth, because it is on the common part 
(between) the planes of the horizon/ and the alti- 14 
tude circle whose position on the horizon is deter¬ 
mined (by) the amount of the azimuth, and just as/ 
the time of day becomes known by the altitude, like- 15 
wise, it may be determined also/ from the azimuth. 16 

Let it be known that AEGD (in Figure 44) is 17 
the meridian circle and [bDbb1 the eastern/half of 18 
the horizon, for example, and AEG half the celestial 
equator, with/ pole T. And let O be the position 19 
of the sun at the time (in question) and its dec¬ 
lination/ north, except in the fourth [picture]^ 154:1 
where it is south, and let there pass through it 
from Sj the zenith, circle lo]HZ* of the circles 2 
of altitude. Let its amount be/ OF^, and so EF 3 
will be its rising amplitude, and CE its equation of 
daylight./ And let us describe about pole Zand at 4 
a distance equal to the side of a square (inscribed 

in a great circle) arc MK. Evidently it is to 5 
the amount of the complement of angle Z. And so, 
known to us are azimuth EH 9f and declination [o]L5, 6 
and (terrestrial) latitude SA9 which is to the amount 
of angle E, And because/ EM is the complement of 7 
the azimuth EH 9 so the ratio of its sine to the sine 
of MK is as the ratio of the/ sine of ED9 the quad- 8 
rant, to the sine of DG9 the complement of the local 

^Text ; read ^ . 

gText »4^oJ 1$ read \ as in the MS. 
4Text 6 \ read £ 
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Figure 44 

latitude. And so MK/ is known, and the ratio of 154:9 
its cosine, I mean angle Z, to the sine of angle E,/ J- L.O -fc. ***'-v-** -O   » # _ 

is as the ratio of the sine of EH to the sine of ZH. 10 

And so ZH9 called/ the mean altitude, is known. 11 
And the ratio of the sine of ZS9 its complement, to 
the sine of/ SA is as the ratio of the sine of// f.225a 
ZO, the equation of the altitude, to th- sine of OL, 
the/ declination of the'Sun. And the equation of 13 

the altitude is known. So, if we add it to the 
mean altitude,/ for southern declinations, there 14 
results OE, the altitude of the sun. And when the/ 
azimuth vanishes, or the declination vanishes, the 1 

mean altitude will become the modified (altitude) 
itself. And verily/ the method of extracting the 16 
altitude from the azimuth is thus (made) evident. 

However, as for the determination of the 17 
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h (time) passed of the day by means of the azimuth, 154:17 
the ratio of the/ sine of BH9 the azimuth, to the 18 
sine of EZ, the retained (quantity), is as the ratio 
of the sine of/ angle z to the sine of angle tf, the 19 
perpendicular. And so the retained (quantity) is 
known,/ and the ratio of the sine of OZ, the equa- 155:1 
tion of the altitude, to the sine of ZL, is as the 
ratio of the/ sine of or, the complement of the dec- 2 
lination of the sun, to the sine of TS, the comple¬ 
ment of the/ local latitude. And so ZL is known, 3 
and if the azimuth is in a single direction, as in/ 
the first and fourth pictures, we add ZL to the re- 4 
tained (quantity), and if they are in/ opposing di- 5 
rections, as in the third picture, we take the dif¬ 
ference between ZL and the retained./ And so the 6 
result will be el9 the mean ascension. 

However, when the azimuth vanishes, the pre- 7 
served (quantity) vanishes (also), and ZL will be the 
mean/ ascension. However, when the declination van- 8 
ishes, then ZL (also) will vanish, and the/ pre¬ 
served will be the mean ascension. But the arc of 9 
revolution is CL on the celestial/ equator [and fo]^- 10 
on the parallel circle. And it is necessary to add 
CE, the equation of daylight, for/ northern declina- 11 
tions, to the mean ascension, and to subtract (it) 
from it for southern declinations, as in the case of 
the foilrth/ picture, so that there results the arc 12 
of revolution for the (time) passed in the case of 
an eastern azimuth, or the arc of revolution/ for 
the (time) remaining with a western azimuth. 13 

However, with a vanishing declination, the 14 
mean ascension is exactly the arc of revolution for a 
vanishing/ equation of daylight, and that is what 15 
we wanted to explain. 

The azimuth of the shadow is equal to the 16 
azimuth of the sun in amount and opposite it/ in 17 
direction because the two are always along the hypot¬ 
enuse in the directions of its ends, or in two/ 
opposite quadrants. 18 

When it is [needed]2// by means of the f. 226a 
shadow and the altitude, then let/ ABGD (in Figure 156:2 
45) be the circle of the horizon and B in it the 

2Text ^ J MS ; read 553 . 
Text '> read £>■] . 

Figure 45 

eastern direction, and A (gives) the direction 156:2 
of/ south, and the diameter HET is the common part 3 
between the planes of the horizon and the circle of/ 
altitude, and H on it is in the direction of the 157:1 
sun. BH will be the distance of/ its azimuth from 2 
the east to the south in our example. And the dis¬ 
tance of its azimuth from/ the meridian line is AH. 3 
Undoubtedly the extension of the shadow (is) along 
diameter HT. And its end (is)/ from E in the direc- 4 
tion of r. So TD, equal to HB, is the distance of 
the azimuth of the shadow/ from the west in the di- 5 
rection of north. And let us suppose that EZ is 
equal to the cosine of the altitude of/ the sun, 6 
known either by itself, or determined by means of 
the shadow. We erect ZK perpendicular to the hori¬ 
zon plane/ equal to the sine of the altitude. We 7 
extend ZM perpendicular/ to Mo1, the common part 8 

Text ; read £* . In the text figure s> is missing; 
present in the MS. 
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between the planes of the horizon and the parallel 157:8 
circle. And we connect K (to)/ M. JOfCz]1 will be 9 
the triangle of the day, and the ratio of KZ in it, 
it being the sine of/ the altitude, to the base 10 
[z]Af , is as the ratio of the sine of angle /f, which 
is the amount of the/ complement of the latitude, to 11 
the sine of angle K, which is the amount of the lat¬ 
itude. And so ZM is known/ and ZL, the argument of 12 
the azimuth, is known, because it is the sum of ZM 

and ML, the sine of/ the rising amplitude, for south- 13 
ern declinations, and the difference between them 
for northern latitudes./ The azimuth HB is southern, 14 
except when it is the excess of the sine of the/ ris¬ 
ing amplitude over the base ZM. At that time it 15 
will be northerly, and whenever the two are equal/ 
the azimuth will be along the east-west line. And 16 
for the determination of its distance from the east- 
west line,/ the ratio of the square of EZ to the 17 
square of ZL will be as the ratio of the square of 
EH to the/ square of HY because of the similarity of 18 
the two triangles EZL (and) EHY. If we multiply the 
argument of/ the azimuth by itself and the total sine 19 
by itself, then we3 take the sum of the two results 
in/ the other, and we divide the result by the 158:1 
product of the cosine of the altitude by itself and 
we take the (square)/ root of what comes out from the 2 
division, thus HY will be the sine of the distance 
of the azimuth/ of the sun from the east. The dis- 3 
tance of the azimuth of the shadow from the west will 
equal it. And if we want the/ distance of the azi- 4 
muth from the meridian line we multiply each one, 
the argument of the azimuth/ and the cosine of the 5 
altitude, by itself and subtract the lesser of the 
two from the greater. Then/ we multiply what re- 6 
mains by the product of the total sine by itself, 
and we [divide the product by the square of the co¬ 
sine of the altitude. WeD^ take the root of what 

2Text fdJ ; as in the MS. 
3Text jo ; read ^ ; . 
^Text 13s*. I i MS 4 
Missing in the text. 

results/ from the division. HC will be the sine 158 
of the distance of the azimuth of the sun from/ 
the south in the direction of the east, and it 
will equal the distance of the azimuth of the shad¬ 
ow from the north in the direction of/ the west. 

And that is what we wanted (to do). 

The passage missing here, 

158:10 - 160:4, is an intrusion 

in the printed text. In this 

translation it has been restored 

to its proper place at 146:4. 



THE TWENTY-FIFTH (CHAPTER) 160:5 

CN THE RECITAL OF THE OPINIONS OF THE IMAMS REGARDING 

THE TIMES OF PRAYER AND WHAT IS RESORTED TO 6 

IN CETEJRMINING THEM 7 

8 

10 

11 

The sun is the chief sign for time deter¬ 
mination. Because the flarranians, and the Hindus, 
and the Magians,/ and ail those who worship (*azm) 
the luminaries take the times of their rising and 
setting and their culmination as/ times for pros¬ 
trations and worship, for their rising is their 
(time of) kindling, and their culmination/ is the! 
reaching of perfection, and their setting is their 
leave-taking. But all (these) are sects whose truth 
was not certified by Islam/ at any time in the past. 
Verily prayer at the three times (above-Mentioned 12 
Us) forbidden us that we be distinguished from 13 

them. It is said that the sun rises between the 

two.horns of Satan,/ with the meaning that his as- 14 
sociates worship the sun at that time.// So f.226b 
it is as though he raises it over them to seduce 

n°^ Vhat was said of him that Satan hinders 
it from rising or setting until it burns him./ 

That is impossible and incomprehensible, and not 
becoming to the affairs of the kingdom (of God). 
The horns/ are the edges, and they can be used in 
connection with the sun. So one may say one of 
its horns has risen. Other/ nouns can be used in 
connection with it. So one may speak of the sun's 
eye, face, or head. I think/ the calling of what 

is between the shadow and the [sunlight]1 the rest- 
ing-place of Satan is for a similar reason! since 

So ^ C”ha/ iS between the day and the night. 

forM^lng “ 11 (for Prayer) disapproved anl 
forbidden, and the time of the first prayer was 

Text ; read g)\ as in the MS. 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

made to be]1 the declining of the sun from its 161:1 
perfection (i.e., culmination). As for the two 
prayers which are at the end of the day and night,/ 
one of them is before its rising and the other is 2 
after its setting at the two times of disappearance 
of its body./ The times of these two (prayers) are 3 
not determined by it (the sun), because at those/ 
times its rays make a spreading [light]2 which is 4 
a sign for people for/ the dawn prayer, and similar- 5 
ly for the prayer of darkness, whose time is the 
vanishing of the twilight corresponding to/ the morn-6 

ing in reason and in being. The prayer of setting 
is at the first (part) of the night. A prayer was 
not/ set for the first part of the day, as was men- 7 
tioned, because of the sunworshipers devoting them¬ 
selves to prayer at that time./ It was exchanged 8 
for the afternoon prayer in the other half of the 
day. So the two prayers, the dawn/ and the dark- 9 
ness (prayers depend upon) the rays of the sun, 
while the setting (prayer depends upon) its body. 
And (finally) the noon and afternoon (prayers de¬ 
pend upon)/ the disappearance of its rays, I mean 10 
the shadow, and it is the subject matter we are 
dealing with. 

As for defining their times by means of the 11 
remains (in the tradition, etc.), verily informa¬ 
tion about it came from the Prophet,/ upon him the 12 
prayers of God and peace!, "Verily Gabriel came to 
me twice at the door of the Kaeba and we prayed/ 
the noon (prayer) when the shadow is like the rope 13 
of a trap (i.e. very thin), then the afternoon 
prayer when the/ shadow of anything is the equal 14 
of it(self); then the sunset prayer when the sun 
falls and the fast is broken,/ then the prayer of 15 
nightfall when the twilight disappears; then the 
morning prayer when dawn arises and/ food is for- 16 
bidden for the one who fasts". 

"On the second day he (i.e. Gabriel) prayed 17 
with me the noon (prayer) when the shadow of each 

1This passage in the MS was left out of the text: 

Text g*a)\ ; read as in the MS. 



thing was like unto it(self),/ like the time of 161:18 
the day preceding for the afternoon prayer; then 
the afternoon prayer when the shadow of anything 
is twice itself,/ then the sunset prayer at its 19 
(same) time as the other day; then the last, the 
nightfall prayer when (i.e., up to)/ a third of 162:1 
the night has passed; and the morning (prayer) 
when it dawns.” And he said: ’’The prayertime 
falls in between". 

cUmar b. al-Khatt§t> wrote to his governors 2 
in the seventeenth year of the Hijra:/ "Pray the 3 
noon (prayer) from (the time) when the shadow is a 
cubit up to (the time) that the shadow of anyone of 
you is equal to itself;/ and the afternoon (prayer) 4 
when the sun is elevated pure white the amount 
(of time in) which a rider goes two farsakhs/ or 
three; and the sunset (prayer) when the sun sets; 5 
and the nightfall (prayer) when the [sun]-*- disap¬ 
pears/ up to a third of the night; and the morn- 6 
ing (prayer) when the stars are barely visible." 

He wrote to Abu Musa al-AshearI: "Pray the 7 
noon (prayer) when/ the sun declines; and the af- 8 
temoon (prayer) when the sun is pure white before 
it begins to become yellow; and the sunset/ when 9 

the sun sets; and delay the nightfall (prayer) if it 
(the twilight) is incomplete; and the morning 
(prayer) when the stars are (yet) manifest,/ and 10 
recite long suras from the detailed (book, i.e. 
the Qur’an)". 

It is reported of him that (he said) with re- 11 
gard to the breaking of fast, "Do not break the fast 
until you see the night/ on knolls". Namely until 12 
the darkness of the night [flows over]2 the small 
mountains, but he/ should have referred to the big 13 
ones, since the small ones are subordinated to them, 
for it is ^possible that/ the sun disappear from the 14 
small ones and its light (still) shine on the tops 
of the big (ones). 

It is said that Ja*far b. Muhammad al-Sadiq 15 

was asked about the times of prayer./ So he said 16 
"God set the times of prayer at marks occurring in 
the heavens,/ and (at) the variation of conditions 17 

^Text (JJlJU \ ; 
zText Jl._j ; 
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which are in the heavens so that observation of 162:17 

those things yields definite, known/ borderlines by 18 
which they are distinguished from other things, and 
it is a virtue to pray as near as possible to these 
borderlines, and to observe their times4,/ and to 19 
look for their occurrence. So he set the time// f.227a 
of the sunset (prayer) at the setting of the sun, 
and the nightfall (prayer)/ at the disappearance 163:1 
of the twilight, and the morning (prayer) at the 
rise of the dawn, and noon at the declining of the 

sun/ and its transferring (of itself) from the east- 2 
ern side to the western side. If the shadow be¬ 
comes longer, then it is/ the time of the afternoon 3 
(prayer), for which there is no (fixed) sign in the 
heavens similar to those four signs,/ so He made a 4 
limit for it which has a wide range." 

He said that (it extends) from the (time when 5 
the) shadow of anything becomes equal to itself up 
to (the time that the shadow becomes) [twice]-*- it¬ 
self. (But) on another occasion he advanced it/ and 6 
combined the noon and afternoon (prayers), but on 
another (occasion) he delayed it saying that it may 
be prayed as long as/ the sun continues to be pure 7 
and white. 

It is reported of him also that he said: 8 
"The precepts of the prayers are at/ odd hours: the 9 
noon (prayer) at the beginning of the seventh, and 
the afternoon (prayer) at the beginning of the ninth, 
and the sunset (prayer) at the/ beginning of the 10 
first (hour), and the nightfall (prayer) at the be¬ 
ginning of the third (hour), and the morning (prayer) 
at the beginning of the eleventh". 

With regard to the inspired scripture (i.e. 11 
the Qu’ran) God, be He exalted!, said. 

Pray at the two extremes of the day/ 12 
and the first part of the night, 
for verily good deeds compensate 
for the bad ones2. 

But the day(light) is a length of time,/ and the ex- 13 
tremes of a length of time are two, (even) as two 

^Text^ ; read las in the MS. 
Qur’an xi,114. Text f ; read . MS 
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points are for a line, and the durations of time 163:13 
are not/ long enough to carry the action and to ob- 14 
serve the religious ordinance, and praying at a time 
near the extreme is what/ is referred to. The day- 15 
(light) cannot actually be divided except into two 
halves at the culmination of/ the sun. Then for the 16 
rest of its fractions there is no sign, and for them 
recourse is had to imagination./ So the two parts 17 
of the daylight are its two halves. Then the day- 
(light), even though it is naturally begun by the 
rising of/ the sun, is taken in canon law as the 18 
beginning of the time of fasting. The dawn prayer/ 
falls at one of its two ends, and the noon and af- 19 

ternoon (prayers) at the other end, while the sun¬ 
set and the nightfall (prayers fall)/ in the night. 

The Exalted One (God), said, 164:2 

So glorify to the praise of thy Lord 
before the rising of the sun and 
before/ its setting1. 3 

These are two parts of the day, and what occurs be¬ 
fore its (the sun’s) rising is the sunset (prayer) 
and the nightfall (prayer) and the dawn (prayer;/ 

andiiihat is before its setting is the noon (prayer) 4 
andltne afternoon (prayer); and what is after that 
is a repetition of the command, and details/ what was 5 
stated briefly. It may be (taken) that what is be¬ 
fore sunrise is the dawn (prayer), and what is be¬ 

fore/ its setting is the afternoon (prayer) and what 6 
are during the night are the sunset and nightfall 
(prayers), while the ends of the day (are at)/ noon, 7 
because it is the meeting (point) of the two proper 
halves, which deserve the name end. And (He) said, 

So glorify to the praise/ of thy 8 
Lord when thou arisest, and at 
night glorify Him when the stars 

are disappearing2. 

So (is) tlfe arising from the siesta,/ which implies 9 
the noon and afternoon (prayers) together because of 
the conjoining of their times, while the night 

^Qur’an xx, 130. 
‘'Qur’an lii,48. 
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164:10 includes the sunset/ and nightfall (prayers) 
because conjoining them (is possible). Dawn 
occurs when the stars are disappearing. (God) 
the Exalted/ said, 11 

Pray at the declining of the sun, 
and at twilight, and the 
appearance of the dawn.1 

The (period of time) beginning from the declining 12 
of the sun until the twilight disappears includes/ 
all the prayers, except the dawn (prayer), and 13 
hence He mentioned it separately. 

The people took the ’’declining” (duluk) as 14 
being the sunset, taking (the word as being asso¬ 
ciated with)/ the eye because of the disappearance 15 
of the sun at that time. This explanation is not 
recommended, because the sun,/ at the time of (its) 16 
rising and setting is most apparent because of the 
vanishing of its (strong) rays making one close/ 
the eye. So how can sight require this unless it 17 
(the word duluk) refers to the nightfall prayer! If/ 

this reasoning is true then noon will no longer be 18 
(so called) because the strength of the sun’s rays 
and the eye’s need of being/ rubbed when one arises 19 
from midday sleep, so that vision is straightened 
out. 

So let us now mention what has been said 165:1 
about the names of the prayers, because they are 
adjunct to their times./ The noon (prayer) is 2 
from noontime, which means the violence of the heat, 
and the majority regard it as being taken from al~ 
zahlr, it being/ the (name of) the strong-backed 3 
camel, and because the sun, with its rays spreading 
out, is then most apparent./ The afternoon is the 4 
night (or weakness of sight) and it can be used in 
connection with more than one (thing), so one may 
say the two afternoons (^asrain). Similarly/ the 5 
night and the day are the two afternoon also. 

The Prophet, the prayers of God upon him [and 
peace]’2, said to Fadala/ al-Zahrani, ’’Observe the 6 

^Qur’an xvii, 78. 
not in MS. 
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two afternoon (prayers)”. But this was not his 165:6 
(Fa^ala's) dialect. So he asked him about them./ 
So he said, "The prayer before the rising of the 7 
sun, and the prayer before// its setting", and f.227b 
between the two of them/ in the statement, "Be- 8 
cause they are truly, with respect to day and 
night, linked together and similar (with respect 
to)/ the two times, like calling the morning and 9 
the night the two cold ones". Thus spoke Humayd 
b. Thawr, 

You cannot bear the shadow on a cold forenoon, io 

Nor enjoy the shade on a cold^- evening. 

Verily this is impossible except in a bit- 11 
terly cold winter. 

It is said of the afternoon prayer, "Verily 12 
(the word) *asr means killing for the extraction of 
anything",/ as if it is killed and wrung out by be- 13 
ing delayed. 

Some people hold the opinion regarding noon 14 
(fuhr) that it is (thus) called because of the 
straddling of the sun on the back (?ahr) of/ the 15 
cupola (i.e. the celestial hemisphere), and that 
its declining from it is like its going for pros¬ 
tration to God, the Exalted, and hence it became/ 
a time for prayer in the afternoon inasmuch as 16 
the sun was wrung (down) from the convexity of the 
cupola,/ and its reaching in descent the place of 17 
kneeling. 

As for the night (prayer), it is after the 18 
€ashl, which is from noon until (the sunfs) disap¬ 
pearance,/ namely it (the prayer time) is from the 19 
setting of the sun until the first part of the 
night has elapsed, and its origin is the receiving 
of/ darkness, because the light of the night fire 166:1 
takes pl&ce during the darkness. 

Verily the sunset prayer is called the first 2 
night (prayer) because of its being in the first/ 
of the period of time (above-Mentioned, and the 3 
nightfall prayer is called the other night prayer 
because it is in the latter part of/ that period of 4 
time, being delayed until the darkness is completed 

^ not in MS. 

by the disappearance of the twilight, and "dark- 166:4 
ness" (i«tam) means/ the act of being delayed. 5 

Al-Sh5fici and Malik dislike calling this 6 
prayer the darkness (prayer) because/ God the Exal- 7 

ted called it the night prayer, even though the 
name tends to be used in connection with both, the 
first/ and the other one. But it is related thus, 8 
"Let not the desert dwelling Arabs precede you in 
prayer"./ By that is meant the night (prayer) when 9 

they drive the camels home. 
So, let us return to the times of prayer. 10 

We say that the written prayers are/ actually di- 11 
vided into two main categories: The daylight ones, 
which are speechless, in which one murmurs, except 
for what is/ excluded by the guide (Idalll) such as 12 
on Fridays and on the two festivals (i.e. al-Adha 
and Ramadan) at the appearance of IslSm, and upon 
the defeat/ of the infidels. Because the murmuring 13 
is due to hiding of the prophet, upon him peace!, 
with/ the faithful in a house, and the cruel injury 14 

done him by the infidels. The nocturnal ones, in 

which loud recitation is performed./ The dawn 15 
prayer is mentioned separately so that none may be 
misled by the common habit/ of considering it as 16 
part of the night. 

As for the nocturnal prayers, the first of 17 
them is the sunset (prayer), and the beginning of 
its time is the setting of/ the sun, its setting 18 
being the disappearance of all of its dish under 
the earth without (any) barrier between it/ and the 19 
observer such as an object protruding from the face 
of the earth, or standing between it and the sky. 
As/ for its time, according to al-Shaficl there 167:1 
is no duration of time for carrying it along, de¬ 
laying its (start) until the end of it, for its 
time is/ one instant, its (duration) being the 2 
amount of time-one prays the sunset (prayer) after 
the setting of the sun. 

However, according to AbG #anifa and his as- 3 
sociates, for its time the first of it is the set¬ 
ting of the sun/ and the end of it is the end of 4 
the twilight, except that the twilight, accord¬ 
ing to Abu Hanlfa is the whiteness/ while accord- 5 

ing to Abu Yusuf, and Muhammad b. al-Hasan, 
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and al-Sh5fiei, it is the redness. But Ahmad/ 167:5 
ibn Hanbal took for security the end of the sun- 6 
set (prayer) to be the redness in the open air/ 
and in the desert* and the whiteness in built-up 7 
regions in the space between the buildings * be¬ 
cause the redness is contiguous with the horizon,/ 
and it is obscured by objects. 8 

But Malik maintained that it is the arising 9 
of the dawn, and it occurs between the disappear¬ 
ance of the twilight/ and the rising of the dawn, 10 
making in common the two prayers of sunset and 
nightfall. 

The second prayer of the nocturnal prayers 11 
is the prayer of nightfall. The beginning of its 
time/ according to all is the disappearance of the 12 
twilight, (however) there is disagreement as to 
what it is. The end of it is the rising of/ the 
dawn. Its postponement to one third of the night 13 
or half of it is to be considered from the point 
of view of convenience, not/ of time. 14 

The third prayer of the night prayers is 15 
the prayer of dawn, and the beginning of/ its time 16 
is the rising of the second dawn// after the f.228a 
false dawn (^ubi?) and they do not disagree as to 
the dawn being/ the whiteness spread out along the 17 
horizon in width after the rectangle erected per¬ 
pendicular to it/ resembling a wolf’s tail. Some 18 
say it is the green*^ which precedes sunrise. They/ 

disagree as to twilight, even though these dif- 19 
ferences arise because of the position with respect/ 
to the sun on its two sides and with respect to 168:1 
the horizon in its regions. 

There are differences as to which is pre- 2 
ferable. Al-ShaficI maintains concerning it that 
it should be small and/ barely less^ than a cubit. 3 
However, this cubit should be additional, over and 
above half the noon (shadow)/ itself, otherwise the 4 
(above) rule will collapse (if applied) at different 
times and places. 

2Text £^| ; MS *^1 . 

Text. The change of subject 
at 168:2 indicates a hiatus in the MS. 
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The first point of view is more worthwhile 168:5 

in so far as the above statement is concerned, and 
more pertinent, since it does/ not mention for the 6 
afternoon the noon shadow together with its equal 
and twice itself. It is clear that that time (of 
the year)/ requires the diminishing of the shadow 7 
and its vanishing. So that when it (the shadow) 
appears to the amount of the rope of a trap, this/ 
is an indication of noon. Had it had any magnitude 8 
it would have been mentioned with its equal'and twice 
itself./ In most localities it exceeds at noon the 9 
equal (of the gnomon length) on most of the days/ of 
the year. But if it is not mentioned when it is 10 
discussed, noon will be the beginning of the time 
of the afternoon (prayer). It is even possible/ 
for noon not to be the time (for the beginning of 
the afternoon prayer) when its endpoint fails to 11 
exist. (This endpoint) is, according to the well- 
known traditions from/ Abu Hanifa, the time when 12 
the shadow of anything is twice itself, after the 
noon shadow. And it is related of him/ also as 13 
having replaced the twice by one, which is the say¬ 
ing of Abu Yusuf and Muhammad and al-ShaficI/ also. 14 

The second prayer is the afternoon prayer. 15 
Hie beginning of its time is the end of the time of 

noon time,/ and hence it is related to the (time 16 
when) the shadow of anything is twice itself after 
the noon shadow, according to/ Abu Hanifa in the 17 
best-known traditions, or the equal of it in the 
other tradition and according to/ Abu Yusuf and 18 
Muhammad ari$ al-ShSficI. 

It is related of AbG Hanifa in some of the 19 
traditions that if the shadow becomes/ equal to 169:1 
the thing (casting it) after the noon shadow, 
then the time of noon (prayer) has run out, but 
the/ time of the afternoon prayer does not commence 2 
until the shadow becomes twice the thing (casting 
it), after the noon shadow. But/ this tradition is 3 
not of the well-known ones, and the time of after¬ 
noon (prayer) according to al-ShaficI lasts until 
the shadow is/ twice (the object). If one delays 4 
(praying) until after (this limit) this is a matter 
of choice. 
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169:5 It is reported from cAta’ and fa’us, and 
Malik regarding the end of the time of afternoon 
(prayer)/ the direct explanation of the Revealed 6 

(Qur’an) in the saying of (God) the Exalted, "Pray 
at the declining of the sun and at/ twilight", as 7 

well as (the fact that the endpoint) can be delayed 
as long as the darkness of the night. Thus the act 
of/ increasing the shadow by one (gnomon) length has 8 

to be done with respect to noon and (likewise) after¬ 
noon, the time/ preceding that being considered as 9 

the noon (prayer). 

As for the times in which prayer is forbidden, 10 
they are when the/ sun is on the horizon and in the 11 

meridian, as we mentioned previously. 

The disapproved (but not absolutely forbidden) 12 
times (of prayer) are at the reddening of the sun and 

its becoming yellow/ after its rising until its col- 13 
ors clear up and its rays blaze vehemently. Also 
before its setting/ such that the yellowness of its 14 
body is considered, but not (that of) its rays which 
fall on/ a wall, or on mountaintops. The supererog- 15 
atory (prayer) is also forbidden for those who pray 
the morning prayer/, and for those who have prayed 16 
the afternoon (prayer) until its setting. But the/ 
required prayer is not forbidden (then) if one has 17 
not (yet) prayed. 

Verily it is mentioned in the traditions, "Do 18 
not delay prayer until the death rattle (sharaq al- 
mawta)"./ Abu cUbayd said, "It is the time in which 19 
the sun’s (rays) are high on walls and fall upon/ 
the graves when it (the sun) is weak, and when it 170:1 
is on the western side with a clear horizon without 
any/ obstacle in a locality, and the graves in it 2 

are on the side, with (all the above-)mentioned oc¬ 
curring"./ He restricted the matter to the after- 3 
noon prayer, whereas this (term sharaq) has nothing 
to do with sunrise (sharq)./ Thus it should (not) 4 

indicate the morning (al-ghadat) prayer (only). 
Neither is it related to the afternoon (prayer alone) 
without the/ other prayers. Rather it is from "the 5 

choking obstruction" (al-sharaq b*il-harld). Prob¬ 
ably it is the dropping (of medicine) in the throat 
at the/ last of the pangs of death, and to it (al- 6 
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harld) is given the name// of death. This is f.228b 
indeed a command not to delay (any)/ prayer of 170:7 
the (prescribed) prayers in general up to the 
last of their periods which resemble the last 
(living) time of the one dying,/ at which is the 8 

decline of (life’s) duties. It is incumbent upon 
one to pray during the most extended of their 
periods,/ which resemble life, and before the sun 9 

expires with its redness and weakness, which is 
called at/ that time the death rattle. This is 10 
(also) emphasized by his (the Prophet’s) saying, 
upon him peace!, "Pray/ as long as (the sun) con- 11 

tinues to be pure white and alive". So if the white¬ 
ness is its life, the/ redness is its death, or its 12 

death pangs, if the setting is truly resembling 
its death. And from this is (the expression)/ 
"red death". 13 

The poet said, 14 

When the western prospect is rich with 15 

blood 
Due to the red at the sun’s being assas¬ 

sinated by the horizon. 

So these are the opinions of the past gen- 16 
erations of the imams of Islam concerning the times 
of prayer./ Of the Shicites there are those who 17 
count the times of the twilight (prayer) as among 

the day (prayers), while others consider/ the dawn 18 
(prayer) as among them also, taking the time of 
the sunset prayer as the disappearance of the twi¬ 
light , and the time of/ the prayer of dawn as its 19 
rising, while the time of the nightfall prayer (is 
taken) as midnight. And it is reported from/ their 
imams, their saying; "Delay the sunset (prayer) 171:1 
until the sun sets, since it (the sun) hides be¬ 
hind/ the mountains". Among them are those who fix 2 

the beginning of the night by the (first) visibility 
of the star(s). So they make it the time of the sun¬ 
set/prayer. They terminate the fast as though they 3 
consider the appearance of the stars as corresponding 
to their disappearance (for beginning and ending the 
night). 

The Zaydites say, "Pray it with the departure 4 
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of the redness, and if thou seest a star,/ then 171:5 
pray and break the fast, for God says, 'When the 
night was all around him he saw a star'".^- He 
said,/ "The. night being all around does not imply 6 
the (actual) existence of night with which the 
breaking of the fast is associated". 

The extremists of them said, "When the two 7 
bright stars of Ursa Minor rise, then pray and break 
the fast", but anyone who knows/ that the fixed 8 
stars differ in magnitude, realizes that their 
(first) visibilities differ in time,/ moreover, if 9 
Jupiter is near the condition called the end of the 
night, it is visible at/ sunset because it is (then) 10 
in the ^blackness which begins from the east at that 
time, it being the beginning of/ the darkness of the 11 
night. Whereas if Venus is at the farthest of its 
distances from the sun/ along the (direction of the) 12 
succession of the (zodiacal) signs, it is seen be¬ 
fore sunset, so that to relate the (beginning of 
the) night to the visibility of/ the stars is an un- 13 
reliable opinion, not to be taken into account. 

As for the followers of Abu cAbdallah b.Karran,14 
I know some of them who want to/ take for the time 15 
of the afternoon (prayer), a middle position among 
(all) those opinions, preferring the (golden) mean./ 
But these (people) do not agree on this middle posi- 16 
tion. Shall they do it for the shadow, taking it 
as one/ and a half (gnomon lengths) in excess of the 17 
noon shadow? Or shall they take it as the time mid¬ 
way between/ the two opinions? And each of these 18 
two middle positions for the shadow and the time 
differs/ from the other by a (certain length of) 19 
time, and if they ever coincide it is by chance. 

As.for the books, which contain their 172:1 
choices in canon law, they do not agree/ except 2 
with the opinion of Abu Hanlfa in increasing by 
twice (the gnomon length). 

Among the appellations of the prayers are the 3 

"first" and the "middle" prayers. As for the first 
there is no disagreement/ as being the noon prayer, 4 
because it is the first of the day prayers, and the 
first to be assigned/ and prayed and, it is said, it 5 

1Qur'an vi, 76. 

was made manifest. It is also the first to be 172:5 
encouraged by His saying, be He exalted!,/ "Pray 6 

at the declining of the sun". And from this (prayer) 
begins the order (of prayers) as was mentioned 

in the/ information of the teaching of Gabriel con- 7 
cerning the times of prayer. It is even reported/ 
that the governor of the Ta'if asked a desert- 8 
dwelling Arab for (the sake of) emphasizing (the 
times of prayer) about the number of times/ he prays 9 
in a day and a night. So he said: 

Verily the prayers are four and^ four. 10 
Then three followed by four; 

Then the dawn prayer, which should not be 11 

missed. 

So he began the order with the noon (prayer), 12 
which is well-known as the first. 

As for the middle (one), they disagree con- 13 
cerning it, and they explain it in so many ways//f.229a 
some of them attain the limit of the ridiculous, to 
the extent that it is said that the meaning of the 
middle is the most important for its being virtuous/ 
and most rewarding. And each one considers it dif- 15 
ferently, that it includes all the/ (above-)men- 16 

tioned prayers except the night one which was com¬ 
pletely ignored. 

_ It is reported of cAli ibn abl Talib, Ibn 17 
cAbbas, Qatada and Mujahid/ that the middle one is 18 
the morning prayer, and they hold the opinion about 
it that the recitation of the dawn (prayer) is wit¬ 
nessed by/ the day angels as well as by the night 19 
angels. Thus it is intermediary/ among them. 173:1 
It is also odd and cannot be paired by any other 
one, such as pairing the noon and afternoon prayers/ 
at cArafat, and the pairing of the sunset and the 2 
nightfall (prayers) at Muzdalifa, and the act of 
being odd is preferred to the act of being paired./ 
Al-Shafici inferred this by mentioning the qunut 3 

with it. But the qunUt should be used/ only at the 4 
morning prayer. The explanation here is taken from 
the structure (of the word) and not the meaning (which) 
allows the qunut to be used with/ any prayer, 5 
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according to His saying, be He exalted.’. Who is 173:5 

he who, during the night, uses the qunut and pros¬ 
trates himself?”/ Jabir b. cAbdallah maintains that 6 
it (the middle prayer) is between the darkness and 
the light, since thus it is midway between/ the two 7 

threads. It is reported of CA1I b. abl Talib in 
this connection, ’’Verily it is the middle between/ 
the two prayers of the day and the two prayers of 8 
the night". But this implies that he did not con¬ 
sider it as belonging either to the night/ or to 9 
the day, as is the case in their sect (the cAlawi’in) 
concerning the time of dawn and twilight,/ which are 10 
made midway betwen day and night but not belonging 
to/ (either) one. *Abdall§h b. eUmar maintains, 11 
with regard to the middle (one) that it is the noon 
prayer/ because it is (at) midday. 12 

Others assert, among whom is Qubaysa b. 13 
Dhuwayb that it is the sunset prayer/ because it is 14 
the mean (one) between the longer, which is four 
genuflections, and the shorter, which is/ two genu- 15 
flections, and that it deserves the virtue of being 
odd in number, as well as the meeting of/ the day 16 
and the night angels at it, and that the inclining 
of the sun is.one end of its time. But they left 
the nightfall prayer/ out of consideration, it being 17 
the middle (one) of the nocturnal prayer(s). 

However, the sound opinion in the matter 18 
is that it is the afternoon prayer, which is well 
known as the middle,/ so that this has become an 19 
epithet and a nickname for it generally, and be¬ 
cause it is the middle (one) between the two/ day¬ 
time prayers and the two night prayers, accord- 174:1 
ing to those who commence the day with dawn. 

However, as to the reason for mentioning 
it in particular, it is in order to repeat the com¬ 
mand for observing it, because/ its time, according 
to the habits of the people is sacrificed for work 
and the ending of/ the duties of the day and the 
commencement of the duties of the night. At such 
a time it is quite possible/ to forget about it. 

It is related of the Prophet, the prayer 
of God upon him and peace that he prayed the 

afternoon prayer with us, and then he said:/ 174:7 
"Verily, this prayer was presented to those who 
preceded you, but they forgot about it. He among 
you who observes/ it, his reward is doubled".**' 8 
Moreover since the times of the rest of the prayers/ 
have (fixed) signs, which are quite manifest, such 9 
as morning, midday/ sunset, and the disappearance of 10 
twilight, but this is not the case with the middle 
prayer./ Because its sign is in the hearts (lit. 11 
chests) in contrast to them (the preceding), and 
(it involves) noon as well as its numbers. The 
general command/ of observing the prayers is to pray 12 
when their times are due2} and their signs and/ 

marks are apparent. The afternoon prayer is in- 13 
eluded (there too) among them, but the special com¬ 
mand in its case involves finding its/ time and 14 

observing its signs. 
Although we dispense with (detailing) the 15 

times (of prayer) of the other faiths, (bear in 

mind) that mentioning them (would be)/ a type of 16 
knowledge of which it is harmless to be aware. 
The prayers of the Jews, although/ their books of 17 
Moses, upon him peace!, the Pentateuch, are devoid 
of commands concerning prayer,/ are not nocturnal. 18 
They are three. The first is at sunset, the second 
at/ dawn (sahar), and the third in the morning when 19 
a white thread can be distinguished from a black 
(one).// Each/ one of them (involves) eighteen f.229b 
genuflections (rakca). The prayers of the Chris- 175:1 
tians are seven. They are: midnight,/ morning, 2 
the forenoon, noon, the afternoon, sunset, and 
nightfall. 

The prayers of the [Manicheans]^ for the ini- 3 
tiates (or elect, §iddlqin) are seven: The first 
of them is the prayer of the vertical, at/ noon, 4 
(having) thirty-seven genuflections, but on Monday 
they are decreased by/ two genuflections. Then (2) 5 
the afternoon (prayer) with twenty-one genuflec¬ 
tions; then (3) the nightfall (with) twenty-five/ 
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genuflections, then half an hour (after) (4) 175:6 
night(fall), an equal (number) to it; then (5) 
midnight, thirty genuflections;/ then (6) dawn, 7 
fifty genuflections; then the preaching at the end 
of (7) the night and the beginning of the day, 

twenty-/six genuflections. Their auditors (or 8 
laymen, samma'un), who deal with worldly (affairs), 
pray four/ prayers, they being noon, nightfall, 9 

dawn, and sunrise. 

The prayers of the Magians are three(fold), 10 
as we said (before) depending upon the sun(’s po- 

They pray (also) to the moon once each 11 
month, and in the presence of fire, to the fire. 

Let us mention now what is needful for the 12 
one who determines the times of prayer to say./ 
The situation being along the lines we described, 13 
the signs of the prayers are (to be determined 
from)/ the effects of their opposites at their 14 
times. I mean that the reference for the two day¬ 
time prayers is the shadow, and the shadow/ be- 15 
longs to night, even though the sun is the indica¬ 
tor for it. The references for the nocturnal prayers 
are/ dawn and twilight, which appertain to the day 16 
because of the light. And if a/ just man observes 17 
the noon shadow he realizes that a man charged with 
it must/ observe it assiduously each day through 18 
the year until he comes/ out with the shadow of the 19 
afternoon (prayer) for that (place), chosing it 
from (among) the sayings of the imams. (It is admit¬ 
ted) that the/ matter of the (time of) exist- 176:1 
ence of the shortest shadow for (that) day, is 

not easy to observe in the absence of a scientific 
rule/ for doing it. So, if one establishes the 2 
magnitudes of the noon shadows for the days of the 
year, they will be different (for the following 

year)/ when continued if one follows the lunar year. 3 
So it is impossible for one to record it except with/ 
the solar year. So if one wants to standardize 4 
it it is necessary to use the Byzantine months/ 
and the knowledge of leap years among them. If one 5 
does not admit imitation the affair is attended with 
the difficulties of/ parts of days divided up for 6 
their months, and that involves the equalizing of 
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the sun’s travel/ in the heaven of the apogee, 176:7 
which is a variable in our (system), as well as a 
method of extracting that/ and observing it with 8 
the armillary sphere, and (other) instruments. 

It is also possible, but I hope it will not 9 
occur, that the muezzin/ in charge may miss the noon 10 
shadow on some day or on some successive days, for 
reasons within his control or/ beyond it, entailed 11 
by events on high (?). Indeed I was observing/ at 12 
Ghazna the noon altitudes for an urgent inquirer 
who was incompetent to perform it because of its/ 
difficulty. Then it happened that for successive 13 
days of the year, in number near to twenty,/ the 14 
sky was very clear until (just) before noon, but 
as soon as/ the desired time arrived some scattered 15 
clouds appeared and they joined and came together 
making me miss1/ my objective, and it rained on 16 
most of them, then behold, an hour after noon had 
passed it became/ clear and the atmosphere pure, 17 

If it happens for him as I stated he cannot 18 
determine the shadow for the afternoon prayer by/ 
missing the noon shadow. If he is required to per- 19 
form his duty he can either give up, or imitate/ 
the practitioners of the craft, any other altema- 177:1 
tive being ignorance and haughtiness/ and confu- 2 
sion. 

Then he should say that midday, which fixes 3 
the time of the noon prayer/ is not to be determined 4 
except by one of the (following) four methods: ei¬ 
ther (1) it is the midpoint of the time between sun¬ 
rise/ and sunset, or (2) it is the time when the 5 
azimuth is (half way) between the rising point and 
the setting point, or else (3) the (time of) the 
sun’s ending/ its upward progress on that day, or 6 
else (4) the (time of) its shortest shadow. How¬ 
ever the observation of the shadow/ and the alti- 7 
tude with their (respective) instruments is a tech¬ 
nical matter, .the'performance of which will not be 
withheld from anyone who knows/ something// of f.230a 
the (subject) matter of the two, or from anyone 8 
who has -read this book of ours. 
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As for the determination of the azimuth 177:9 
between the rising point and the setting point, I 
mean the meridian line,/ it is the most useful of 10 
these methods. As to its extraction by technical 
methods,/ enough has been said. On its practical 11 
side and its justification by proof there is need/ 
for a goodly section of the two arts of astronomy 12 
and geometry, but it requires in addition/ conic 13 
sections, which some.call, because of their dif¬ 
ficulty, spiritual geometry. 

However, as for that which is connected with 14 
the time (of prayer), it is well-known that guessing 
about it, as is done by/ most of the callers to 15 
prayer, is not trustworthy for it, and guesswork 
does not go back to a law which will enable/ its 16 
user to rely upon it when someone disagrees with him 
about it by taking it as a witness and a proof. More¬ 
over people/ differ from one another in degree as 17 
to guesswork and intuition due to differences in 
their temperaments. Training/ by using it frequent- 18 
ly and persistently would have a better effect if 
it were not for human cunning/ which spoils the idea. 19 
This is that the human, when he is charged with an 
affair, whether practical/ or theoretical, will 178:1 
not be devoid of (some) thoughts, and the remem¬ 
brance of (certain) situations which endanger/ his 
heart for a time. It passes as the water of a riv- 2 
er, through his. consciousness and heart1, it be¬ 
ing a category, an example of which is/ dreams. 3 
Discussion regarding it can be lengthy. (Indeed) 
it is not possible to free the heart from it and to 
compel/ the imagining force to forsake it, except 4 
for a moment, after which it comes back. I will 
satisfy myself with one/ incident, the stammering 5 
of the majority of those who maintain the beliefs 

al-Shafici in the opening of/ the prayer, and 6 
their strange hesitation in purifying their inten¬ 
tions which are thus made impossible for them and/ 
useless for announcing the prayer-time. So if 7 
guesswork is stricken with this disease, who can/ 
rely on intuition^, and the guesser, believing 8 
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his ability (to give) the correct times/ by 178:9 
guesswork (taking into consideration the possibil¬ 
ity) of his performing equally reliable operations, 
or of repeating some statements of a certain sys¬ 
tem,/ or of coming out with a number which is close 10 
to one of the calculated times. More reliable than/ 
this guesswork is time measurement with an instru- 11 
ment made for (measuring) a part of it (i.e. the 
time), be it an hour,/ or portions of it, or mul- 12 
tiples of it. Thus one determines from it the 
length of half the arc of that day, whether/ it is 13 
the instrument made so that water enters it or so 
that water leaves it, or sand,/ or something else 14 
like that. But this operation necessitates the 
predetermination of the arc of/ daylight by compu- 15 
tation. That is because its determination by an 
instrument is not possible except after the deter¬ 
mination of the whole (arc) of it./ And the obser- 16 
vation of the whole arc of daylight cannot be ob¬ 
tained except after the end of the day, all of it, 

and that is not/ useful for the (determination of) 17 
noontime, since its time will have passed. 

But what is called for in this topic, after 18 
the knowledge of the conditions of heaviness/ and 
lightness and centers of gravity, which is based 19 
on the science of the shape of the universe, is the 
equation of daylight/ for each part (i.e. degree) 179:1 
of the parts of the ecliptic at the locality as¬ 
sumed. But the equation of/ daylight requires, for 2 
the locality, its latitude, and for the ecliptic,/ 
the position of the sun and its declination. As 3 
for the latitude of the locality, it results as the 
mean/ between the altitudes on two days of one of 4 
the never-setting stars, or the complements of/ the 
means between the (maximum) altitudes (of the sun) 5 
at the solstices, or the declination of the sun or 
one of the stars./ But the declination of the sun 6 

requires the observation of the inclination of the 
ecliptic, then it is cut up into parts,/ and the 7 
declination of a star calls for the observation of 
its position in longitude and latitude,/ and both of 8 
them need computation of sines and chords and ascen¬ 
sions. For the solar/ position we need the knowledge 9 
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of calendars of the (various) peoples, their years 179:9 
and their months,/ up to the observations of the an- 10 
cients and the moderns, finding from them the solar 
positions by/ the mean motion and the variable (mo- 11 
tion) and the amount of the difference between the 
two. And by this is determined the/ arc of daylight 12 
of any day desired. 

However, as for the extreme altitude of the 13 
sun in largeness and of the shadow in// small- f.230b 
ness/ and their observation, it is evident that the 14 
difference of altitude around noon will be/ in parts 15 
of parts due to the fact that large instruments can 

hardly register it (accurately), much less/ the small 
(ones). Hence it is supposed that the sun at that 16 
time is stopped because the altitude of the sun/ and 17 
its azimuth is constant, inasmuch as can be perceived, 
at one amount. So the usefulness of the predetermi¬ 
nation of/ this altitude in order to compare it 18 
with the existing (one) is not so great for preci¬ 

sion, since one, for/ its determination, (falls 19 
back) on the solar position, and the inclination of 

the ecliptic, and the local latitude, and thus/ at 
noon one needs what was needed for the noon alti- 180:1 
tude plus the/ determination of it (noon) from it 2 
(the shadow). 

So, if the muezzin is interested in deep in- 3 
vestigation, and he abstains from (blind) imitation, 
and (if)/ his,temperament is akin to the science of 4 
Ptolemy, and Archimedes, and Apollonius, and he 
never puffs himself up above/ these names, and he 5 
seeks.schooling and education until he reaches this 
position,/ then verily he must take up the whole of 6 

the Book of the Elements (of Euclid) and the middle 

works between it and the Almagest,/ and he must give 7 
(himself over) to eight treatises of it. Thus he 
came as empty as the devil, but he goes away as vic¬ 

torious/ as (the prophet) Enoch (Idris). If it hap- 8 
pens that he becomes fed up from the very first with 
studying what we have mentioned,/ then let him take 9 
the shortest distance away from the work, let him 

shorten the length of hope by giving the bow over to 
one who can draw it and surrendering/ the matter to 10 
the experts who do not loathe steady striving for the 

reform of these/ elements and their improvement, and 11 

the production of their results to those who seek them. 
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TOE TWENTY-SIXTH (CHAPTER) 180:12 

CM TOE ESTABLISHMENT CF TOE LINES FOR TOE TIMES 

OF PRAYER AND TOE HOURS CN INSTRUMENTS 13 

The dependence of the matter of the two 14 
times, of the noon and afternoon (prayers), upon shad¬ 

ows, has been (by now) clarified. As for noon, it 

is because/ its time follows immediately the decline 15 
of the sun from the meridian, since the shadow of/ 
the gnomon (shakhs) on the horizon plane, if it is 16 

found to be equal to the shadow of the (solar) alti¬ 
tude for noon of/ that day at that locality, then 17 
it is midday and noon, at which (time)/ the prayer 18 
is forbidden. Then follows immediately the begin¬ 

ning of the time of the noon prayer when the shad¬ 

ow increases from that/ amount by something, then 19 
it is the time of the noon prayer according to what 
we mentioned, which is easy/ to visualize in 181:1 
imagination (but) hard to use in practice. 

Hence, it is directed, for the determination 2 
of noon, to erect a stick and observe its shadow/ 
after the time of erecting (it in comparison with 3 
its length at the)1 time, and if it is less than 
the first amount/ the time will be before noon, but 4 

if more it will be after it. This, as to its cor¬ 
rectness , is close to being/ suspect for one who is 5 

not practiced in this art. For firstly it may be 
found at/ two times, the both being equal if it is 6 

around noon at two equal distances,/ and so it will 7 

not lead to what is needed by this (method). 
Secondly, since the second time will perhaps 8 

be nearer to noon/ than the first, in a direction 9 
other than it is from it, I mean that the second is 

after noon and its shadow/nevertheless is less than 10 
the shadow of the first, which is before it, and one 
might think that in spite of the passage of the me¬ 
ridian/ it is yet to come. 11 

Thirdly, if the procedure is not known of 12 



using the circumference of a circle described/ 181:12 

about the base of the gnomon, then one might think 13 
that a difference in the azimuth should indicate 
something about the shadow, giving it an/ increase 14 
or decrease which is not really present. 

And fourthly, even if there is no error of 15 
that (sort), one cannot tell by means of it, except 
that/ the first time is before noon, whereas the 16 
second can be (any) one of the three situations of/ 

being before noon, after it, or [just]1 at it, i.e. 17 
at noon. 

But fifthly, the difference of the shadow at 18 
noon, especially in/ the summer, in localities of 19 
low latitude, becomes imperceptible at intervals of 
small/ amount, because the motion of the shadow 182:1 
is that of the head of the shadow at the vertex of 

the hyperbola// and/ its neighborhood. And f.231a 
these are the reasons which, in the matter of (the 2 
determination of) noon recommend/ the (use of) the 3 
Indian circle, which was previously mentioned,, and 
the line in it extended between north and south,/ 
which, when reached by the shadow of the gnomon erec- 4 
ted at it(s center), then it is noon, and if it/ 

exceeds it, even if it is by the smallest thing, the 5 
time of the noon prayer has begun. 

As for the time of the afternoon prayer, we 6 
extract the noon shadow for that/ day, as before in 7 
the chapter (devoted) to it, and we put it in two 

places. And we add to one of them the like of/ the 8 
parts of the gnomon, and it will be the shadow of 

the afternoon-time according to Abu Yusuf, and 
Muhammad,/ and al-ShaficI, and we add to the second, 9 
twice the parts of the gnomon, and it will be the 

shadow of the afternoon-time/ according to Abu 10 
^anifa. And if we want the altitudes at these two 

times, their shadows having been obtained,/ we ex- 11 
tract the altitude from the shadow in the manner 

preceding in the chapter (devoted) to it. And this 
(following) is what is in/ the zlj of Habash. 12 

He says in it, "We take the noon shadow and 13 
add to it sixty parts/ after we transform the shad- 14 
ow from the twelve (unit) type to the sixty (unit) 
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type. Then we find its corresponding arc/ in 182:15 
the shadow table, and what comes out for the alti¬ 
tude we subtract from ninety, and there remains the 
altitude/ of the beginning of the afternoon. And 16 

for the end of it we add to the noon shadow, after 
the transformation, a hundred/ and twenty, and of 17 
what results we find its corresponding arc in the 

table of the shadow, and we subtract its arc from 
ninety,/ and what remains is the altitude of the end 18 
of the afternoon". But this is obvious if it is 
known that the gnomon which we use for it is/ of the 

sixty-part type, and that the table in which we 19 

find the arcs is set up for/ the reversed shad- 183:1 

ow, (i.e. the tangent function), and hence we 
find the shadow corresponding to the complement 

of its altitude. 
If anyone wants to make the lines of these 2 

times, it is necessary for him, for facility, to/ 
predetermine the shadows and altitudes and azi- 3 
muths for each one/ of them, degree by degree of the 4 
ascending half of the ecliptic, I mean (the half)/ 
which is from the first (point) of Capricorn to the 5 
last of Gemini, so that it will be ready at hand for 
the time of/ operation. But in astronomical instru- 6 
ments like the astrolabe, which is well-known, one 

does not find/ all that is needed for the use of 7 

the people. 
So, let us begin with its (the astrolabe’s) 8 

interior. We say that it is possible to make on the 
faces of its plates,/ between the eastern horizon 9 
and the meridian (khatt watad al-ard), the line of 
the beginning of the afternoon and its end/ by 

placing each of the degrees of the ascending half 10 
of the ecliptic/ from the rete at the altitude of 11 

the beginning of afternoon as extracted for it from/ 
the westerly almucantars, and marking the position 12 

of the opposite point of that degree on the face of 
the plate. We also/ place (them) on it at the al- 13 
titude of the end of the afternoon and mark the po¬ 
sition of the opposite point. If/ that is done for 14 

all the degrees of the half certain marks will ap¬ 
pear in succession for these two lines between/ the 



tropics of Capricorn and Cancer. Then the crafts- 183:15 
man carefully joins them by arcs, the entirety of 
which/ may be imagined as a single curved unbroken 16 
line. 

If he desires to distinguish the two (curves) 17 
from the lines of the hours, he should put successive 
points on them (i.e. make them dotted),/ or write 18 

their titles on them. Then he is free to perform the 
operation which we described, degree by/ degree, or 19 
sign by sign, or by the divisions of the ecliptic 
imanpiqa) on that (particular) astrolabe. 

If he wants to have two (circular) arcs, 184:1 
he may shorten the work by performing the operation 
for the equinoctial circle/ and (those of) the two 2 

solstices only, as is done with the lines of the 

unequal hours in the division of the (part) under/ the 3 

horizon of the three circles (i.e. the tropics and the 

equator) by twelve equal divisions, and the passing 
of an arc through/ each triple of them corresponding 4 

to the operation of circumscribing a circle about any 
triangle./ If this were done with all of the circles, 5 
then the corresponding points on them would not be 
concyclic/, hence the matter of the unequal hours 6 

(determined) by their lines on/ the astrolabe is 7 

taken approximately. However, the equal (hours) are 
drawn// by (using) the distance of the (compass) f.231b 
opening/ of the horizon, at the end of each division 8 

of the twenty-four divisons of the circle/ described 9 

about the center of the plate with a distance (equal 
to) that of the center of the horizon. And this is 
completely correct. 

By the two lines which we made for the two 10 
times of afternoon (prayer) the time passed until 

them (the two times)/ from the beginning of the day 11 

or from noon is determined if the opposite of the 
degree of the sun is put on them and at/ the position 12 

of the pointer on the ring a mark is made, then the 
rete is rotated backwards to/ the left until the 13 
degree of the sun arrives at the line of midheaven 
or the eastern horizon./ And so what the pointer 14 
moves on the ring from the mark will be the duration 
of the (time) passed. 
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Also the remaining (time) until the end 184:15 
of the day is determined by rotating the rete/ to 
the right evenly until the degree of the sun arrives 16 
at the western horizon. When/ the altitude of the 17 
sun is measured at a certain time1 and its degree 

placed on its almucantar, then/ by the position of 18 
the opposite of the sun’s degree from these two 

lines is determined whether their times are due,/ 
or have passed, or are to come. Analogously, to 19 

this the line of the rising of/ dawn is construe- 185:1 
ted on the plate [by putting]^ the opposite of the 
sun’s degree on the eighteenth almucantar always/ 
on the western side; and the line of disappearance 2 
of the twilight by putting it on that almucantar/ 
on the eastern side. 3 

Concerning what is said regarding cUmar b. 4 
cAbd al-fAziz, that he was making the call for the 
noon (prayer) at the/ seventh hour, but he (some- 5 
times) prayed this prayer at the eighth hour, and the 
afternoon (prayer) at the tenth hour, (one should 

remember that)/ these hours were unequal (ones) un- 6 

doubtedly. Some of them (the people) shifted from 
shadows/ over to their (the hour) lines taking the 7 
line of the tenth hour among the/ unequal hour lines 8 
for the end of the time of the afternoon (prayer), 
and the line of the ninth for the beginning of its 

time, just as the line of/ the third of them is for 9 
the time of the morning prayer. But this is con¬ 

trary to the religious law, and it should/ not be 10 
followed. 

Some of them take for the time of the noon 11 
call to prayer (as being) when the increase of the 
shadow is/ one digit, and the time of arising (from 12 

prayer) is when the increase is three digits, and/ 
the afternoon when the increase is thirteen digits. 13 
And if we agree with them as to the time of the noon 
call,/ then the increment equal to it will not be 14 
over its shadow but over the noon shadow itself,/ 

but the matter is not up to them. It is the result 15 

of ignorance about digits, which are/ halves of 16 
sixths of a gnomon, whether it be a span or if the 
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perpendicular is Mount/ Damavand, for example. 185:17 
And the (above~)mentioned digits for the noon call 
to prayer should mean a fortiorif the fingers of 18 
the hand, since by the smallest of them the noontime 
begins. The/ (above-)mentioned digits for the af- 19 
ternoon time are mixed up with this unit and with/ 
the twelve parts of the gnomon. 186:1 

Now let us consider the back of the astrolabe 2 
in order to lay out these lines upon it,/ and let us 3 

first put an edge on its alidade by cutting it length¬ 
wise so that its edge will pass through the center./ 
But leave (some) of it around it (the center) in or- 4 
der to cover the base of the pole, and we discard 
the remainder of/ one of its two halves and we em- 5 
place the two sights on the remaining half. 

And let circle ABGD (Figure 47) on the back 6 
of the astrolabe be/ that which is under the parts 7 

of the altitude, and its quadrant is AB, and A on 
it is near the socket (or throne, kursl),/ and arc 8 
ZH is what the edged alidade covers on the back of 

the astrolabe./ We divide line DZ into six equal 9 

parts, and we write from the two sides/ the names 10 
of the signs divided off in the ascending half and the 
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descending half in the/ form which we wrote 186:11 
(before), and we divide each sign in a suitable 
number of parts indicating/ the degrees of the 12 
signs, depending on the size of the piece, and we 
do not squeeze them together. We describe about 
center/ e and at the distance of each division of 13 
the quadrant a visible arc, one which is 
not permanent,/ so that we can deepen of it what- 14 
ever we need. This is the circle of the degrees. 
Then we divide eg/ into twelve equal parts; they 15 
are the digits of the gnomon. And we extend gc/ 
tangent to the circle and unlimited in the direc- 16 
tion of C.// And we divide it in divisions equal f.232a 
in/ amount to the divisons of EG, And GC will be 17 
for the shadow. Then we divide each/ circle. 18 

Thus, for example, let the circle of the 19 
first of Pisces and its end be line EG/ at T. 187:1 
And we lay off GY equal to the noon shadow, and 
we join EMY,/ cutting the circle at Af. It is 2 
the mark of the time of noon. We lay off qk/ 

equal to the shadow of the beginning of afternoon, 3 
and gl equal to the shadow of the end of afternoon, 
and we join/ Ms* (and) EOL, and there will be two 4 
points, s (and) o for the two times of the after¬ 
noon (prayer). 

We do thus for each circle, fixing for each 5 
one three points/ for these times if we join cor- 6 
responding (points) which are for a single line by/ 
convex lines (arranged) in order. Thus a line will 7 
result on which we write its title. Upon finishing/ 
the three we put a permanent line for each circle 8 
of that part which falls between the signs and the 
line of the/ time of noon. We efface the extra part 9 
of it in the direction of line EG, I mean arc MT./ 
And thereby is the operation completed. 10 

If the edge of the alidade is placed along 11 
the intersection of the sun’s (daily) path at such 
and such a time/ and the line whose time is required 12 
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then the [pointer]1 of the alidade falls along 187:12 
the altitude of that time./ Then the altitude 188:1 
is measured at that time, and if it is more than 
the altitude of the time, then it is not time for 
it/ yet, but if it is less its time has already 2 

passed, unless it is at the meridian, since (the 
fact of being) less/ than it does not necessarily 3 
indicate (the fact that) it has passed or that it 
is to come. 

Likewise the lines of the hours are made, 4 
either the equal or the unequal ones,/ on the quad- 5 
rant opposite to it, I mean the altitude quadrant, 
since this is already encumbered with lines./ And 6 
so, when the circles are described in it; one pre¬ 
determines the altitude of each hour/ on it, and 7 
if the [pointer]^ is then placed along that al¬ 
titude then the edge of/ the alidade cuts that cir- 8 
cle at the crossing of the line of that hour in it. 

Indeed some of the astrolabe-makers make 9 
lines on the alidade for the/ unequal hours, making ‘ 10 
the operation for it to put the pointer of the ali¬ 
dade along the equal of the/ noon altitude for the 11 
[given]^ day. Then put the sun opposite the alti¬ 

tude quadrant without/ moving the alidade from its 12 
position, and observe skilfully the crossing of 
the edge of the shadow of the upper sight/ at the 13 
line passing through the middle of the alidade at 
the length cut off for that unequal/ hour. And 14 
thus is determined the (time) passed of the day or 
the time remaining to it. As for the construction 
of these/ lines, even though' their drawing deviates 15 
from true rigor, (nevertheless I will proceed to 
describe it:) let there be supposed between the two 
sights,/ the line passing through the middle of the 16 
alidade, TK, (in Figure 48), and the two sights TH 
(and) KL./ We extend TH and LB, and we describe 17 
about center/ H and at any indefinite distance 18 
which may befall, the quadrant 2W, And we divide 
it/ into six equal parts. They are ZA, AB, BG, GD, 19 
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Figure 48 

DE, and EW.f And we extend from them straight 189:1 
lines all passing through center H. It is on/ 
the surface which follows the pole of the two sur- 2 
faces of the sight. Then it is the shaded (part) 
and not that which is/ along (the direction of) 3 
the [pointer]1. And these lines are AHS, BHO, 
[Gif]P, DHYj (and) EHM. Then we draw along// f.232b 
the alidade lines lying across it perpendicular 
to the line/ bisecting it lengthwise, passing 5 
through the pole, (and) passing through points 5, 

O, F,/ Y, (and) M. As for the one passing through 6 
S, it is the one marking the end of the first hour, 
and so write/ the letter for one on one of its two 7 
halves, and the letter for eleven on its/ other 8 
half, because the (time) past and the (time) re¬ 
maining of the hours are symmetric(ally disposed). 

As for the one passing through/ 0, it is for two 9 
hours, so we write at it the letter for two on one 
side, and the tenth/ on the other (side). And 10 
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(that) passing through F is (for) three hours, 189:10 
and so we write at it a letter for/ three, and for 11 
nine near it. The one passing through Y is for four 
hours,/ and so we write at it a letter for four, and 12 
eight, and the one passing through M is for five/ 
hours, and it will be lettered five and seven. 

As for the sixth (hour), at it the upper 190:1 
sight shades all of the lower sight,/ and hence the 2 
letter for six is written above the orifice near 
the upper edge/ in order to stick to the mark of l. 3 
And verily we have finished the construction of the 
lines of the hours on the alidade. 

If we want to find points S, O, F, Y, and 4 
M by a/ different operation we would divide the 5 
sight HT, which is standing for the scale with its 
digits, and TKf is one of them standing for the shad- 6 
ow, then we take from the table the tangent (lit. 

shadow) of arc/ iva, which is seventy-five parts, be- 7 
cause each one of the divisions of/ the quadrant is 8 
fifteen parts, and we count that tangent (i.e. we 
lay it off) from r, and we end/ at S. Then we take 9 
the tangent of sixty, I mean arc WB. We count it 
from/ T, and we end at O. Then we count the tan- 10 
gent of forty-five from/ T, and we end at F. We 11 
count the tangent of thirty from T and we termi¬ 
nate (it)/ at Y, and the tangent of fifteen from T 12 
to M. Habash put/ these tangents in a separate 13 
table, which is this: 

Figure 49 
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(Due to) the known (fact) about the great 191:1 
differences in the increments of the tangent (func¬ 
tion),/ these lines are marked on instruments which 2 
give us the hours without/ measurement of the alti- 3 
tudes in another manner. The followers of this meth¬ 
od join/ T (to) L and thus these lines made for 4 
the hours will 'shift from TK/ to TL and the alidade 5 

becomes HTLK. It is called the locust’s thigh, 
(since)/ it resembles it in form. And the pole of 6 
it is made inside the instrument, underneath it./ 
For the most part the locust’s thigh is made for the 7 
instrument known as the moon’s [crescent ?]-*■. The 
two/ points T (and) L are not needed for the exten- 8 
sion of line AT between them, but on the contrary it 
may be/ extended from a point under L, or above it, 9 
to a point under Tl or above it, and that depends 10 
on the choice of the maker and his taste. 

Among them (the makers) are those who trans- 11 
gress the limits in the matter of simplification (by 
using) an alidade called the crescent-like (one)/ 
since they make it in a semicircle like ABG (Fig.- 12 
ure 50) with the base of the pole at B./ They di- 13 

vide its interior into six equal parts// (for) f.233a 
the hours, and they arrange it at the pole above/ 
the plane alidade in a manner which does not change 14 
its position. Then they place the pointer along 
the/ noon altitude, and they look along the concavi*- 15 
ty (tahdib) of the crescent-like (alidade), and at 

the position of the shadow of its edge as (in the)/ 
preceding. ' 16 

Then they attach to the astrolabe of this 192:1 
type a plane sundial/ along a plane parallel to 2 

B 

_ Figure 50 
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the horizon, and it is among the customs of the 192:2 
craftsmen to work out the shadow of each/ hour and 3 
its azimuth for the solstices. They work out the 
amount of the shadow in digits of the sundial's 
gnomon (mlqyas)/ and its azimuth with its direction, 4 
and thus they obtain the tips of the shadow for the 
hours/ at the two solstices. 5 

We have said that they will be on the peri- 6 
phery of an hyperbola, and if one connects them 
(the points)/ for each one of the two (conic) sec- 7 
tions by curved lines, and (also connects) each of 
the points of/ the (conic) section to its corres- 8 
ponding (one) on the other, they will be the lines 
of the hours. If one wants to construct the/ two 9 
lines of the afternoon (prayer) on it; open the 
compass by the amount of the digits of that line 
at the time of the solstice,/ and describe about 10 
the center of the gnomon (miqt/Ss), and with a dis¬ 
tance equal to that opening (an arc which) inter¬ 
sects the (conic) section of that/ solstice at the 11 
desired point. If the corresponding points in the 
two sections are joined,/ [there will result]1 a 12 
line for the two sections. But the types of the 
fixed sundial are numerous, and the known (types)/ 
among them after the (horizontally) extended 193:1 
(ones) are: those being in the plane of the me¬ 
ridian , and those fixed/ in the plane of the prime 2 
vertical, and those fixed in the plane of the celes¬ 
tial equator. And if/ each ond of these circles 3 
were a horizon of a certain latitude, then the 
lines of/ the hours and the lines of the times (of 4 
prayer) are drawn on it in the fashion done with 
the (horizontally) extended (sundial). As for/ 
that which is in the (plane of) the meridian, it 5 
is on one of the horizons of sphera recta. 

As for that which is in the (plane of) the 6 
prime vertical, it is on a horizon whose latitude 
equals the/ complement of the local latitude, and 7 
it is (well-)known that if the circle of the prime 
vertical is rotated about/ that diameter (which is) 8 
common to the horizon, and is inclined to the south 
by the amount of the local latitude,/ it will 9 
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become the celestial equator at the horizon of a 193:9 
position whose latitude will be a complete quadrant, 
and hence the amount of the shadow of the gnomon/ 
will not differ in this sundial for any daily so- 10 
lar path (madar); it/ will rather be equal to the 11 
altitude (which is) equal to its declination. And 
if it attains the shadow of the madar and its azi¬ 
muth at/ the desired time of the hours and the af- 12 
ternoon (prayer), and if (further) the same is done 
with it as in the preceding (case) for the heads of 
the signs/ for each one of its two faces; the nor- 13 
them, upper one, and the southern, the lower, and 
if one joins the/ corresponding (points), there re- 14 
suits the desired line. For the times of prayer, 
instruments are made suspended/ by threads strung 15 
through their extremities, parallel to the horizon, 
like the ruler on which/ a gnomon imiqyas) is erec- 16 
ted at need, and it is dispensed with when not need¬ 
ed, so that it hangs/ with its surface level. 17 

Verily they have made on it (the ruler) lines of the 
times (of prayer) by their shadows/ according to 18 
the days of the Byzantine months. (They are also) 
like the plate of which half its diameter is equal 
to the shadow of the end of/ the afternoon (prayer) 19 
at the (time of) the winter solstice. Some people 
divide its circumference into twelve for the (zo¬ 
diacal) signs/ or the Byzantine months, and they 194:1 
join the first (points) of them to the center by 
straight lines1,/ each one of which gives an esti- 2 
mate of the shadows of the times (of prayer) or the 
shadows of the hours. Then we join/ the corres- 3 
ponding (ones) by arcs, and the resulting config¬ 
uration looks like a citron, and it is named 
after it. 

Other people divide the circumference into 4 

six parts, writing in them the signs of the ascen¬ 
ding/ half (of the ecliptic) from right to left, and 5 
near^ them the descending half/ from left to right, 6 
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THE TWENTY-SEVENTH CHAPTER 194:9 

and they do exactly as we explained, and there 194:6 
result the lines in the/ form of a [spiral]1 7 
beginning from the first of Cancer to the first 
of Capricorn. (Now) what/ we have indicated 8 

suffices// for this subject, and about it are f. 233b 
writings which treat of it exhaustively, by God’s 
permission. 

XText I ; read l as in the MS. 
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ON THE USE OF THE SHADOW 10 

IN THE QUADRILATERAL (MENELAOS) THEOREM 

AND IN ASTRONOMICAL COMPUTATION 

The practitioners of astrology simplified 11 
much of what they found difficult/ to obtain from 12 
astronomical arcs by replacing (them) by shadows, 
making concise a method (otherwise) long./ We 13 
will refer to something of this (type) so that you 
may know how it is. Indeed there was a previous 
mention of/ ratios between sines which are equal 14 
to ratios between the gnomon and its shadows. 
Since/ the people made the parts of the gnomon 15 
equal to the parts of the total sine, they also 
made equal/ their two amounts, making of them the 16 
radius of the circle. So there resulted/ from the 17 
sines inside the circumference, polygons, and from 
the shadows outside it, (other) polygons/ similar 18 
to the first. And so they were in proportion, 
since they were to one scale. 

Let, for example, the two arcs AB (and) AG 19 
(in Figure 51) be equal, and arc/ BAG measure 195:1 
the circumference by a non-fractional number, and 
we extend AET and we take/ from center E an amount 2 
ET equal to the gnomon, and we pass through the 
two points A (and)/ T the two perpendicular (lines), 3 
KH, (and) DZ to AT, and we join to them DBH (and)/ 

zCgQic1, and we join B (to) G. And so BG will be 4 
the side of a regular polygon inside/ the circum- 5 
ference, and DZ is the side of a polygon outside 
the circumference (and) similar/ to the first. And 6 
it is known that TH is the shadow of arc AB, re¬ 
versed (i.e., the tangent), and KT/ likewise is the 7 
shadow of arc AG, reversed. If the gnomon is ET,/ 
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Figure 51 

and the ratio of BY to lYlE1 is as the ratio of 195:8 
TH to TE,/ and as the ratio of DA to AE, then 9 
AD also is the shadow of arc AB, reversed./ If 10 
the gnomon is AE, which is the total sine, then 
the shadow AD is that which/ is in proportion with 11 
the sines and not the shadow of TE because the 
sines are of the type of the parts of/ AE and not 12 
parts of ET. Likewise it can be shown that AZ is 
the reversed shadow/ of arc AG, and shadow DZ is 13 
composed of the reversed shadow of the two arcs/ 

AB (and) AG. And side BG is compounded of its two 14 
sines,/ I mean YB (and) GY. Similarly had the in- 15 

scribed polygon been compounded/ of multiples of 16 
the sine of AB, which is equal to the sine GY, I 
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mean contrary to/ (our) situation, it will still 195:17 
remain similar to the circumscribed (one) even 
though it will no longer be parallel to it./ And 18 
if the arcs are different, as are the two arcs AG 

(and) GL, there will be compounded/ neither a poly- 19 
gon of their shadows circumscribed about the cir¬ 
cle, nor a polygon of their sines inscribed in it./ 
That is because the two sines AF (and) DC are 196:1 
neither joined nor intersecting on the diameter/ 
EG at a single point. Similarly the two shadows 2 
AZ (and) LM fail to intersect the/ diameter EG at 3 
a single point, since this requires the equality 
of the two arcs/ AG and LG. But it is known from 4 
the situation of this picture that the reversed 
shadow/ for each arc is what separates it from the 5 
diameter passing through one of its two ends from 
the line tangent/ to it at the other end, if we ex- 6 
tend the two until they intersect./ The direct sha- 7 
dow for it is what separates the diameter passing 
through one of the two ends of its complement if it 
is/ extended from the tangent line for it to the 8 
other end. If one/ considers this as pertaining 9 
to shadows we say that it is well established in 
the book Almagest/ and in others that if between 10 
two great circle arcs AB (and) GB (in Figure 52) 
there intersect/ two great circle arcs AD (and) GE 11 
at point Z, then the ratio of the sine of/ EB 12 
to the sine of AE is compounded of the ratio of 
the sine of ZD to the sine of/ AZ times the ratio 13 
of the sine of GB to the sine of DG. So let us 
assume the/ complete quadrilateral (gitac) ABG 14 
composed of great circle quadrants. It was 
shown// in what preceded/ that the ratio of f.234a 
the sine of each arc to its cosine is as the ra- 15 
tio of its tangent/ to the gnomon. And so the 16 
ratio of the sine of EB to the sine of EA is as 
the ratio of the/ tangent of EB to the gnomon. 17 
Likewise the ratio of the sine of arc DZ/ to the 18 
sine of ZA is as the ratio of the tangent of DZ 
to the gnomon. And the ratio of the/ tangent 19 
of arc EB to the gnomon, hence, is compounded of 
the ratio of the tangent of/ DZ to the gnomon 197:1 
times the ratio of the sine of GB to the sine of/ 



197:12 

DG. But we put the gnomon equal to the total 197:2 
sine, and arc BG is a/ quadrant of a circle, and 3 
its sine is the total sine. And so the ratio of 

the tangent of EBl to the total sine is compounded 4 
of the ratio of the shadow of DZ to the total sine 
times the ratio of the/ sine of GB, the total sine, 5 
to the sine.of GD, and by inversion/ the ratio of 6 
the total sine to the shadow of EB is compounded of 
the ratio of the total .sine to the/ shadow of DZ 1 
times the ratio of the sine of GD to the total sine. 

We have neglected the property of the (di- 8 
rect) shadow because of the fact that the only one 
we use of them is the/ reversed (one). And because 9 
the.first of these six amounts which make up this/ 
ratio is equal to the third, then upon dropping 10 
them the ratio reduces'from a compound (one) to/ 
the simple (one). That is that the ratio of the 11 
first to the middle (one) between it and the second 

248 

is/ as the ratio of the third to the fourth. 
But the first is equal to the third, and so the 
middle (one)/ (above-)mentioned also is equal 198:1 
to the fourth, and the ratio of this middle (one) 
to the second is as the ratio of/ the fifth to 2 
the sixth. But the middle (one) is to the fourth 
as the ratio of the fourth/ to the second. And 3 
this is the ratio remaining upon dropping the first. 
So the ratio of the tangent of/ DZ to the tangent of 4 
EB is as the ratio of the sine of GD to the sine 
of/ GB. Therefore triangle ZDG, which is made up 5 
of arcs of great circles, if there is/ in it a 6 
right angle, like angle ZDG, then the ratio of the 
tangent of one of the two sides/ bounding the right 7 
angle to the sine of its other leg will be/ as the 8 
ratio of the tangent of the angle opposite the first 
side to the sine of/ the right angle, and it is the 9 
total sine. I mean that the ratio of the tangent 
of ZD to the sine of/ DG is as the ratio of the tan- 10 
gent of angle ZGD to the sine of angle ZGD. [Thus 
the ratio of the tangent of DG to the sine of DZ 
is as the ratio of the tangent of angle DZG is 
to the sine of angle ZDG. ]^ 

That which necessitates the use of the tan- ll 
gent (function), [needless to say,]2 is that it is 
restricted to/ the arc itself, and that the cotan- 12 
gent is shifted to the complement of the arc. 

No matter how we deviated from this in 199:1 
what preceded which had to do with the reversed 
(shadow) where/ the shadow and the gnomon only are 2 
mentioned, and not the two appropriate sines, we 
can make the numerator a denominator and the denom¬ 
inator/ the numerator, interchanging the reversed 3 
for the direct thus achieving harmony, and clari¬ 
fying the matter of the/ direct shadow also, although 4 
we do not use it. 

However, as to how simplification occurs by 5 
the use of the tangent/ for the extraction of ce- 6 
lestial arcs, we return in discussing it to the 
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preceding quadrilateral. 199:6 
We say that if AD (in Figure 52) is the e- 7 

cliptic, and it is supposed/ that arc AZ1 is on it, 8 
and in it we are required (to find) ZE, called the 
first declination, then we multiply/ the sine of 9 
this assumed arc by the sine of the inclination of 
the ecliptic, and we divide the result by/ the to- 10 
tal sine. There results the desired sine, because 
the ratio of the sine of AZ to/ the sine of ZE is 11 
as the ratio of the sine of AD, the quadrant, to the 
sine of DB. However, if the/ ecliptic is AB, EZ 12 
will be the second declination of arc/ AE. 13 

Its determination from it is that we extend 14 
the arcs of the quadrilateral along their circumfer¬ 
ences in/ the two directions A (and) G (in Figure 15 
53) until they intersect. And we describe from 
pole z and at a distance (equal to) the side of a 

—_ Figure 53 
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so the ratio of the sine of , the comple- 199:16 
ment of AE, to the sine of HT/ // is as the f.234b 
ratio of the sine of AK, the quadrant, to the 17 
sine of KM, the inclination of the ecliptic./ 
And so HT is known, and the ratio of the sine 18 
of OH, the complement of HT, to the sine of OK, 

the/ complement of the inclination of the ecliptic, 19 
is as the ratio of the sine of HL, the quadrant, 
to the sine of LS,/ which is equal to the com- 200:1 
plement of EZ. And so EZ is known. 

Its computation is that we multiply the co- 2 
sine of the [givenjl arc on the ecliptic/ by the 3 
sine of the inclination of the ecliptic, and we di¬ 
vide the result by the total sine, and of what 

comes out we find its arc sine,/ and we subtract 4 
its arc from ninety, and we divide the sine of 
what remains into the product of the sine/ of the 5 
inclination of the ecliptic by the total sine. Thus 
there results the cosine of the desired second dec¬ 
lination./ It cannot be obtained by the use of 6 
sines except after two multiplications and two di¬ 
visions and an extra arc (function) determination. 

Whereas if we use the tangent for it it can 7 
be obtained by a single multiplication and division 
together with the elimination of/ that determine- 8 
tion of the arc sine, because the ratio of the sine 
of AE to the sine of AB, the quadrant,/ is as the 9 
ratio of the tangent of EZ to the tangent of BD. 
And so, if we multiply the sine of/ the [givenjl 10 
arc on the ecliptic by the tangent of the inclina¬ 
tion of the ecliptic, and we divide what results by/ 
the total sine, there results the tangent of the 11 
second declination. If AB (in Figure 54) is the 
celestial equator,/ and AD is one of the horl- 201:1 
zons having (non-zero) latitude, and z is the 
rising point of a part on it, and/ G is the pole, 2 
and GB is the meridian, AE would be the equation 
of/ daylight of that part, and ZE its declination. 3 
So if we are given ZE as the declination, and GD 

as the/ latitude of [that horizon]2, and AE, the 4 
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equation of daylight, is sought, then to use 
sines/ we describe about pole B and at a dis¬ 
tance equal to the side of a square (inscribed 
in a great circle) arc AG, And we pass through/ 
the two points B and z great circle arc BZC, 

And so the ratio of the sine of EZ,/ the decli¬ 
nation of the part, to the sine of ZC, is as the 
ratio of the sine of BD, the complement of the 
latitude,/ to the sine of dg, the latitude. So 
ZC is known, and the ratio of the sine of GZ,/ 

the complement of the declination of the part, 
to the sine' of zc, is as the ratio of the sine 
of GE, the quadrant, to the/ sine of EA, the de¬ 
sired (thing). So if we multiply the sine of the 
decimation of the part by the sine of the lati¬ 
tude of the/ locality, and we divide what results 
by the cosine of the latitude, then multiply what 
results from/ the division by the total sine, and 

201:12 we divide the result by the cosine of the dec¬ 
lination of the part, there comes out the/ sine 
of the equation of daylight. So the desired 13 
i.thing) results also by two multiplications and 
two divisions. 

When we multiply the tangent of the decli- 202:1 
nation of the part by the total sine, and divide 

the result by the/ tangent of the complement of 2 
the local latitude, there results the sine of the 
equation of.daylight by (one) multiplication and 
(one) division, because the/ ratio of the sine of 3 
AE to the sine of AB, the quadrant, is as the ra¬ 
tio of the tangent of ZE to the/ tangent of DB. 4 
This amount of explanation should suffice, because 
(to give) full due to its applications/in the 5 
science of astronomy (tanjlm) would require an 
exceedingly long time. 
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THE TWENTY-EIGHTH (CHAPTER) 202:6 

CN THE DETTEK^INATION OF TERRESTRIAL DISTANCES 7 

AND THE HEIGHTS OF MOUNTAINS 

BY (THE USE OF) SHADOWS 

We will take up, of these distances, those 8 
which are limited and perpendicular, since they 
are/ the shortest distances. The rest of them 9 
are not limited in amount, except by circumvention. 
The ray/ and the shadow have in common the indi- 10 
cation of the one by the other. Illumination and 
perception/ by eyesight have in common the prop- 11 
erty of straightness. Hence there is no differ¬ 
ence between/ operations valid for rays, shadows, 12 
or visual perception, nevertheless we seek those in 
which we use/ shadows. We say that these dis- 13 
tances either are on the surface of the earth/, 
or else they are above it or below it. 14 

Those which are on the surface of the earth, 15 
either they are from the observer,/ I mean that he 16 
is on them, or else they are not// on his po- f.235a 
sition. But this has/ nothing to do with what 17 
we have, since operations are required different 
from shadows. So, let the discussion be/ of the 18 
first kind. 

An example of it (is) the width of a val- 19 
ley which it is desired to measure. And so, let 

the investigator be stationed on a shore, and the 
higher/ his position is, the more accurate will 203:1 
his operation be. He sights through’ two holes in 
the alidade of an astrolabe/ until he sees the 2 
other shore opposite the two (holes) simultaneous¬ 
ly, and he looks at the position of the pointer/ 
of the alidade in digits of the (horizontal) shad- 3 
ow (i.e., cotangent), and he retains their num¬ 
ber. Then let him move the alidade until/ these 

digits are increased by one digit and it is left 4 

at its position, and he backs up/ from his posi- 203:5 
tion along the prolongation of the width which is 
being measured, until a position is arrived at 
such that it is seen/ in the (sight) holes as it 6 
was seen at first on that shore. One measures the 
distance between the two stations/ used, and it 7 
is.multiplied by the retained (amount). What re¬ 
sults is the measure of the valley’s width. 

As for those which are above the surface of 8 
the horizon, such as the height of a mountain, and 
the positions of/ castles on it, and cupolas, and 9 
pyramids, and minarets, if their summits are per¬ 
ceived/ by sight, they are of two kinds. Either 10 
the surveyor can reach the base of the height,/ 
1 mean the point directly below it, or else he 11 
cannot reach it. 

As for the first kind, their shadows, if 12 
surveyed at a time when/ the altitude of the sun 13 
equals an eighth of a revolution, there will be 
between the end of the shadow and/ the foot of the 14 
vertical ( a distance) equal to their heights. 
If it happens that that altitude does not occur,/ 
put the pointer of the alidade at forty-five parts. 15 
Then seek, by advancing and retiring,/ a position 16 
from which the summit of the perpendicular is vis¬ 
ible through both peep sights. And then one finds 
the measure/ between the position and the base of 17 
the perpendicular. We increase it by the amount 
of the (observer’s) [height]1 and there results/ 
the measure of the perpendicular. 18 

The reason for this is evident, because of 19 
the fact that the line of the ray or of sight bi¬ 
sects/ the right angle formed by our bodies and the 
line extending from them in the/ horizontal plane 204:2 
to the foot of the perpendicular. If desired, 
stand at any position one wants, like/ point G 3 

(in Figure 55) on the earth, with the perpendicular 
at AB. One should try to make/ G the position for 4 
the center of the astrolabe by lying (prone) on 
the ground or standing in a ditch/ as deep as one's 5 
height. Then the astrolabe is suspended from the 
right (hand) letting it hang with the quadrant,/ of 

1Text A-aUJ| ; read 3L*[£j| . 
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Figure 55 

the altitude opposing the summit of the moun- 204:6 
tain, and one looks through the two sights of the 
alidade with one [eye]1 until it is/ seen through 7 
both simultaneously, and one looks at the lower of 
the two pointers (to see) how much of the shadow 
is subtended, and one measures/ from that position 8 
to the base of the vertical, I mean GB, and its ra¬ 
tio to/ AB is known, because it is as the ratio of 9 
that actual shadow to the gnomon,/ and hence if the 10 
distance [c?]b is multiplied by the gnomon and the 
result divided by/ the actual shadow there results 11 
the measure of the perpendicular AB. 

Of this (type of) technique is what Brahma-205:1 
gupta explained in the arithmetical treatise of 
the/ Brahmasiddhanta thus, "If a lamp is on a min- 2 
aret whose length is a hundred/ digits; and in front 3 
of it at a hundred and ten digits is a gnomon whose 
amount is twelve/ digits, and we want (to find) the 4 
amount of its shadow. So we multiply the hundred 
and ten by twelve,/ and we divide the result by 5 
eighty-eight, and there comes out fifteen and this 
is the shadow of the gnomon". 

So, let the minaret be AB (in Figure 56) 6 
and the gnomon GT and its shadow DG,/ and we extend 7 
TM parallel to DB. It will be a hundred and ten, 

I mean/ equal to GB. And AM will be eighty-eight 8 

lText LJJyj ;read as in the MS. 
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Figure 56 

and the ratio of TM to/ MA will be as the ratio 205:9 
of DGt the desired, to GT. 

However, as for the second kind, in which 10 
(the observer) does not reach its base, so he 

measures from where he is,/ such as the perpen- 11 

dicular AB (in Figure 57) being// inside the f.235b 
mountain ABG. The nearest example of that where/ 

the foot of the vertical is inaccessible is (a 12 
situation) where the sides of mountains or for¬ 

tresses intervene between it and the surveyor./ So 

let the flat ground which is in its vicinity be 13 
GDE, and one should increase/ both AB, the per- 14 

pendicular from the mountain, and DB, (the dis¬ 
tance) between the position/ of the observer and 206:1 

its base. So we measure the shadow of the alti¬ 

tude of the summit A from station D/ as in the 2 

preceding as to the conditions of the measurement, 
and we retain it. 

Then we retire or advance from that sta- 3 
tion to another. Let it be E after/ that advance 4 

or retreat, along the straight line joining the 
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Figure 57 

foot of the vertical/ from the summit and the 206:5 
first station# And at this second (station) one 
does/ what was done at the first, so that the 6 
second shadow also is ascertained. And the dis¬ 
tance between the two stations is measured/in cu¬ 
bits or in whatever linear unit is desired. What 7 

results from that is multiplied/ by the divisions 8 
of the gnomon, and the result of the multiplica¬ 

tion is divided by the difference between the two 
shadows,/ and there comes out the measure of the 9 

height of the mountain in the units in which the 
distance betwen the two stations was measured./ 

Thai multiply also (the distance) between the two 10 
stations by the length of the first shadow/ ob¬ 

tained at position D, and we divide the result by 11 
the difference between the two shadows,/ and there 12 
comes out the distance from the first station to 
the base of the vertical from the mountain (peak). 
Tha+- f a \ / k- _ _• ^ r 
That (is)/ because the ratio of ED, taken as*the 13 

difference ►between the two shadows, to AB, taken 
as/ the gnomon, is as the ratio of distance ED 14 

to the distance AB, which is the gnomon,/ Also 207:1 
the ratio of ED, which is the difference between 

the two shadows, to DB, which is/ the first shad- 2 
ow, is as the ratio of distance ED to the dis¬ 

tance DB. And that is/ what we wanted to clarify. 3 
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Of this (type of) technique is what Brah- 207:4 
magupta explained in the (above-)mentioned book,/ 
thus, "If there is a lamp on a minaret, with an 5 
obstacle intervening between us and its base, and 

near/ [us3* is a gnomon whose length is twelve dig- 6 
its, and behind its shadow is another gnomon of 
that size,/ its shadow being eighteen digits, and 7 
from the head of the first shadow to the base of 
the second gnomon is/ seven digits, and one [wants]^ 8 
(to find) the length of the minaret. So the sec¬ 
ond shadow is added to seven, and there results/ 
twenty-five, which is the base (for computation). 9 
And we subtract the smaller of the two shadows from 
the. larger, and there remain (in)/ parts of the di- 10 
vision (of the gnomon), three digits. Then the 
base is multiplied by each of the two shadows./ 
[Divide^ each one of the results by the parts of 11 

the division, and there results (the distance) 
from the/ base of the minaret to the end of that 12 
shadow. And then we multiply by it the gnomon 
and we divide what results/ by that shadow". There 
results the length of the minaret AB (in Figure 13 
58). (Let) the first gnomon be TGl and Its shadow 14 
GD, and let the second gnomon be HE, and its shad¬ 
ow EZ. We extend/ HK parallel to AD, and so ZK 15 

will be the difference between the two shadows,/ 
and its (length is) the parts of the division. 16 

As for the base, it is ZD, the sum of ZE 17 
(and) ED, and from the similarity of the two tri¬ 
angles/ ZHE (and) ZAB, the ratio of bz to ze will 18 
be as the ratio of EH,/ the gnomon, to AB, the 19 

minaret. And from the similarity of triangles 
DTG (and) DA[b']^/ the ratio of [g]i?5 to d[b1& 208:1 
will be as the ratio of GT, the'gnomon, to AB,/ 

the minaret. And so the two ratios are equal, 2 
and a: fter subst itution the ratio of 

2 Text ; rea d . 
-Text ; read ^ J as in the MS. 
4Text ; MS 
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Figure 58 

the two shadows, and the ratio of/ ZK, the dif- 208:4 
ference between the two shadows, called the parts 
of the division, will be by separation, to/ 2x7, 

the smaller of the two (shadows, as DZ is to db, 5 
the smaller of the two) distances, and by inver¬ 
sion, (ZK is) to ZE, the larger of the two shad¬ 

ows,/ as the ratio of DZ, the base, is to ZB, 6 
the larger of the two distances. 

For that// which was explained there f.236a 
are two other situations. The second gnomon is 7 
set up,/ for the first of the two (cases), at the 8 
end of the first shadow, (in Figure 59a), and so 

the base contracts, and the divison of/ the two 9 
shadows comes to be by its part, and the amount 

of the second shadow will become accordingly, sev¬ 
enteen/ digits and one part in twenty-two of a 10 
digit. And in the other (case. Figure 59b) it 

(the second gnomon) is set up/ on the first shadow 11 

Figure 59b 

between ZE (and) DE/ instead of the sum of the two 'l2 
(which) was there (before). And if we assume ED 

to be seven digits/ the shadow EZ would be nine dig¬ 
its and (one) part in twelve of a digit, and this 
is the/ picture of the two cases. 209-2 

As to what is under the horizon plane it 3 
s ould be treated like what/ Brahmagupta explained. 4 
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If one imagines B (in Figure 58) to be the bot- 209:4 
tom and BG the depth, and two -sticks/ [G]rl and 5 
EH9 equal and parallel to the horizon plane, and 
D (and) Z/ two stations for the observer (obser- 6 
ving) A, which is a certain position assumed at 

a deep place, and £,/ F, and Z are in order along 7 
a straight line perpendicular to the horizon plane. 
But if one measures position A/ at one of these 8 
two positions, with the astrolabe, so that/ the 9 
quadrant of the shadow is toward it, making the 
second position such that the shadow at it will 
differ by one digit, (then)/ AB will represent 10 
the perpendicular from the mountain, and the depth 
will represent the distance from its foot, and it 

will be determined/ as was done previously. I 11 
am planning to compose an exhaustive book as a 
guide to the determination of distances which,/ 
I hope, will cover all its subjects and will con- 12 
tain all that has reached me of the sayings about 
it of/ the workers in this craft. 13 

Text £, ; read g, • In Figure 59a Is missing 
in the text; supplied from the MS. 
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THE TWEWIY-NIOTH (CHAPTER) 210:1 

CN CELESTIAL DISTANCES WHICH INVOLVE SHADOWS 

On many occasions we do not confine ourselves 3 
to the determination of distances of what is in the 
world below, but we pass over/ to what the eyes per- 4 
ceive in the upper world, especially if our guide to 

it/ is its having a bright light which casts a shadow 5 

for non-transparent objects. So let ab/(in Figure 60) 
be the diameter of what appears of the sun's body, 6 
and ST a plane surface opposite the sun/ and EZ a. 7 
body casting a shadow, placed higher than the face 
of the earth, and the diameter of its observed shad¬ 
ow is/ HT. And also let EZ itself be the diameter 8 
of its hole. And we extend BEM./ So M will be the 9 
end of the solar ray entering from the orifice EZ./ 

Let L be the midpoint of shadow HT. Whenever the 10 
distances LH,/ LM, EZ, and EK become known to us, 11 
the distance of the sun from the earth and its dia¬ 
meter will become/ known also. 12 

That is that triangle EKM with right angle K 13 
will be known as to sides/, and we extend EO paral- 14 
lei to bt9 and we lay off or/ equal to EZ, and there 15 
remains MO known, and its ratio to me/ is as the 16 

ratio of tm to MB. And so MB is known and triangle 

TMB is/ known as to sides, and the perpendicular 17 
extending.from B to ST is the distance of/ the sun, 18 
and that is known, and the ratio of TZ to ZF, half 

the difference between/ HT (and) £Z,is as the ratio 19 
of TB to BC. And so BC is known/ and AN is equal 211:1 
to it. 

If there is added to the sum of [c]sl (and) 2 
AN the amount Hr, I mean/ CN, there results [ab]2, 3 

and it is the diameter of the sun, and the situa¬ 

tion is like it as to the distance of/ the moon and 4 
its diameter, because if it (the moon) were [gId3 

Text <__» f ; read as in the MS. In the figure, 
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the shadow of the body EZ (cast by) it would be/ 211:4 
HT. But because of the fact that it is nearer to 5 

the earth than the sun,/ its ray will enter into an 6 

orifice [EZ]1 along DES, and the triangle ESK 211:6 
replaces/ triangle EMK of the sun, and triangle 7 
ESO of it replaces/ triangle EMO of it (the 8 
sun).// The rest of the situations are as they f.230b 

were. And also, both/ of the two triangles EKM 9 
(and) TFZ are known as to angles, because their 
sides/ are known. So triangle MTB is also known 10 
as to angles, and has side/ MT known. So it is 11 
known as to sides, and its perpendicular from B 
upon/ the prolongation of ST is the desired dis- 12 

tance, and what is between T and/ the foot of its 13 
vertical added to TL is the radius of the sun. 
But/ this will appear to be extremely diffi- [2]12:1^ 

cult if practised without understanding, some¬ 
thing which causes the loss of confidence. 

The method of Ptolemy for the determina- 2 
tion of the solar distance uses the shadow also. 
That is/ because the distance of the moon can be 3 
obtained by parallax, which is not the case with 
the sun,/ and the total solar eclipse does not 4 
have a long duration in perception. He took, for 
example,/ AB (in Figure 61) (as) the solar radius, 5 
and ZE (as) the terrestrial radius. Let half of 
the shadow/ cone be ZET [and]3 OH the lunar ra- 6 
dius. So HOE/ is half the lunar shadow cone. 7 
By lunar eclipses the shadow diameter had (pre¬ 
viously) been obtained/ at the position of the 8 
moon’s transit (through the shadow). And so its 
half, DG, is known, and the difference between 
it and half the/ terrestrial diameter, which is 9 
MZ, is known, and DM, the lunar distance, is 
known. So triangle/ ZMD is known as to sides, 10 
and triangle ZET is similar to it, and in it ZE/ 

is known. So it also is known as to sides. And 11 
so ET, the distance of the end of the shadow 
from/ the center of the earth is known, and the 12 
ratio of TE to EZ is as the ratio of TO/ to OK. 13 

And so OK is known. But OH for him is determi¬ 
nable/ from lunar eclipses. So there remains HK 14 
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M#1, to SK is as the ratio of ZE to/ JA. And 211:17 
so EA, the distance of the sun from the earth, is 
known, approximately, and the ratio of/ EH to ho 

is as the ratio of EA to ABy the/ solar radius, 
and hence it is known. 

We will go through the whole of the [2]13:12 
method of that in the promised book, and we 
will solve what is connected with it/ as to am- 2 
biguity and suspicion. 

Sinan b. Fath has put a chapter on the [2]13:32 
determination of the lunar distance from the earth,/ 
saying, "Observe the lunar shadow at meridian tran- 4 
sit (nisf al-nahar, usually "noon") and determine 
its altitude from it./ Find it also by computation 5 
and divide the total sine by the difference between 
the two/ to obtain the lunar distance from the earth." 6 
Taking into consideration what was previously men¬ 

tioned concerning the lunar shadow’s/ being dif- 7 
ferent from the solar shadow with respect to the 

gnomon, let, in such circumstances, circle/ TDG 8 
(in Figure 62) be the meridian plane with the lu¬ 
nar sphere, and circle AB/ (be) for the earth with 9 

center E. And let EG be the true horizon plane,/ 
and AD parallel to it (and) tangent to the earth 10 
at locality A. So if we assume T (to be)/ the 
body of the moon, its altitude would be in the 11 

meridian, either the apparent (altitude)/ DT, or 12 
the computed (i.e. true altitude), arc GT. The 
difference between the two is [g]d3,/ and the ra- 13 
tio of DK, its sine, to DE, taken as the total 

sine, is as the ratio of/ DKy taken as one [2]14:12 
for its being equal to the radius a[f]4, to de y 

taken/ as the lunar distance in multiples of this 2 

unit, and hence it is for that (reason) known. 
The product of the total sine by the radius 3 

of the earth is it (the terrestrial radius) exactly,/ 
and its quotient when divided by the sine of the 4 
difference will be the desired distance. 

^Text £ ; read as in the MS. 
^Text I ; read r . 
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Figure 62 

It is as though there had dropped from 214:5 
Sinan’s operations the mention of finding the sine, 
for it is a/ very apparent matter. 5 

. This is what Abu YQsuf al-Kindi aimed at 7 
in a paper of his devoted to/ the lunar distance.//f.237a 
He.took arc [g]!)1 as known, without mentioning any- 8 

thing/ about observing the altitude and computing 9 

it. He has.nothing beyond SinSn except mention of 
the perpendicular/ in Ruml (i.e. Greek), it being 10 
qathlt. The method of Ptolemy for the extraction 

of the lunar distance/ at an assumed time and the 11 

extraction of its distance at other times is this 

(preceding). But/ it was taken as a fact to assume 12 
that there is no method for determining its dis¬ 

tance except by its/ parallax, however, it is (also) 13 
possible by means of its eclipse in the shadow of the 
garth, of which (let) a half be ABG, (in Figure 63)/ 

Text ; MS ; read ^ . 
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B being the center of the base. Let it (the £2jl5:l1 
eclipse) occur for an observer at a certain dis¬ 

tance from/. the.earth known in parts of the diame- 2 
ter of the inclined (orbital) plane. Let BD be a/ 
lunar eclipse of variable magnitude, the lunar 3 
latitude at.it2 (the time) being known, and let 
it (the latitude) be at/ circle DT. As for the 4 

eclipse.occurring at Z with magnitude EH,/ let us 5 
assume it to be, for example, a third of the lu¬ 

nar diameter. However as for the one occurring 

at r, its magnitude (is) EK./ Let it be a fifth, 6 

by assumption. The (common) denominator of a third 
and a fifth is fifteen, and the difference/ be¬ 
tween a fifth and a third is two (fifteenths), 7 
and the ratio of two to fifteen is as the ratio of/ 

KH, the difference between the two eclipses, which 8 

is equal to TZ, the difference between/ the two lat- 9 
ltudes, to the apparent diameter of the moon at 

the.known distance BD. ze/ is known (so) a sixth 10 
of it (the lunar diameter) is known, and so the 

difference between this sixth and the latitude ZD,/ 
which is ED, I mean half the diameter of the shad- 11 
ow (is known). 

^Text } ; read t . 
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Then (suppose) the same thing occurs at 215:12 

another known distance. Let it be BL./ ML the shad-13 
ow radius, becomes known, and 2?L, the difference 
between the two distances/ BD (and) BL is [2316:!1 
known, and its ratio to OE, the difference be¬ 
tween ED (and) ML,/ is as the ratio of to 2 
DE9 and so [gQz>2 ls known. And all of BG is known,/ 

and its ratio to BA is as the ratio of \_G~\lfi to 3 
DE. And so AJ3 is known/ in parts of BG. Then if 4 

AS is made a unit, the distances of the moon and 
the axis of the shadow/ cone in it (i.e. that unit) 5 
will be known, and that is what we wanted to explain. 

^Text \ ; read \ 
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THE THIRTIETH (CHAPTER) [2]16:61 

CN THE EXPLANATION OF THINGS CONNECTED WITH THE 7 

SHADOW AND NOT RESEMBLING WHAT HAS PRECEDED 

He who becomes acquainted with what is in 8 
this chapter, and with the remaining (writings), which 
are unsound,/ will realize that there is nothing more 9 
troublesome than (an attempt) to exhaust everything in 
this world. In the/ current problems with which the 10 
Indian students are trained there is a long problem 

resembling/ what we are discussing. It is their say- 11 
ing that if there is an umbrella (having a) diameter 
of four cubits; we desire/ to determine the distance 12 
to which it should be elevated so that its shadow 
would disappear. Their answer is that we multiply 
the cubits of the/ diameter of that umbrella by a 13 
quarter of an ayuta (transliterated as ajuta), and 
there will result the cubits of the desired distance 
for its elevation./ Ayuta is in their computations 14 
ten thousand. It is as though multiplication/ 

would be by two thousand and five hundred, and ac- 15 
cording to this it is necessary that the ratio of 
the/ solar diameter to the axis of the cone whose 16 
vertex is the end of the earth’s shadow be in the 
ratio of/ one to six hundred and twenty-five. 17 

But (the value) which Ptolemy found for this 18 
is the ratio of one to a hundred/ and thirty-four 19 
approximately, because the solar distance from the 
earth according to him is a thousand/ and two [2J17:!1 
hundred and ten times the radius of the earth, and 
the axis of the shadow cone is/ two hundred and 2 

sixty-eight times it, and the solar diameter is 
eleven times it. So, on the basis/ of Ptolemy’s pa- 3 
rameters it is necessary that the altitude of the 

umbrella be a hundred and/ thirty-four times its 4 
diameter in order that its shadow disappear. But 
in their example it will be five hundred/ and 5 
thirty-four cubits, as though the division had 

1Text I ; read X . 



been dropped from their operation after multipli- 217:5 

cation. But/ had it been (done) the (division) 6 
would have been nineteen approximately. The 
witness thereof, which we cited as being/ dif¬ 
ficult to follow in an operation without imagi- 7 
nation, is closer to that which Ptolemy has about 
it.// We constructed a/ target on a ruler five f.237b 
cubits long in order to consider what was pre¬ 
viously mentioned in the chapter/ preceding this 9 
one, and we observed the shadow of the target on 
another one similar to it (placed) on the other 
end,/ (just) as we observed the light of the up- 10 
per hole on a lower one, transforming the quanti¬ 
ties into numbers/ which are integers and not 11 
fractions. 

As for the numbers of the ruler (the dis- 12 
tance) between the two targets is 6144, and the 

width of the/ target 164, and its shadow 116, 13 

which is [less by]1 48, and therefore the van¬ 
ishing of the shadow (occurs at) 20,992 from/ the 14 
target. And so, according to this ratio, if the 
solar diameter is eleven times/ the terrestrial 15 
radius, (the distance) from it (the sun) to the 

vanishing point of the earth’s shadow will be 
1408, of which the shadow has 256,/ leaving for 16 
the distance of the sun ll[5j22, [less by]1 58 

than the (number of) times mentioned by/ Ptolemy. 17 
Had it been, according to him, its mean distance, 
the (number of) times of its/ nearest distance 18 
would have been 1163, and what we found would be 
less by ten times. However, as for the/ number 19 
of the diameter, it is 18, and the number of its 
light is 59. So if the hole were equal/ to [2]18:1^ 
the target its light would be five hundred and 
thirty-seven and five ninths, and if we/ con¬ 
verted all of the foregoing numbers into ninths 2 
to make them integers, the numbers of the ruler 
would become/ 55,296, and the number of the tar- 3 
get 1476, and the number of its shadow 1044, and 

2*fext ; read ^WJLo . 
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the number of the hole/ equals that of the target 218:4 

at 1476, and the number of its light 4838. So the 

ratios of these numbers are/ known, and anyone who 5 
wants to use the quantities in them (may), since I 
do not find it worth wasting the time out/ of the 6 

best part of life, for verily I gave the amount 
of the ruler, it being in digits a hundred and/ 
twenty, and the radius of the earth in digits is 7 
approximately 321,563,636. 

Let us move on from it to the determination 8 
of the solar distance, and from it to a lunar dis¬ 

tance/ in a situation of total eclipse with zero 9 
duration of totality, so that we obtain for the 
moon what corresponds to/ what was obtained for the 10 
sun. 

Among the things pertaining to this chap- 11 
ter is that the solar distance is continuously 

changing/ between its two limits, the maximum at 12 
the apogee and the minimum at the perigee, so that 
the axis of the/ shadow cone and the base of the 13 
shadow become smaller and greater. To the amount 
of light and shade on the face of/ the earth, al- 14 
Fazarl refers in his statement in his zij, ’’Since 
the sun is larger/ than the earth, that which re- 15 
mains of it (illuminated) is more than half of it". 

"So, if you want to determine the excess of 16 
that over half the earth, multiply the minutes of/ 
half the orb (falak) of the sun by the number of 17 
farsakhs in the circumference of the earth, which 
is 6583,/ and divide the result by 21600; there 18 
will result the number of farsakhs by which the 
light exceeds/ half the earth on that day". 19 

The explanation of this operation is, [2]19:11 
let the orb of the sun be ABG (in Figure 64) 

with/ center £, and the circle of the earth is 2 

HTMy and we assume both/ AB (and) AG to be to the '3 
amount of half the solar orb, that is, its dia¬ 
meter, and we extend BTZ (and)/ GMZ. So the axis 4 
of the cone will be AEZ, and we extend the earth's 

diameter/ DEK perpendicular to the axis, and we 5 
connect E (with) T,(and) E (with) M between the 

^Text 1 ; read f . 
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Figure 64 

center/ and the two points of tangency. So the 219:6 
diameter of the shadow base will be the chord 

TM. And because/ the two angles ZTE (and) DFEz]1 7 
are right (angles) the two triangles will be 
similar, and the two angles TZE/ (and) DET are 8 
equal. The arc dt is to the amount of the angle 
DET, and the angle/ TZE is [half]2 the arc simi- 9 
lar to it on the circle described with center/ E 10 

and radius// EZ, and that arc is LS. We ex- f.238a 
tend ELD, and/ AO will be what is similar to LS 11 
on the solar orbit. But al-Fazari (made) its 

place/ AB, and so the ratio of its minutes to the 12 

^Text £ ; read j . In the figure, I > 5 ^ 
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minutes of a whole revolution equals the ratio 219:12 
of the/ double of DT, I mean the sum of DT (and) 13 

to the circumference of the earth. But/ 
DHK is half a circumference, so the sum of the 14 
two (above-)mentioned arcs is the excess of the/ 

lighted segment over the shadowed (segment). 15 

However, as for the (above-)mentioned [2]20:12 
farsakhs , it is necessary to notice that the In¬ 
dians measure/ distances by a length taken as a 2 

unit which they call a yojana. Its magnitude in 
our units is two and/ two thirds farsakhs, so 3 

that the cubits in each yojana are thirty-eight 
thousand./ Measured in another unit of theirs 4 
called the kroh, there are eight in it (the yo¬ 
jana), and each kroh/ equals one of our miles. 5 

Brahmagupta claims that the circumference 6 
of the earth in yojanas is five/ thousand, and 7 
its diameter is a thousand five hundred and eighty- 
one approximately. 

But Pulisa claims that the diameter of the 8 
earth in them is a thousand and six hundred, and its 
circumference/ five thousand and twenty six. 9 

An explanation of what al-Fazari mentions 10 
as to the farsakhs of the earth, it being dif¬ 
ferent from both (the other)/ assertions, is that 11 
he heard and adopted the statement of Pulisa. 
Then he learned and worked out, as is mentioned 

in his zij,/ that the Indian farsakh is sixteen 12 
thousand cubits. Then he wanted to find the num¬ 
ber of yojanas/ in a twelve-thousand cubit far- 13 
sakh, with its being less than the first by a 
quarter of it,/ so he added to what Pulisa mentioned 14 
a quarter of it, which is 1256, and so there result¬ 
ed for him what he mentioned of/ the farsakhs in 15 

the circumference without any investigation of 
the writings of the (other) people. But at any 
rate he is/ nearer to the truth than others like 16 
him who have heard, as much as he, of the name of 

the Almagest,/ but never dealt with any part of it. 17 
Thus some claim that it was summarized from the 
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Sindhind, and others set up/ computations like 220:18 

the babblings of epileptics, ascribing them to it 
(the Almagest). I have seen a xlj9 the name of/ 
the author not being mentioned, which includes 19 
this operation for the determination of the solar 
hoop,/ from the Almagest, it is claimed. [2321:1^- 

So it says, "Add to the square of the shad- 2 
ow a hundred and forty-four and take the (square) 
root of/ the result, and it will be the hypotenuse 3 
of the shadow for the time (in question), and di¬ 

vide 41,256 by it to obtain the minutes of the/ 
solar hoop. And, if desired, make the solar dis- 4 
tance a versed sine in minutes of/ the chord, 5 
which is 3,438. Subtract it from it, and there 
will remain the vertical at that hour. If de¬ 
sired, make the/ altitude at the hour a sine in 6 

minutes of the chord, and it will be the solar hoop. 

Then multiply it/ by twenty-three and divide what 7 
results by sixty, and there will come out the ver¬ 
tical at that hour. By it/ the difference between 8 
zljes and dates is made known”. 

As for the first of his operations, it is 9 
evident from what has preceded that the product 
of/ the gnomon by the total sine, if it is divi- 10 
ded by the cosecant for the time (in question), 
there comes out the sine of the/ altitude of the 11 
sun at the time of the observation, and this is 
what we divided, and it is the product of/ twelve 12 
times 3438 minutes, the total sine according to 
Aryabhata. He took it/ according to the ratio of 13 
the diameter to the circumference. So that that 
which he calls the solar hoop is the sine of/ the 14 
altitude at the hour (in question). 

As for the second operation, the ’’solar dis- 15 
tance” in it is its declination, and the ’’minutes 
of the chord”/ is the total sine, and the differ- 16 

ence between it and the versed sine for the dec¬ 

lination,/ is the cosine of the declination, I mean 17 
the radius of the sun’s daily circle. The name 
"solar hoop"/ for it is more legitimate, and the 18 
name "vertical at the hour” for the sine of the al- 
titude is more legitimate. 
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As for the third operation, it is nothing 221:19 
but the transformation of the sine of the altitude 
at the hour/ from the amount 150 to that [2322il1 
which is found with Aryabhata. But it is trans¬ 

formed by what he mentioned into/ 3450; an amount 2 
differing (both) from the total sines of Aryabhata 

and.of Brahmagupta, for/ with him (i.e. Brahmagupta) 3 
it is 3270. That is that the hundred and fifty 

does not number the three thousand/ four hundred 4 
and thirty-eight twenty-three times, but rather that 
it numbers it/ twenty-two// times and twenty- f.238b 
three parts of a twenty-fifth of a time. 5 

Thereupon he said, "An example is that we 6 
want to (determine) the difference between two 

zijes, the Sindhind (and)/ the Shah. So, because 7 
the Sindhind is based on the Cupola, its longitude 
being ninety, and its chord/ a hundred and fifty, 8 
we multiply it by twenty-three and divide the result 

by sixty./ There results [57];302, which we retain. 9 
And because the Shahriyaran is based on Babylon/ 

at a longitude of seventy-eight and a latitude of 10 
thirty-six, which is (in) the fourth climate, and 
the/ (meridian) altitude of Aries at it is [5]43 11 
and its chord (is) 122, we multiply it by 23 and 
divide/ the result by sixty, and there results 46, 12 
46. We take the difference between it and the re¬ 
tained (amount)/ and it is 10,44. We find its arc 13 
by multiplying it by eleven, and divide the result/ 

by seven to obtain 16,52, which we make a chord, 14 
it being [03;43,16^./ We set it aside, then we 15 
make the latitude of Babylon (into) hours by di¬ 

viding by fifteen. There comes out/ [two33 hours 16 
and two fifths; the sun travels in it [03,5;[5536. 
We added (it) to the (quantity) set aside;/ there 17 
results [03,49 . We make the distance of Babylon 
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from the Cupola in hours; it will be four/ 222:18 

fifths of an hour, in which the sun travels 
E0];1,E57],361. We add (the amounts) of the two 
(distances) travelled; there/ results [0;51]2, and 

that is (what is) between the two zijes". 
It is evident that he meant to transform E2]23:ld 

the sine of the altitude of Aries for each/ of the 2 
two locations from the sine of two and a half parts 
to the sine of/ fifty-seven and a half parts in or- 3 

der that we obtain the difference between the two 

(localities). 
What is after that is words without meaning, 4 

since the difference is between the mean (positions)/ 

if it is according to the meridians, and the lati- 5 

tudes do not enter here. 
But if it were according to the horizons its 6 

amount would not be fixed in parts having/ one direc- 7 
tion. It will be different in the two directions, 
positively or negatively, and there is no use in 
what/ was explained, and nothing can be deduced from 8 
it. At least he could have asked where Babylon is,/ 
so as not to put it in the fourth climate, and not 9 
carry it from Baghdad to Nlsh&pCLr./ If it were not 10 
that the majority in all professions are like this, 
then it would not have been that (only) a few deserve/ 
praise and adulation. Astrology is characterised 11 
by abundance of these qualities, and the apportion¬ 

ing of fates is/ more appropriate for it. 12 
If you aspire to witness the truth of that, 13 

look at the place of McLsha’allah among/ the people, 14 

and listen to his presumptuous criticism of the 
book ascribed to Hermes,/ "The Eighty-five Chapters" 15 

(Al-Khamsa w'al-thamanln bab) in order to be intro¬ 
duced to it. Then turn to’the book, and see which 
of its contents beguile you/ in solitude and save 16 
you from ending in chains in asylums in case/ your 17 
(astrological) temperament is equable and your judge¬ 

ment sound. 
_An example of that is the years of the planets 18 
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in it; these are assumed numbers/ for each one 223:19 
of them, for Saturn thirty-two, and for Jupiter 
the double of that, and for Mars/ equal to E2324:l^ 
one and a half of it, and for the sun equal to 

one and a half that of Mars, and for Venus equal 

to one/ and a quarter (times) that of Mars, and for 2 
Mercury fifty-one, and for the moon thirty-three./ 

It may be that they vary because of differences in 3 

the copies. But there is no use in that, since the 
importance is only/ of what comes after. Verily it 4 
was said in it that they are put for the middle of 

the earth and for the countries which adjoin the/ 
northern axis. So they modify them for countries 5 
in which nativities occur according to their dis¬ 

tances/from the northern axis, and the equation 6 
is subtracted from it if it is nearer the east,/ 
but they add it to it if it is nearer the west. 7 
The maximum longitude is a hundred and eighty/ 

parts, and the northern axis is along the ninetieth 8 
of them. So he asserted the use of the equation 
for countries/ according to the mean (motions) of 9 

the planets if the position (is reckoned) accord¬ 
ing to the Cupola. Then he contradicted this in 
what follows/ that concerning the extraction of 10 
the equation. That is that he prescribed the sub¬ 
traction of the altitude of the beginning of/ 

Cancer (at) noon from ninety degrees, and the mul- 11 
tiplication of the remainder by a hundred/ and 12 
fifty, and the division of// the result by 360. f.239a 
There results a sine; find its arc (sine), and if 
the equatorial/ shadow for the locality is more 13 
than seven digits, subtract what resulted/ for 

the arc from the years of each planet, but if it 14 

was less add it, and they will be (thus) modified/ 

for the assumed locality. These seven digits men- 15 

tioned in the. condition of the equatorial (shadow),/ 
as well as2 in the equation of the ascensional dif- 16 

ference in the Arkand Zlj originate from/ one tern- 17 
perament or two related temperaments. But the 

distance from the meridian circle for the Cupola 
does not/ move the azimuth of the pole in the di- 18 
rection of east or west. 
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(Even) that is better than1 those who 224:19 
believe in the flatness of the earth/ and in [2325:1^ 

the parallelism of vertical (lines), which belongs 

to confused information,/ for concerning noon they 2 
hold self-contradictory (opinions) to the extent 

that some of them are of the opinion that the 
time of noon/ is the same in all inhabited places. 3 
Thus they base themselves on/ false premises, which 4 
entail as a result their deviating in prayer away 
from the/ true direction. 5 

Some of them carry to an absurdity the af- 6 
firmation of the practitioners of this science 
concerning the difference/ in noon(time) at (dif- 7 

ferent) localities, applying it to (distances) 
less than ten paces. Such a one is (the fellow) 
called/ Aljmad b. Salman with his saying, ’’One 8 
way to determine noon while explaining/ the re- 9 

suit at the same time is to take two rods, equal 
in length and width,/ and to set up one of the two 10 
along the direction of prayer and the other to the 

left of it, and observe the shadows of both,/ and 11 
if the shadow of the former is greater than that 
of the latter, the sun has reached the meridian,/ 
but if the shadow of the latter is greater it has 12 

not culminated yet”. 
I think that the author of these words has 13 

done nothing save observing their shadows (cast 

by) the light of/ a lamp which is not far from 14 

either of them. This will be the situation of one 
who goes out of a house/ through the roof and not 15 

through the door. The book ’’The Eighty-five 
(Chapters of Hermes)” is/ followed by (another) 16 
book like it in which was mentioned the equation 

of the degree of the ascendant in (connection with) 
the rising amplitudes/ for the locality, if one 17 
wants to use them for the determination of (people’s) 
ages. It is that one adds its declination/ to the 18 
complement of the latitude of the locality if it 
is northerly, and subtracts from it if southerly,/ 

and a quarter of the result is found. If the 19 

equatorial shadow for the locality is less 225:19 

than seven/ digits, subtract that quarter froml2]26:l1 
the degree of the ascendant, and if it is greater 
add/ the quarter to it to obtain the degree of 2 
the ascendant. 

It is one of the marvelous things. But I 3 
do not say this to slander Hermes, for he was so/ 

wise that the Greeks counted him a prophet. He 4 
introduced/ Chaldean science into Egypt. The 5 
Chaldeans were the people of Babylon, whose share 
in/ science cannot be concealed, to the extent 6 
that they were called its sorcerers, even though 

nothing came down to us of their science except 
their opinion/ concerning the motion of the heaven 7 
which is based on a continuous solicitude in ob¬ 

serving it for thousands of years,/ (together with) 8 
what the observers, Ptolemy and the others, relate 

concerning them. But/ in the books of alchemy and 9 
talismans there is a serious fallacy,/ which is 10 
the setting of charlatans to make them. Imita¬ 
tion of these books is more prevalent in the case 
of the wiser and the older of them,/ because of 11 

the hidden character of the information, due to 
its antiquity. And also the one branded with the 
unravelling of secrets is more subject to it due 
to the/ conjoining of their words with enigmas 12 

and symbols. Now I'suppose that this amount of 
information/ about matters concerning shadows 13 
should suffice and be/ helpful in the ver’.fica- 14 
tion of time (as determined) with instruments by 
shadows, 

God, be He exalted!, is the Helper, and the 15 
Praised at the beginning of each treatise and at 
its end. By the praise of God and His help,/ 

finished is ’’The Exhaustive Treatise on Shadows”,/ 16 
the work of Abu al-Raylj§n Muhammad b. Ahmad al- 17 
Biruni, may God forgive him. 

I finished copying it at Mosul (Mawsil) in 18 

Dhu al-Hijja of the year 631,/ and to God be the 19 
praise, arid the prayers of God (be) upon Muhammad 
and his relatives. 
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